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PREFACE

For the fifth year, the Research and Theory Division of the Associ-

ation for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT) is publishing

.these Proceedings. Papers published in this volume were presented at the

national AECT Convention in Mew Orleans, LA. A limited quantity.of this

volume were printed and sold. It is also available on microfiche through

the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) system.

REFEREEING PROCESS: All Research and Theory Division papers selected for

presentation at the AECT Convention and included in this Proceedings were

subjected to a rigorous blind reviewing process. Proposals were submitted

to Dr. Barb Grabowski of the University of Maryland who coordinated the

review process. All references to author were removed from proposals

before they were submitted to referees for review. Approximately sixty

percent of-the manuscripts submitted for consideration were selected for

presentation at the Convention and for publication in these Proceedings.

The papers contained in this document represent some of tte most current',

thinking in educational communications and technology..

For the first time this volume contains two cumulative indexes

covering the first five volumes, 1979-83. The first is an author index.

The second is a descriptor index. The two indexes will be updated in

future editions of this Proceedinils.

M. R. Simonson-
Editor
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0 Introduction

As°a ptOfession we have addressed the identification of learner

characteristics_ ae.essential varteblea to be convidertd in,bOth

the ihstyuctibnal develoPmadt 'for and research'of the learning

IlOcess. We have looked at learner analgils ai part of theneeds

absessment procedure (Kaufman, 1976); learner aptituciesplinked to

instructional treatments (CronbiCh & Snow, 1977, 1981; Solomon, 1979);

learner attitudes (Simonson, 1979, 1980); the learner** process

during learning (Ausubel, 19784 Briggs & Gagne, 1979; Merrill, 19,78;

Winn, 1982): learner etylei and preferred modalities (Ausubel, 1978;

Dunn, Dunn & Price, 19774 Entwistle, 1977; FoleY & Smilansky,:.1980;

Marton & Saljo, 19-76; Mos, et al, 1974; Peek, 19764 Rees, 1980).

We have _called for reoesrch and development models that reflect and

ate appropriate to the practice of education-(Becker, 1977; Clark,

1979; Shulman, 1970); and for research and diveloplent paradiims

and methodologies that address the wholejearner as a total system

(Beckwith, 1980; Clark, 1980; Torkelson, 1980 Winn, 1975).

Problem

Little, however, has been offered conceptually or.theeretically to

suggest an operational definition of the learner e a total aystem.

Beyond a mere summing of all aptitudes, traits, characteristics

processes, attitudes, styles, and modalities - vhat'is total

system learner? How does s/he.behave? How does s/he respond to

external. variables? How does s/he respond bo intervention? What,

is his/her motivation for,learning? .What ere his/her predominant,

stratgies for systematically andlor systemically process4ng,

storing, and retrieving information? What learning environments

are most condusive to his/her learning? Are ell learners total

systems?

Or re there learner stages An- leVels from nonsystem, to emerging

system, to total system, and perhaps beyond? Are all total system

'3



learners the same type of 'system? Or do learners represent *
variety of systems, sUch as natural, synergystic, purposeful,

. self-regenerstive?

Purpose

Thiz paper offeri a.Conceptual/theoretical,madel of the learner

representing four distinct categories of total system realization.

It is hoped that the model, after significant further testing,

may serve as a theoretical base for innovative, learner-centered

instructional development and research methodologies.

.

Definition of System

Before discussing the learner'as a total system it might be wise
to explore the term"aystem". FroM our scientific/biological

tradition we have labeled,es system that which, made up of related

components, worko to:effect and maintain survival -survival of an

individusl as'an individual, s species as a Species, or a relation-
,

ship between individualand/or speciis- This type of system takes

the form of a natural phenomenon; biological:systems, cybernetic

'systems, ecologiCal systems are all examples, each :eeking first,

foremost, and last Se maintain themselves. These systems are

largely 2321s1lari, waiting for an intrusion, the,introduction of a

foreign or disturbing element or incompatible interface, and then

reacting in such a way as to bring the system back - as closely,ss

is possible - to its original state. A reactive biological system,
Ifor example, may produceauch es el dope to-relieve itself of stress,.

-psi% and anxiety, and to aid return of the body to,its -normal

state. A reaCtive psycho-cybernetic System may create rationaliza-

tions to protect the psiche from'verbal attack from outside the

system, again trying to maintain theicomfortable balance that

epitomizes the reactive system. A reactive ecological system,

es a reaction to flood or fire, might generate new plant life in

the new-!found space. In all cases the goal (If the reactive system,



i.e., natural system, seems to be that of survival through

maintenance-seeking balancing.

The attributes of the reactive/natural system have been applied

in many areas of our technological society; ve have created

man-made reactive systems -emulating nature's reactive systems -

systems that have as their sole purpose for existing*the maintenance

of equilibrium. A thermostatically-controlled furnace, for instance,

will bring itself back to "normal" when it is temporarily out of

balance.

Also from our scientific tradition we have labeled as sYetem that:

which has a vhole Chat is greater*than a summing of its camponent

parts. .This synergystic way of looking at system- implies an

eyareness ot a goal beyond the system itself. The synergystic

system is preactive, i.e., while itc goal may be the same as that

-of a raactive system maintaining equilibrium it seeks some-

thing outside of aself, something that cannot be pre-defined, to
-

raise the quality of system existence to a higher level. The

preactive system may be seen even exploratory, problem-solving

approach, an approach that.provIdel the promise of the primed/

aided evolution to a more effective and fficient system existence.

The preactive system, like the reactive system, has a goal, but the

goal of the preactive system is more adventuresome, reaching out

somewhat into the vast unknovn, hoping to find a more rewarding

level of maintenance, while clinging with one hand to the security

of the known and still alive reactive. Using the reactive syatem

as a base, the preactive systee may xplore potential system

components, react'to each, incorporate some, and by so doing evolve

to a higher order. The willingness to volve, much more tio than

Oz. desire for a particular kind of goal of evolution seems to be

key ingredient of the preactive system. The proceas is deemed

more important than the product, hence appropriate goals for pre-

active systems ore simply stated in terms of betterment, higher

quality.



Examples of preactive systems abound in the social and political

sphere,. An energy program, an anti-nuclear movement,,a political

structure all have the essential ingredients of a preactive

system, i.e., a goal stated in terms of betterment; beyond

equilibrium mintenance, but verS, ga;ch within the security

framework of equilibrium maintenance; system components that have

the potential for creating a whole ehat is greater than the sum

of its parts. The proactive system must move beyond the status

quo to a state of higher quality.

Yet another system emerges fiom our scientic tradition the

dynamic purposeful system a system which has a clearly established

goal beyond its current confines (boundariea) and marshalls inter-

actions and-interrelations ampng and between its current and

potential components in order to attain that predefined goal.

.*This proactive system epitomises the system approach of problem

solving; examples can be found in the likes of such as 1,111S, PERT;

instructional design and development, management by objectives.'

The key element that sets the proactive system apart from the pre-

active system is that the proactive system has as its focus (target)

a'clearly defined goal outside of the current system, whereas the

preactive system has a rather generally defined goal that suggests

a,betterment of the existing maintenance goal. While the presctive

system exists to effect a higher quality level of maintenance, the

proactive system exists to solve specified problemm.

A fourth system exitts as type of selfregenerative entity, a

system whose means and ends are not separated, but rather are fused

as one. Different from the proactive system's endless series of

goal settinegool attainment, this spiralling system maintains a

constant state of goal realisation. The goal is the system; the

system is the. goal. The spiralling system, thus, grows at a rapid

rate, using an almoit intuitive process to increase and improve its



purpoaeful-valme-structure. The spiralling system is its own

epitome. Examples can be found in those individuals and insti-

tutions that operate at the characterisation loyal of the

affective domain.

The term "system" has been used widely and variously. The four

types of systems discussed above all meet any definition of ,aystem;

they all have goals, they all depend upon interrelations and

interdependencies of components, and they are all dynamic in

their structure. The difference lies in the relation of the

goal to each system; in a preactive syttem the goal is related

to the output of the system; in reactive system the goal is

related to the status quo; in a proactive system the goal is

related to the outcome of the system; and in a spiralling system

the goal is the system. (See Figure 1.)

PLACE FIGURE 1 ABOUT MERE

The Learner As System

The following theory.is based upon four years of preliminary,

constructionist research, with secondary, undergraduate,- graduate,

and post-doctoral learners in the U.S., Scotland, and,Egypt.,

Many educators over the years have referred to the learner as a

total.system and/or haveurged other educators to look at learners

as systems. But what type of system? Reacti4e, preactive, proactive,

or spiralling? Might there indeed be learners who fall into each

of the four.system categories? Might there be continUum from, low-

ability to high-ability learning within each learner system? I

suggest there might.

For this preliminary discussion of the four learning systems, each

learning system will be presented in its optimum form, i.e., the
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learner system as epitomized by the high-ability learner. In later

discussion low- and middle-ability learner performance will be

presented.

The Reactive Learner

Having an internal goal of status quo maintenance and equilibrium-

seeking,.the reactive learner is a system in the biological,

cybernetic, ect.slogical, and natural senses.of the word. The reactive

learner4s made up of those unrelated components that happen to'

exist within, at a given point ftn time. In such a system when one

component changes, it does not have a predictable; purposeful

effect on ell other components within the system; there is not the

focused interrelationship of coMponents, nor the purposeful,

meaningful interdependency, nor an external goal. Rather than

being a purposeful, meaningful whole, the reactive learner is an

amalgamation of.shifting, vascillating attributes - an amalgamation

,of components that happen to be existing within a given organism,

the sole function of which is to maintain existence. This system

is reactiVe; all input from the outside iveacted to'in terms of

equilibrium-seeking, the maintenance of now-directed equilibrium.

Motivation

Since the reactive learner is most comfortable in familiar

surroundings, i.e., 'within the natural system he finds himself in)

s/he tends to cling to the status quo and avoid change. The

reactive learner, uncomfortable with not knowing, anxious with

cognitive dissonance, and frustrated with lack of closure, seeks

convergent answers, concrete "truth", and gap-filling knowledge

in order to maintain his/her equilibrium and to keep things smooth,

untroubled, and anxiety-free. The,overwhelming motivation for

learning is survival as a student, ',ate staying off.of the pain of



failure. The reactive-learner is a naturallyadaptive bet-fig,

adjusting to new information in order to maintain the status quo;
s/he has an unconscioue desire to-mointain the equilibrium; s/he

exists to exist; his/her raison Wetre is survival pure and simple.

A hedonistic, comfort-seeker, the reactive learner reacts to new

information by absorbing it; the comfort that comes with-"knowing",'

quickly and painlessly, keeps this reactive process alive.

Behavioral Manifestations

Response )ENts:_in

The reactive learner is organised to receive information, in bound-
lees amounts. Part of-his/her-survivol-machantem-la-structured

to receive any end all new information, to store this information

so that it may be retrieved as received and stored. This part of

the ecological system is ready to abeord all,aspects of information

presented. Reactive learning is an intuitive process, an unthink-

ing process, absorbing information, as encountered, until the

learner feels temporarily comfortable. The process goes something

like this: Information is encountered; e gap in the svstem.(i.e.,

the lack of the information encountered) is realized by the learner;

information is absorbed in order to fill the gap. (See Figure 2.)

PLACE FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE

Thus the absorbtion of new information is dependent solely upon

the perceived existence of gaps in the learner's information

storage. Successful learning for the reactive'learner is defined,

unconsciously, in terms of closure as each learned bit of

information is sealed off, stored, ready for retrieval exactly as

stored, unaffected by'time, other stored information, or life

experiences.



Regardless of the amount of information received and stored, the

storage system remains one of purposeless amalgamation of learned

components forever vaecillating and shifting, floating unattached,

retrievable-only by set cues and paired associates. In the absence

of internal analysis of external stimuli, the acceptance of new

information appears to be rsndom and incidental.

Since the new information is stored as received, the evidence of

synthesized (or related) information is only'apparent if the

information was so synthesized (or related) when received. By

the same token, if such as examples and/or nonexemples of a

concept are received with the concept, they are stored together

with the concept. Otherwise, the learned components re meZely

disassociated bits, coexisting, never being synthesized until a

significant other provide(' the relationship, which ia then stored

as this particular relationship only.

The learning goals of the reacttve are short term,

;

information at hand by,''Aotaining each information
1 1

a memorized fact, conc ,, or principle) within and1
So while the contents f.' storage are ever changing,

is incidental rather than purposeful.

to master the

bit (whether

by itself.

the change

The reactive learner, thus, is solely dependent upon the external

information supplier for factsi,opinions, solutions to problems,

examples and nonexamples of concepts and principles, argumenta,

rationales, justifications, thoughts, etc. S/he has no real

control over external variables. And the control over the

variables, once they become internalized, is limited to the

maintenance of a static storage/retrieval mechanism. Resultingly,

s/he hos a_tendancy to label all stored information as truth or

right answers, worthy of being leorned and stored for future

retrieval..
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Since, as_a aurvival_meChanism. reactive-learning-can-be-effective

in most traditional learning environments,.ita application is not

limited to the veiry young, but rather can be found aa an operating

system in any learner mho enjoys learning by passively receiving,

storing, and retrieving unchanged informotion. Through this

learning process the reactive learner mayexist as an ecological

system, operating 1rom and responding tnthe maintenance of internal

equilibrium.

Response to Intervention

As long as new information is passively encountered, i.e.,,not forced
.

upon the reactive learner, the ecological adjustment iv not so very

difficult, a fairly_simple matter of filling gaps only where gaps

are perceived. The reactive learner, seeking continual, peace and

harmony, is not likely to perceive a gap if the new information

differs from or disagrees with the existing stored information in

the same category. Thus cognitive dissonance is kept to an

absolute minimum.

In formal learning environments, however, this control of external

variables - by exclusion - is very seldom possible. Time and time

again new information is presented which disagrees with stored

"truth". When such discordant (contradictory) information is

encountered by or introduced to the reactive learner, it is usually

either (a) rejected out oR hand, especially if the. information

supplier is seeh to be less of a significant othei than the

supplier of the original stored information; (b) denied and then,

for survival purposes, merged, side by side, with the stored

information, without any mental attempt to resolve contradictions;

or (c) rejected, temporarily, to minimise the anxiety that accompanies

the thought of change or the realisation of not having truth, and

then is used to replace,,in toto, the stored information. (This

11



usually occurs when_ the new aupplifir hos-significant status by
his/her authority or even by his/her proximity., time and/or distance).
The initial response seems usually to be one of bewildermen4 a

sense, of not knowing how to respond to the.contradictory information;

a fight-fiight response usually follows. This can be seen as

maintenance, equilibrium-seeking reection, a comfort seeking. At,

times, however, due largely to the overwhelming strength and

validity of the significant other (information supplier), the

stored information is replaced by the new information without the

learner's conscious awareness.

As mentioned earlier, ,the information bits are stored separately,

with relations between bits tending to remain unexplored by the
. 4learner. If, however,the inf,reation supplied includes exposited..

relationships between bits, these too are stored, intact, by the

reactive learner. In other words, the way.in which new information

might be'incorpOrated with stored information must also be

provided, lest the integration.never take place.

Thus the reactivelearnor's
response to.intervention (of-informa-

tion contradictory to stored information) is one.of initial

rejection/denial, folloied.by perallel acceptance; or rejection, of

old, replaced by new; or total rejection..

Predominant Strategies

The reactive learner is very good at memorising the spoken and

written word as well as geitures, body language, and other non-

verbai-cues. Meet comfortable surrounded by-mentors from which

s/he may extract "truth", without having to apply logical thought

processes, without having to explore the unknown throush inquiry/

questioning strategies, the reactive learner seeks predigested,

thought-through truth. .By using this strategy, he/she is able'to

12
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store, as fact, each bit of information.(whetherit be hypothesis,
generalization, example, or defined concept),.thereby facilitating
the retrieval of each isolated information bit through the use of

,paired associates, mnemonic cues and the like. Retrieval is
facilitated further through the strategy of storing only one
opinion or generaliaationper issue.

.

Mere specifically the reactive learneei strategies include dutiful
and prompt class attendance; heavy, verbatim note-taking; textbook
dependeney; seeking opinions and eummaries-from experts.; prelerence
for a deductive teaching method; early completion of assignments
(in order to hasten ecological closure); asking queitions for
clarification only; Dicing convergent questions; answering questions
donvergently; opting for comOrehension exerciies. These strategies,
separately and in combinations, tend to reduce anxiety and

frustration.and enhance equilibrium maintenance.'

While the reictive individual may be quite a keen learner; able to
absorb large quantities.ofinformation and retrieve the quantities
with ease, the stature A scope of hia/her learning is certainly
limited;

Successful Learning Environments

The most successful.learning environrent for the reactive learner
.is that oUthe student-mentor relationship, wherein the mentor

passes on the.tablets of wisdom to the learner who dutifully atores
them for future retrieval. The more highly structured this process
of'information transfer the more comfortable the reactive learner
will be. Tutorials and lectures are preferred over seminars and

independent nvestigations; short lists of required readings are

preferred over'Iong lists of recommended readiags; frequent
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knowledge-comprehension level assessments are preferred over term

papers and examinations that assess the higher levels of cognition.

In general, those environments which promote ecological system

maintenance, while keeping cognitive dissonance to a minimum, are

sought by the reactive learner.

Summary

Reactive learners are Survivors, reacting - unconscioufty and

intuitively - to external variables andintervention of contra-

dictory information by absorbing or rejecting them as quickly as

possible. The only goal is maintenance of an unthrestened

ecological system. (See Figure 3.)

Transition

The pressures from peers, authority, social and institutional

conventions, and media maralone be enough to enable one to move

from reactivity to preactivity, a more sophisticated survival

stage. These same types of pressures, ,however may be initrumental

in aiding transition from reactivity tufroactivity or 'spiralling.

(More about this later.) (tee Figure 4.)

PLACE FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE

The Preactive Learner

While the reactive learner is happiest maintaining the equilibrium

spd status quo, the preactive learner desirei to effect a higher

levet of existence while still attending to the security which comes

from,equilibrium maintenance; "i;hile this desire for an elevated level



of existence is apparent the specifics of the desired level (goal)

are not clear. In order to successfdlly achieve the synergystic
. goal, the preactive learner relies upon the information suppliers

(the signifiCant others of 'the reactive learner),to become the

sole models of learning behavior. By.emulating these inie models

imnd,subjecting him/heraelf to their Criteria for acceptable learner

behaviOr, theTreactive learner is able.to increaee synergystic

potential and thus realise a higher, yet unpredetermIned level of
learning.

4'. 7

While still comfortable es a total ecological system, yet aware of

more desirable system existence, the proactive learner allows

him/herself to take a few steps of faith in order to achieye what
the role models have achieved. But at the saw) time s/ne clings

to the security of his/her reactive system.

The preactive learner, like the reactive learner,. is an amalgamation
;

of components. Unlike the reactive learner, the preactive learner
has a goal, albeit an unclear, ill-defined goal, but nevertheless

a goal - that of emulating a socially acceptable standard. Since

s/he consciously,and reliably reflects the rules, morea,,procedures

accepted by his/her society, slhe changes as society changes. To
do this, the preactive learner adapts, a learning -(:,ructure that is
constant; this structure survives, for that is the goal of the

system, to maintein the structure, the structure that will

guarantee survival of ihe system within the society. So the

components within the learner may be interrelated, may even, at

'times, be interdependent, but only to the extent necessary to

maintain the-externally imposed (society imposed) status !quo. The
status titip sought by the preactive learner is no longer individually

determined, as with the reactive learner, but rather is sOciety-

'determined. While the survival of the reactive learner ia a

purely individual Matter, the survival of the preactivelearner
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4'
has e social significance. The preactive learner is not a

natural phenomenon but rather a man-made system of the synergystic

kind.

Motivation

For the preactive learner the Atrongest motivation is the desire

for social acceptance; s/he allows him/herself to be molded by the

image of society in ordr to keep the.peace (maintained equilibrium)

and stay accepted. In this very comfortable, other-supported and

.controlled environment, the preective.learner demonstrates the

socially acceptable learner behaviors, iartis1ly to gain the

approval of peers and those in authority, and partially to submit

to the control of the prevailing_sociel and institutional conven-

tionAnother strong motivating_factox is the Clesire to_reduce
0the discomfort assoc riated with,randon4 unpredictable eactivity,

and.to increase the comfort associated with predictable preactivity

(by following the testftd patha of others ).

Since th preactive learner depends upon external forces to provide

security and cceptance, s/he finds it difficult, disconcerting,

and.discomforting to think new thoughts, to step Out on a limb, or

to set new goals that are beyond the'eurvival goals of the

accepted social system.

Behavioral Manifestations

Response to Extern.' Variables and Intervention

. .The preactive learner is aware that the information supplied by the

learning environment is being presented an intervention, aware

that the social School structure is intent upon feeding him/her not

only content deemed worthy but also learning procedures deemed

worthy, these worthy'learniug procedures being implicit in.the way

16



the content is presented. Eager to please and become port of the

existing social structure, the preactive learner accepts the content

as presented and reacts to-it and with it in ways that are expected

and accepted by the social system. The preactive learner realises
0

that s/he is to learn socially approved content in socially approved

itays,ond obliges quite happily, trying, as s/he is, to receive.

social approval as well. Trying to Min with the expectations of

others, the ireactive learner builds-no goals- 1191 his/her own. In

fact, in order to build his/her own goals, s/he would have to receive

guidance*(from the social system) for learning the socially-acceptable

goal-building procedures and rules. Of course there are no°such

available procedures, for if learners were to follow 'such procedures

to their desired outcome,,tfie result could epell the demise Of the

socially accepted structure, the status quo. In fact, the socially

accepted procedures for learning the socially accepted content tend
,

to preclude the learner's transcending the existing curriculum and

its aims. During preactivity the accepted social conventions are'

neither questioned nor challenged by the learner; they are, rather,

perceived as the "righ0 answers.

Predominant Stratekies

Unlike the reactive learner who often responds in unpredictable
0

ways, depending upon the nature and quantity of stored information

compared tO the nature, and quantity of presented information, the

preactive learner responds in very predictable ways, those ways

which ere known, adhered to, and promoted by the social order.

Much time is spent not only using established sets of learning

rules end guidelines but also seeking and finding all such rules

and guidelines.

While the reactive learner is primarily assimilative, i.e.,

6sorbing all-information presented in the form in which it is
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presented, the presctive learner is primarily accommodative, i.e.,

adjusting his/her learning-strategies to fit the expectations of

the social system, following a set of time-tested, other-prescribed

rules for succeasful learning.

Specifically, theprepctive learner wants to knowexactly what is
expected - all of the requirements and looks-for the shortest,

easiest way offulfilling these requirements, using oneor slore of
the many mastered, standard

learning strategies accepted by and

successful in past educational environbents. If and wheh cognitive
?conflicts the preactive learner seeks help in resolving

apparent contradictions and in seeing potential relationships

between stored information and newly-presented information. The

preactive learner will often spend much time seeking the "magic:"

course textbook, the one thathas all of the required content

preeented in the most easily digested format; s/he is uncomfortable

having to piece together information from various sources/resourcee

in order to synthesize the course content and structure.

Successful Learning Environmerts

The preactive leerher seems to learn beet in traditional learning

environments, i.e., teacher directed classrooms. S/he does not

like surprises, but rather enjoys being able to Master the learning
process uaing the socially-acceptable.learning strategies already

mastered and oft-time successfully employed. S/he thrives vhen

cote has been taken by the teacher.to structure the learning

environment and course content, when the teacher takes on the

accountability for successful learning. In the absence of well-

structured teaching, a/he will ask convergent questions of the

teacher in order to provide the missing and heeded structure. If

any evaluation level divergent questions are asked, they'serve the

18
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purpose of finding out,where the teacher stands on any given issue;

the teacher's response, f course, is then adopted by the preactive

learner as his/her own.

Summary

While many of the equilibrium maintenance behaviors of the reactive

learner (operating as a natural system) are present in the pzeactive

learner (operating as a synergystic system), the preactive learner's

behavias are far more conscious and socially acceptable; the "rules"

for equilibrium maintenance have become institutionalized, i.e., the

individual has adopted the society's motes for learning survival.

(See Figure 5.)

Transition

,While the preactive learning stage may serve as a.transition between

reactive learning to proactive learning, preactivity is a very

comfortable, other-supported state. Thus it is difficult for ihe

preactive learner to desire and to seek change.

Since the preactive learner looks externally to find security and

acceptance, the discomfort brought on by stepping out on limbs,

thinking new thoughts, and setting goals precludes most preactive

learners from making the transition.

If evolution.to proactivity is to occur, the presctive must undergo

analysis of the current, at-work learning process so that it may be

used as a foundation for, or torn down nd replaced by, another.

Theicey to this transition.is the conscious development of an

outcome- (rather than outputa.) centered goal. (See Figure9.)

PLACE FIGURE ABOUT HERE
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The Proactive Learner

Unlike the reactive learner who absorbs information as presented

or the preactive learner who processes information in socially

acceptable ways, the proactive learner assesses the societal

(educational environment) goals within the framework of his/her

own goals, i.e., s/he lays his/her own criteria over the expected

criteria, thus redefining the goal(s) as his/her ovn. Rather

than learning merely to survive (reactive), or to satisfy external

criteria and receive external reinforcement (preactive), the

proactivm learner learns in order to satisfy internal criteria and

receive internal reinforcement. The proactive learner,therefore,

must be able to conceptualise, think abstractly, feel comfortable

while structuring his/her own framework and reinforcement for

learning. Furthermore, learner-friendly learning environment.;

are not needed; the proactive i capable of producing his/her own.

Motivation

The proactive learner becomes his/her own significant other,

beginning to create his/her own individual learning style, a

learning style-that is eystemic in nature rather than ecological,

'or synergystic. His/her affective leanings are integrated from

within, the beginnings of an intrineic,motivation for learning.

In setting and trying to achieve his/her DWil standards,within

and/or tangential.to goal frameworks presented. by or inherent in

the educational environment, the proactive learner takei

responsibility for his/her own motivation and reinforcement. .At

times, the self-determined standards are at cross purposes with

other-determined standards, resulting in personal satisfaction yet

external:punishment, e.g., lower grades. The longer the proective

learner adheres to his principles, the.easier it is to accept this

vhile maintaining his/her integrity; with increased skill es a
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proactive learner, s/he is able to integrate, comfortably, all

external standards within his internal standards super structure,

thus satisfying him/herself as well as society. The resulting

societal reinforcers thus become a bonus.

Behavioral Manifestations_

Response to External.Variables

As external variables come pouring in, the proactive learner

integrates this new.information easily into his/her goal-directed

system, the goal directed system thus facilitating the application

of the information in new (self-determined) contexts, contexts

sometimes other than those within which the information is embedded

when received. During this process of applying information to new

goal-direCted contexts, iihe becomes more aware of nontraditional

information, such as verbal and nonverbal cues, and tends to see

courses not so much as entities in sancta themselves but rather as

parts and potential parts of a greater, self-designed whole; s/he

begins to perceive teachers and learning materials as resources

rather than as sources. .The proactive learner is more open to

using external variables as bits to be incorporated (rather than

bits already incorporated) than is the reactive or.preactive learner..

Refponse to Intervention

Since the proactive learner's skills are those of purposeful
.

integration, a/he diminishes his/her reliance upon significant

others, and increases reliance upon significant pelf. This often

takes the form of challenging accepted procedures of teaching and

learning, denying traditional rationales for.education, and finding

his/her own learning way through the self-creation of goals and

attempted,attsinment of them. He thus resists most, if not all,

efforts of external intervention, for s/he perceives the strong
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connection between the purpose of the external intervention nd the

external (socially-accepted) Eeele1 goals that are not always

consistent with his own. S/he, instead, clings more.and more

firmly and readily to internal 'intervention, that which_is far

more likely to facilitate his own goal attainment.

Predominant Strategies

Since the proactive learner regards-self as teacher,-s/he indulges

in much productive introspection, especially that-which concentrates

upon goal definition and redefinition and means (both present and

potential) for goal attainment. While,s/he prefers an inductively

structured presentation of new information (for this forces

integrated storage, retrieval and application patterns, mtking full

use'nf his/her systems style). s/he, being quite well aware of his/

her oWn, most efficient, effective, and productive strategies for

learning, is able to - through the use of such Qs high-level

questioning, newly crested examples, and internal reinforcement

techniques.- turn even the dullest of deductively presented

information into new and exciting grist for his/her hungry mill,

'Using hiOler abilities to receive, store, and retrieve information

.(from.mult ple locations) in newly integrated sets, s/he often

goes beyon learning expectations, sometimes bypasting these

expections entirely. While the proactive learner may serve as a

feeder of rocessed information to the preactive or reactive

learner, a he may use the.reactive or pretctive learner as a foil

against which to test theeffectiveness and efficiency of his/her

learning ayttem.

lcSuccessful earning Environments

Even though the proactive learner cannot allow himself the easy

learning path of the presctive learner, thit of accepting what is

presented at presented, s/he can thrive in, and most often demands,
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the same learning environment, but for the proactive it is a learning

environment to rebel against, an environment made up of variables

just waiting to be separated from each other and resynthesized into

something that is personally meaningful. The traditional learning

envirbnment becomes an experimental laboratory, a proving ground for

the proactive's building of a structured framework for learning.

S/he thrives on the dissonance created within, in reaction to the

goals and means of the socially accepted environment.

Summary

The proactive learner operates well from a traditional base, providing

self-motivition, extracting essential bits from information presented,

Relding bits from storage and alternative sources, building himself

a personalized system to facilitate personalized goals. S/he avoids

external intervention, preferring, instead, self-control and

reinforcement. (See Figures.)

Transition

While it is perhaps more likely for a proactive learner to mike the

transition to spiralling learner - through the contageous, intrinsic

enjoyment that comes from proactive learning, and the need and

subsequent searching for ever more coutrol over and gxatification

from the learning process - if is possible for a proactive learner

to have his proactivity stifled (perhaps momentarily) An favor of

accepting preactivity (due to strict external enforcement of desired-

products and processes of accepted learning). The determining factor,

of couxse, will be which of the forces - internal or external - is

stronger at the time. (See Figure 44..)

PLACE FIGURE e, ABOUT HERE
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The Spiralling Learner

The spiralling learner has arrived; s/he is a total system. Unlike

the proactive learnet who has Aeveloped a personalised systemoof

learning to be applied according to systemic and systematic

principles,, the spiralling, learner has become his own dynamic,

self-regenerative learning system. Aware of his/her constant,

upward surge of mental growth (having neither the need, desire; nor

the inclination to curb or monitor it) s/he is no longer dependent

upon social systems, only upon-his/her own self-system. Within

his/her totally operative system,s/he changes constantly, but

realises that a/he cannot go too fast, is incapable of information

overload, sees all constraints as temporary, anAfeels confident in

dealing with new situations and problems; a/he is able to apply the

intuition of the reactive learner to successfully ever..spiralling

goals and Areams.

Seeing and enjoying him/herself s detached from the traditional,

finitt systems and as attached to.a much.larger, altruistic whole,

part of infinite systems (across time, space, and depth and

breadth of thought), as potentisl tether than extant, the spiralling

learner realizes that there is no end to his epiralling, save through

eternity (realised through, those generations to follow), realises

.that a/he may pass on is many batons as he receives.

His/her altruism takes over. While s/he does not enjoy the Company

of preactive-learners; is seen as a source of anxiety by the reactive

learner, as a threat by the preactive learner, and as a model by

the proactive learner, sihe feels compelled to help all go beyond

their prsent system of learning, foi s/he sees all individuals as

having equal potential for making the transition to spiralling

learner, and wants all to experiencz: what s/he is experiencing.

Therefore, a/he challenges reactives, preactives, and proactives to
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test their.perCeptions notions, beliefs, comforts. Leading

systemically rather than systematically, 's/he Models for proactivesl,

introduces cognitive dissonance to preactives, and prOv des direct

intuitive shortcuts for reactives.

Motiv"stion

Realizing that s/he is part of a larger, altruistic system provides

much of the intrinsic motivation needed to keep the spiralling

learner going. In addition, s/he hungers for new information,

experienceli challenges which will keep his/her spiralling ascending.

S/he cannot go back, must move forward; seeing maturation and self-

actualization as lifelong processes rather then states to be

achieved, s/he dedicates self to a life of integrity and positive

change.

Behavioral Manisfestations

Reaction to External Variables and Intervention

For the spiralling lestner all things are forever new and fresh; s/he

is able to learn from virtually everything, can provide a meaningful

context for any and all loose or.attsched bits of information, and

can rapidly appraise and judge any tssue within the Context of a

spiralling syetam. The external variables and intervention

strategies are not merely absorbed, swallowed mindlessly, 'Or reacted

against, but rather they are used positively for what they are

(and could become) within the total system - the spiralling learner.

Predominant Strategies

Above all, the spiralling learner is resillient, not prone to back

down from well thought out positions or to give up goals and dreams;

s/he is strong enough to stand up to assault, survive the battle. 0
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and emerge stronger and higher on the spiral: Knowing this and

feeling the need to spiral higher and higher, s/he will often

create htaher own cognitive dissonance (in the absence of other-

created dissonant experiences) to ensure and even speed up

learning growth. The learning process becomes one of quick and

free conceptualisation, rapid decision-making with appropriate

rationales, all faciliated by the ability to link information bits

across time, space and context, and all directed to a constant

stream of innovative and altruistic problem solving.

Successful teeming Environments

For the spiralling learner all environments are potentially

successful for learning.

Sumery

It may be said that so sophisticated is the Spiralling learner

system that s/he tends to learn in spite of the learning environment,

for this learner is able to extract out of context and assimilate

into his/her Own spiral at a very high level of discrimination,

purpose, snd rapid rate. )(See Figure 7.)

Transition

The spiralling learner is capable of making a temporary, regressive

transition to the proactive system. (See Figure Y)

PLACE FIGURE 7 ABOUT HERE
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Summary of Four 'Learner Systems

The learner way be_ seen as four distinct-s5istems,--reactive, preactive,

proactive, and spiralling, each of the four'systems meeting the

definitional system requirementi of being dynamic, having a goal,

and having interdependent and.interrelated components. The

differences lie in the nature of each sySteses goal and the relation

of the goal.to the dynamism of the System componenta. For the

reactive learner the goal is internally oriented, survival focused;

thus the dynamism is incidental, reacting intuitively to external

variables. For the preactive learner the goal is output oriented,

focused toward undefined betterment; th dydamism,.being externally

programmed, is related to the goal attainment process rather than

specifiedgoal product. For the proactive learner the goal is

Outcome oriented,, focused on solving self..nredefined koblems; the-

dynemism.is thus purposeful, related to goal attainment... Forthe

spiralling learner the goal is value structure oriented, focused on

self-regeneration; the dynamism is intrinsically automatic, related

to a continued process of spiralling, regenerative goal setting

and attainment. (See Figures 1 and 9.)

PLACE FIGURE ABOUT HERE

Just as the gOals and dynamism of each learner system are different,

so too is the predictahilitY of exhibited behaviors. The reactive

learner's behavior. is unpredictable; reacting to external' variables,

the behavior will-either be acceptance, denial, or denial and then

lcceptance (conscious or unconicious). the preactivelearner, out

to satisfy thi soCial order, -may exhibit highly predictable behaviors.

The proactive learner's behavior is predictable within the framework

of self-established goals, i.e., problems to be solved. The

behavior of the spiralling learner, like

27

that Of the reactive leitrner
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is unpredictable, for thelearning process is ry akin to intuition,

only the spiralling learner's intuition is purposeful, being effective_

in spite of the learning environment.

Given their dependence upon the learning environment, the reactive

and preactive learners exhibit high anxiety behavior, whereas the

proactive and spiralling learners, ftee from sue- lependence, exhibit

low anxiety behavior.

Transition is possible from somt learner systems to others: Transi-.

tion from reactive tc.preactiVe is generally possible through

prolonged subjection to a social structure, spurred'on'by peer,

inatitutiOnal, end social pressures. Transition from reactive to

"proactive is generally possible through counter reaction to current/

predominant social order, spurred by a need for independence and

social conscience. .Tronsition from reactive to spiralling is

generally possible through intuition, spurred by altruistic feelings

and concerns. Transition from preactive to proactive is generally

possible through gut-wrenching upheaval, spurred by dissatisfaction

with the established order. Transition from proactive to spiralling

is generally possible through practice, spurred by internal

motivation- , (See Figure 4)_

Once a sophisticated learner system, i.e., proacUve or spiralling,

it is difficult anot impossible for the learner to make the

transition totn unsophisticated learner system, i.e., reactive or

preactive, even if tfie existing,learning environment/social order

is demanding it. Regression frimMapiralling to proactive or from

proactive to reactive is more common, but only as a temporary,

security-seeking measure, a reverting to a simpler system wben the

more complex system demancis become overpowering. If thdte.is A.

natural (i.e., not greatly influenced oy external variables)

transition from system to syStem, it seems to occur from the

.proactive system to the:spiralling system (Seerigure 9 .)
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Levels of Abilities.within Learner Systems

Within each learner system category there is, of course, a continuum

of learnar ability, ability to apply the system to learning. For

the sake of discussion, each category may be subdivided into low,

middle, and high ability, the high ability being the epitome of

each learner system application. Till now the discussion of the

four learner systems has been limited to, for the most part, this

high ability learner, the premise being that this high ability

learner - whether operating as a reactive, preactive, proactive,

or spiralling system - may be successful because of and/or in

spite of any learning environment. This success does little to

promote transition to a different learner system, but rather, makes

it very difficult for the learner to change. The're maY be

occasional reversion to an earlier _ability or a.venture to a new

system, depending upon the friendliness or unfriendliness of the

learning environment to the,existing learner system. The middle

and low ability learners, in all four system categories, are far

more,frequently and easily able to jump to and from ability levels

and systems; seeking personal success (whether defined as survival,

acceptance, problem-solving, or self-regeneration) the low and

middle ability learners are more likely to create new systems of

and for themselves.

Given this situation of the high ability learner in any system.

being reluctant to evolve to another system and the low and middle

abilitY learners willihg'but hot necessarily able to evolve.to

another system, there are a limited'number of viable system shifty

that may occur. Obviously, within any one Aystem the learner may

shift up and/or down one ability level. The learner may also

. revert back to any ability level (usually the most successful level)
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within eformer system. Fot exempleothe middle ability proactive

lest-tier may, as the result of external pressure'and the temporary

need to be accepted by that external force, revert to a high ability

proactive learner. A shift 4rom the high abilitY level of any

system is not always possible to the low ability level of tvery-_

other system. 'A high ability preactive learner, for example, may'

not directly evolve to a low ability spiralling learner, whereas 0

high ability reactive learner may.. It is alweYs possible, however,

for a low or middle ability learner,in certain systems to shift to

a low ability level in another system, for with certain systems the

attainment of high learning ability, actually inhibits/prevents

direct shifts to certain other systems.

Control f Transitions

The learner may, through his/her own efforts alone, engineer one

of the possible ability/system shifts. Or the learning environment,

through reinforcement, pressure, motivation and/or introduction of

skills required for particular shifts, may facilitate the learner

shifts. It is also possible, of course, for the learning

environment to inhibit or prevenerather than facilitate or maki

possible certain shifts. For it might be said that leeirner ability

(low, middle, or high) relates to how well the learning eprironment

reflects the present end potential learner systems.

Here lieethe rub, for the learning environment may, by its very

structure and intent, enhance.or inhibit maintenance of a particular

learuer system at a particular ability level; regression to an

earlier learner system/ability level; or shift to a different

learner system/ability level. Whit do learning environments tend

to do with this opportunity to enhance or inhibit?
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Implications for Instructional Development

It appears that all four learner systems (and all three ability

levels yithin each learner system)-can be found in any learning

environment. The high ability learners within each system

category are, of course, thlmost auccessful in any'given

learning environment, the high ability preactive learner being

usually more successful then his/her counterpart in the other

three learner system categories. Is the learning environment

structured to facilitate and maintain proactive learning and to

inhibit and eradicte reactive, proactive, and spiralling learning?

Is tile instructional,development process so intent upon building

its own learning environment system that it inadvertently all' but

preCludes the learner's own system development? Are educators
,

so nxious for learners to achieve the goals of the educational

system that they forget or overlook the benefit of learners

achieving their own goals?

.

It seems reasonable to,suggest that all educators would wish all,

learners to be spiralling systems, orvat very least, proactive'

systems. It also seems reasonable.to suggest that almost,all of
'1

out learning environments reinforce preactive learners and dis-
,

courage and/or punish reactive, proactive, and Spiralling learners.

It seems that thereja quite a gap between the status quo and.the

ideal. How can educator* use the principles Of instructiOnal

development io c/ose this gap?

With a new ideal - that of all/most learners being proactive or

spiralling - problem identification .(in the instructional

development genie) takes on much broader perspective; instead

of problem statements focusing upon wliat learners cannot do in'

terms df demonstratable-content/skills mastery (a typical

preactive problem statement), problem statements could focus:

upon learning aystems that the learners have not yet'become.
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So much broader is the latter type of problem statement that it

subsumes the intent of and facilitates the attainment of the

goals of the former type of problem statement.

Through the needs assessment process de instructional developer

might look for evidence of ability leveLand extant learner

system being employed by each learner. In addition, personalized

environments that may serve to enhance transition to desired

learner systems may be explored by analyzing the learner and

his/her goals.

The referent situation and referent situation test could no
0

longer be limited almost entirely to the job msrket and/or

.acedemic echievement, i.e.', goals of,the extant societal system.

Ratherl-the referent situation must incorporate, if not be

dominated by, the yet-to.be proactive and spiralling goals of

the learners.

Objectives, instead of being limited to proactive learning, could

incorporate development of proactive and spiralling learner

'systems.

,Teaching methods, medial.learning activiaes, and seqaencing of

objectives could be employed to facilitate transition from

unsophisticated learner-system
40
to sophisticated learnix system,

instead of being employed to facilitate-transition Irom reactive

to proactive or to facilitate shifts,from lowto Middle te high

ability preactive learning 'alone. (See Figure .) Methods,

media, etc. could also be elployed to deter/fnhibit regression to

lover ability levels or from sophisticated tx, unsophisticated

'learner system. (See Figure /IQ.)
...4(1
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Implications for Research

It haa'been said that.with our reductionist approach NI research

(experimental design) we have ignored the-elaborate nature of

leerners as dynamic, changing individuals (Torkelson, 1980).

Is it possible that our reeetrch paredigms/methodologies reflect

end explore only the preactive learner? Are the mean performances

all exhibited by the preactille learner? For ihe most part,

research in education seems to view the learner as being' part of

an educational system, whether such system be a classroom, eubjecp,

course of study/curriculum, or school. W4 look et the learner's

progress in terms of the goals of this,educational system,

"attempting to identify variable!, which may enhance or inhibit his/

her progress in reaching such goals. This could indeed be labeled

as a-preactive learner research tradition.

Whether we look st research in aptitude-treatment interaction,

cogniti44 styles, or learner attitudes, to name a fie ni the most

recent research thrusts, the emphasis is the same, that.of

examining the learner as.part of a system, i.e., a given educational

system, A system dedicated to the preactive learnerl/who in turn is

dedicated to the system. Such research, it seems, :even* assumes that

ell subjects are oreactiye learners, 'differing only in their

preactive learning ability. All learners, however, are not pre/active;

if they were, we might assume that our research/expectations would

not be violated, for the preactive learner respends to variables

, being studied - especially those that have a direct relationship to

the accepted societal learning methods that tile individual preactive

learnerilas adopted - in very predictable. ways.

But oueresearch expectations are violated; our experimental groups

include, as well as preactive learners, reactive; proactive, and

spiralling learners, none of whom relates to the goals of the

33
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educational system., all of whom relate vary strongly to their own

goals. Because of this, the'nonpreactive learner's reaction to

external variables are, from a proactive standpoint, unpredictable

and ungeneralisable. The reactive learner will absorb or deny

external variables in a quest for survival. The proactive learner

will use or ignore external variables depending upon their

potential usefulness in eelf-goal attainment. The spiralling

learner will use all external variables productively for

continued self-regenaration. The nonpreactive learner is not

operating within the goal structure of the societal system, but

rather s/he is operating in spite of this goal structure, yet

through our proactive research designs and questions we are

expecting, without realising it,'the nonpreactive learner to

behave preactively.

Perhaps it is time to view the educatLonal environment as part of

the learner's system. Our research then could look at the

educational environment's progress in terms of enhencing or

inhibiting the learner's attainment of his/her own goats. What

are the variables within the educational environment which

inhibit or enhance such goal attainment? How d9es the learner

incorporate external variables into his/her own learner system?

This will not be an easy shift to make, for our whole socio-

research tradition is based upon the preactive learner

model; we strive to learn, to discover, with no predefined goal

in mind, but rather merely the goal of more complete understanding

of wbat is (with the underlying belief that such more completo

understanding will somehow improve us). By exploring, discovering,

and applying (if possible), our preactive research mode keeps alive

the synergystic dream that the total of our discoveries will be

greater than the sum of its parts. As long as our research efforts

are confined to Ahe framework of our own system goals, the answers

to such questions as how the learner, especially the nonpreactive

learner, represents an experience or perceives during the learning

process will remain mystery.



Summary

The kesults of four years of Constructionist research seem to

indicate that (1) there are four diStinct types of learner

syetems - reactive, preactive, proactiVe, and spiralling;

(2) ability levels within each of the four types of learner

systems; and (3) transitions are possible fröMisome'learner

systems to some other learner systems. Further,-these learner

,systems do not appear tO be developmental in nature, i.e.,

they do not appear.to be natural, ordered stages of learner

development. It also appears that some conditions, environ-

ments, and/or catalysts May facilitate certain transitions,

not only productive transitions, but nonproductive and

regressive as well. (See Figures 9 and 11.)

Through instructional development we may wish to structure

conditions to facilitate transition from the unsoPhisticated

learner systems (reactive and preactive) to the sophisticated

learner systems (proactive and spiralling) and td inhibit

transition within the unsophisticated learner systems and

from the sophisticated to the unsophisticated systems.

In research we may wish to study the nonpreactive learner syst'em

aS a total system of which the educational system is but a

part.

In any case, more research, of course, is needed - research that

explores, in nontraditional ways, the nonpreactive as well as

the preactive learner system; research that looks at the

transitions within and between learnereystems; research, in

short, that attempts to validate the assumptions inherent within

the conceptual/theoretical paradigm presented here.

PLACE-FIGURE 11 ABOUT HERE
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Figure 1
The Nature of Four Systems
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Figure 3 The Reictive Learner
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Figure 5 The Preactive Learner
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Figure 4

Learners As Systems: Transitions
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Figure 6 The Proactive Learner
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Figure 7 The Spiralling Learner
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Figure 8
Summary of Four Learner Systems
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Figure 9
Transition Possibilities
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Figure 10
Learner System Reaction to Learning Environments
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Figure 11

Paradigm of Learner As Total System
V
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ABSTRACT

The purpose.of this investigation was two-fold: (1) to study the

interaction between cross-cultural differences and pictorial recognition

memory for pictures presented in three different color modes (realistic

color, non-realistic color and monochrome); (2) to further confirm the value of

signal detection ,analysis in the study of color recognition memory data.

Substantial research has investigated the role of color cueing in

visual learning with frequketly conflicting results. Virtually no research

has explored how cultural. differences relate to the processing of color cued

information.

The.methodology of-signal detection theory has only recently been

applied to such data analysis.

Subjects (74) of either Asian (35) or American (39) cultural origin

participated in a recognition meMory experiment employing three types of

stimulus and distractor materials. realistic color, non-realistic color and

monochrome.

The signal detection theory parameeer, d', recognition rate and total

error rate were analyzed by means of a two-way repeated measures design

using analysis of variance procedures.
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TEE EFFECT OF CROSS CULTURAL VARIATIONS
AND COLOR REALISM:ON PICTORIAL

RECOGNITION MEMORY. '

Louis H. Berry
Assistant Professor of Education

Program in Educational Communicationa and Technology
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'Pittsburgh, PA:15260

Introduction

It has been suggested that various cultures differ in the way pictorial
, information is processed. Studies conducted.in priMitive African cultures
(Hudson, 1967; Deregowski,-1971) have shown strong, bulture based differences:
in pictorial depth perception and realism in terms of color vs. monochrome
visuals. Little research attention, however, has focused on perceptual
differences between "developed" cultures. The purpose of this study was to
(1) identify perceptual differences between two developed cultures relative
to the use of color as a visual cueing 'device, and (2) to further 'investigate
the use of signal detection theory (SDT) analysis as a means of evaluating
data from a visual recognition experiment.

Related Literature

In a summary of,research, Deregowski (1972) concluded that " . . . there are
persistent differences in the way pictorial information is interpreted by-people
of various cultures." The vast majority of thse studies bac , however, been
conducted on primitive br developing cultures where strong environmental, as
well as cultural factors control the perceptual and interpretive patterns of
individuals.. Hudson (1967) investigated the variable of.depth perception among
Bantu and other tribal groups ini Africa.

. Berry (1966) compared African tribes
and Eskimo tribes in.terms of perceptual performance on the Embedded Figures
Test. In a noteworthy review, Witkin and Berry (1975) summarized extensive
research relating the perceptual variable of field dependence to cross-cultural
variables.

Other studies conducted by Miller, 1973; Jahoda, Cheyne, Deregowski, Sinha &

Collingbourne, 1976; Nicholson & Seddon, 1977 and Hagen & Jones, 1978, have
addressed other perceptual variables as they differ across cultures.

Relatively little research has been denoted to the more subtle perceptual
differences which may or may not exist between more developed cultural groups.
One cultural difference which is often implied but has received little research
attention is perceptual variations between western and easter cultures. One
study (Opper, 1977) explored concept development across rural children within
the Thai culture. A doctoral study (Sugg, 1980) compared eighth grade Thai and
American children in their relative degree of ability to recognize abstratt
visuals. Little other research related directly-to Asian/American perceptual
differences has been located.
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Substantial research has focused on the role of color in visualized
instruction (Dwyer, 1972, 1978; Berry, 1974; Winn, 1976; Chute, 1979;
Lamberski, 1980). This research represents one aspect of the larger the-
oretical debate which continues regarding visual complexity. It has long
been contended that the _mere addition of visual cues will increase the
ability of the viewer to store and retrieve visual information. This
orientation, termed "realism" by Dwyer (1967)0 has drawn strong theoretical
support (Dale, 1946; Morris, 1946; Carpenter, 1953 and Gibson, 1954) and
is indeed the major premise of cue summation theory (Severin, 1967).
Other researchers (Broadbent, 1958, 1965; Travers, 1964) have, however,
taken strong opposition to this "realism" orientation on the grounds that
the human information processing system is of limited capa'city and that,
in times of rapid information 'reception, irrelevant cues may block the
processing of other, relevant information. Studies (Kanner, 1968;
Katzman and Nyenhuis, 1972; Dwyer, 1972 and 1979) have investigated this
apparent contradiction with conflicting results.

The inclusion or absence Of color information can be regarded as one
dimension ok visual complexity. Color can function in a dual role when used
in visual displays. First, it can serve primarily a coding function, providing
additional information 'but not providing any realistic description of the
elements of the display. In this case, the effectiveness of color can be
predicted by cue summation theory, but not by tfie realism hypothesis. Second,
color can be cued to present a more realistic version of the visual display.
In this instance, in addition to providing a greater number of overall cues,
it provides the viewer with more realistic attributes or "handles" with
,which to store and retrieve information. When color is used in this cueing
role, its value could be predicted by the realism theories as well as by
cue summation theory.

Much past research investigating the differences between color and black
and white visuals failed to take into acCount the fact that realistic color
visuals contain intrinsically more information and consequently require more
time for processing. In an attempt to resolve this methodological inconsistency
as well as to more accurately assess the role of color in the storage and retrieval
of visual information, Berry (1974) compared realistic and non-realistic color
versions of the instructional materials on the human heart developed by,Dwyer
(1967). Data suggested that, in those learning tasks where visual materials
contributed significantly to the improvement of instruction, realistic color
materials were most effective. Later research (Berry, 1977; 1982) which
investigated the color realism/coding question relative to pictorial recogni-
tion memory found both realistic and non-realistic color materials superior
to black and white visuals. These findings suggested that cue summation
,theory may provide an accurate description of how 'color functions in basic
information processing tasks such as picture recognition.

- Simple comparison of recognition lates did not however, take into account
the subjects' rate of incorrect responses. It has bcn suggested by Swets,
Tanner, and Birdsall (1964) that in recognition experiments, each observer
applies a particular criterion value to each observation. Consequently it
could be possible for a subject to identify all stimuli as having been seen
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previously, the result of which would be not only a high recognition rate, but
also a high error rate. Similarly, if the observer were to apply a low criterion
and reject all items as not previously seen, the reulting rate would be low
with a correspondingly low error rate. It is apparent that analysis of pictorial
recognition data should take into account the observer criterion and the
resulting rate of error which accompany the recognition rate. The method
of signal detection theory has been applied to the analysis of recognition
data in the past as a means whereby both recognition rate and.error rate are
takeh into account.

Signal detection theory has been accepted as a reliable technique for
assessin'g a subject's, ability to describe the occurrence of discrete binary
events. The basic model of SDT was described in Swets (1961) and has been
used extensively to study the ability of individuals to distinguish the
presence of a signal when that signal was mixed with noise. .More recently,
Grasha (1970) has suggested the-use of SDT parameters in the study of
memory processes. Signal detection theory has been applied specifically to
recognition memory experiments involving pictures in research conducted by
Snodgrass, Volvovitz and Walfish (1972), Loftus and Kallman (1979), Loftus,
Greene and Smith (1980) and Morrison, Haith and Kagan (1980).

In a typical recognition memory experiment, subjects are first presented
with a series of stimulus items for study. These are subsequently presented
for recognition in randoth Combinations with,new "distractor" items which have
not been presented previously. When a stimulus item is presented, it'can be
said to represent signal plus noise (relevant and irrelevant cues) and when a
distractor is presented, it represents noise alone (irrelevant cues). Based
on statistical decision theory,- four possible outcomes are possible (see Figure
1).

ITEM

Stimulus
S & N

Distractor

Figure 1
Types of R;sponses in a Yes-No ReCognition Task

Ss RESPONSE

Old (yes) New (no)

"Hit"
correct

recognition

`.`Miss"
(incorrect)

"False Alarm"
(incorrect)

Correct
rejection

The first of these is a correct recognition, termed a "hit" (H) which
represents the recognition data previously analyzed. The second possible out-
come is the incorrect identification of a distractorittem as a stimulus Which
is termed a "false alarm" (FA). The remaining two outcomes include a correct
rejection of a distractor as "new" and an incorrect response to a stimulus,
termed a "miss." The basic model of signal detection theory Uses the probabil-
ities of hits P (A), and false alarms P (FA), to calculate the parameter d'.
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These probabilities are given by:

P (H) = w and P (FA) = y
w + x y + z

where:

P (H) 7,the probability that S repotts a stimulus when a stimulus item,
is present

P (FA) = the probability that S reports a stimulus when a distractor
ig present

w = nuMber of hits.
x =.fiumber.of misses
y = number.of false alarms

7 number of correct rejection's

The measure'of d' represents the difference between the means of the false alarm
and hit distributions in relation to the standard deviation of the false alarm
distributionarascuilo, 1970). In so doing, the factor of the.subject's,
individual criterion of decision threshold is taken into acCount. The parameter
d' is generally considered to be a valid and acCurate measure of recognition
memorY sttength.

The purpose of this investigation was two-fold: (1) to studythe inter-
action between Cross-cultural differences and pictorial recognition memory
for pictures presented in three different color mOdes; realistic color,
non-realistic color and monochrome (black and white); and, (2) to fuither
confirm the efficacy of applying signal detection analysis to colorrecognition
memory data as a means of obtaining a more accurate assessment of the role of
color in visual information processing.

Method

.The stimulus materials used in the study were the same as those used by
Berry (1977) and Wieckowski (1980). These consisted of 150 stimulus slides
and 90 distractor slides. All slides wererObtained from a pool of travel
and geographic scenery slides taken by.seVetal amateur_photographers in various
parts of the United States andçandain seleccion of the materials, care
was exercised to exclude all reCognizale human,figures, verbal materials
and.unique objects. The entire"C011ection of materials was randomly divided
into approximate thirds. One third.was retained as a realistic color group,
a second third was recopied into black and white slides and the remaining third
was altered by photographic reversal to produce a non-realistic color group.
Through photographic reversal, the overall number of color cues could be held
constant, while the degree of color realism could be manipulated.

- The population for the study consisted of 74 university students, 35 of
whom were of various Asian origins and spoke an Asian language as their native
tongue. The remaining 39 were of, American background and used English as their
language.
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The list learning procedure was employed; in which individual subjects
were first shown the grOup of 150 stimulus slides, sequentially, for
short period of time (approximately.500ms). Subjects were then presented
with a random distribution of all stimulus and distractor slides for fifteeri
seconds each. During that time, Ss responded verbally, either "old"
(stimulus slide-seen before) or "new" (distractor slide-not seen before).

'Results

The mean number of hitsfor each treatment and cultural group as yell as
the measure of sensitivity d' which was determined from tables developed by
Elliot (1964) are preeented in Table I. In addition, total mean error rates
for each treatment were calculated (total error rate = fa]...e alarm rate +
miss tate) a8 suggested by Loftus, Green and Smith (1980) (see Table 1).

Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations for Number of Hits,
and Total Error Rate by Treatments Across Cultural Groups

ReaY'stic Color Non-Realistic Black and White

Mean s.d.

Color

Mean s.d.Mean s.d.

Hits 25.82 8.77 25.62 10.31 19.06 8.29

ASIAN GROUP d' .190 .273 .377 .380 .248 .339
(N=35)

Total 38.00 5.80 36.03 5.52 40.32 4.62
Error

Hits 23.03 7.44 21.97 8.77 19.61 9.01

AMERICAN GROUP d'

(N=39)

.128 .305 .262 .355 .201 .301

Toal 39.81 4.83 39.28 6.54 40.33
Error

.5.41

Analysis of variance procedures for repeated measures were conducted
on the number of hits (recognition scores), d' and the total error scores.
In all cases, significant F-values were obtained for the main effect
of color. (Hit F = 12.33, p = 000; d'F = 4.32, p = .015; Total Error F =
5.12, p = .007).

The Tukey B procedure for pair-wise comparisons was performed to determine
where significant differences existed. The results of these comparisonS-are
summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2

Summary of pair-wise comparisons for hit scores,
d' and total error'scores.

Total Error
Hit Scores d' Scores

As, RC > As BW 1 As NRC Am RC
As NRC > As BW
As RC > Am 13141

As NRC > Am Bw

Am BW > As NRC
As BW.> As NRC
Am RC > As NRC
Am' NRC .> As NRC

As = Asian Group, Am = American Group.

Discussion and Conclusions

Findings -zelative to the cultural variable generally showed no significant
difference across groups. The contention that different cultural groups may
differ in this particular perceptual task was not supported. It is possible
however, that the Asian groups, who are currently enrolled in an American
university, have become acculturated to American society to the extent that
their own cultural/perceptual styles have been altered and no longer reflect
those of their own.culture. It is obvious that replication of the study with
Asian groups who have not left their culture, would help resplve this question.
Generally, the Asian group per.med better, although not to a significantly
de'gree, than the American group.

In terms of the color variable, the analysis of hit (correct recognition
scores) on the Asian group indicated the superiority of both color formats over
the black and white format. This finding was, however, not confirmed by the
analysis of the d' measure. Inspection of the total error scores shows a
lower error rate for both color treatments in the Asian group and a high error
rate for black and white. It would appear that Asian subjects tend to make fewer
errors when materials are presented in color formats.

When the data obtained in this study are conpared with findings reported
by Berry (1982), certain differences exist. The superiority of realistic color
found earlier, is not confirmed. Further examina.:ion of the hit and false
alarm rates shows a muchhigher false alarm rate in this study than in the pre-
vious (Berry, 1982) research. Since all variables except the number of dis-
tractor slides was held constant, the difference must be attributable to this
factor. Apparently, when the number of distractors is reduced, realistic color
materials appear more familiar and a greater number of false alarms (identifica-
tion of a distractor is a stimulus) occUr. This point should be examined in
further research.

Based on the findings, a number of conclusions can be drawn.

1. Black and white stimulus materials tend to produce greater
error scores.
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2. Color matIrials (realistic and nonrealisticl.tend, in some
cases..to produce higher recognition scores.

3. Cross Cultural differences across Asian and American populations
in terms of pictorial recognition do not.seem:to exist.

4. The variables of false alarm rates:in relation to overall recogni-7tion should be studied further.

5. The method of signal detection theory can and should be applied
to color recognition data analysis. Injo doing, a more accurate
assessment of the recognition and errorrate interaction can bemade.
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The light turned green and Cindy pulled her red 1963 Comet
convertible into the intersection. She was returning from a night
class And was tired. Something, no one will ever know what, made
her' look to her left. By the , however, the blue Continental .Mark
III sedan was only a few feet away,

I .Afterwards, Roger, the very intoxicated driver of the
Continental who was hurrying home after a office party, said to
police at the scene of the fatal accident that he didn't see the
stop light that witnesses v'rified was red. "All I can remember
is her face. ,She looked rig t at me. I couldn't do anything. T
just hit her."

The camera then panned frOm a close-up of Roger's anguished
face to A close-up of a blobb-stained blanket covering Cindy's
body. Her arm with charm bracOlet can be seen dangling from the
stretcher, as the title "Death on the Highway--The.-Charm of
Drinking," is superimposed over the scene.

\

BACKGROUND

I

In the 1950's and 60's many\films with similar story lines
were produced by public and private organizations. Intended to,
persuade viewers of the need for t011'ugher drunk driving laws, the
need to wear. seatbelts, or the haz\ ards of smOking: for-example,
they used fear as a.key ingr.edient of\the treatment for delivering
their.message. It was thought that bY scaring viewers'it would be
lit:6Iy .that their attitudes would be dt.langed to come in:line with
the socially "preferable position advOcated in the' film, and that

,since attitudes are "pre-dispositions, to respond", related
behaviors would be influenced.

7u
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disappointing consequence reported by Viewers of these
fear çovoking films was that because some scenes were so
unsettli g and grotesque they were repelled from the entire
persuasiv message Of the ilm. In other words, because some
segments of -these films were so fear-provoking and anxiety
producing viewers were often ldkely to stop attending to them, and
to.ignore the general Persuasive message of the film.

Fear Alleviation

Several researchers have proposed explanations to why the use
of fear in films seemed to be an effective technique for changing
attitudes in some instances, but' not dn others. Janis and
Feshbach (1953) presented a slide/audiotape program on the effects
of poor dental hygiene to high school students-. They varied the
intensity of a fear-arousing appeal in three versions of the
Presentation to determine the most influential'deliVery technique.
All three methods were successful in producing aroused, affective
reactions in the students. However, it was found that a minimal
fear-arousing appeal was Most succesSful in modifying attitudes
becabse the stronger versions left students in a state of tension
that was not alleviated by the remedies offered during the slide
show. Janis and Feshbach concluded that strong, fear-producing
appeals were not as effective in changing:attitudes as were more
-moderate appeals because the audience became motivated to ignore
the importance of the threat to reduce the tension they felt.

Rogers (1973) reported on a study that supported this
position. Public health .films dealing with cigarette smoking,
safe driving, and venereal disease were tested in three different
studies. It was found that the more noxious a film was the more
fear that was aroused in viewers. However, it was also reported
that theSe fear-arousing .films were most effective in changing
attitudes 'when: preventatives or statementt of probability of
exposure to the malady discussed in the film were included as part

.of the motion picture.

The use of the correct dosages of fear coupled with the
inclusion of remedies to the malady that produced the fear seem to
be workable techniques to use when attitude change is desired.
ThiS study attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of fear and
fear alleviation in a persuasive message as this technique was
described by Simonson (1979) in Guideline #6 for designing
instruction for attitudinal outcomes.

"Guideline #6: Learners who experience a
purposeful emotional involvement or arousal
during instruction are ;Likely to change
their attitudes in the direction advocated
in mediated message."

. Purposeful emotional involvement could be thought of as the
feeling produced in a viewer of a fear provoking message.
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Attitude Defined

Attitude has been a difficult concept to adequately define,
primarily because it has been de+ined by so many, but.also because
of its many lay uses and connotations. One of the earliest
definitions of, attitude tNis proposed by Thomas and Znaniecki
(191e). They defined attitude as:

A mental and neural state of readiness,
organized.through experience, exerting a
.directive or dynamic influence upon the
individual's response to all objects and
.situations with which it is related
(Thomas and Znaniecki, 1918)..

In other words, while attitudes are latent and not directly
observable in themselves, they do act to organize, or to provide
direction to, actions and behaviors that are observable. Also,
attitudes vary in direction, either positive or negative; in
degree, the amount of positiveness or negativeness; and in
intensity, the amount of commitment with whith a position is held
(Fleming and Levie, 1978).

Additionally, attitudes have three comPonents: affective,
cognitive, and behavioral (Zimbardo and Ebbeson, 1970). The
affective component is said to consist of a person's evaluation
of, liking of, or emotional response to some object or person.
The cognitive component conceptualized as a person's beliefs
about, Or factual knowledge of, the object or person. The
behavioral component ,involves the person's overt behavior directed
toward the object or person.

Specifically, the attitude conttruct evaluated in this study
was "Attitude Toward Smoking," as measured by the Attitude Toward.
Smoking Test (Baer, 1966, r=.85).

PURPOSE

This study attempted to determine if a participant's attitude
toward smoking could be altered by having them view an edited
version of a film designed to persuade them that smoking was
harmful. This film, The Feminine Mistake, used a number of
scenes, such as 'an interview with a woman dying of lung cancer,
designed to Show the harmful consequences of sMoking. In other
words, the film attemOted to provoke fear of smoking in the
viewer.

Additionally, .this +ilm had a section showing techniqUes such
as support .groups and counseling, that could be.used by the smoker
to help him or ner to stop.. The two sections of the film were not
specifically labeled, but were easily identifiablefear ffrst,

_alleviation next
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fn order to determine if fearful' scenes alone, or fear
provoking scenes coupled with remedies, were differentially
successful in changing attitudes, the motion picture was copied
onto 3/4" videotape and edited into two versions of equal length.
Version one had only introductory scenes and equalamounts of fear
and fear-alleviating information. Version two, the fear treatment,
was the same length as versfon one, but had only fear provoking
scenes. All alleviation and remediation information was edited
out. Both videotape versions were rated for techhical quality and
Conten t. by independent evaluators. They were rated high, and
approximately equal.

0)

Additionally, since previous research (Kloock, 1982) had shown ,

that field dependence was related to attitude change, the Group
Embedded Figures Test (DEFT; Witkin, 1971) was used to identify
study participants who demonstrated a tendency to be field
dependent or field independent so that any learning. style
interaction with the treatments could be uncOvered. Other
destriptive variables, such as sex, smoking habits, and parents'
smoking habits, were identified .and evaluated.

PROCEDURES

A post-test only, control group design was used (Campbell and
Stanley, 1963). The study's 117 participants were college
students. First, 150 students were' given the Group Embedded
Figures Test (GEFT) to identify their degree of field dependence.
Only ,the most extreme field dependent, and most extreme field
independent students participated in the study. Students at each
of the two levels of field dependence were thon randomly assigned
to one of the treatment grdups (control, fpar only, fear and fear
alleviation). .Thus, six treatment cells were produced (2x3).

Students with GEFT scores near the mean of all scores were not
included in treatments beCause they did not have a tendancy for
being either field dependent or field independent. For this
sample there was a slightly larger number of field independent
.L.han field dependent students so treatment cells werb unequal.,

Treatments were administered to participants in small groups
of four or five. After the treatment, the test of the dependent
variable, the Attitude Toward Smoking' Test, was administered.
Control participants only completed the test of the dependent
variable. One hundred and seventee'n student's scores were used to
test hypotheses.

RESULTS

Four statistzcal ta.sts were computed using the Smoking
Attitude Test as dependent variable (see Tables 1-4). The first,
was a one-,..way analysis of variance that examined the differences
in smoking attitude between the three treatment groups. The3
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second test was a 2x3 analysis of variance that included anexamination of the field dependence4field independence variable inaddition to the test of the treatment factor. The third test wasalso a 2x3 analysis of variance. The twO independent variables
were treatment and gender. The last inferential test was a 3x3analysis of: variance. Subjects' smoking habits (smoker, formersmoker, or non-smoker) . were related to the experimentaltreatments. The perceived quality of the two experiMentaltreatments were compared using a t-test. A reliability estimateof the dependent variable, the Smoking Attitude Test, was alsocomputed.

Effect of Treatments on Smoking AttitUde

Table 1, shows the results 'obtained when subjects wereadministered the Smoking Attitude Test after treatments wreviewed. Both the "fear provokthg" persuasive treatment and the"fear with alleviation" persuasive treatment significantlyinfluenced subjects' attitudes, as compared to silbjects in thecontrol group. In other words, subjects in the two experimental
treatments had significantly more negative attitudes towardssmoking .than did control subjects who ,did not view a persuasive
.videotape. .There was no significant difference between theSmoking Attitude Test scores reported by subjects in the two
persuasive treatments.

Effect of Treatments on Smoking Attitude as Related to Field
Dependence/Independence

Table 2 shows the results of the 2x3 analysis of variance testthat used treatment and level 'of field dependence/independence asindependent variables. The statistically significant'differencesbetween .the two experimental treatments and the control:group wasidentdfied again. However, there was no statistical differencefound between the field dependent and field independent subjects
in any of the three treatment groups. Additionally, there was no
sigdificant interaction identified. TheSe results are contrary tothe significant. differences .between field dependent and field
independent subjects.reported by.Kloock (1982).

Effect o-F Treatments on Smoking Attitude as Related to Gender

Table 3 :reports the results of the 2x3 analysis of variance
test that used treatment.and gender (male, female) as independent
variables. The significant treatment effect was identified.
'However, the differences between men and women on the test of. the
dependent variable' was not, significant, and there was no
significant interaction found. It was interesting that in all
treatment .-eyc_oups the scores for men were more positive towards
smoking than were the scores for women. Since the theme Of the
persuasive message was directed at women, this non-siignificant but
actual difference 'between the sexes was worth noting. It also
supports the somewhat Obvious assuMption of film-making that for a
,riersuasive message Lo maximize its impact on the audience, its
content should be aimed directly at that specific group.
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6'Effect of Treatments on Smoking Attitude as Related to Smoking
Behavior

Table 4 reports the results of a 3x3 analysis of variance test-that used the three treatments and three categores of smoking
behavibr, (Smoker, former smoker, and non-smoker) as.independent
variables. Unexpectedly, the number of smokers And non-smokers whoidentified themselves was quite low, so drawing conclusions, fromthe results of statistical tests was somewhat difficult. However,the information proVided by the analysis of variance testindicated that in addition to the significant treatment effect,there 'was; a significant effect related to a Person's smoking
behaVior. Smokers in each treatment repOrted a more positdveattitude toward smoking than did forMer smokers, And formersmokers were more positive toward smoking regardless of:treatmentthan were non-smokers. . Because several cells'had such smallnumbers of subjects,,inferences drawn must be tentative. However.,there did seem to be a direct relationship between behaviors/related to smoking and attitude towards smoking. This
relationship was expected.

Treatment Quality Comparison

After viewing the persuasive treatments subjects completed the
Smoking Attitude Test. InclUded with this test of the dependentmeasure were several additional. questions. One asked subjects to
rate the technical quality of tbe videotape they viewed. Subjectsin the "fear provoking" persuasive treatment had their scores tothis question of technical quality compAred to the scores ofsubjects n the "fear With alleviation" persuasive treatment
These scores were not significantly different.

Reliability Estimate for the Smoking Attitude Test-

The Smoking Attitude Test Was developed by Baer. (1966). It
was reported, as having a reliability estimate of -85 (r=.85).
This estimate was -re-checked ,in this study using the-
Cronbach-Alpha method for determining a measure's internal
consistency (Ferguson, 1971). Reliability was estimated at .82
(r=.82).
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coNcLusuAs

It seems fairly obvious that: both treatments produced anactual, aS well as statistically significant, attitude change, butthat the amount of change did not seem to be directly related to asubject's level of field dependence:or independence. There were'however, relationships identified between the amount of attitudechange produced-and a person's gender and smoking behavior. Theseresults will be discussed below.

The general purpose pf this study was.- to determine if afearladen persuasive message could -.be used to significantly alterattitudes towards smoking. . AdditiOnally, an attempt was made todetermine why some individual's attitudes changed more, or less,than others.

One factor considered influential when attitude change wasdesired was a Rerson's learning style. Specifically,. the learningstyle called field dependence was thought to possibly be relatedto the impact of persuasive messages delivered by motion media.It was hypothesized that if a person demonstrated a tendancy to beeither field dependent or field independent their attitudes mightbp differentially influenced. Kloock (1982) repOrted that field
independent subjects who viewed a.motion picture that was intendedto change their attitudes were influenced Significantly more thanfield dependent-subjects who viewed the same film".

Other factors considered important for careful examinaion inthis study were gender and smoking behavior. Since the treatmentchosen for this study was a persuasive film designed to convince
women that smoking was harmful, and that they should not smoke, itwas hypothesized that women would be influenced by this-motionpicture to a greater extent than men. It -was also assumed that a
person's smoking.behavior mould influence.hoW much their attitudeswould be changed. The results of this study tend to support these
suppositiohs. There was no measure of smoking behavior Change, orpost treatment follow up check on the persistence of attitude
changes.

Persuasiveness of Fear Provoking Messages

TheHmotion picture, THE FEMININE MISTAKE, used a number ofscenes that graphically demonstrated the harmful consequences ofsmoking. The film. also hadiscenes,that gave -remedial steps asmoker could take to reduce dependence on cigarettes. The obvious
purpose of. this motion picture was to persuade people, primarily
women, that smoking was harmful' to them. Two experimental
treatments were produced from this film. One included nearly allthe scenes that described the hazards of smoking., It was called
U14,- "feew plovwking"-- treatment. The second treatment contained
the most vivid of the fear scenes,-but also added an approximatelyequal amount of information that showed how the viewer could stop
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8smoking. This segment was called the "fear with alleviation"
treatment.. Both videotapes were approximately equal in length,
and-both were judged by viewers to be of equal technical quality..

The results of the first analysis of variance test showed that
both treatments produced significant attitude changes in. subjects
who viewed them, when. compared to control subjects. Thus.-11Simonson's Guideline #6 for designing instructionfor attitudinal
outcomes was, supported. (This guideline.states that viewers of'
persuasive messages who experience a purposeful, ,emotional
involvement, such as fear,,while watching a presentation will be
likely to have their attitudes changed in the direction advocated;
Simonson, 1979).

However, the proposal made by Janis and Feshbach (1963), and
supported by Rogers (1973), that fear provoking messages would'be
mose successful if they aroused a minimum amount of apprehension-
and provided an alleviation to this fear, was not supported by the
data collected in this experiment. The attitude towards smoking

_scores of subjects in the "fear provoking" was not significantly
different from the average attitude score'for subjects in the
"fear with alleviation" treatment.

Relationship Between Persuasive Messages and Field Dependence

In 1982, Klpotk reported that students who had a tendancy
towards being field independent were more likely to have their
attitudes influenced by a persuasive motion'picture than were,
field dependent students. The results of the 2x3 analysis of
variance reported 'in Table 2 did not support Kloock's.finding.
There was no significant difference ,in scores for the SAT for
field dependent or field independent students. This inconsistency
requires additional testing and evaluation in subsequent studies.

Relationship Between Persuasive Messages and Gender

The primary target audience for the film, THE FEMININE
MISTAKE, that was used as the basis for the Persuasive treatments
for this study, was young women. Attitude change literature.
(Insko, 1969; Simonson, 1979Y has proposed the idea that
persuasive messages would be more effective if they were produced
to be as realistic and relevant to the target audience as
possible. In other .words, a motion picture aimed at female
smokers would be hypothesized as having its greatest impact oh
women. The data reported in Table 3 supported this hypothesis.
Because there were very' few men ih the sample, conclusions related
to gender must be tentative. However, it does seem that women
were influenced to a greater degree than men by the treatments.

Relationship Between Persuasive Messages and Behaviors

A relatively small number of smokers or former smokers
participated in .this study, so conclusions were difficult to
propose. However, there did seem to be a relationship between
smoking behavior and attitude A:cmards smoking. As might be
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9expected, smokers- were the most positive towards smoking,former
smokers were next, and non-smokers were the most negative.
Treatment effects were difficult to determine because of the small
numbers of subjects in several treatment cells.

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

,

The impact.. of mediated instruction on attitude formation and
change has been examined and reported in an insufficient number of
studies in the literature, so few broad generalizatinns about the
relationship between these two concepts can be made. However, the
results of' this study do seem to support the assumption that
persuasive messages can be effectively delivered with
instructional media. What is not understood is why some learners
are influenced'more or loss than oehers. In an attempt to answer
this question this study examined subjects' level of field
dependence to determine' if this relatively constant,- learner
characteristic was related in any way to.attitude change. In
this study it was not. Certainly, other learner characteristics
than field dependence need to ,be examined in experimental
situations to determine if they ar'e related to attitude change.
Also, the inconsistent results for field independent learners
reported by this study as compared to the Kloock %1982)' study
needs further inveStigation. , Other relevant learning styles
should be examinedrin similar experimental situations so that_the
impact of mediated persuaSive messages can be more accurately
predicted.

It seems obvious-that it is possible to change Aattitudes with,

media. A number of studies reported on above support this
generalization. It may even be that persuasion is oneof the most
imnortant contributions of media to education. 'Further
experimentation is needed.
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TABLt 1: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ATTITUDE CHANGE BY TREATMENTS

A. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Mean

Standard
Deviation

-Number

Fear Provokin'g

Videotape \

Tre'atments

.Fear With

Alleviation Videotape Control Totals

39.46* 40.70 48.00 42.57

9.55 10,24 11.00 10.83

35 46 36 117

*Higher scores indicate a more positive attitude toward smoking.

B. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source D.F. SS MS

Between

Within

Total

2

114

116

1562.21

12052.39

13614.59

781.10

105.72

7.39 .001*

*p.,c.05; Duncan's Test showdd that the control group scored
significantly more positive toward smoking than
did either experimihtal group. Experimental groups
were not significantly different.
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TABLE 2: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ATTITUDE CHANGE FOR TREATMENT

AND FIELD DEPENDENCE/INDEPENDENCE

.! DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Fear Provoking
Videotape

Treatments

Control

Fear With
Alleviat,ion Videotape

Field .\ 38.93. 41.23 47.50

Dependen* SD ,7.78 11.67 6.76

Group 15 22 14

Field 39.85 40.21 48.32

Independent' SD 10.87 895 13.16
! .

Group 20 24

\ '

22

B. MULTIPLE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE-TREATMENT BY LEVEL

Source DF SS MS F

3

Main Effects 3 1562.56 520.85 4.81 ! .003*

Treatment 2 1554.52 777.26 7.17 .001*

Level 1 0.5 0.35 .00. .96

Interaction

Explained

Residual

Total

2 24:50 12.25 .113 .89

5 158746 317.41 2.93 .02

111 12027.41

116 13614.47

*Significant result
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TABLE 3: MULTIPLE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ATTITUDE CHANGE

FOR TREATMENT AND SEX

' A. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Males SD

'-Females SD

Totals SD

Fear Provoking
Videotape

Treatments

Fear With,
Alleviation Videotape Control Total

*,

46.80 40.87 54.00 45.13.

2 15 7 24

39.09 40.61 46.55 ,41.96

32 31 29 92

39.50 '40,70 48.00

34 46 36

B. MULTIPLE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source

o

OF SS MS

Main Effects 3. 1731.27 577.09 5.45 .002*

Treatment 2 1540.18 770.09 7.27 .001*

Sex 1 187.96 187.96 1.78 .185

Interadions 2 215.30 107.65 1.02 .365

Explained 5 1946.57 389.31 3'.68' .004

Residual 110 11646.81 105.88

Total 115 13593.38 118.20

*cinnifirant 71
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TABLE 4: MULTIPLE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TREATMENTS' AND SMOKING HABItS

A. DESCRI,PTIVE STATI,STICS

Smokers

Former

Smokers

Non-Smokers

Totals

SD

7.

SD

SD

SD

Fear Provoking
Videotape

_Treatments

Fear With
Alleviation Videotape Control Totals

56.00

-

1

52.33

15.26

. 3

67.25

11.50

4

60.25

8

46.50 45.00 47.80 47.13

.71 9.81

2 , 1 5 8
c

38:50 39.76 45.19 40.81

9.33 9.61 8.21

.32 42 27 101

39.46 40.70 48.00 42.57

10.83 e,

35
,

46 '36' 117

B. MULTIPL,E ANALYSIS OF VAIANCE

Source 'DF SS MS F P

Main Effects

TreatmOt

Smoking Habits

Interactions

Explained

Residual

Total

,4

2

2

4

8

la:

116

3933.48

954.65

2371.28

188.74

4122.22

9492.25

13614.47

983.37

477.33,

1185.64

:47.19

515.28

87.89'
,

117.37

11.19_
. A
5:43

13.49

.537

5.86
J

0.001*

0.006*

0.001*

0.71

0.001*

*Scheffe testt indicate that smoker's control group .signif'cantly

I

different than the non-smokers who saw the fear videotape an the
non-smokers who saw the fear with alleviation videotape.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF BACKGROUND. AND DEMOGRAPHIC
VARIABLES TO THE PERCEIVED PERFORMANCE AND
IMPORTANCE OF SELECTED FUNCTIONS OF SCHOOL

MEDIA SPEQIALISTS

The problem of this study was to provide information concerning

the relationship between the functions of school media specialists

and the background and demographic variables associated with'media

professionals_ whn work in school media centers. The perceived in-

volvement of subjects in six functions and the perceived importance

of the functions were related to five background and demographic

variables pertaining to the subjects who were employed in secondary

schools. It was felt that such a study could begin to profile media

professionals at the school level, and that such a profile could be

used as a base on which to reevaluate and improve the preparation

of school media personnel. The construction of such a profile also

suggested its potential as a tool for matching perceptions of media

specialists with characte:ists of school centers in future assignments

of job responsibilities,

METHOD

Five of the six job functions ud in the study were chosen from

the Behavioral Requirements Analysis Checklist (School Library Man-

power Project, 1973). Permission for this use was obiainea, from the

American Library Association. The five functions chosen were: Human

Behavior, Instructional Development, Planning and Evaluation, Research,

and Professionalism. A sixth function, External Cooperation, was

selected and defined from suggestions in the literature and from the

experiences of this investigator.



The one hundred and fifty-six secondary school media specialists

who took part in the study were employed full-time in public schools

in Iowa. The subjects were stratified according to the following five

variables:

1. The number of quantified standards(guidelines) met by the
center in which the media specialist, was employed.

2. The size of the school district(enrollment) in which the media
specialist was employed.

3. Location(Area Education Agency region) of the schoor-in which
the media specialist worked.

4. Professional endorsement held by the media specialist.

5. The number of years the media specialist had worked in his or
her present building assignment.

Data Collection Instrument

Data for the study wee collected through the use of a two-part

questionnaire. Part I of the questionnaire asked the respondent to

indicate the type of professional endorsement she or he held, and the

number of years she or he had been working in his or her present building

assignment.

Part II of the questionnaire contained 82 task statements grouped

under the six functions. Each statement was assigned five options for
.1

frequency of task performance (0=never to 4=always) and five options

for importance of task performance (0=minor importance to 4=major impor-

ta'nce). Respondents were asked to choose an option on each of the

two scales for each statement.

Data Analyses

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were produced in

two matrices. The first matrix (Table 1) shows (Coefficients which were

obtained when the six frequency subscales were correlated with four of

the five classifications of media specialists. Table 2 depicts coeffi-

cients that were obtained wlien the six importance subscales were cor-
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related with the same four classifications. Coefficients reaching

.16 were significant at the .05 level. Those reaching .21 were

significant at. 01. One-way analysis of variance was used to test

for differences between location subgroups(AEA regions). This

procedure was used because location, as defined in this study, was not

a continuous variable, and therefore, *as inappropriate for use in

correlation'analysis. This analysis is reported in 'Table 3.

RESULTS

Examination of Table I revealed no correlation between number

of media center standards and any of the six frequency..subscales.

Table 2 also showed no relationship between number of standards and

perceived importance of center tasks.

When frequency subscale ratings were correlated with district

size groups (Table 1), there were-gignificant correlations between

.these two variables. Instructional development and planning and eval-

uation correlated significantly at .01 level. Size of school district

also showed a significant (.05) positive relationship with research

(.188) and professionalism (.177). These coefficients suggested that

in larger school districts, with more resources and more adequate'

staff, media specialists are able t6 engage in professional activities

more frequently. These findings are also congruent with those of Tur-

ner and Martin (1978) and Burnell (1979). These writers have suggeSted

that media specialists in large or.urban areas received more support

from their principals, and enjoyed'a high level of professiOnal autono-

my,in conducting their media programs.

On the impoitance subscales, size,of school district correlated-

signifidantly (.05) with planning and evaluation (Table 2).
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TABLE 1., CorrelatiOn coefficients for classification groups and frequency
subscales

Human Instr. Plan. and
behavior dev. eval. Research Prof. coop.

Number of
guidelines -0.0173 0.0911 0.0843 0.0285 0.0325 0.0623

District
size 0.1555 0.2125** 0.2271** 0.1884* 0.1773* -0.0424

Endorsement 0.1416 0.1933* 0.2135** 0.105,5 .0.1729* 0.0899

Years in
present
employment

0.1602* 0.1653* 0.1142 0.1039 0.0897 -0.0893

*Significant at .05.

**Significant at ..01.



TABLE 2. Correlation coefficients for classification subgroups and importance

subscales

Human
behavior

Instr.
dev.

Plan. and
eval. Research Prof.

External
coop.

Number of
guidelines 0.0108 0.0260 -0.0253 -0.0216 0.0195 -0.0950

District
size 0.0618 0.0876 0.1742* 0.0520 0.0385 -0.1274

Endorsement 0.1567 0.1867* 0.2219** 0.0315 0.0488 -0.0070

Years in
present
employment

0.1168 0.0760 0.0377 0.1098 0.0109 -0.1378

*Significant at .05.

**Significant at .01.
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TABLE 3. Results of one-way analysis of variance for.fre7
quency and importance subscales for AEA regioaS
(n = 156)

Subscales F ratio F probabilitY

Frequency subscales

Human behavior 1.791 .065

Instructional development 1.0031 .453

Planning and evaluation .448 .955

Research .747 .724

Professionalism .905 .555

External cooperation 1.652 .072

Importance subscales

Human behavior .314 .991 .

Instructional development .991 .465

Planning,and evaluation .821 .644

ResearCh 1.513 ,113

Professionalism .711 .760

External cooperation 1.540, .104

$1. 9,



correlations between endorsement(tfaining) of subjects and ratings

on the twelve subscales produced five coefficients which were signifi-

cantly different from zero. There were positive relationships between

endorsement and instructional development, planning and evaluation,

and professionalism on the frequency subscales. Significant correla-

tions on the importance sascales were obtained with instructional

development and planning and evaluation. TheSe findings suggested"tliat

media specialists who were trained in audiovisual technology were more

involved in these functions and considered them more important than did

media specialists with training primarily in library science.

There were positive correlations between years of service in pre-

sent assignment and human behavior (.160*) and instructional develop-

ment (.165*) on the frequency subscales. It would appear that time is

necessary to cultivate the kind of relationships with teachers which

would facilitate exchange in the instructional development process.

-The analysis of variance technique (Table 3) failed to detect any

significant differences in the perceptions of media specialists when

stratified by location (AEA regions). It was possible that regional

media center boundaries cut across many varying chara,cteristics of

schools and school personnel, making it difficult to detect differences

between such regions.

,CONCLUSIONS

1. There was no detectable relationship between the extent pf

development(number of standards met), of the media center and the fund-,

tions of the media specialist.

Z. The size of the school district in which the media specialist
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worked appeared to influence the performance of,the media specialist

in instructional development, planning and evaluati research, and

professionalism.

3. There was a relationship between the level and type of training

of the media specialist and his or her involvement in instructional

development, planning and evaluation, and professionalism. Those trained

in audiovisual technology were more involved in these functions than

were their colleagues who were trained primarily in library science.

4. Length of service in building assignment was related to per-
,

\

formance in human behavior and instructional development tasks.
,...

.

.

5. Perceptions of subjects were not influenced by the location

(AEA region) of 'the school in which the subject was employed.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

1. There should be further comparisons of media professionals with

different levels and types of certification. Such a study could include

variables pertaining to personality, school-wide responsibilities

which are not directly related to themedia prograth and other aspects

of-the school &etting which were not included in the present study.

2. A mo'del should be .developed and tested which could be usedto

facilitate building-level and, regional-level media program cooperation.

3. Research 1-iould be conducted to provide information concerning

the-assimilation of the new school media specialist into the inqtruetional

development process.

4. The study should be replidated at the elementary school level.

0 t)



/
At a time when schools are .confrOnted with the possibility ofa. sharp reduction .

' I

in:progrmn services, it becomes'vital that leaders in the library Media field work

9

,Recommendations

0 insure the survival of media programs in the schools. Findings from this study

could aid in developing ways to safeguard that survival. Among these are:

1. Results of the study could be used as a basis for reevaluating the curric-
1

ula in schools which train school media personnel. Areas in 'Aich respondents were

less involved could fOrm the nucleus around which evaluative criteria-could emerge.

This appears particularly.important in sdhools whidh Offer library science degrees.-

.

2., Educators in schools of library science could .use the find.ings as criteria

for recruiting more students with undergraduate degrees in education,to prepare for /

school media. service. Generally, library schools have recruited most students from/

liberal arts backgrounds (Hannigan, 19B0).

3. Directors and Other professional personnel in regional media.centers could

use these findings to conduct in-service workshops, seminars, or formal courses in

their regions. Areas of activities in which respondents showed the least-involve-

ment could form the theme of the in-service training.

4. Cooperation between media programs should be encouraged. DirectorS of,/

regional media centers could make use of the results of this study to seek new ways

to support and interact with building level programs. This is vitally important in

regions wi,th very small schools.

5. SUperintendents and 3c1ool principals,could use the findings as as basis

for assignment of media specialists to schools where certain needs have been

demonstrated.

a
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Picture Functions

Abstract

In spite of-considerable research on various aspects of pictures and

their instructional uses, a clear conspetion of the instructional poten-

tial.of pictures is missing. As a result, practioners who deal directly

with the instructional process are limited in their ability to use

pictures rhst effectively and efficiently. The approach to picture

research being described attempts to make research more relevant by

suggesting the need to pay greater attention to the instructional role

or function served by pictures. Potential functions must be described

in terms of their contribution to instructional processes and procedures.

Functions should also be applicable to a wide variety of objectives,

strategies, and procedures. The ability of this approach to be relevant

to both basic and applied pictorial research is also discussed.



A Function-Based Approach to Pictorial Research

Instructional technologists have long been disappointed and dis-

illusioned with the results of research into the instructional uses of

pictures. Despite numerous studies over the last forty years, an uneasy

feeling remains regarding the ability of research on the instructional

uses of picture to provide the information necessary for finding solu-

tions to common instructional problems. It appears that pictorial

research has often failed to provide teachers and instructional design

specialists with useful Anformation abeut the instructional character-

istics of picturs. Although the gap between research and practice is .

common to many disciplines, it is particularly significant to research

into the instructional uses of pictures where the intuitive appeal of

pietures has na always been supported by the results of empirical

inquiry.

As suggested- by Snow (1974) and Salomon and Clark (1977), the

utility of pictorial research can be increased through methodological

decisions. However, such an approach is only a partial solution to the

problem, for methodology cannot take the place of the formulation and

examination' of appropriate research questions and issues. This paper

speaks to the latter issue, that of developing a research approach which

will a:isi.st in producing results that: are meaningful to the schnlar and

reSearcher, while at the same time are relevant to the practitioner.

Background

A brief examination of relevant research conducted over the last

forty years reveals a variety of approaches, each emphasizing a Miter-

ent. way of looking at the instructional potential of' pictures. While
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these approliches fulfilled the need to establish a tradition of research

for the study of.pictures, they were also laden with their own particu-

lar, and narrow, viewpoint; a broader, more useful conception of pictures

was largely ignored.

Providing limited ntility at best, research based on gross media

coMpariSons, which neglects to examine the elements that make up a

picture, could only conclude that pictures, under certain conditions,

could affect learning. In contrast, research grounded in the realism

cs;ntinuum often concentrated on pictorial attributes such as color and

fidelity, without paying a great deal of attention to the overall role

to be served by the picture. In spite of the intrinsic appeal of the

realism continuum, studies have generally failed to support the. existence

of a firm relationship between the degree of realism and the amount of

learning in any reliable, systematic manner (Travers, 1967; Dwyer,

1978).

Research based on the aptitude-treatment interaction paradigm,

while admirable for its attention to learner characteristics, has also

failed to contribute greatly to advaneing the understanding of the

instructional role of pictures. In addition to some general limitations

regarding the ultimate.utility of this approach for solving.classroom

problems (Merrill, 1975), ATI researeh has either ignored pictures as a

treatment variable or has placed pictures in a noncritical, secondary

role. In short, ATI research has too often conducted research with

pictUres, rather than research on pictures.

The need to examine the effects of seleeted media attributes on

internal 41gitive processes has been emphasized by many oVer the last

several years (Salomon, 1972, 1979; Gardner, Howard, & Perkins, 1974;
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Levie, 1978), While a substantial amount of empirical evidence has been

found to support .J contention that media can affect the way information

is processed, the overall importance ot this approach to picture research

may lie in the fact that it is concerned with -outcomes other than those

related to the transfer of information and that it pays attention not

only to selected attributesi but to the instructional role served-by

these attributes. In spite of the current appeal, and potential utility,

of symbol system-cognitive.process interactions, such an approach draws

considerable attention away from the concerns of practitioners who are

mo're often concerned with prescriptions of what works rather than des-

criptions of how something works; Once again, the balance between basic

research and applied research is missing.
.

Limitations notwithstanding, some useful information has been

generated by picture-based research over tha years; however, the con-

clusions produced by the diSparate research are not quite satisfactory,

for they have failed to identify a clear conception of the instructional

role of pictures. COnclusions such as the utility of cueing devices;

the tendency for pictures to be remembered better than words; the rela-

tionship between picture types and different learning objectives; and

even the effect of.pictures on cognitive processes have not led to a

coherent strategy for effectively utilizing the instructional potential

of pictures. Without such a unifying strategy the cares and concerhs of

the teacher and the instructional designer will continue to be.ignored.

This is not to denegrate or minimize the need for basic research.

Rather, it is an appeal to instructional technologists to develop a

research strategy whose purpose is to generate knowledge that will help

practitioners effectively use pictures to solve a variety.ot instruc-

tional problems. Appealing to instructional technologists to develop
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such an approach is appropriate and natural for it is only in the

domain of instructional technology that the effects of media on instruc-

tion is of central concern. While research in areas as diverse as

perception, cognition, and mass communications, incorporate pictures

into their research designs, their primary interests lie in directions

other than instruction. Thud, if increasing the instructional potential

of pictures is indeed valuable, instructional technologists must assume

the responsibility for developing a suitable approach which does not

lose sight ;_f its obligations towards the development cf a science of

instruction.

Such an appl.Jach will need to expand the traditional preoccupation

with color, realism, and other physical/perceptual elements to include

additional components of the instructional picture such as content and

function. While most would agree that a picture is used for a specific

purpose or function by representing events and/or objects (content).

through the organization of pictorial elements such as color, line a-,d

space (physical elements), pictorial research has continued to empha i.

the physical components of pictures at the expense of content or func-

tional components. Of the two neglected components--content and

function--the role of picture function is a more predominant and immedi-

ate concern to instructional technologists. Quite often decisions made

by curriculum specialists or the nature ef the lesson content itself may

reduce Ole control an instructional designer has over what is to be

represented in a particular picture. Even in those situations in which

the designer has greater control over what is to be represented, the

understanding of pictorial function is more vital, for.any decisions

made bout content must be.based on identifying ihe reason for pictare.
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Just as one analyzes the instructional situation before selecting an

appropriate medium, it is.necessary to determine the role of a picture

before deciding upon the content.

Previous Funstional_622lashes

While often overlooked, the potential functions served by pictures

has not been completely neglected. One approach has directly or indirect-

ly examined the potential functions of specific physical elements or

attributes of pictures. Chute (1980) has suggested that to more corn-
*

-pletely understand the effects of color, additional insight into the

nature of the various functions of color, such as cueing and gaining

attention, is required. However useful, examining the functions of

various physical or perceptual elements of a picture does little to

further the understanding of how a picture, taken as a whole, functions

in-particular contexts. The-approaches suggested by Chute, for example,

can lead to an understanding of hoc./ color may be Used to draw at.tntiu

to a given feature, but do not consider issues related to how well the

entire picture, rather than a small component of the picture, serves its

intended instructional function.

The ability of the symbol systems used by various media to serve

functions has also been proposed. For the most part, advocates ot this

point of view (Gardner,.Howard, & Perkins, 1974; SaloMon,- 1979; Levie,

1978) have emphasized the role that these symbol systems can serve In

the development of cognitive skills. More specifically, Salomon (1979)

posited that pictorial symbol systems.ean, be used to encourage processes

which take the place of, Or supplant, other ,cognitive processes Ln

learners who are deficient in those processes. SimilarLy, Salomon

suggest Lhat these symbol systems can be used to activate cognitive
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processes in learners who possess the ability to utJLize A process, but

are not skilled enough.to recognize the conditions which require the

process. While exomining the functions of symbol systems in terms of

cognitive development has considerable potential, such an approach has

not given proper consideration to the diverSe forms of behavior, strate-

gies, and techniques represented in the instructional process. It must

be pointed out that these comments are not intended to condemn research

which has concentrated on symbol systems. Rather, it is to suggest that

such research strategies can., at best offer only a partial, and incom-

plete, understanding of the intiructional role of pictures.

In contrast to those analyses of the functions of specific pictorial

elements, there has been some inquiry into the instructional functions

served by entire pictures. Although not directly referring to picture

functions, Knowlton (1966) implied that pictures could function by

representing objects or events,,by providing analogies, or-by describing

logical relationships. Duchastel (1978) proposed three broad categories

of picture functions: attentional, explicative and retantional. That

according to Duchagtel, pictures can be used to either help gain

student attention for the task at hand, help explain the content 'and/or

hel, students remember or retain what hag been taught. Seven functions

served by pictures to improve the recall of explicitly statad prose in-

. formation have been identified by Levin (1981). Those functions range

from the simple such as decoration or renumeration to the rather complex

and sophis4cated such as the "interpretation" function in which pictures

help make the text more comprehensible and the "transformation" function

in which pictures help make difficult-prose more memorable. Among th:..

several functions served by pictures which accompany textual material
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that.have been identified by Levie and Lentz (in press) are those related

.to gaining and dirLeting attention, affecting emotions and attitudes,

and improving comprehension and reteption.

While these attempts to identify the instructional functions served

by pictures are meaningful departures from the traditional focus on

physical and'perceptual attributes, their potential for clariiying how

pictures function in instructional settings is somewhat limited by

several factors. First of all, many of the functions described above

are so broad or general in' nature that they add little to oar under-

standing of the instructional roles served by pictures. Neglecting the

dynamic nature implied by the term, such broadly conceived "functions"

fail at the most basic level '-)ecause they are not described in terms of

'the events and activities that occur during the instructional process.

"Increasing prose comprehension", while a desirable instructional goal

or outcome, does not provide an adequate explanation of how a picture is

to be used to affect prose comprehension; many instructional factors are

available which might account for the phenomenon of increased compre-

hension. Seemingly ignored by such broadly defined functions is the

fact that,effective instruction consists of numerous elements which help

achieve desired outcomes. Thus in a single instructional sequence a

picture may help increase comprehension by gaining attention, repeating

vital information, presenting new information, providing additional

examples, or in various.other ways.

At the same time that some conceptions of pictorial functions are

too broad, they are also, in another context, too narrow. This is best

exemplified by Levin's (1981) conception of how pictures function in

prose learning. In addition to being restricted by the placement of

1 U;
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functions in a'learning rather than an instructional perspective, the

utility of Levin's functions is limited by the fact that it was designed

for a specific instructional context--the recall of explicity stated

text information. Yet'instruction is concerned with, and appropriate

consideration must be given to outcomes celated toLother aspects of

text learning (e.g., retention of information, making °inferences, etc.)

as well as nontext learning such as development of cognitive processes

and attitudes.

The Nature of PIctorial Functions

To reduce the magnitude of the problems associated'with those

previously identified views of pictorial functions; as well as to expand

the ability of pictorial research to be applicable to typical instruc-

tional situations, it is necessary to develop a clearer conception of

the instructional functions served by pictures. A first step in the

development nf a lucid and comprehensible conception of pictorial func-

tion is the establishment of a set of criteria against which to evaluata

potential functions.

Most importantly, potential functions must be stated in terms of

their contributions to instructional processes and proCedures. That is,

each function should be.-representative of those plznned or unplanned

elements of the instructional treatment which tend to increase instruc-

tional effectiveness. The number and variety of these elements is

substantial, For example, during instruction previous and appropriate

knowledge and skills'may be recalled, content organized, new information

provided, examples and non-examples identified, specific points empha-

si.ii.ed, analogies provided, appropriate cognitive.skills modeled dnif

encouraged. Some of these functions and those additional functions
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listed in Table 1 have long been considered appropriate.for pictures.

Few would deny that pictures can be used to clarify or simplify complex'

information or to provide specific, concrete examples of new concepts.

Seeral functions listed in Table 1, however, have tot traditionally

been 41ought of as being appropriate for pictures or pictorial research.

2
'.----For---dxample, pictures can'be used to help recall previous learning,

serve as advance organizers, model cognitive and visual protesses, or

summarize the presentation. The.use of pictures to control or influence

mathemagenic behaviors--those behaviors which increase learning--(Brody

& Legenza, 1980) or to provide a context for learning (Bernard, et.al.,

1981) are also representative of potentialsinstructional functions that

cat bbe served by pictures. In other words, it appears that under yet

to be determined copditions, consideration of the instructional rotes

that may be served by pictures cat be expanded to include functions

previously thought to be inappropriate.

Place Table about here

In addition to,ridentifying potential functions in terMs of what

occurs during the instructional process, it is also necessary to avoid

the difficultieS associated with identifying a discrete set of functions

for each instruCtional context, domain, or discipline. Having a dis-

crete set of picture functions for different instructional situations

(e.g., learning from text,'lecture, etc.), disciplines (e.g., science,

English, mathematics) or types of-learnins (e.g., concept )earning,

psychomotor skills, attitude development) undoubtedly provides useful

information in the areas under Consideration. However, rather than
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increasing the utility of picture research, it is more likely that these

divergent approaches will continue o make additions to the list of

interesting things known about pictures rather than making meaningful

contributions to the further development of a broad and generalizable

conception of the instructional potential of pictures. Thus, instead of

limiting functions to a sp.:!cific form of instruction, every attempt was

made to include in Table 1 those functions which are not only unique in

terms of the instructional process they represent, but also broad enough

to exemplify basic instructional functions which are applicable to a

'variety of instructional contexts. Emphasizing a specific aspect of a

presentation, for example, is an instructional requirement that occurs

in instruction having different outcomes (e.g., information acquisition,
.

application, attitude change) as well as forms (e.g., lecture, discus-

sion, independent study).

Several -of the major limitations of previous approaches to pictorial

functions are satisfied by the approach being suggested. Much of the

uncertainty and confusion related to excessively broad categories of

functions are reduced by having each potential function repres.ent a

smaller, more distinct instructional role.. At the same time, by iden-

tifying the functions in terms of generic instructional behaviors and

techniques, they are broad enough to beapplicable to wide variety of

instructional contexts. Omitted from consideration as picture functions

are general statements such as increasing Comprehension or retention,

which are more representative of the overall-outcomes to be achieved by

a picture rather than specific and precise instructional role to be

served by that picture. The .ictivation wad supplantatiOn of cognitive

processes, two important concepts related to the potential of picLum;
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to affect internal cognitive behaviors, are missing from the list of

potential pictorial functions (Table 1) for similar reasons. Both

supplantation and activation represent a final outcome to be reached

after picture functions in a specific manner. In other words, more

basic instructional functions, such as modelling a pree:ess, ore used tu

achieve tfie effect of supplanting or activating cognitive processes.

The distinction between.basic instructional functions served by pictureN

and those outcomes to be achieved by selecting and manipulating the

functions, as well as deMonstrating the instructional reievance of this

approach, is underscored by the following example..

In studying how the energy crisis influenced our modes of transpor-

tation, a visual containing side-by-side representation of a 1962 and a

1982 automobile may be incorporated into the lesson. At one level, the

picture may be used to help students acquire information by allowing

them to make concrete and specifie comparisons of various aspects of the

automobiles. However, this same picture, either as part of this lesson

or in another lesson, may also fie used to help students develop their

skills in making vin-,1 and/or nonvisual comparisons. Similarly, the

same picture can be used to influence student attitudes towards the life

styles represented in the pictue. In other words, the ability of

pictures to encourage comparisons affected three types, of instructional

outcomes: information acquisition, cognitive skills development, and

attitude development.

ApplYing Functions to Research

Understanding and identifying the potential instructional functiOns

that may be served by pictures, while necessary components of n approach

to increase the utility pictur..e research, are aot sufficient Lo reach
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the goaL The emphasis on generic instruction,t1 functions could suggest

the possibility of a closer relationship between the use of pictures and

other instructional ferms and techniques than normally envisioned by

instructional technologists.

Integrating Pictorial and Nonpictorial Techniques

Traditionally pictures have been viewed as a unique form of commun-

ication, one that shares little with other forms of communication or

instruction. As a result, pictorial research has become isolated from

the larger body of instructional research, while research into instruc-

tional processes has similarly paid little attention to .information

generated by picture-based research. It is almost as if a line which

may not be crossed has been drac.in in the sand; Yet, such a position is

seemingly in opposition to the scientific approach in general and, more

specifically, tO one of instructional technology's most basic tenets

which implies that a medium (e.g., pictures) or technique is effective

because it fulfills a basic communicative or instructional requirement

rather than as a consequence of any'inherent "magic." If this premise

is indeed accurate, it would be naive to assume that in all cases there

Is only one way.to meet any specific instructional requirement. The

poen'..ial for several different mediums to fulfill selected instruc-

tional requirements is supported by 'both older conceptions of the media

selection process (e.g., Briggs, 1970) as well as newer conceptions

(e.g. Heidt, 1980).

The implications of this for research on the instructional functions

J.
served by pictures are considerable. Most important would be the need

to,4evelop relationships between pictures and other forms of instruction.

These'connections could be facilitated by examining the instructional
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functions served by pictures and comparing the results with research on

,nonpictorial strategies and techniques serving similar functiona.

Examining differences between verbal and uonverbal advance organizers or

between the way pictures and vocal inflection direct attention are just

two instances of comparing functionally equivalent instructional approach-

,

es. Such comparisons would do more than 0Juply highlight similarities,

but would also suggest differences between the'various forms, thus

expanding the data base from which instructional decisions are made. It

should be pointed out 'that this approach would not oat/ place visuals in

their proper instructional context, but would also lead to a better

understanding on the conditions under which picture, and only pictures,

are most effective. Any generalizations--whether related to Octures

only, nonpictures, or both--based on how pictures and nonpictures function

-ia instructional settings would be more powerful and more useful than

those generalizations based on a aarrower perspective which isolate

research on pictures from research on nedpictures.-

While not in excessive quantity, some instances can be found where

pictures were examined to determine whether they could serve functions

usually associated with nonpictorial forms of instruction. Brody and

Legenza (1980) suggested that pictures may serve a review function

similar to the general review function served by questions that are

placed after reading passages (ilickards, 1979). .Even though advance

organizers are usually operationalized in verbal symbols, Hartley and

Davies (1976) reported that piCtures could also serve this function.

Although these and similar studies were not always primarily concerned

with comparing instructional techniques that aro seemingly different but

functionally equivalent, their importance Lies in the fact that they
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attempted to place picture funct,ions in a broader instructional context

by determining if pictures can serve functions that are similar to those

served by nonpictures.

Applicability to Applied

The function-based approach to pictorial research being suggested

could also help reduce the magnitude of one of the major concerns raised

about the current products of research: the lack of relevance for

practitioners. By acting as a .core around which'various forms and

approaches to picture research revolve, the relevance and generability

of picture research can be increased. As indicated previously, the

utility of picture research suffers from the numerous and varied concerns

of researchers and the apparent inability of one research issue to speak

to the concerns of other issues. Dwyer (1978) has indicated that the

diversity of interests and the lack of common terminology restricts not

only the generalizabilty of picture research, but research in other

media as well. In a sense, it is reminiscent of the difficulties en-

countered by ignoring the possibilities of nonpictorial research dis-

cussed above--narrow viewpoints and perapectives are unlikely to produce

results which can be transferred to other forms of research and. practice.

Thus, the gap between research and practide remains wide.

However, instructional functions served by pictures is a versatile

construct which has the potential to be the common denominator needed to

help bridge the ubiquitous gap between research and practice. Whether

as a central element of a study or as a point to be made regarding the

importance of the study, pictorial functions can be applicable to basic

research concerned with issues such as how pictorial information is

processed, how pictures affect cognitive and Terceptual Trocesses and

112
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skills, and theory developrient and construction. At the same time,

pictorial functions can be incorporated into applied research which is

more concerned with discovering which instructional techniques work and

under what conditions they are most effective, rather than why the

technique works. Similar constructs used by both applied and basic

research can only improve the utility and generalizability of both forms

of pictorial research. By using similar constructs, the products of

basic research will be more easily understood and used by those con-

cerned with practice, while the knowledge gained through practice and
-

applied research can be placed in a context that can influence more

basic research (Figure 1). Without a'common language or constructs,

communication between the many forms of picture research will continue

to be sparse.

Place Figure 1 about here

Picture Functions and the Instructional Environment

A major concern of research on picture functions must be the iden-.

tification of those conditions which will allow a picture to function in

the manner intended. That is, it is necessary to determine how picture

functions are affected and influenced by the many elements which make up

the instructional environment. One needs only to examine how even the

simplest of messages are often misinterpreted to appreciate the complex-

ities involved with ensuring that a picture functions in a manner con-

gruent with the intentions'of the designer. Merely indicating that a

picture is to function as a way of presenting new information or as an

advance organizer does not necessarily mean-that...the picture will actual-

ly function in such a way.
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An understanding of how potential picture functions are influenced

by the instructional environment must be based on a conception which

asserts that pictures function as part of a complex, dynamic system. As

such, they both affect other elements within the'system as well as being

affected by other elements. Thus, the effectiveness of a picture is not

only dependent upon its potential functional role, its content, and its

physical and perceptual characteristics, but is also dependent on its

relationship with both the elements which make up the larger system and

wita the system itself.

When two images are placed side-by-side, sophisticated learners may

make comparisons without any help from the teacher, vhile less sophisti-

cated learners may need to be instructed to make the comparison. Thus,

while the picture's function is to make comparisons, its success may

depend on both the type of learner and teacher behaviors. Similarly,

strategic elements such as time available to the learner and pacing may

have fensiderable influence on how well a picture serves its intended

function. If the time a picture can be viewed by the learner is limited,

then a picture designed to direct attention to 4 specific feature of the

lesson content or to clarify a complex idea may not be able to completely

fulfill its designated role.

The manner in which a lesson is structured would also seem to have

the potential to'affect how well a picture functions. Failing to inform

a learner when to look at a picture in a text may result in some students

either'ignoring the picture completely or looking at the picture at an

instructionally inappropriate time, thus diminishing the likelihood of

the picture serving its intended function. It also seems likely that a

picture placed within a lesson that is structured and sequenced in a
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logical, orderly manner may function differently than the same picture

incorporated into a lesson that is sequenced in a more abstract manner.

Thete are merely a few of the many ways in which the way a picture

functions is not only dependent upon the characteristics of the picture

itself, but also upon the many other components of the instructional

system within which the picture operates. -Other components which are

likely to have some bearing on how a picture functions include, but are

not limited to, the types of learning outcomes, student attitudes towards

the content, previous experience with the lesson content, complexity of

content, and teacher behavior.

While the relationships between a picture and the broader instruc-

tional environment is undoubtedly complex, a thorough understanding of

these relationships is necessary for the development of a clear, and

useful, conception of the instructional potential of pictures. The

magnitude of this problem can be reduced somewhat by examining it in the

comprehensive manner suggested previously. That it, rather than viewing

the problem solely in terms of the instructional uses of pictures, it is

possible to begin to understand some of the ,complex relationships, as

well--as to decrease the likelihood of conducting unnecessary research,

by examining relevant research which includes both pictorial and non-

pictorial techniques and strategies:

Functions and physical Attributes

Although using nonpictorial research to improve the efficiency of

pictorial research is valuable, it -does not suggest that relevant

pictorial reseach be ignored. Thus, in addition to developing an under-
.

standing of how picture functions are affected by he components of the

instructional system within which it operates, research is also required
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to explore the relationships between picture functions and other pictorial

elements. Most important is the need to determine how the ability of a

picture to function in the desired manner is influenced by combinations

of various physical and perceptual elements. While at first the differ-

ential effects of these elements seem intuitively obvious, it remains

for empirical research to substantiate the nature and extent of the

relationship between picture functions and pictorial design elements.

This will not be easily or quickly achieved, for the u stions which

must be answered are numerous and complex. The man:fold problems can

best be exemplified by examining a singll instructional situation where

it has been determined that a picture is required to serve as an advance

organizer. To help the picture function appropriately, decisions must

be made on numerous pictorial elements including use of color, degree of

pictorial complexity, degree of realism, number of noncriterial elements

within the picture, use of long-shots or closg-ups, etc. Although many

of these elements have been the subject of research for years (Fleming &

Levie, 1978), they have almost always been examined in terms of how much

they assisted in the acquisition and retention of information, with

little attention paid to how they helped the picture perform its intended

function. As previously indicated, such an apriroach does little to aid

in the development of a clear and .useful conception of the instructional

potential of pictures. On the other hand, in the function-based approach

being suggeAeh these pictorial elements are evaluated in terms of how

well they.help a picture serve a specific instructional function and how

that.the same function can be used to achieve.a wide variety of learning

outcomes. Here too, it must be pointed out, the influence of nonpic-

torial system components must be considered.
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SumMary and Conclusions

The major purpose of ..;he function-based approach to picture re-

search described in this paper is to help make research more relevant

and useful 1.p teachers, media.specialists instructional designers, and

other practitioners. In spite of considerable research on various

aspects of pictures and their instructional uses, a clear conception of

the instructional potential of pictures is missing. As a result prac-

titioners who deal directly with the instructional process are limited

in their ability to use pictures most effectively and efficiently.

Among the major elements of a function-based approach to pictorial

research are the following:

1. Research must pay greater attention to the instructional 'rple or

function served by pictures. A determination of potential instruc-

tional functions served by pictures is basic to a clear understanding

of the instructional role of pictures.

2. ,Potential functions must be described in terms of their contribu7

tion to instructional processes and procedures.

3. Functions must be applicable to a wide variety of learning objec-

tives, strategies, and settings.

4. Instructional-function is a versatile construct that can be appli-

cable to both basic and applied pictorial research.

5. Comparing how pictures and nonpictures tan serve similar functions

can lead to more powerful generalizations regarding the instruc-

tional role of pictures.

6. Research On instructional functions served by pictures,should

examine how the instructional environment influences the ability of

a picture to serve its intended function.
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7. Relationships between instructional functions and various pictorial

elements must be explored. How combinations of various elements

affect the ability of a picture to function in a prescribed manner

is of primary concern.

While the need to increase the utility of picture reiearch is

clear, instructional technologists cannot expect res_earchers in other

fields (e.g., psychology, mass communications) ta find solutions to

instructional problems. Rather, it is incumbent upon research generated

by instructional technologists to provide the empirical evidence that

can increase the ability of pictures to positively affect instruction.

This is noi to minimize the need for basic research; such research has a

vital role to play in the development of a science of instruction.

However, the appeal for increased utility suggests the need to consider

placing basic research in a context which is more comprehensible to the

Practitioner. To the extent that the results of research are ignored by

those most directly involved with the instructional process, the promise

and potential of instructional technology will remain unfulfilled.

6
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Table 1

Representative Instructional Functions Served by Pictures

present new information changl of pace

concretize abstract information isolate

recall previous learning simplify

compare organize

emphasize point repeat

provide examples summarize

motivate gain attention

clarify direction attention

control learner behaviors motivate

common referent novel stimulus,

model cognitive process provide analogy
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Figure Caption

Figure 1. Use of instructional functions can increase the utility of

pictorial research.
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INTRODUCTION

The present study represents a pilot research project investigat-

ing the psychological construct of encbding specificity. This pilot

study was conducted during Spring Term 1982 at Ohio State University.

The pilot study yielded partial support for the encoding specificitl,

construct. However, the pilot study indicated that corrections in the

design were needed. A follow-up studj, wa-s conducted at The Pennsyl-

vania State University, Fall Term 1982 which included a corrected ex-

perimental design. This follow-up study involved 300 subjects. Data

is currently being analyzed from the follow-up study.

The following review considers the results and implications of

the pilot study.

Rationale and Problem

The encoding specificity hypothesis, developed by Tulving and

Thomson (1971) states that certain cues are encoded during learning,

and that if these cues are available in the testing situation, recall

can be facilitated. The encoding specificity hypothesis follows the

now classic work by Tulving and Pearlstone on the availability versus

accessibility of information in the cognitive structure (1.966). What

Tulving and Pearlstone .concluded was that information can be available

in the cognitive structure, but may not be immediately accessible,

without the appropriate cue to spark recall or accessibility. .It does

127
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not take a great :deal of reflection to note that what Tulving and

Pearlstone are describing is the very Common psychological phenomena

known as "Tip-of-the-Tongue" phenomeAa (Brown and McNeil, 1966). In

other words, the human learner is capable of storing a large amount of

information but if the appropriate retrieval cue is missing, the idea

is teMporarily lost. More recent research on the encoding specificity

hypothesis confirms these original conclusions. Eysneck (1979) inves-

tigated the relationship betwen the encoding 1-pd decoding of informa-

tion. 'He concluded that memory can be significantly effected by

changes in cues from the learning situation and testing situation.

While the majority of the research work with encoding specificity

is quite conclusive in support of the hypothesis, there has not been a

significant mount of research done in this area using typical aca-

demic learning materials and testing materials. If one reviews the

above cited work, the learning treatment and testing situations used

to evaluate cueing (encoding specificity) effects, are quite removnd

from typical classroom instructional presentations and testing meth-

ods. Except for the Dwyer, DeMelo and Szabo study (1982), little

applied research has been done in this area to address the interests

of professionals involved with making decisions on improving instruc-

tion and testing conditions for classroom learning. Like much of the

psychological research, the conclusions, while valuable, are difficult

to apply because they are too far removed from the typical classroom

environment. The current study attempted to address this problem by
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'further investigating the encoding speCificity hypothesis using a typ-

ical academic instructional presentation and testing conditions.

Experimental Design

The design of this study implied a 2 2 x 3 Lindquist type II

experimental design. There were three variables investigated, two

between-subjects, and one within-subjects.

The first between-subjects variable was type Of instruction.

There were two levels of the instructional variable:

(1) Visualized Mediated Instruction (vIsu)
(2) 'Verbalized Mediated Instruction (VERB).

The content of the in-structional programs represented a typical aca-

demic learning ituation The content was about the parts and opera-

tion of the human heart adapted from the Dwyer'heart materials (Dwyer,

1967). The instructional programs Were slide/tape presentations last-

ing 22 minutes. The audio tape was identical in both programs so both

groups received the same amount of to-be-learned information. The

difference between the VISU and VERB groups was in th4 slide portion

of the presentation. Both groups saw the same number of slides in the

same order. ,The VISU group saw a color illustration slide set.with a

verbal label identifying the relevant heart part on each slide. The

VERB group saw a set of verbal label slides which consisted of a ver-

.bal label that named the heart part described in the audio portion of
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the instructional presentation. The VERB group had only verbally

mediated instruction (i.e., wird slide plus audio.tape jnstruction).

The second betWeen-subjects variable was the type of cueing mea-

sure during testing. This variable serves as the key to the encoding

specificity issue in this study. There were three levels of the cue-

ing variable:

(1) Free Recall Measure
(2) Visually Cued-Recall Measure
(3) Ve'rbally Cued-Recall Measure.

All three measures had 21 possible correct answers. The free re-

call measure required the subject to list the 19 parts of the heart

and the two heart phase names from memory. The visually cued-recall

measure required the subject to write down the correct part name when

he saw that part identified by an arrow on an illustration slide. To

accomplish this, subjects saw the illustration slides of the heart

with the verbal labels removed. Each slide had an arrow however

pointing to the part in question. The slides used were identical to

the VISU color illustration slide set used during learning except of

course the labels (part names/phase names) were removed. The verbal

cued-recall measure consisted of a list of 36 physiology names, in-

cluding some "medical-nonsense" names. The 19 heart-part names and

two phase names were embedded in this listing. The subject had to

circle the correct heart part and heart phase names.
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The within-subjects variable was delay of testing of one week.

The same measures were used for the within-subjects variable.

Experimental Design

.

Free
Recall

Visually
Cued-Recall

Verbally
Cued-Recall

Visualized
Instruction
,

Immediate
Testing Verbalized

Instruction

Visualized
Instruction

Delayed
Testing

,

Verbalized
Instruction

Results

Eleven subjects were dropped from the subject pool of 63 because

of significant prior knowledge of heart physiology. Data analysis was

done on 52 subjects, uging an unequal n's analysis of variance,

Lindquist II design. The following data resulted:

Source Mean Squares Df f-Ratio Probability
Between Subjects
VI-8-U7VTRIN TnaTua io n ( A) 192.271 1 8.725 .005
Cueing Type (B) 786.990 2 35.713 .001
(A) x (B) 100.478 2 4.560 .01
Error 22.036 40

Within Subjects
Tfrn-e- (T) 37.837 1 11..)40 .001
(A ) x (C) .272 1 .084 .8
(B) x (C) 5.365 2 1.650 .21
(A) x (B) x (C) 1.817 2 .559 .58
Error 3.251 40

1:41
1 4



The ..mstructional variable of visualized versus verbalized

instruction yielded significant results (F, (1,40)df=8.725, 2 =

.005). This result indicated that the visualized instructional heart

program (X,VISU = 14.09) was significantly better for learning overall

than the verbalized program (X,VERB = 11.20). This result fits past

findings comparing visual and verbal instruction (Dwyer, 1978).

However, the crux of the study is the type of retrieval cueing

that the three cueing measures provided. Each cueing condition - free

recall, visual cues, verbal cues - varies in terms of its relationship

to visualized or verbalized instruction, regarding encoding

specificity. Analysis of the between-subjects variable of cueing type

yielded significant results (F, (2,40)df=35.713, p = .001). Using a

Tukey test, set a alpha = .01, indicated that the verbally cued-

recall measure (X = 18.79) was significantly more effective in

facilitating recall than both the visually cued-recall measure (X =

9.03) and the free recall measure (X = 10.88). The free recall and

visually cued-recall measure did not differ significantly. This

result is surprising at first glance, however, upon further analysis,

it becomes more logical. The visually cued-recall measure and the

free recall measure represent true recall testing conditions.

However, the verbally cued measure is a recognition me0Ure rather than

a true recall measure. Note that for the verbally cued measure,

subjects were required-to i-ecognize the correct item from a list.

They 'were not required to access the item from memory. Thus what was
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actually occurring here was recognition memory, not recall memory.

Recognition memory is usually more accurate and less difficult than a

recall type of memory. While this represents a basic flaw in the

design of the pilot study, this flaw has been corrected in the

follow-up study. In the follow-up study, the verbally cued-recall

condition is a true recall condition. In the follow-up, the subject

is presented a set of cueing slides during testing. Each slide

contains the first three letters of the relevant heart part name

(i.e., Epicardium = EF4, Endocardium = END, Tricuspid = TRI, etc.).

The subject is then required to recall the correct part name that

,relates to the verbal cue presented. In this case, the subject is

involved with recall memory rather than recognition.

Further anaylsis yielded a significant interaction between

instruction type and cueing type, yielding partial support for

encoding specificity effects. The 4gnificant first order interaction

(F, (2,40)df=4.56, p = .01), resulted in the following pattern of

means:

Free
Recall

Visually
Cued-Recall

Verbally
Cued-Recall

Visualized
Instruction

12.06 12.31 18.43

Verbalized
Instruction

9.69 5.75 19.14

14:)
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Jhis pattern of means revealed the followinR disordinal interaction:

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

Verbal-Cue

Free Recall

Visual-Cue

Visualized Verbalized
Instruction Instruction

A Tukey test set at alpha = .01 finds.the source of the interaction to

be with the visually cued-recall measure. Subjects receiving

visualized instruction did significantly better with visual cues (X-=

12.31) than subjects receiving verbalized instruction (X = 5.75).

Subjects receiving verbalized instruction had their performance quite
-

negatively effected-by-the-vis-u-al cues in the viL.:ally-cued recall

testing condition.

13(1
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Conclusion

These results find partial support for encoding specihcity and

indicate that there is a significant relationship between mode of in-

struction and mode of testing in terms of cues provided the learner

during testing. In an applied sense, the learner's performance can be

significantly effected if cues provided during the instructional pre-

sentation differ, or are similai to, cues provided during testing.

With the correction in the design of changing the recognition

condition to a true verbal recall condition, it is likely that a simi-

lar interaction will occur between verbally cued recall and mode of

instruction. However, the follow-up study data analysis is not yet

completed.

It is clear from this partial support of encoding specificity

that if visualized instruction is used, a visual component should be

included in the testing condition. This visual component should be

designed to provide relevant cues to the learner during testing.

Relevant cues would be defined as those cues that are critical in de-

fining -Lie concept or fact being tested.

However, what these results clearly indicate is that if instruc-

tion is completely verbal, requiring the learner to transfer this in-

struction to a visual testing condition is not appropriate! Unfor-

tunately, in classroom learning, and especially in industrial
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training, this is often the case. Instruction may be a lecture with

.some text reading but the learner may be evaluated when perforMing a

psycho-motor skill,

machine. In such an educational or tiaining situation,

that the learner will take an inordinate amount of time

or in the case of industry, operating a complex

it is likely

to become com-

petent with the skill or operation, 'ear4in many cases fail. This

could account for the difficulty new employees in industry have when

attempting to learn the correct operation of machinery, or other

psycho-motor tasks, required to perform a skilled job.
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Abstract

The present study investigated the relative effects of a visual

advance organizer and a verbal adyance organizer when learning from

visualized instruction. Learning performance was measured on two

16arning tasks, a spatial task and a conc,ept learning task. The cognitive

style of field-dependents and field-independents was examined in this

study. Results indicated that no difference occurred between type of

advance organizer for the concept learning task. -Howeyer, on the spatial

learning task, the visual advance organizer was superi6r to both the

verbal advance organizer and the control. The field-independenes

performance was slightly better than the field-dependent's on both

learning tasks, however, no interactions occurred with type of advance

organizer. The results of this study imply that for psychomotor tasks

in which labels or names and locations must be 1Parned, visual advance

organizers will tend to facilitate learning performance and are more

effective than traditional verbal advance organizers.
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Rationale and Problem

The present study investigates further the instructional strategy

of advance organizers. ,The notion of advance organizers was originally

researched by Ausubel (1960). The theoretical basis for Ausubel's

advance organizer instructional strategy can be found in his theory on

meaningful verbal learning (Ausubel, 1977). In essence, Ausubel refers

to meaningful learning as having two components: psychological meaning

and logical meaning. Psychological meaning refers to the idiosyncratic

meaning that the individual abstracts from information. Logical meaning

refers to the true meaning in the instructional information. For

meaningful learning to occur, psychological meaning must be the same as

logical meaning. The objective of the advance organizer instructional

strategy then is to facilitate the match between logical meaning and

psychological meaning. This can be accomplished when the advance

organizer provides the learner with a cognitive framework for attaching

new to-be-learned information to during learning. Additionally, the

advance organizer will tend to stimulate previously stored relevant

information in the cognitive structure which also facilitates information

processing. Once this appropriate mental set has been established by

the advance organizer, there exists a greater probability that meaningful

learning will occur in contrast to the rote learning of isolated facts.

The general operational function of the advance organizer then

is to prepare the learner psychologically.lor information to-be-acquired

from _he instructional sequence. However, there has been some question

in the literature on .whether the advance organizer facilitates the

er,tccding stage of information processing or the retrieval stage (Mayer, 1979).

141
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Two theories have been developed to address the encoding stage vs. the

retrieval stage question (Mayer, 1975): assimilation encoding theory

(AET) and assimilation retrieval theory (ART). AET states that the

influence of the advance organizer on learning new material is to improve

Ole encoding stage of information processing, while ART states that the

advance organizer facilitates the retrieval stage of information pro-

cessing. AET is tested by providing the learner with the advance

organizer prior to'receiving. the instructional presentation. ART is

, tested by providing the learner with the advance organizer after receiving

the instructional sequence but prior to testing. Studies evaluating

these.two research paradigms have indicated results favoring support

of the AET (Lesh, 1976; Mayer and Bromage, 1979; Mayer, 1976). These

conclusions would imply that the advance organizer facilitates the

1

assimilation of information and that its locus of effect pn information

processing is at the encoding stage.

Ausubel (1968) has considered a variety of advance organizer types

such as hierarchical organizers, expository organizers, historical

organizers, and comparative organizers. These advance organizers are

actually instructional strategies built into the instructional presenta-

tibn. The advance organizer type used in the present study is the

comparative organizer. When using the comparative advance organizer,

the learner is given information prior to the instructional presentation

that is analogous to material that must be learned and at the learner's

present level of comprehension (DiVesta, 1976). The comparative

organizer then has a direct relationship to the information the learner

must later acquire but yet it has two distinct differences. Ftrst, the

comparative organizer is inclusive in nature and is the5efore npt as
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detailed as the instructional information the learner must later acquire.

Secondly, the organizer is at the learner's level of Concreteness or

understanding and therefore does not represent totally unique information.

Loating at these two points, one can see how the comparative organizer

would be cap-iBle---(at_Eroviding the learner with the two operational elements'
-

of an advance organizer: (13-7-a--cagnitive framework, (2) stimulation of

relevant past memory,in the cognitive structure.

Traditional advance organizer studies have investigated verbal

advance organizers and their effects on learning verbal or mathematical
-N

information (Wei-berg, 1970; Kahle'and Rastovac, 1976; Jones, 1977).

The present study attempts to move in a different direction and investi-
-.

gates the effectiveness of a visual advance organizer when the learner

must learn from visual instructional materials. Additionally, traditional

advance organizer studies have considered a number of possible inter-

acting variables such as task difficulty, instructional sequence, lesson,

organization, and post-organizers (Shumacher, Liebert, Fass, 1975;

Grotelueshen and Sjogren, 1968; Ausubel and Fitzgerald, 1962; West and

Fensham, 1976). However, few past research efforts have considered

innate cognitive variables (i.e., cognitive styles) and their possible

interacting effects with advance organizer instructional strategies.

The present study examined the innate cognitive variable of field-

depeddents and field-independents and this variable's influence on the

use of a visual comparative advance organizer. It is likely that a

visual advance organizer would facilitate the learning of field-dependents

whose information processing is characterized as global, non-analytical,

difficulty in abstracting relevant from irrelevant information (Witkin,

H. A., 1973). The visual advance organizer would 'provide the field-
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dependent learner with a cognitive framework to relate new information

to. Such a cognitive framework would probably provide the field-

dependent learner with cues to help him identify relevant information

from the instructional presentation. This "pre-cueing" effect could

facilitate thefield-dependent's information processing by allowing him

to more effectively separate relevant from irrelevant information.

Experimental Design and Procedures

The study implies a 2 x 2 x 3 Lindquist type-II analysis of variance

having two between-subjects variables and one within-subjects variable.

An instructional program was used to evaluate the effectiveness

of the comparative advance organizer. The program was a 2 x 2 slide

tape presentation about the parts of the human heart and its phases.

The program consisted of 39, 2 x 2 slides and a 22-minute synchronized

narration. Heart drawings on the slides were detailed color Illustra-

tions with a part-name label. The heart program was adapted from Dwyer

(1967).

The first between-subjects variable was the cognitive strategy

variable of field-dependents-independents. There were two levels of

this variable; the first level was field independents (FI), the second,

field dependents (FD). To determine relative FI/FD,subjects took the

Thurston's Closure Measure one week before participating in the experi-

ment.

The second between-subjects variable was type of comparative advance

organizer. There were three levels of this variable:

Level I: Advance Organizer-Visual

Subjects in this condition were told briefly about the use of

advance organizers. They were then told that the visual advance



organizer 2 x 2 black and white slides they will see had an analogous

relationship to the heart instructional lesson. They then had

15 minutes to pr.eview the advance organizer. The visual advance

organizer consisted of 15, 2 x 2 slides showing the parts of a

water filter pump and 1 slide showing the parts intact making up

a completed pump system (see Figure 1). The pump System slide

and 15 pump part slides had a direct analogous relationship to

the parts of the heart in the heart instructional lesson. Each

of the 15 pump part slides.contained a label (e.g., name) for that,

particular part.

Insert Figure 1 Here

Level II: Advance Organizer-Verbal

Subjects were given the same information regarding advance organizers

as Level I. They were then told that the advance organizer verbal

labels that would be read to them had an analogous relationship

to the heart instructional lesson. They then had 15 minutes to

preview the advance organizer. The verbal advance organizer

consisted of the 15 part names from the water filter system visual

slides in Level I. The 15 pump part names were read aloud slowly

several times by the experimenter. They then saw a diagram of the

part names put together to form the complete pump system (see

Figure 2).

Insert Figure 2 Here

The Level II group received the game type of.advance organizer

information as Level I but in a verbal form instead of a visual

form.
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Control

To avoid contaminating effects due to the demand characteristic

of groups working with the experimenter (e.g., Hawthorn Effect),

the control group saw the visual slide set once. They were told

that they were to evaluate the media quality of each slide. A

discussion was then conducted for 15 minutes by the experimenter

on the media quality of the slide set.

The within group variable Was time of testing. There were three

levels for the time variable: Immediate, One-week delay, Two-week delay.

The dependent measures represented two separate learning tasks.

The first was a simple concept learning measure, the second a spatial

learning measure. The concept learning measure contained 20 multiple

choice questions on the instructional content from the slide tape

program. The spatial measure evaluated the subjects' abiliy to remember

the names of the heart parts and their correct location.

The subject pool consisted of 92 undergraduate and graduate students

enrolled in the College of Education at the Ohio State University.

Subjects received the Thurston's Closure Measure to determine their

relative field-dependents-independents. From this subject pool, 78

/'
subjects were select,d to participate that clearly had FD/FI charac-

teristics. There were 39 FD subjects and 39 FI subjects. From the

original subject pool 14 subjects were eliminated because their scores

on the Thurston's were not distinctly FD or FI but borderline.

The FD and FI groups were randomly assigned ,to advance organizer

level. There were 13 subjects in each of the three advance organizer

leve19_for the FDs and 13 subjects in each of the three advance organizer

levels for the FIs.
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Subjects were given their advance organizer training by the experi-
%-

menter in 5-minute sessions. There were 3 separate 15-minute sessions

for advance organizer training. FDs and FIs were combined,for training,

having 26 subjects in each of the three advance organizer sessions.

After all subjects received their advance organizer, during the

next hour they _viewed an instructional slide tape program on the parts

and operations of the human heart. All 78 subjects saw the slide tape

program on the heart at the same time. Immediately after the heart

instructional slide tape program was presented, subjects were given

the two dependent measures. One week later and two weeks later, the

subjects were given the same two dependent measures. Attrition did

not present a problem in this study since all the subjects were enrolled

in a course and partiCipation in a research study represented a required

course activity.

Results and Discussion

Two separate data analyses were conducted. Analysis-I considered

the results of the concept learning task. The concept learning task

.evaluated the learner's ability to respond to conjunctive concept items

about information in the slide tape program. The concept learning task

contained 20 multiple choice items. The results of the concept learning

task are presented in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 Here

The field-dependent (FD) vs. field-independent (FI) variable

approached significance (F (1,72) = 2.409, p = .12), indicating a

119
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Between Subjects Mean S uares- Df f-Ratio Probability

Field-Dependents- 101.350 1 2.409 .125
Independents (A)

Advance Organizer (B) 14.577 2 0.346 .708

(A)-x (B) 10.722 2 .255 .776

Error 42.075 72

Within Subjects Mean Squares Df f-Ratio Probability

Time (d) 44.782 2 12.521 .000

(A) x (d) 1.029, 2 .288 .75

(B) x (d) 1.339, 4 .375 .83

(A) x (B) x (d) .998 4 .279 .89

Error 3.577 144

Table 1, Analysis of Variance Table, Concept Learning Measure

6,c;
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slightly better overall score for FI, (X = 10.71) over FD, (X 9.39).

The advance organizer variable did not yield significant differences,

nor did the between groups interaction. The time variable yielded

significance (F.(2,144) = 12.521, p = .001) . A Tukey follow-up test

set at .01 alpha found the Immediate test (X = 10.92) to differ signifi-

cantly from both the 1-week delay (X = 9.68) and 2-week delay (3Z = 9.55).

Significant interactions failed to result with the within-group inter-

actions. It is likely that the advance organizer conditions failed to

have an effect on concept learning since the majority of the items

on the concept learning measure directly related to the audio pertion

of the instructional program. The audio program described the operation

of the heart (e,g., .blood flow, valve operation) in detail. The advance

or3anizer conditions tended to relate more directly to learning heartv

part names and their locations.

Analysis-II considered the results of the spatial learning task.

The results of 'the spatial learning task are presented in Table 2.

Insert Table tHere

The spatial learning task required the learner to recall the heart

part name and Its correct location in the set of parts. The spatial

learning measure consisted of an 8 x 11 sheet with a black and white

illustration sketch of the heart and its parts. The learner had to

label each part correctly. "Correctly" was defined as the appropriate

part name in the appropriate location. There were 17 total points on

the spatial measure. Results indicated that the FD vs. FI variable

approached significance (F (1,72)-= 2,146, .15), indicating a

slight advantage foi the FI = 7.93) over FD (7.= 6.83). Significant



C-2
DfBetween SUbjeEts Mean Squares f-Ratio Probability

Field-Dependents- 71.115 1 2.146 .147
0.,

Independents (A).

Advance Organiier (B) 217.568 2 6.565 .002

(A).x (B) .782 2 .024 .977

Error 33.139 72

Within Subjects

Time (d)

(A) x (d)

(B) x (d)

(A) x (B) x (d)

Error

Mean Squares Df f-Ratio Probability

41.799 2 18.463 .000

4.269 2 1.886 .155

3.806 4 1681 .158

.494 4 .218 .805

.---

2.2637 144 ----

Table 2, Analysis of Uariance Table, Spatial Learning Measure
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results occurred on the advance organizer variablv (F (2,72) = 6.565,

p = .002). A Tukey test set at .01 alpha found the visual advance

organizer superior (X = 9.31) over he verbal advance organizer (X = 6.36)

and the control (X = 6.48). The within group's variable of time was

also significant (F (2,144) = 18,463, p = .0001). A Tukey set at .01

alpha indicates that the immediate test (i= 8.21) yielded better scores

than the 1-week delay (I= 7.14) and 2-week delay (Y = 6.48). In

general, the results of the spatial learnin.; task indicates a clear

ad:vantage for subjects receiving a visual advance organizer over a

verbal advance organizer or control.

Conclusion

The results of this study imply that for spatial learning tasks

in which the learner is required to remember locations of parts and

names, visual advance organizers are more productively useful than

verbal organizers or no organizers. This would be particularly true

for visualized instructional programs. This conclusionhas implications

for industrial skill training situations in which much of what is learned

is the spatial location of machine parts and the parts' correct name

in an operational sequence.

It is likely that visual advance organizers would facilitate

learning a variety of psychometer skills in which locations and specific

labels had to be acquired. The visual advance organizer tends to pro-

vide the learner with an effective cognitive framework to relate new

information to during learning. Additionally, it is likely that the

inclusive visual advance organizer is able to stimulate relevant past

knowledge in the cognitive structure, making effective enCoding possible.
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INTRODUCTION

A variety of admission predictor measures are used in

the student selection process fer dental hygiene programs.

A major test used by thete programs is the Dental Hygiene

Aptitude Test (DHAT). Developed in 1956: the DHAT has been

subsequently revised and administered under the aegis of the

American Dental Hygienists' Association (ADHA). However, as

a part of cost saving measures, the ADHA has decided to

discontinue administration of this test beginning in 1983.

Thus, the need exists for identifying additional measures of

potential success in dental hygiene programs.

Two tests have been selected for study as potential pre-

dictors. The present study is an attempt to determine whether
4

measures of perceptual-cognitive style correlate with the

DRAT and other typial predictive measures used in the dental

hygiene admissions process. The two measures used in the

study are the Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) and the Mirror

Tracing Test (MTT). The GEFT is a recognized performance test

which measures tendency toward a cognitive.style of field

dependence-independence. Field dependence-independence is a

measure of an individual's cognitive style or the manner in

which an individual perceives a part of a field as discrete

from the surrounding field. Field dependent individuals' per-

ceptions are strongly dominated by the prevailing field and

they are less able to distinguish parts within a complex pat-

tern; thus the tendency to perceive a field in a more global

fashion. In contrast, field independent individuals have the
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tendency to perceive a perceptual field more analytically,

experiencing items as discrete from the surrounding field and

being able to overcome embeddedness (Witkin et al, 1977;

Ausburn and Ausburn, 1978; Witkin, 1981).

A second, lesser known measure which is investigated

in this study is the Mirror Tracing Test (MTT). According' to

Suddick et al (1982), this test measures perceptual ability

and appears to be related to field dependence-independence.

Studies within the discipline of dentistry on the utility of

the field dependence-independence measure and the mirror

tracing test indicate that these two measures are useful in

the admissions process.

A study by Suddick and his colleqgues (1982) found that

field dependence-independence correlated with student perform-

ance in dental school. The authors used the Embedded Figures

Test (EFT) and the MTT as measures of perceptual-cognitive

style in 110 students at the University of Louisville

School of Dentistry. The results indicated a relationship

between these two measures. Thus, suggesting a new set of

predictors to be considered for use in the student admissions

process.

In a similar study, Wilson and others (1981) found a

significant relationship between the same two measures and

scores on the Dental Admissions Test (DAT). Results of this

investigation indicated that field dependent individuals tended

to score more ,poorly on the MTT and on final pre-clinic grades.

Although the sample size was small (N = 20), the study



resulted in significant correlations. These researchers

concluded that measures of field dependence-independence

could aid in determining motor skill deficiencies which

subsequently could affect successful performance in dental

school.

Although a variety of predictive measures are also

typically used in the dental hygiene program admissions pro-

cess, little research has been reported on their effective-

ness. Studies which have been reported on the effectiveness

of the DHAT indicated a relationship between these scores

and first year success in dental hygiene. In addition, a

comparison of the DHAT and the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)

indicated that the DHAT was a more effective predictor. The

science, verbal and reading subtests of the DHAT were signi-

ficantly correlated with grades (Hodges, 1980). The positive

results of these studies ihdicated the usefulness of the

DHAT as a dental hygiene admissions measure. However, because

of the discontinuation of this test, it is imperative that

investigations are undertaken to identify other effective

performance predictors for admission.

The present study is the first phase of a larger investi-

gation to be conducted in a effort to identify these more pow-

erful, appropriate measures. Phase one, reported here, attempted
-4

td establish the relationship between measures of perceptual-

cognitive style and other dental hygiene admissions measures.

Given,positive results in phase one, phase two will examine the

peredictive ability of these same measures for dental hygiene .
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student performance while in the program.

METHOD

Subjects

Subject-in the study were first year students (N = 47)

enrolled in the Program in Dental Hygiene at-the University

of Minnesota during the 1982-83 academic year. All were

female between the ages of nineteen and twenty-eight. Sub-

jects entered the program with a diverse educational back-

ground; 42 percent having completed one year of college

prior to entry and 38 percent having completed two years.

The remaining have had less than one year or more than two

years. The predental hygiene education was experienced at

a variety of resident and nonresident community, state, and

university institutions. Although subjects had a variety of

educational experiences, they tended to have similar learning

styles as measured by Kolb's Learning Style Inventory (1976).

These particular subjects tended to be accomodator and diver-

ger types of learners (Carrier and Newell, unpublished).

Instruments

The following dental hygiene admission predictors were

used in the correlation analyses. Scores for each were

recorded from subjects' application files.

High school rank (HSR)
College grade point average (GPA)

Dental Hygiene Aptitude Test (DHAT)

Science
VerbaL
Numerical
Reading

Composite
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Preliminary ScholastiC Aptitude Test (PSAT)
Verbal
Math

American College Test (ACT)
English
Math
Social Science
Natural Science

Composite

The DHAT includes the above mentioned subtests; each

has a maximum possible score of nine. Scores on the subtests

are also combined into an average composite score. Reliability

coefficients range from .82 for the science subtest to .91 for

the reading subtest (Hodge, 1980). Average correlation coef7

ficients between the DHAT and first year grade point averages

(GPA) of students entering dental hygiene range from .31 for

numerical ability to .39 for science (MDRA, 1968).

Field dependence-independence was measured by the Group

Embedded Figures Test (GEFT). This test involves locating a

previously seen simple figure within a larger, more complex

figure (Figure 1). The simple figuie is viewed and then traced

in the more complex figure. A total of eighteen figures are

included in the test. A maximum of twelve minutes is aliowed

for completion of all tracings with performance being measured

by the total number correct. Subjects who score above average

on the test are defined as field independent and those scoring

below average are defined as field dependent. The GEFT has a

reliability estimate of .82 for both males and females (Witkin

et al, 1971).

Insert Figure 1 about here
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The Mirror Tracing Test (MTT) was designed to assess the

development of fine psychomotor skills such as those used in

dental hygiene. Although mirror tracing tasks have been used

in psychology to demonstrate motor skill acquisition, few of-

these studies have been discussed in the literature.

The MTT requires subjects to trace six different geomettic

figures (square, circle, triangle, six pointed star, eight

pointed diamond, and a complex z-shaped'figure) while viewing

the figure, as well as the hand in a mirror (Figure 2). Direct

vision is prevented by a metal plate. All geometric figures

are constructed of parallel lines between which the subject is

instructed to remain while tracing the figure. Subjects trace

as rapidly and as accurately as possible. Errors are recorded

for tracings which exceed the boundaries. Both time to com-

plete the task and number of errors are recorded.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Procedures

The GEFT was administered to the subjects during an orien-

tation program for entering students Fall Quarter 1983. The

test booklet and a number two pencil were provided for each

subject. Students were instructed to find a simple figure

within a more comple* figure and outline its configuration

accurately. After subjects completed practice problems the

actual test was administered. Scoring was based on the number

of simple forms correctly,traced within the allowed time.
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Subjects completing the GEFT were scheduled in groups

of four to participate in the MTT at a later date during the

quarter. The mirror tracing device, the test packet and a red

pen were provided for each subject. Explanation of the tracing

device and instructions for completing the tracing test were

given. Subjects signaled a proctor when all tracings were

completed and the elapsed time was recorded. Number of errors

and elapsed time were determined as the measure of performance.

Results

The Pearson product-moment correlation in the Statistics

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was used for the data

analysis (Nie et al, 1975).

Table I illustrates the means and standard deviations for

the various dental hygiene predictor scores, the GEFT and the

MTT. Across tests, entering dental hygiene students tended

to exhibit stronger skills in science and math as compared to

verbal and social science skills.

The results also indicate that dental hygiene students

have a mean GEFT of 12.04 with a standard deviation of 3.83.

The mean established for women college students by Witkin

and colleagues (1971), however, is 10.8 with a standard

deviation of 4.2. Thus, this dental hygiene group as a whale

tended to be more field independent than the norm group.

Table I also illustrates the means and standard deviations

for the MTT - elapsed time ( R = 7.27, s.d. = 2.36) and MTT -

errors (R = 39.72, s.d. = 38.22). *The range of scores for

MTT - errors was between 2 and 131.
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Insert Table I about here

The correlation analyses revealed a significant correlation

between GEFT and DHAT scores in the science, verbal and reading

subtests (r = .33, p = .012; r = .40, p = .003; r = .40, p =.003

respectively). The GEFT was also significantly correlated with

the composite DHAT (r= .44, p = .001). There was no significant

correlation between GEFT and the numerical subtest of the DHAT

(Table II).

GEFT and entering GPA were correlated (r = .29, p = .02) as

was GEFT and PSAT - Math Score (r = .43, p = .01). As a follow

up test, the chi-square test was applied and analysis of data

indicated a significant relationship between GEFT and PSAT

Math Score at the .006 level (X
2 = 93.31, df = 84). However,

PSAT - Verbal Score, ACT Scores and high school rank (HSR) were

not significantly correlated with the GEFT (Table II).

Table II aiso illustrates that the GEFT was inversely and

significantly correlated with MTT - errors (r = -.23, p = .04).

Thus as numbers of errors increased, scores on the GEFT decreased

indicating a relationship between an increase in errors and a \\

tendency toward field dependence.

Similarly, the GEFT scores were inversely related to MTT -

elapsed time (r = -.23, p =-.06), however this relationship

was not of statistical significance at the .05 level. As

elapsed time increased GEFT tended to decrease, indicating

somewhat of a relationship between elapsed time and a tendency

1 70
toward field dependence.
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Noted in Table II is the positive correlation between the

MTT - errors and MTT - elapsed time (r = .39, p = .003). This

significant relationship indicates that as errors increase, so

does the elapsed time. In other words, individuals who do

well with accuracy, also do well with sp4ed.

Insert Table II about here

Discussion

Dental hygiene students were found to be more field indepen-

dent than typical college students (Witkin et al, 1971). This

finding supports the research conducted by Suddick et al (1982)

which also found that dental students tend to be highly field in-

dependent. Although the present study did not investigate the

predictive quality of the GEFT for success in a dental hygiene

program, the results of studies with dental students indicated

that field independent individuals tend to have an advantage in

a dental school clinical curriculum. Because dental and dental'

hygiene students perform many similar tasks such as working with

dental mirrors for indirect vision, one might suppose that field

independent dental hygiene students would'also be more successful

in the clincial portion of a dental hygierie curriculum. A study

by Melk and Skubic (1971) also supports this premise. They

found that individuals who are poorly skilled in certain motor

skills tend to be field dependent.

It is interesting to note the positive correlation between

the GEFT and DHAT. As mentioned previously, this study,was

1 7J
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undertaken in an effort to identify effective admissions meas-
%I

ures to replace the\ DHAT. Successful completion of a dental

hygiene program rests in an individual's general ability, but

more specifically in one's ability to'understandothe sciences.

Thus, the correlation between GEFT and DHAT - science subtest

is of particular interest. These positive results are supported

by other research which indicates that field independent students

typically perform better in math, science, and engineering than

field dependent students (Witkin, 1977; Guilford, 1980).

The positive correlation between GEFT and GPA is also per-

tinent. While GPA is usually considered predictive of success

in college in general, the correlation between GEFT and GPA in

this study was based on prerequisite science courses.

Of.particular interest is the inverse but significant corre-

lation between the GEFT and the MTT - errors and elapsed time. In

other words, students who are highly field independent completed

the MTT with accuracy and speed. The large distribution of scores

for the MTT - errors should also be noted. This range of scores

suggests that extreme subgroups may exist, such as those who

have few errors' and low time and those with high number of errors

and high time. A future study needs,to look at these extreme

groups and how these scores correlate with the other measures.

With the MTT time and error correlation, it is noted that

students who completed the test quickly were also those with

more accuracy. This suggests that accuracy may be due to some other

factor than length .of.otime. A future study may be indicated to
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identify those variables.

The overall findings suggest that the field independent

individual is more likely to succeed in a curriculum which is

basecLon one's ability to learn to work in a visual field which

is very complex. Valid, reliable and easily administered pre-

dictor measures could, not only aid in selecting students who

are more likely to succeed in a dental hygiene program, but

could also lead to improved predental hygiene counseling and tO

early diagnosis of motor skill weaknesses once students are

enrolied.

Directions for Future Studies

Although the results of this Study indicated that field in-

dependent individuals may have an advantage in completing a

dental hygiene curriculum, subsequent investigations need to

focus on a deterMination of the predictive utility of the GEFT

and the MTT for student performance in various aspects of a

dental hygiene program, eg. clinical performance. In addition,

future studies might address the issue of group administration

vs. individual administration of the MTT. The purpose being

to identify whether or not those who finish the test quickly

have an effect on the time taken by tAe other.subjects.

Overall, results of studies .like this one have an impact

on educational decisions, such as do we provide instructional

support for students who do poorly or do we counsel them out

of particular programs.
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TABLE I

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
FOR DENTAL HYGIENE PREDICTOR SCORES,

GEFT SCORES AND MTT SCORES

TYPE OF MEASURE TOTAL SCORE
POSSIBLE

S.D.

High School Rank (HSR) 99 70.94 19.89

Grade Point Average (GPA) 4.00 2.69 .35

Dental Hygiene Aptitude
Test (DHAT)
Science 9.00 5.09 1.61

Verbal 9.00 4.49 1.60

Numerical 9.00 5.07 1.91

Reading 9.00 4.82 1.96

Composite 9.00 4.89 1.31
(

Preliminary Scholastic
Aptitude Test (PSAT)
Verbal 80.00 40.39 6.07

Math 80.00 45.68 6.34

American College Test (ACT)
English 33.00 18.52 3.79

Math 36.00 19.31 6.70

Social Science 34.00 16.72 4.81

Natural Science 35.00 21.45 3.79

Composite 35,00 19.14 3.78

Group Embedded Figures
Test (GEFT) .

18 12,04 3.83

Mirror Tracing Test (MTT)
Elapsed Time 20 min.. Z.27 2.36

Errors 2-131* 39.72 38.22

*Note: Subjects' range of scores
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TABLE II

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GEFT SCORES
AND DENTAL HYGIENE PREDICTOR SCORES Alp MTT SCORES

AND
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TWO MEASURES OF MTT 'SCORES

GEFT SCORES .

OTHER MEASURES r value p value

HSR .20 .109

GPA .29 .02

DHAT
Science .33 .012
Verbal .40 .003
Numerical .15 .16
Reading .40 .003
Composite .44 :001

PSAT
Math .43 .01
Verbal .28! .08

ACT
English .08 .34
Math -.01 .48
Social Science -.22 .13
Natural Science .29 .06
Composite .02 .45

MTT
Elapsed Time -.23 .06
Errors -.23 .04

MTT Elapsed Time/Errors .39 .003
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Abstract

The purposes of this study were to empirically investigate the

effectiveness of twO evaluation strategi ...(visual and verbal) in

r-'*---

. .

detecting the existence of main e fects an interactions resulting

from visualized instruction. One hundre fifty-one students at The

Pennsylvania State University were rp4romly assigned to one of sixteen

treatment cells constituting two parellel (2x2x2) factorial design.

Students the four individual criterion tests immediately

after receiving thei'r respective ins--tructional units and then again

two weeks later to ol;tain a measure of delayed retention. Results

obtained in this investigation clearly demonStrate the superiority of

visual,tests as a means of assessing the instructional effect of

visualized instruction and their value,as criteria for detecting main
1

, effects and interaltions aMong instructigna/l variables defined in

terms of visual and nonvisual characteristics.



Introduction

A number of educational researchers (Salomon & Clark, 1977; Clark & Snow,

1975; Clark, 1978) have indicated that conventional experimental designs

applied to educational problems have not been very successful in providing

understandings of the type necessary for educators to effectively manage the

teaching-learning process. Dwyer (1978) in reviewing the results of more

than 650 articles related to visual learning and information processing con-

cluded that (a) the use of specifically designed visual materials in the

teaching-learning process does facilitate increased student achievement, and

(b) words and pictures are not processed in the same way nor are they equally

effective in facilitating student achievement of different educational objec-

tives. The effectiveness of visualization in the learning process has been

attributed to the fact that visualized information can be processed

simultaneously on several levels (Paivio, 1971; Nelson, et al., 1974; Posner &

Warren, 1972; Jacoby, 1974; Tulving, 1976). This contention, they suggest, is

possAle because sensorY-feature processing need not unfa10 in lockstep fashion

with antecedent features. The fact that visual information can be processed

on several levels simultaneously enhances its entry into long term memory.

Implications derived from this position would indicate that in learning

environments where visualization was used in the instructional (encoding)

process and was not used in the retrieval (decoding) process, learner

performance measures would yield gross underestimates, if not distortions,

with respect to what and how much information had been originally acquired.

Specifically, there 1.s both theory and research which contends that the level
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and quality of cognitive information process ng that is facilitated by the use

of mediated (visualized) instruction cannot be validly as essed La the use of

verbal testing strategies. %
(I)

Problem Statement

Visualization is: (a) being used extensively in the teaching-learning

process, (b) can be designed to facilitate increases in student achievement,

(c) capable of being processed simultaneously on several cognitive levels,

and (c) not being used in the testing or evaluation modes of information

retrieval. The objective of this exploratory investigation was to evaluate

the sensitivity of two criterion dependent variables (students' performance

on a visual or nonvisual version of an achievement test), used in two similar

experimental designs to assess the number of main effelts and interactions

between and along the.independent mode of instruction (visual or nonvisual),

order of drawing test (before or after verbal/visual achievement test), and

mode of drawing test (verbal cued or free recall). Two specific question&

provided the focus of this study:

(a) Which evaluation strategy (visual vs. verbal), dete&t
the rarger number of main effects of_the-independent variables
on both the immediate and th Vw6lieek delayed retention tests?

(b) Which evalua..t.larrgi-rategy (visual vs. verbal) would detect
the largi number of interactions between and among the

-independent variables on both the immediate and two Week
delayed retention testing?

Theoretical Justification for Visual Testing

Probably, the oldest and least controversial fact thet can be derived

from the research on human learning is that any change in the retrieval

(evaluation) environment.lrom that which occurred in the orrginal learning

environment procedures marked decrements in learner performance ,(Nitsch, 1977;
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Battig, 1979). In.this regard Lindsay and Norman (1977, p. 337) have stated

that it the teaching-learning environment, "the problem in learning new

information is not in getting the information into memory; it is making sure

that it will:be found later when it is needed." Consequently, information

refe-At on level ig assumed to be a direct function of the encoding occurring

at the presentation stage and the degree to which the retrieval environment

recapitulates this encoding (Battig, 1979; Tulving, 1979).

Optimum validity in cognitive assessment of le(rner information

acquisitimic apparently tan only be obtained, if there is a high degree of

congruency between the number of common features in the presentation (encoding)

mode and the retrieval (evaluation) mode of instruction, e.g., if visualization

is an integral component in facilitating learner encoding of the information,

than visualization should also be used in the test items (decoding phase) used

to assess learner achievement. Tulving and Thomson (1973, p. 359) have stated

that, "only that can be retrieved that has been stored, and that how it can be

retrieved depends ultimately on how it was stored." Reseaich by Winograd and

Conn (1971), Thomson (1972), Kolers (1973), Tulving and Thomson (1973),

Tulving (1976), Battig (1979) and Jacoby and Craik (1979) can be cited in

support of this position.

One of the perennial problems associated with the teaching-learning

process is the determination of how learners acquire, store and recall initr-

mation. As a result, a number of information acquisition strategies have been

proposed which attempt to explain how learners acquire and retrieve informati:13.

For example, Tversky (1969, 1973) has found that verbal and visual information

are encoded differently depending on the learner's perceived use of the infor-

mation. Glanzer and Clark (1963b) have advanced the notion of a !ingle

information procusing system (verbal-loop hypothesis) which contends that
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visual information is .translated into a stored in verbal/symbolic fort. When

0

this information is to be retrieved, it is retranslated from the verbal

symbolic form back to the original visualization. A number of specific

research studies have been conducted which can be interpreted to be supportive

of this orientation,(Glanzer & CIark, 1963a, b, 1964; LantZ & Stefflre, 1964;

Smith & Larson, 197M However, there are many different kinds of evidence

indicating that the internal representations of pictures is in itself not

verbal (Gehring, et al., 197-6; Loftus & Bell, 1975).

Paivio, Rogers and Smythe (1968) have suggested the possible existence

of dual encoding and retrieval systems each functioning as a separate entity

with the capAility of working in unison with each other. Basically, this

orientation (Paivio, et al., 1968; Paivio, 1971) proposes a model involving

two independent memory systems: one having the capability of processing verbal

symbols, the other having the.capability of processing visual information. In

essence, the dual code theory claims that information is stored in long-term

memory in.terms of visual images and verbal representations (Anderson, 1980).

Although the' dual encoding and retrieval systems are perceived as functioning

as separate entities, they also possess the capability of functioning in unison

with each other. Depending on the.nature (form) of the information to be

retrieved, action with the specific memory,system would be initiated (Dwyer,

1978). Similarly, a number of research studies have been conducted which may

be interpreted as being supportive of the dual encoding and retrieval systems

(Bahrick & Boucher, 1968; Paivio & Csapo,, 1969; Bahrick & Bahrick, 1971;

Cermak, 1971; Ternes & Yuille, 1972; Levie & Levie, 1:975).
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The justification for using visual testing in situations where visualiza-

tion is used to complement oral/print instruction appears to have its generic

roots in the sign similarity hypothesis and the cue summation principle of

learning. In general, the essence of the cue summation principle of learning

is that (Severin, 1967b, p..237): "...learning is increased as the number of °

available cues or stimuli is increased." The strategy,of attempting to use

visualization both in the presentation and evaluation phases of instruction

is an attempt to implement the stimulus generalization phenomenon which con-

tends that the amount of information that will be acquired by students

increased as the testing situation becOmes more similar to the situation in

which the students received their instruction (Hartman, 1961; Severin, 1967a).

In thisCregard Paivio (1971, pp. 60261) has indicated that "images are more

likely to be directly evoked by concrete [illustrations] than by abstract

words" would seem to be further justification for the use of visualization in

testing.

Materials and Procedures

The content material used in this study was a 2,000-word instructional

unit describing the.human heart, its parts; and the internal processes that

occur during the systolic and diastolic phases (Dwyer, 1972). This content

was selected because it permitted evaluation of several types of learning

objectives. The instructional content was developed to reduce and control,

as much as possible, deficiencies identified in previous media research.

For example, specific types of educational objectives to be achieved were

identified; a specific content area that permitted meaningful learning to

_Jaccur was selected; -th-ree-criterion tests measuring student achievement of

different types of educational objectives were constructedl and visualization
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was systematically integrated into the verbal content material. In addition,

student performance on the individual criterion tests was analyzed item by

item to determine where students had difficulty. Thirty-seven such areas

were then traced back to the points in the instructional script where the

information necessary to achieve on these items was originally presented.

Once, these difficulty areas had been identified, visuals were designed .

specifically to illustrate the information-in each-of the 37 critical ateas.
.

Students receiving the nonvisual mode of instruction interacted with the

2,000-word'instructional unit in a self-paced booklet format which contained

no illustrations. Students who interacted with the yisualized mode of-

instruction received the same verbal content as, did students who received

the nonvisual mode; however, their self-instructional booklets were comple-

mented by 37 visual illustrations.

Criterion Measures

Each student in each treatment participated in one of the instructional

presentations and took three separate, 20-item criterion tests. Scores on

..the three individual criterion tests were combined into a 60-item total

criterion test score. The following description of the kinds of performances

measured by the criterion tests illustrates the kinds of educational objec-

tives assessed in this study.

Drawing Test

This test had as its objective the evaluation of the subjects ability to

construct and/or reproduce items in their appropriate context. For example,

the test (N=18) items provided the students with a numbered list of items,

e.g., (1) superior vena cava; (2) aorta; (3) tricuspid valve; (4) pulmonary

vein; etc. corresponding to the parts of the heart presented in the
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instructional unit. The subjects were required to draw a representative

diagram of the heart , (a symbol like a valentine sufficed; the quality-of the

Arawing did not enter into the scoring) and place the numbers of the listed'

parts in their respective positions. In this test, the emphasis was on the

correct positioning of the verbal symbols with respect to one another and to_

their concrete.Teferences-*The-drawing tests used in this study existed in

two versions: the verbal format (Figure 1, Plate B), because it listed the

parts of the heart to be positioned, was called the Verbal Cued Version.

The Free Recall Version (Figure-1, Plate A), contained the same directions

as th'e'Verbal Cued Version but did.not contain a listing of the parts of

the heart to be positioned.

Figure 1 About Here

Identification Test

The objectiVe of the identification test was to evaluate the students'

ability to identify parts or positions of,an object. This multiple-choice
\,

test required students to identify the numbered parts on a detailed drawing

of the heart. Each part of the heart that had been discussed in the presen-

tation was numbere&on the drawing and anpeared in a list on the answer sheet.

The objective of this test was to measuro the students' ability to use visual

cues to discriminate one structure ofthe heartfrom another and to associate

specific parts of the heart with their proper names.
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Terminology Test

This test consisted of 20 muitiple-choiceitems designed to measure

knowledge of Specific facts, terms, and definitions. The objectives measured

by this type of test are appropriate to all content areas that-have as-eC_

--- prerequisite to the more complicated types of learning a comprehentive under-

standing of the basic elements (terminology, facts, and definitions)

indigenous to the discipline.

Comprehension Test

The comprehension test also consisted of 20 multiple-choice items.

Students were given.the location of certain parts of the heart at a particular

moment of its functioning and asked to locate the position of other parts of

a heart at the same point in time. This test required that students have a

'thorough'understanding of the heart, its parts, its internal functioning, and

the simultaneous processes occurring during the systolic and diastolic phases.

The comprehension test was designed'to measure a type of understanding that

occurs when an individual understands what is being comMunicated and can use

the information to explain some other phenomenon occUrring simultaneously.

Total Criterion Test

The items contained in the three criterion tests were combined into a 60-

item total criterion test. The purpose of this test was to meakire the
^

students' understanding of all the content material presented in the instruc-

tional unit.

The format of each of the 60 multiple choice items in the identification,

terminolo2y, and comprehension tests was a verbal stem with verbal response

options. The visul.version of this test was constructed so that for each of

the 60 verbal items there was a matching visual item. For each of the response
.
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options on each of the 60 multiple choice items an "equivalent" visual

distractor was constructed. The stem of. both the verbal and viSual test

questions were verbal and asked_the-same-question;-howdVer, the stems of

some of the visual test items were modified slightly to make them appropriate

to the visual distractors. Figure 2 presents a sample of the verbal and

visual formats for an item on the comprehension test.

Figure 2 About Here

Design

One hundred fifty-one undergraduate students enrolled at The Pennsylvania

State University were randomly assigned to one of sixteen treatment cells

generated by the two parallel 2x2x2 factorial designs. Figure 3 shows this

design and number 'of students in each cell. .The three independent Variables

were (a) mode of instruction (visual or nonvisual), (b) order of Drawing Test:

administered before or after completion of the three individual criterion tests,

and (c) mode of Drawing Test: free recall and verbal cued recall. The

dependent variables were students'. performance on the visual Version of the

achievement test for one design, and students' performance on the nonvisual

version of the achievement test for the other. The dependent variables for.

both forms of the achievement tests (visual and nonvisual) were (a) performance

on the-Drawing Test, (b) performance on each individual criterion test

(Identification, -TerminolOgy, Comprehension), and (c) performance on the Total
/

/

Criterion Test, 60 items. Students received the individual criterion tests

immediately after receilVingtheir respective instructional units and then again

46,

Figure 3 About Here
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two weeka later to obtain a.measure of delayed retention. ANOVA statistical

'designs were conducaed-on-each-criteridn measure.- Where significant,F ratios

(.05) were found, differences between pairs of means were analyzed via Tukey!s

W-Procedure.

Results

. Table 1 presents the means, 'standard deviations, and reliabilit,y

coefficients for students receiving the verbal* and visual test formats for,

each criterion measure. Table 2 depicts the main effects obtained on each

criterion test for both the immediate and delayed testing on the visual

.(Plate 1) and nonvisual (Plate 2) versions of the achievement tests. Where

significant-differences in student achievement occurred the critical areas

were found to be: :(a) the mode of instruction favoring visualized instruction,

(b) order of drawing test favored testing after receiving theandividual

cri,terion tests, and (c) mode of testing favoring the verbal cued format.

Table 1 About Hete

Table 2 About Here

The 2x2x2 analysis of variance design conducted on thp independent

variables indicated that one interaction octurred on the nonvisual immediate.

achievement tests (drawing, (F df = 1/67, p.4.01), and four inter-
,

actions occurred on the visual achievement tests (identification, (F = 5.18,

df = 1/68, p.4.05), terminology (P-= 5.60, df = 1/68, p.4..05), comprehension

(F = 8.56, df = 1/68, p.4.01),,total criterion (F = 7.83, df = 1/68, p. 4.01).

All interactions occurred between mode of instruction (visual or nonvisual)
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Table 3 About Here

and order of drawing test (administered before or after students completed .

the individual criterion tests (Table 3). Follow-up analyses indiCated that

on the visual achievement tests (delayea retention ),students who received

the visualized instruction and completed the drawing test after completing

the individual criterion tests achieved significantly higher mean scores.

On immediate retention the interaction between mode of instruction and:order

of drawing test indicated that students who received the visualized instrruc-

,

tion and completed the drawing test before completing the individual
_ _ _ _ _

criterion tests achieVed significantly higher mean scores. Figure 4 illus-

trates the'obtained interaction on the different criterion measures.

Figure 4 About Here

Conclusions and Discussion

'Based on the results of this study the following conclusions may be

derived:.

Visual testing is slgnificantly more effective than nonvisual

testing in detecting main effects resulting from visualized instruc-

tion. For students receiving the visualized instruction, visual .

testing 14'as found to be a highly sensitive evaluation strategy for

aSsessing students' level of information acquisition of the type

measured by the Identification, Terminology, Total Criterion

(immediate and delayed retention) and the Comprehension Test

,
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(immediate retention). On the nonvisual test only one main

effect (Identification, immediaIe retenticln) was detected.

.0n the Drawing Criterion both the visual and nonvisual.

,

evaluation strategies detected significant main effects for
ty

mode of instruction and mode of Drawing Test; however, the

visual testing mode also detected a eignificant main effect

for order of Drawing lest.

0 Only one interaction was detected on the iMmediate

testing (Drawing Test) for the nonVisual testing strategy.

No interactions were detected for the delayed retention.

On the immediate.testing no interar:ti!ons were obtained

via the visual testing format; however, 9n the delayed
,

retention data obtained two weeks later signifiant inter-

actions were obtained on the Identification, Terminology,

Comprehension, and Total Criterion Tests.

The data obtained in this study clearly demonstrate the superiority of

visual tests, when comParedjto nonvisual tests (of the type employed in this

study), as a means of assessing the instructional effect of visualized instruc-

tion and their value as criteria for detecting main effeets and interactions

among instructional variables defined in terms of visual and nonvisual

characteristics. It is also interesting to note that a very significant

, characteristic of visual testing was revealed in this study--its sensitivity

in assessing'delayed r).etention of visualized Instruction in different cognitive,

levels (criterion test levels) and interactions among visual instructional

w.riables that 'Were not revealed on the immediate visual testing situatioand
,

ir
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were not detected in any way by the nonvisual test. These results would

tend b question the appropriateness (Burr, 1963; Fargo, et al., 1967;'
t

HopkinS, et al., 1967; Stoker, et al., 1968;'Dwyer & Tanner, 1978) cif
\

_

previouS\experimental stullies that Atempted to emPiricallyinvestigate

the effectiveness of visual tests and resulted in nonsignificant-statis-

tical differences or significant statistical differences favoring the
t

nonvisual tests. In questionir_previous results,-the-findings tend to

confirm the contention.that information retrieval is a very specific

process, easily disrupted--and since features o'f theoriginal learning

.\ cues are processed during a test, and reduction in the 'individual distinc-

\ tiveness of the cues themselves would Troduce concomitant reductions in*

recall (Tulving, 1976; Jacoby & Craik, 1979; Battig, 1979).

The findings of triis exploratory study are significant considering

that (a) for most students it was their first opportunity to respond on

visual tests--a rehearsal session where students wdlild become acquainted

with the type of test format tgrY were to receive might have significantly

improve'd their performance on the Visual tests, and _01' the fact that the

visual distractors fof the visual test items were intentionally designed

to be congruent with their verbal counterparts may have impos&I a severe
)-

limitation on the true potential of the visual testS--if the visual tests
-

were not hampered by this restriction, the investigatOrs might have been

able, to design visual distractors which would have assessed more validly

the students' level of information retention.

The fact that the visual testing strategy was significantly more

effective in detecting main effects (or immediate and delayed retentik )

and interactions_than-was-the-verbaItleating-strategy-inditate-s-rhat in

addition to more validly assessing student information acquisition, visual'
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A testing was instrumental in identifying same proce-diffal considerations

(interactiOns, e.g.: mode of instruction X order of Drawing Test) in the
.

,P
teaching-learning process which may be.capitalized'upon 'to even further

optimize th4,effece of visualized instr4ffibn and visual testing. The

result'of the study provides the fustification for furtiqer inquiry and

experimentation in the use:of visualization in the evaluation node of

in§truction7-especially, where students receive visualization in the X

instructional mode.
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TABLE 1. Means, Standard Deviations, and Reliability Coefficients Obtained from the Nonvisual and
Visual Test Formats on Each Criterion Measure for Immediate and Delayed Retention.

Variable Identification Terminology Comprehension Total Criterion Drawing

-Test Test Test Test Test

mediate Delayed rmmediate .Delayed mediate -Delayed Immediate DelaYad- -Cued-Recall

Verbal (Nonvisual) Tests

mo. of Test Items 20 20 20 90 20 20 60 60 18

Mean Score 13.93 12.63 13.37 11.36 11.48 10.23 38.80 34.21 10.63

SD 4.52 4.49 4.31 4.42 3.69 3.73 11.28 11,13 4.64

Kuder-Richardson
Formula 20 Reliability .86 .83 .82 .81 .72 .74 .92 .91 .89
Coefficient

HI
GO
Cr) Visual Tests Free Recall

No. of Test Items 20 20 20 20 20 20 60 60 18

Mean Score 13.46 12.20 11.98 11.04 9.87 9.80 35.32 33.04 8.72

SD 4.21 t 4.46 3.67 3.70 3.99 3.99 10.66 10.73' 5.13

Kuder-Richardson
Formula 20 Reliability .82 .82 .74 .74 .76 .66 .91 .90 .92
Coeffieient

2 0

cs.

2 0 J
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Table 2. Means Represantative of Main Effects on Each Criterion Measure

(Immediate and Delayed Retention)

Plate 1. Performance on Visual Test

.Criterion"Measure Effect Conditions Results F P.Z.

Visual Nonvisual
cDrawing Instruction 12.7 8.0 Mode of Instruction Favoring 16.54 .001

(N=39) (N=37) Visualized Instruction

Before After
Order of Drawing Test 9.0 11.2 Order of Drawing Test Favoring 5.42 .05

(N=38) (N=38) ' Testing After Achievement Tests
- ,

Verbal Cued Free Recall
Mode of Drawing Test

' "11.0 9.2 Mode of Drawing Test Favoring 3.89 .05
(N=38) (N=38) Verbal Cued

Identification
Visual Nonvisual ,

Mode of Instruction Favoring 7.19 .01
Instruction 14.6 12.2

(Immediate) (N=39) "(N=37) Visualized Insttuction
Identification Instruction 13.3 11.1 Mode of Instrucion Favoring 4.41 .05(Delayed) (N=39) (N=37) Visualized Instction
Terminology Instruction 12.9 11.1 Mode of Instruction Favoring 5.26 .05(Immediate) (N=39) (N=37) Visualized Instruction
Terminology Instruction 11.9 10.2 Mode of Instruction Favoring 4.76 .05(Delayed) (N=39) (N=37) Visualized Instruction
Comprehension Instruction 10.9 8.7 Mode of Instruction Favoring '5.98 .05(Immediate) (N=39) (N=37) Visualized Instruction
Total.Criterion
(Immedfate)

,Instruction 38.4 32.0
.tt

*,. (N=39) (N=37.)_

Mode of Instruction F'Voring
Visualized Instruction

7.75 .01

Total Criterion Instruction 35.5 30.5 Mode of Instruction Favoring 4.73 .05(Delayed)
. t(N=39) (N=37) Visualized Instruction

-

Platt 2. Performance on the Nonvisual Test
il

Criterioh Measure Effect Conditicns Result F P. 4.
_ _

...

Visual Nonvisual
Dtawing Instruction 11.2 7.1 Mode of Instruction Favoring 17.32 .001

(N=39) (N=36) Visualized Instruction

Verbal Cued Free Recall
,

Mode of Drawing Test 10.2 8.3 Mode of Drawiniqest Favoring 3.96 .05
(N=37) (N=38)

Visual Nonvisual

Verbal Cued

Identification Instruction 15.1 12.7 Mode of Instruction Favoring 5.43 .05(Immediate) (N=39) - (N=36) Visualized Instruction

4:3741,
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3. Interactions Obtained on the Different Criterion Tests

. --,-,

Plate 1. Performance on the Visual Achievement Tests (Delayed Testing)

a

A

Criterion Variable
%

Interactions F7-ratio p. 4 t-statistic

___ _ _

Identification

Terminology

Comprehension

Total Criterion

3.14

3.24

.16

3.57

.05

.05

.05.

.05

____

Mode of Instruction k Order of Drawing Test 5.18 ,05

Mode of Instruction X Order of Drawing Test 5.60 . 5

Mode of Instruction X Order of Drawing Test 8.56 .01

Mode of Instruction X Order of Drawing Test 7.83 .01

1,..h

CA,

,

Plate 2. Performance on the Nonvisual Achievement Testa (Immediate Testing)

OD

Criterion Variable Interactions Fratio P- 4 t-statistic P-
------

Drawing Mode of Instruction X Order of Drawing Test 6.31 .01 4.74 .05

.

.

.

2 1 i.

,

C?

.

.

,

. .
. .

2 1
_)

,..,

.
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Figure 1 Free Recall and Cued Recall Versions of the Drawing Test

Name

1.

2.

3.

Plate A. Drawing Test - Free Recall

Date

Plate B.

Name

Drawing Test - Cued Recall

Date .

Draw a picture-of-a-heart-In-the space below.

list.the names° pf the various parts in the
numbered spaces at the bottom of this sheet.

Place the nuMbees of the identified parts where
they would be located,on the heart.

.Draw a picture of.a heart and place'the number of the
.

identified.parts where they would be located-on the
heart.

1. 10. 1. superigr vena cava 10. pulmonary artery2. 11. 2. aorta 11. myocardium
:3. 12. 3. tricuspid valve 12. enJocardium-
4. 13. 4. pulmonary vein 13. mitral valve
5. 14. 5. septum 14. right auricle
6. 15. 6. epicardium 15. 'right ventricle
7. 16. 7. aortic valve .16. left auricle
8. 17. 8. pulmonary valve ° 17:left ventricle
9. 18. 9. inferior vena cava 18. apex .

213
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VERBAL TEST ITEM
When blood is being forced out the right ventricle, in what position Is the tricuspid valve?

A. partially opened C. open
B. partially closedr=" D. closed

VISUAL TEST ITEM
The position of the tricuspid valve when Wood is forced out of the right ventricle

FIGURE a .
Verbal and Visual Formaof ihe Same Quahog on the Comprehension Crikr,SA rot

dir
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FigUre 3. Experimental design with distribution of subjects for each oI the
two evaluation strategies.

Plate #1: Visual Test Mode

ORDER OF DRAWING TEST

BEFORE AFTER

N=10

\-
...

N.=.9

N=10

,

N=9.

N=10 N=10

-N=8 N=10

Plate #2: Nonvisual Testt.Mode
,(N-75)

C/3

2C1

ORDER OF DRAWING TEST

BEFORE AFTER

N=10 . N=9

. N=9 N=9

N=10 N=10

N=9
,

N=9

2
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Figure

VI

Interactions on-the Immediate and Delayed Testing (Visual and Nonvisual)
0

v.

I 5

CJ4 5

LILFORE AFTER

Plate 1. Interaction between mode of
instruction and order of Drawing Test
on the Dkawing Test ( immediate retention).

'BEFORE
--

Plate 2. InteraCtion between mcde of
.instruction and order of Drawing:rest
on the Identification Test (Belayed
retention). 0

0

BEFORE AFTER

Plate 3. Interaction between *de of
instruction and order of Drawing Test
on the Terminology Test (delayed
retention).

"0+

5

^
BEFCRE AFTER

Plate 4. Interaction between mode of
Anstruction and order of Drawing Test
'on the Comprehenaion lest (delayed
retention).

VI

NVI

4

4;y0FIE' AMR
Plate 5. Interaction betweenomode
instruction and ordar of Drawing Test
on the Total Criterion Test (delayed
retention). f
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A MULTIDIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL.

EFFECTIVENESS OF VISUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Introduction

Conventional uses of visualized instructional materials (charts, slides,

transparencies, visualized tests, workbooks, etc.) along with,the newer more

sophisticated electronic mediating systems (multi-media approaches to instruc-

tion, interactive microcomputers, telecommunications, satellite and educational

television, teleconferencing, etc.) have become integral components of both

traditional and nontraditional instructional strategies employed world-wide

L-in an effort to improve the teaching-learning process at all levels. Within

these varied instructional strategies'the use of the visual medium has been

optimized to assist learners in acquiring, storing, transmitting and applying

information. However, the major criticism of this phenomenon is that, even

though the visual medium is used to facilitate student.information acquisition,

most evaluation strategies used to assess the instructionalimpact of visualized

instruction are of the pencil'and paper type and are highly verbal rather than

visual in nature (Hill, 1976; Dwyer, 1978). The essenceof the problem is

that we are teaching using one medium and evaluting in another. This condition

exists even though the oldest and least controversial fact that can be derived

research on human learning is that any change in the retrieval (evaluation)
°

environment from that which occurred in the original learning environment

produces marked decrements in learner performance (Nitsch, 1977; Battig, 1979).

22u
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Implications derived from this position would indicate that in learning

environments where visualization was used in,the instructional (encoding) pro-
--

cess and was not used in the retrieval (decoding) process, learner performance
.

measures would yield gross underestimates, if not distortions, with respect

-
to what and how, much information had been originally acquired. This concep-

tualization suggests that information retrieval is a very specific process,

easily disruptedand since features of the original learning cues are

proeeSsed during a test, any reduction in the individual distinctiveness of the

cues themselves would produce concomitant reductions in recall (Tulving, 1976;

Jacoby & Craik, 1979; Battig, 1979). Specifically, there is both theory and

research which contends that the kind and quality of cognitive information

processing that is facilitated by means- of the use of mediated (visualized)

instruction cannot be validly assessed via the use of verbal testing strategies.

Visual Testing

Researchers investigating the reliability, validity (Torrence, 1976) and

administration (Hill, 1967) of visual tests have established that visual tests

are indeed reliable, valid, and economical. Dwyer (1978), in reviewing the

results of more than 650 articles related to visual learning and information

processing, concluded that (a) the use of specifically designed visual materials

in the teaching-learning process does facilitate increased student achievement,

and (b) words and pictures are not processed in the same way nor are-they

equally effective in facilitating student achievement of different educational

objectives (e.g., knowledge of terminology,,identification, location, compre-

hension, etc1). A number of researchers (Paivio, 1971; Tulving, 1979; Fisher &

Craik, 1977) have attributed the effectiveness of visualization in the learning

22i:
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process to the fact that visualized information can be Processed simultaneously

on several levels. They contend that this is possible because sensory-feature-

processing precedes semantic analysis and that visual information processing

nee-d-not unfold in lockstep fashion with antecedent features.

Problem Statement

Visualilation is: ,(a) being used extensively in'the teaching-learning

,process, (b) can be designed to facilitate increases in Student'achievement,

(c) capable of being processed simultaneously:on several cognitiye levels, and

(d) not being used in the testing or evaluation Modes of information retrieval.

Specifically, the purposes of this exploratory study were to empirically

investigate (a) the effect of verbal instruction alone vs..verbal instruction

complemented'by simple line drawings, (b) the effect of visual testingys.

nonvisual testing of different educational objegtives, (c) the effect of verbal

cued vs. free recall on students' achievement, (d) the effect of order oT0

testing on lubsequent achievement and (e) the possible existence of interactions .

\

\ ,among Modes of instruction, mode of testing, type of testing and order of testing. 1

Materials and Procedures

The con ent material used in this study was a 2,000-word instructional

unit describ'ng the human heart, its parts7 and the internal processes that

occur during the systolic and diastolic phases (Dwyer, 1967). This content was

selected becaise it permitted evaluation.of several types of learning objectives.

The instructi nal cOntent was developed to reduce and control, as much as:
1

possible, deficiencies identified in previous media research. For example;

specific type of educational objectives to be achieved were identified;

specific content area, that permitted meaningful learning to occur was selected;

224?
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three criterion tests measuring student achievement of different types of

edutational objectiVeS.were cdnstructed; and visualization was systematically

integrated into'the verbal content material. In addition, student performance

on the individUal criterion tests was analyzed item by item to determine where

students had difficulty. Thirty-seven such areas were identified. These

difficulty areas were then traced back to the points in the instructional

script where the information necessary to achieve on these items was originally.

presented. Once these difficulty areas had been identified, visuals were

designed specifically to illustrate the information. in each of the 37 critical

areas. In this sense the visuals used to-complement the verbal content in.the

instructional unit can be considered to be redundant. Students receiving the

nonvisual mode of instruction interacted with.the 2,000-word instructional unit

in a self-paced booklet format which contained no illustrations. Students who

interacted with the visualized mode of instruction received the same verbal

content as did students who received the nonvisual mode; however, their self-

instructional booklets were complemented by 37 visual illustrations. Figure 1

presents a sample frame from the nonvisual instructional booklet and the

corresponding frame from the visualized instructional booklet.

Figure 1 About Here

Criterion Measures

Each student in each .tieatment participated in onegof the instructional

presentations and took three separate, 20-item criterion tests. Scores on the

three individual criterion tests were combined intb a 60-item total criterion

test store. Students were permitted to take as much time as they needed to

2 2
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complete the instructional unit and Ole criterion tests. The following

description of the kinds of performances measured by the criterion tests illu-

strates.the kinds of educational objectives assessed in this study.

Drawing Test

This test had as its objective the evaluation of the subjects ability to

construct and/or reproduCe items in their appropriate context. For example;

.the test (N=18)-items provided.the students with a numbered list of items',

e.g., (1) superior vena cava; (2) aorta; (3) tricuspid valve; (4) pulmonary

vein; etc. corresponding to the parts of the heart presented in the instruc-

tional unit. The subjects were required to draw a representative diagram of

the heart (a symbol like a valentine sufficed; the quality of the drawing did

not enter into the scoring) andylace the numbers of the listed parts in their

respective positions. In this test, the emphasis was on the correct positioning

of the verbal symbols with respect to one another and to their concrete

'references. The drawing teats used in this study existed in two versions: the

verbal format (Figure 2, Plate B), because it listed the parts of the heart to

be positioned was called the Verbal Cued Version. The Free Recall Version

(Figure 2, Plate A), contained the same directions as the Verbal Cued Version

-but did not contain a listing of the parts of the heart to be positioned.

V.

Figure 2 About Here

Identification Test

The objective of the identification test was to evaluate the students'

ability to identify, parts or positions of an object. this multiple-choice test

required students to identify the numbered.parts on a detailed drawing of the

224
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heart. Each' part of the heart that had been discussed in the presentation was

numbered on the drawing andappeared in A list on he answer sheet. The objec-

tive of this test was to measure the students' abLity to use visual cues to

discriminate one structure.of the heart from another and to associate specific

liarts of the heart with their propet names.

Terminology Test

This test consisted of 20 multiple-choice items designed to measure

knowledge of specific facts, terms, and definitions. The objectives measured

by this type'of test axe appropriate to all content areas that have as a pre-

requisite to the more complicated types of learning a comfirehensive understanding

of the basic elements (terminology, facts, and definitions) indigenous to the

discipline.

Comprehension Test

The comprehenslon.test also consisted of 20 multiple-choice items. Students

were given the location of certain parts of the heart at a particular moment Of

its functioning and asked to locate the position of other parts of the heart at

the same point in time. This test required that students have a thoyough.under-

standing of the heart, its parts, its internal functioning, and the simultaneous

processes occurring during the systolic and diastolic phases. The comprehension

test was designed to measure a type of understanding that occurs when an indi-*

vidual understands what is being communicated and.can use the information to

explain some other phenomenon occUtring simultaneously.

Total Criterion Test

The items contained in the three criterion tests were combined into a 60-

item total criterion test. The purpose of this test was to measure the students'

understanding of all the content material presented in the instructional unit.

210 220
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The format of each of the 60 multiple choice items in the identification,

terminology, and comprehension tests was a verbal stem with verbal response

options. The visual version of this test was constructed so that for'each of

the 60 verbal items there was a matching visual item. For each of the response

. options on each of the 60 multiple-choice items au "equivalent" visual,distrac-

tor was constructed. The stem of both the verbal and visual test questions

were verbal and asked the same question; however, the stems of some of the

visual test items were modified slightly to make them appropriate to the visual

distractors. Figure 3 presents a sample of the verbal and visual formats for

an item on the comprehension test.

Figure 3 About Here

Validity of the individual criterion measures is based on tle congruence

between the content information presented in the instructional units and the

content measured by the test items. The verbal versions of the criterion tests

have been used with more Ulan 40,000 university and high school students and

have been found to be effective in measuring information acquisition. Content .

validity of the visual format of the criterion tests was verified by a commit-

tee composed of four graduate students majoring in science education and a

medical doctor. All considered the visual tests to be valid'in content and

appropriate to measure achievement resulting from content presented in the

instructional units employed in this study.

Design and Analysis

One hundred fifty-one undergraduate students enrolled at The Pennsylvania

State University were randomly assigned to one of sixteen treatment tells of

the 2x2x2x2 posttest only experimental design. Figure 4.shows.this design and
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number of students in each cell. The four independent variables were (a) mOde

of instruction:, visual and nonvisual (See Figure 1), (b) mode of Achievement

Test: visual and nonvisual (See Figure 3), (c) mode of Drawing Test: free

recall and verbal cued recall (See Figure 2), and (d) order of Drawing Test:

administered before or after completion of the three individual criterion

measures. The dependent variables were (a) students' performance on the visual

and nonvisual versions .of the individual criterion tests--terminology, identi-

fication, and comprehension, (b) performance on the Total Criterion Test, and

(c) on the Drawing Test. Students received the individual criterion tests

immediately after receiving their respective instructional units and'then again

two weeks later to obtain a measure of delayed retention. ANOVA statistical

designg were conducted on each criterion measure. Where significant F ratios

(.05) were found, differences between pairs of means were,analyzed via Tukey's

W-Procedure.

Figure 4 About Here

Results

Table 1 presents the.means, standard deviations, and reliability.coefficients

for students'receiving the verbal and visual.test formats for each criterion

measUre.

In comparing student performance on the main effect of instruction,

students who received the visualized instruction achieved significantly higher

scores on all ,criterion measures (Verbal format only) than did students whose

'instruction did not contain visualization on both immediate and delayed retention
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respectively: Identification; F'(1, 135) = 12:33, p.4.01; F(1, 135) = 7.15,

p.4C.01, Terminology, F(1, 135) = 6.22, p.4.01; F(1, 135).= 5.47, p.4.05,

Comprehension, F(1, 135) = 6.94, p.4.01; F(1, 135) = 3.97, p..05, and.Total,

Criterion, F(1, 135).= 7.13, p..4.01. These results strongly support the use

of properly integrated visualization in_the tehing-learning process. In

Table 1 About Here

comparing the performance of students who received the visual and ve4ha1 test ,

formats insignificant differences were found to exist for the Identification

'rest; however, on the Terlhinology, F(1, 135) = 4.79, p.4.05, Comprehension,

F(1, 135) = 6.41, p.4..01, and Total Criterion Tests, F(1, 135) = 3.91, p.4.05,

significant differences were found to exist in mean achievement scores in .favor

of students who received the verbal versions of the criterion,tests.

In investigating the effect of when students received the Drawing Test,

before or after completing the three individual criterion tests, the results
a .

indicated that students who received the Drawing Test after completing the

individual criterion tests achieved.significantly higher mean pecres (F(1, 135) =

5.60, p.4.05). so on-the Drawing Test students who received ehe Verbal Cued

N.
version achievesignifitantly higehr scores 'than did ptudents who received the

Free Recall version, F(1, 135) =

Significant interactions were foun\to exist: (a). among mOde of instruction,

mode-of_aChievement and order of drawing test on the Identification Test,
(

F(1, 13'5)' = 5.32, p. 4.05 (Figure 5, Plate 1)>\(b).between mode of instruction

and mode of drawing test on the Terminology Test,\F(1, 135) = 4.22, p.4.05

\

(Figure 5, Plate 2), (c) among mode of instrudtion, mOde bf achievement test and

order of drawing test on the Drawing Test, F(1, 135) = 4.Q5, p.4.05, Figure 5,

\\
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Plate 3, and (d) among mode Qf inst , mructionode of achievement test and order

of drawing test on the Delayed Total Criterion Test, F(l, '135) = 7.19, p.4.01,

Figure 5, Plate 4.

:Figure 5 About Here

Conclusions and Discussion

Based on the results of this study the following conclusions may be derived:
.

The use of visuals (simple line drawings) to complement verbal

instruction is an effective instructional strategy for facilitating

student information acquisition of the type measured by the Identifi-

cation, Terminology and C. -mprehension Tests--fOr both immediate and.

delayed retention.

The use of visuals (simple line drawing's) to complement verbal

instruction facilitates the recall and subsequent reproduction

(drawing) of the visuals presented in the instruction.

Students who received the nonvisual test format (verbal)

achieved significantly higher mean tes- scores on the Terminology,

Comprehension, and Total Criterion Tests than did students who

received the visualized version bf the same tests. However, these

effects disappeared on the two week delayed retention tests.

'41 The order of Drawing Test (before,or after taking the three

individual criterion tests) had no significant effect on students'

performance on the individual achieVement.tests. However, students

who received the DrawingiTest after interacting with the Individual

achieveMent tests'Performed better on the Drawing Test than did

students who recei d the Drawing Test prior to receiving the

individual achievement tests.
214
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The Mode of Drawing Test (verbAl cued or free recall) had no

significant effect on students' performance on the achievement test.

Students who completed the verbal cued version of the Drawing

Test performed better on the Drawing Test than did students who
a

received the free recall version of the Drawing Test.

Students who received the visualized instruction and interacted

with the free recall version of the Drawing Test achieved significantly

' higher mean scores on the Terminology Test than did students cwho

rEtceived the verbal instruction alone and received the free recall

version of the Drawing Test.

An interaction was obtained among mode of instruction, mode of

achievement and order of Drawing Test (visualized instruction, non-
e

visual test format, and Drawing Test administered before receiving

the individual criterion tests) was obtained on the Identification

Test.

An interaction was found to exist among mode of

)

nstruction,

mode of achievement test and order of Drawing Test (vi'sualized

instruction, visual tests and drawing test received after comple-

tion of the individual criterion tests) for both the Total Criterion

Test (delayed retention) and for ,the Drawing Test.

The findings of this study indicate that the visualized version of the

instructional unit significantly improved students information aCquisition of

the type measured by the criterion measures employed in this study--on both the

immediate and delayed retention tests administered two weeks later. The visual

testing Mode was found to be more effective on the Comprehension and Total

215
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Criterion Tests (immediate retention) and on the Identification Tests (delayed

'retention). This finding would tend to support the contention that although

information acquisition may be facilitated by means of visualization -it, is cOn-

,verted from the visual to the Verbal for storage and retrieval purposes. It is

also possible that the visual approach to testing employed in this study was

novelland since the Students were unfamiliar with this type,of testing their

performed poorly. Interactions' among mode of instruction and order of testing

indicate that students' performance is influenced not.only by how content is

Ae-

presented and evaluated, but also by the order in which specific cognitive

learning levels are evaluated. These findings offer significant implications

not only for those individuals involved in formal instructional development
' -

activities but also for'those individuals who are concerned with improving

the learning environment within the global teaching-learning process.

The general expectation that visual testing would be a more effective

evaluation strategy than verbal testing in retrieving, from students, informa-
,

4

tion acquired from visualized intruction.was not realized. However, it is

important to note that students who .received the visual,ized instruction achieved

significantly higher mean test.scores on all ceiterion measures)On both the

immediate and delayed retention tests.' It is possible that stuuent perarmance

on the visual tests was lower than might have been expected because for most of

them this was their first exposure to visual testing and they were not quite

sure how to respond. ;It ight be that a rehearsal session where students would

.

become acquainted.with the type of test format they were to receive might have

altered the results significantly; at least would have put visual esting on

a more equal basis with the conventional verbal multiple choice format. Secondly,

"the intentional, design of the visual distractors in the vfsual test format (so

that they were congruent with the verbal distractors of the verbal items) imposed

23i216
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a severe limitation; the inVestigators, had they not been restricted by an

attempt to make congruent distractors, mfgh't have been able to design visual

.distractors that could have assessed more;alidly the students' level of

4

information retention..

,

It is also possible that when visualization is used to cOmplement verbal

'instruction' and the visualization is designed to be redundant, it is simply

providing an alternative iconic base from which students-can interact and com-

pound coMPlex content matbrial. Tilis line of ,reasoning seems to coincide with

the vel.bali-loop hypothesis (Glanzer & 1963b, 1964), which contends

that a stimulus ('Object or illustration),viewed by the learner is translated

into a series of words which are held in memory until 'they are needed by the

learner in making a covert or ovc:t response.

The resxelts of this preliminary research indicate that visual testing is

at least equal to verbal testing in measuring student achievement of specific

educational objectives. At this point it is important to recall that only one

type of visual testing format (type of visual) was employed to assess student.

'
learning on all the criterion measures; whereas, different'Verbal multiple

choice tests were used td meastke qudent achievement of the different educa-
.

tional,objectives. It may be that different visual testing formats are

:necessary if valid assessments-of staents' levels of achievement dt different

educational objectives are to be realized.

'The fact that visualization has been found eb facilitate students' learning

0

of different educational objectives and that interactions were obtained among

mode of instruction, mode of achTevement test and order .of test administration

_on several criterion tests indicates that there are some procedural considera-

--tions in the teaching-learning process which may be capitalized upon to even

further optimize the effect of visualized instruction and visual testing.
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One implication of our research is the need for further Study of individual
-

differences in information-processing ability and their relationship with

acquisition of nderstanding. It can be hypothesized that students relatively

unable to recreate instructiOnal enVironments will perform better under visual

content conditions. Interactions of,visual placement with inductive reasoning

ability have been noted-by Koran and Koran (1976).

Holliday and associates (1977) have argued from a zero-sum standpoint that

display of visuals, in text tay result in the readerts paying more attention to
d

one cue and less to another, resulting in reduced effectiveness of visuals.

This notion bears further investigation. If memory for visuals is greater thdn

memory for...text, the duration of that memory differential should be quantified

by means of delayed retention tests. Time-on-task requirements of students

receiving the different instruction and testing formats might also be considered

as another dependent variable in future research..

Recent research suggests that training students to create mental images

during instruction results in superior achievement (Canelos, 1979). Another

question-that might be investigated is the relative effectiveness of mentally

induced visualization vs. visuals provided in instrucd# as a function of

/individual learner differences. A corollary question Addresses the effective-

ness of asking students to generate images for which/there is no personal

knowledge,. or experience (i.e., episodic memorY).

The results of this ocperiment have suggested:a new direction for visualL.

in instruction and additional ideas for further reasoned study.
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NONVISUAL INSTRUCTION BOOKLET

SUPERIOR
VENA CAVA

As you would view a cross-sectional diagram of the hean, blood enters the right auricle
through veins. Only veins carry blood to the heart. The superiorvena cave ia one of the two
veins which deposits blood in tho right uunclo. Thom aro no valves at tho openings of those
veinsinto the right auricle. The superior vena cave drains blood into the right auricle from all
body parts above heart level; i.e., 'ileac' 'and arms.

VISUALIZED INSTRUCTION BOOKLET .

SUPERIOR
VENA CAVA

As you would view a cross-sectional diagram of the heart, blood enters the right auricle
through veins. Only veins carry blood to the heart. The superior venacave is one of the two
veins which deposits blood in the right auricle. There are no valves at the openings of these
veins into the right auricle. The superior vena cava drains blood into the rightauricle from all
body parts above heart levol; i.e., head and arms.

VERBAL TEST ITEM
When blood is being forced out the right ventricle, in what position is the trictispid valve?

A. partially opened C. open
. B. partially closed D. closed

VISUAL TEST ITEM
The position of the tricuspid valve when blood is forced out of the right ventricle

A

FIG URE3,
Verbal snit Visual Fanoof the Slime Question on the Comprehension Criterion Test
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Figure 2. Free ReOall and Cued Recall Versions of the Drawing Test

Name

Plate A. Drawing Test -.Free Recall

DZte

. Draw a picture of a heart in the space below.

2. list the names of the various parts.in the
numbered spaces at the bottom of this sheet.

3. Place the numbers.of.the identified pars where
they would be located on the heart.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Name

Plate B. Drawing Test Cued Recall

Date

Dtaw a.picture of asheart and place the number' of the
identified parts where they would be located on the
heart:

1. superior vena cava
2. aorta
3. tricuspid valve
4. pulmonary vein
5. septum
6. epicardium
7, aortic valve
8. pulmonary valve
9. inferior vena cava

10. pulmonary artery
11. myocardium
12. endocardium
13. mitral valve
14. right auricle
15. right ventricle
16. left auric1 e-
17. left ventricle
18. apex
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Figure4.. Experimental design with distribution of subjects
by cell.
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Figure 5. Interactions on the

Pi

VI Visualized Instruction
NVI Nonvisualized Instruction
NVT Nonvistial Testing (Verbal)
VT Visual Testing

BEFORE Drawing Test Administered
Prior to Criterioh Test

AFTER Drawing'Test Administered
After Criterion'Test

NVi VT

Plate 1. Interaction among mode of
instruction, acfiievement test and order

of Dikawing Test on the Identification

Test. /

Immediate and Delayed Testing

15

10

VERBAL CUED FltEE RECALL

Plate 2. Interaction between mode of
instruction and mode of,Drawing Test on
the Terminology Test.

VI _AFTER

VI BEFORE

__.NVI AFTER

NVI BEFORE

0 \ NVT VT

Plate 3. Interaction among mode of

i t uction achievement testand order

3

ns r
of Drawing Test on the Drawing Test.
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r

NVT

VT.AFTER

NVT BEFORE

VT BEFORE.

NVT AFTER

f----

VT

Plate,4, Interaction among mode of
instruction, achievement test and order

of Drawing Test on.the Total Criterion
Test (Delayed Retention).



TABLE 1. Means, Standard Deviations, and Reliability.Coefficients Obtained from the Nonvisual and
Visual Test.Formats on'Each Criterion.Measure for Immediate and Delayed Retention. ,z

Variablai

I.

.

Identification

Test

Immediate Delayed

Terminology

Test

Immediate Delayed

Comprehension Total Criterion

Test Test
, ,

Lmmediate Delayed Immediate Delayed-

Diawing

Test

Cued Recall

Verbal (Nonvisual) Tests-

.No. of Test Items 20 20 20 20 2.0 60 60 18

Mean-Score 13.93 12.63 13.37 11.36 10.23 38.80 34.21 10.63

SD 4.52 4.49 4.31 4.42 .3.69 3.73 11.28 11.13 4.64

Kuder-Richardson.
Formula 20 Reliability . 86 . 83 . 82, . 81 . 72 . 74 .92 ..91 .89

rJ
w.

Coefficient

Visual Tests Free Reclii
y.

Na of Test Items 20 20 20 20 20 20 60 . 60 18

Mean Score 13.46 12.20 11.98 11.04 9.87 9.80 35.32 33.04 8.72

SD .4.21 4.46 3.67 3.70
--,

3.99 3.99 10.66 10.73 . 5.13

Kuder-Richardson
Formula 20 Reliability .82 .82 .74 ,74 .76 .66 .91 ,90 .92
Coeffieient
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0

In manTareas of training and technical'education, convention demands

/the 'use ofline-drawings to present conceptual information. Effectiveness
k

--Of'thematerials May be liMited due to learner differences not only in

abilitylto discriminate a visual into component details, but also in, .

strategies used to generalize specific information into concepts. The

_ fcognitive.style_field-dependence-independence has been related empirically

to these differences (Witkin, Moore, Goodenough & Cox, ,1977).

The aim of the present study was to ivestigate treatment variables

which may interact to facilitate perception and learning of a concept.

Effective task performance.required the design of a functionaa mediacontext

from which relevant concept attributes could be easily discriminated and

generalized.

In a typical concept-attainment task, learners are required to

distinguish examples froM non-example8 of each concept class. To complete

this'task suCcessfully a learner needs'the aptitude caiDacity to discriminate

and generalize the small visual details whjch characterize each concept

examPle. Gagne (1977) has specified that discrimination and generalization

skills are basic to.all Concept'learning. He noted that the learner must
t.

first distinguish releVant details (discriminate), then further organize

this information as a basia for,classifying new items as examples or

non-examples of a concept class (generalize). Previous research findings

have indicated that concept attainment task$ are often more demanding for

field-dependent individuals (Dickstein, 1968; Kirschenbaum, 1968; Witkin,
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Moore, Goodenough & Coxy 1977). Individuals whO are perceptually field-

dependent have been found to experience their world in a less otifferentiated

fashion-when dealing with perceptual/cognitive.tasks'(Witkin, Gooaehough &

Oltman, 1977; Witkin & Goodenough, 1977). The field dependent learner

.tends to rely on external referents which influence the strategies Used in

concepeattainment tasks. That is, field-dependent perbonS tend to accept

'the visual field PassiVelyi as presehteC.and ignore importantodetails

which presumably are hot salient to them. Furthermore, they appear .tó be

dominated by the most salient or noticeable parts of a visual'(Didkstein,

1968IKirschenbaum, 1968). Hence, field-dependent,individuals may be

handicapped by unstructured materials in which relevaRt details are not

made salient (Goodenough, 1976; Witkin, Moore, Goodenough & Cox, 197.7).

Their tendency to display less diffetentiated functioning is also evident

in the processing strategies they use when directed to form concept

hypotheses. Their hypothesis-testing strategy has been associated with

a partist approach (Goodenough, 1976; Kirschenbaum, 1968). The field-

dependent learner tends to form one concept hypothesis at a time based on

the most noticeable or salient features of the concept example. If

subsequent examples/reveal that the hypothesis is not valid, then new

features are chosen, and a new hypothesis is formedIf subsequent

'examples.Substantiete these featuresi then the hypothesis is retained

(Goodenough, 1976). In other words, the field-dependent tends to note

passively the dominant, salient,cues, until it becomes obvious that certain

features are associated with positive examples of the concept (Witkin,

Moore, Goodenough & Cox, 1977).

This strategy may be contrasted.With that of the field-dependent

learners. These learners are capable of More differentiated functioning. 'I.
Thai is, they are capable of using their restructuring skills as:internal

240
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mediational processes (Witkin, Moore, Go denough.&- Coxl 1977). Their

hypothesis-testing strategies have been with a Aolist approach

(Goodenough, 19761Kixscbenbabm, 1968). The field-independent learner

.1
tends.to scan the first positive concept example, and to retain all its

\,
attributeSjor'later comparison.with those in subsequent examples. If the

llypothesis is proven to be inappropriate, then a revised hypothesis is

formed. The\ wholist strategy of hypothesis testing is more active than the

partist approach, and ha's resulted in better learning performance

particularly when subjects were under time pressure (Bruner, Goodnow &

Austin, 1956; Bourne, 1966). _In his discussion of hypothesis-testing

strategies, Mayer (1977) pointed out that the superiority.of the wholist

strategy could be due to its reduced demands on memory. The wholist has'

only to rememberthe atFributes of the first example. Subsequent checks

against examples reduce the memory.requirement, as the wholist is able to

eliminate those.attributes ithich fail to reappear.. Conversely, the memoF

demands for the partist strategy will increase with each wrong hypothesis.

Subsequent new hypotheses will need to incorporate a record of all;prior

hypotheses that were disproven, to avoid using them twice. In summary;

f\ield-dependent learners may be handicappedl_byunstructured materials and

lack of salient relevant detailS upon which to base their hypotheses (cf.

Goodenough, 1976; Witkin, Moore, Goodenough & Cox, 1977). The difficulty

of field-dependent learners may be particularly apparent when instructional

time is limited by,a fixed-pace presentation.

In a discussion-of supplantation approaches, Salomon (102)

supported Cronbach & Snow 6.969) by proposing,that instructional materials

should be developed "which for subjects to pay attention to and

differentiate among details [and thus supplant or] compensate for the

subject's deficient attentional and discrimination skills" (p.320).



Supplantation is based on the theory that learning will be most effectiVe

when the requirements of the learning task, and methods.ot presenting

information either precisely ptmplement. the internal processing skills of

the learner, or,adapt to the aptituae of the student (cf. Ausburn &

Ausburn, 1978). The present study sought to combine functional media

attributes according to a supplantation model which aimed to increase the

effectiveness of the visuals for ll subjects. That, is, the study aimed to

use a compensatory supplantation approach to facilitate concept attainment

for field-dependent learners by "short-circuiting" prqcessing demands (cf.

Salomon, 1979).. ate "short circuiting" method provides ready-made

transformations which save the learner from having to perform the required

probessing operations. In Ausburn & Ausburnrs terms (1977), this

supplanation apprOach may utilize media as a "connecting link",which would

otherwise be incomplete due to a learner's inabilitY to meet certain task-

demands. Ausburn & Ausburn viewed thiS media link as a connection between

learner and task-that is facilitated through, the use of supplantation

techniques which form a bridging mechanism. Heidt (1977) has stressed that
\

supplantation may vary not Only in the nature of the process being

supplanted, but also in the\amount of supplantation provided. Hence, the

present stud did not take an all-or-none view of.supplantation. Instead,

assumelia that;the amount of supplantation may vary accordi, g.to the
./

0
naeure Of the learning task and capacity of the learner to meet task',

processing demands. It was also assumed that the structural attributes of

media may vary according to learner aptitude and differing task demands.

An educational research MOdel which seeks to integrate the demands

of the learning task.with the aptitudes of learners and approprite media

characteristics has been termed "aptitude treatment interaction" (ATI) (cf.-

Cronbach & Sn9w, 1977) . In their discussion of methods which may be

24L,
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utilized to design ATI research, Cronbach & Snow noted that a researcher

.might begin, by'specifying-an aptitude of intereet. They further suggested'

that once an aptitude has been fixed, the researcher-ehould select

experimental variables that seem to be related.or patched to this aptitude.

Task analysis was-proposed as a first step in matching subject aptitude and

treatment variables.

Task analyses of aptitudes are essential .... Given an aptitude

variable and some arialysis of the processes it reflects, one

than [sic] asks: What instructional techniques would make this

competence especially relevant to learning? What would a

treatment have to provide to make learning easy for the

low-aptitude S? In constructing likely treatment variables,

the implications of the aptitude construct and oeprevious

validity studies on it need to be considered Once treatment

eleMents are identified, a factorial design in which all these

elements can be varied independently is an option. (Cronbach &

Snow, 1977, p.172).

These views of Cronbach k Snow (1977) were\ylcorporated in the design'of

the present study. The aptitude, field7depen ence-independence has

undergone extensive validation study (Witkin, 0 an, Raskin & Karp, 1971).

On the basis of the,processes reflected by this cognive style, a concept

attainment task was selected. This task was designed to be style eliciting.

That is, it sought to elicit strategies and effects related t both field-

varied both in the nature and the amoUnt of supplantation provided. These

structural attributes represent the three independent treatment variables

which were selected according to the hypothesized functions they may perform

for learners differing in aptitude. The three treatment variables were:

23

dependent and-field-independent capacities for functioning. The prepent

study also incorporated the uae of several structural media attributes %Mich
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(a) colour versus non-colour type of cueing;

(b) simple versus complex degree of informative detail;

(c) inductive versus deductive type of verbal presentation.

These treatments sought to combine media variables in an attempt to find an

effective means of in Teasing the salience, or noticeability of relevant

concept attributes.

The first treatment variable of interest was that of the use of

colour-cueing of relevant visual details. In colour-cued treatments, the

relevant features (attributes) of each concept class were coloured in red.

Both Hull (1920),and Trabasso (1963) have used red to emphasize relevant

attributes as an effective'aid to concept-attainment. On the basis of

discussions (e.g. Allen, 1975; Chute, 1979; Garrick, 1978) relating to

the potential functions of colour in instructional variable, several

considerationg°Ied to.the inclusion of colour-cueing. These included the

hypothesized ability of colOur:

\

(a) to direct attention to relevant details by making cues more salient

and by delineating figure-ground relationships;

(b) to isolate details while maintaining context relationships as an aid

in making discriminations.

(c) to provide organizational aids by showing interrelatedness.

It was hypothesized that these functions may facilitate concept attainment

by increasing the salience of relevant concept attributes. However, colour

appears to be a "fragile cue ... apt to be.superceded by more potent cues"

(Otto & Askov, 1968; p.163). Both Otto & Askov and Chute (1979) have

suggested that instructional materials should not have colour as the only

cue available to facilitate processing especially in complex tasks that are

high in stimulus similarity. This should not be interpreted to suggest

that colour is an ineffective cue. When used to perform an integral

233
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function (cf. Chute, 1979) , colour can be more effective, especially when

the relevant concept attribute is embedded (Trabasso, 1963). Both Chute

(1979) & Lamberski & 'Roberts (1979) have suggeeted that the value of colOur

may lie in it8 possible interrelated role.

Trabasso (1963) revealed that the effect of colour emphasizers may

be reduced by counter-'emphasizers; that is, irrelevant information which

was not held constant, appeared to Compete for the subject's attention by

directing the learner away from releyant details. Many relevant-cue

theorists (e.g., Canelos, 1979; Dwyer, 1972) propose that in some learning\

tasks, complexity should be edited or simplified in order to avoid

processing interference caused by too many relevant cues. To test these

views, the present study included both simple line-drawing and complex

.

line-drawing treatments as a second independent, treatment variable. This

variable was termed degree of. informative detail, in order to reinforce

that degree of abstraction/realism was not used to differentiate simple

from complex line-drawings.

In complex treatments, the line-drawings were high fri informative

detail; that is, they showed a high degree of interior (figure) and ground

detail that was not related to the concept. Simple line-drawings were

lower in degree of informative detail; that is, they showed mainly relevant

interior (figure) detail and as little irrelevant detail as possible.

Several functional considerations led to the\inclusion of simple degree of

informative detail in the stud.y. These included the hypothesized ability

of simple line-drawings:

(a) to isolate'details while maintaining context relationships (c f.

Heidt, 1977);
4

(b) to reduce the counter-emphasizer effect of irrelevant stimuli (cf.

Trabasso, 1963);

234
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(c) to decrease abstraction time and learner effort (cf. Canelos, 1979;

Fleming & Sheikhian:,..1972; and Joseph, 1979);

(d) to facilitate objectives requiring the comprehension,and explanation

. of concepts (cf. Arnold & bwyer, 1975).

In cue-summation theory, Severin (1967) raised the question of the

possible summation. of cues between auditory and visUal channels. The

Present study was also concerned with the possible summation of an

emphasizer effect by presenting information through more than one sense

modality. Hence, the third treatment variable related to the auditory

mode. This variable waS termed inductive versus deduCtive mode of verbal /

joresentation.

BOth inductive and deductive treatments ware presented via an

audiotape which accompanied the line-drawings. DeductiVe presentations

utilized a specific verbal deSbriptionof the features of each concept

type. The deductive presentation was made .immediately before the visuap.

presentation of examples and non-examples._ This mode of presentation May

be contrasted with the inductive mode which did not provide a verbal

description of each concept.type. Instead, the inductive presentation

urged the subjects to search for the defining attributes of each concept

type. The provision of a concept definition in addition to a set of

teaching examples has been found to be significanily-more facilitative than

a set of teaching examples alone (Feldman, 1972)Fie'llkin (1965) has

suggested that 'specification of concept-attributes may reduce learning

difficulty, by reducing the.number c : hypotheses to be considered. Ausubel

& Robinson (1969) have suggested that for learners to learn effectively,

they should be presented witb background information as a basis for

understanding new facts. This "advance organizer" approach may closely

parallel the deductive presentation used in the present study. Several
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studies have supported the use of descriptions which provide verbal cues to

concept definition (e.g., Frayer, 1970; Frederick, 1972;. Pishkin, 1965).

Based on the preceding research findings, several functional considerations
4

led to the inclusion of deductive mode of presentation in the'present

study. These included the hypothesized ability of deductive presentations:

(a) to.direct attention to relevant details through the use of verbal cues

and by increasing.redundancy of critical information;

(b) to.provide organizational aids thrOugh advance verbal description of

relevant details.

METHODOLOGY

A subject sample of 492 males aged 16-21 years, was drawn from a

College of Technical and Further Education in Melbourne, Australia. All

subjects were trade apprentices predominantly from the automotive

department. .Aptitude groups were designated on the basis of performance on

the Group Embedded Figiires Test (Witkin,,Oltman, Raskin & Karp; 1971).

Field-independent subjects were determined to represent the upper 27 1/2%

of highest scoring subjects. .Field-dependent subjects were determined.to,

represent the lower 27 1/2% of lowett scoring subjects (cf. Feldt,' 1961).

The instructional materials consisted of a peries of line-drawings which

were copied onto filmstrip with an accompanying audiotape.. The topic "Fuel

Injector Nozzles in Diesel Engines" was chosen as a suitable concept-

attainment task. Five types of injectors were selected.td represent five

different concept Classes. Most.of the injectors had global similarities,

yet, each concept class had specific differences which allowed for the

classification of each example into one of the five concept groups.

Subjects were pretested for existing knowledge, and then randomly assigned

to'an individual sound/filmstrip machine which was loaded with one of the

treatment combinations. Each treatment was externally-paced. The three

treatment variable combined to form eight treatments, each of which
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contained either colour or non-colour.cueing, plus either simple or complex

line-drawings accompanied by either an inductive\or deductive verbal

presentation. By administering these eight treatment combinations to

blocks of either extreme field-dependent or extreme field-independent

subjects, a.total of sixteen treatMent groups was formed. 'Thus, a 2x2x2x2

factorial, extreme-groups design waS used to impleMent this study. For the

discussion which follows the results of two immediate posttest measures

will be outlined and compared.

1. a definition test. Subjects were asked to provide definition

(using words and/or pictures) of what each of the\five concept
\

types had "looked like". The test was administered immediately

following the instructional sequence for each concept.type. .An

objective.rating scale, based on concept analysis, was developed

to facilitate the scoring of the definitions.

The ability to provide an accurate definition of a concept appears

to relate to the formal level of Klausmeier, Ghatala & Fiayer's model of

conceptual, learning (1974). At this level the learner can identify examples

and non-examples of the concept, and most importantly can name the concept

and accurately identify it in terms of all its relevant attributes;

2. An identification test (referred to as the line-drawingS test).

Following the completion of all instructional Sequences, the

subjects were presented with a series of line-drawings for

identification.

The ability to identify different examples as belongin7 to the same

concept.class appears to relate to the classificatory level of Klausmeier,

Ghatala & Prayer's model of conceptual learning (1974). At the

classificatory level, the learner not only can discriminate andrecognize

concept attributes, but also can generalize to other examples op the basis
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of specific, common attributes. rt is important to note that learners who

performed'well on the line-drawing test may have also reached the formal

level of attainment.

DATA ANALYSIS

It should be-noted that there was Some subject mortality after

subject alloCation to treatments resulting in unequal n's in the treatment

of groups. These subject losses were causd by equipment breakdown and

administrative procedures. Mortality was not related to the experimental

treatments. Analyses of designs with.unequal sample size's may warrant

consideration of the possible violation of the homogeneity of variance

assumptior (Keppel, 1982; Kirk, 1968). Hence, in the present study, this

assumption was tested using the Hartley Test using procedures given by

Kirk, 1968. lesults .indicated that the homogeneity assumption was not

violated (see Table 1). This permitted the use of standard F tables in the

analysis of data from this study.

A four-way analysis of variance was used to investigate main effects

'and interactions among the four factors; that is, the three treatment

variables and the subject aptitude variable. Where a significant three-way

'interaction occurred, post hoc analyses were conducted to test for simple

main effects. :These tests used procedures and formulas given by KePpel,

1973; Kirk, 1968 . Simple effects "refer to the detailed or specific

effects of an independent variable; these effects are revealed by

examining the treatment means within the body of the matrix row by row or

column by column" (Keppel, 1982, p.176).

The Pretest

Analyses of scores for the pretest of prior knowledge revealed that

there was no significant difference between the pretest scores of the

field-independent and field-dependent groups, t (247) = 1.08, p;s.l.

238
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The Definition Test

Analyses of variance revealed two statistically significant main

effects. No significant interactions were found 'beyond the .05 level (see

Table 2). ..A

The analyses
I

plus.inspection of relevant treatment means reVealed

that:

(a) Field-independent subjects ecarecisignificantly higher than field-

dependent subjects, F (1,233) = 22.33, 2.4.001.

(b) Subjects in the deductive treatments scored significantly higher than

t-
subjects in the inductive treatments, F (1,233) = 42.65, 114 .0001.

All treatment group means and standard deviations for the definition

posttest have been presented in Tables 3 and 4.

The Line-Drawings Test

Analysiz variance revealed statistically significant findings for

the line-drawingsAest. As interactions were found,.the. main effects of

_ the factors involved in the interactiim must be interpreted with caution

(cf. Keppel, 1982). The analysis of variance and.inspection of treatment

means suggested the following main effects: (a) Degree of informative

detailstudents in simple line-drawing treatments scored significantly

higher than students in complex line-drawing treatments, F (1,229) = 10.45,
A

E 4.01. (b) Mode of verbal presentationthe deductiVe-treatments resulted

in significantly higher score8 than the inductive treatments, F (1,229)

= 11.95, il.c.001. (c). Subject aptitudefield-independent subjects scored

significantly higher than field-aependent subjects on the line-drawing

(identification) test, F (1,229) =:-60.36, Et .0001.

The,analysis4of line-drawing, scores also revealed two statistically

significant interactions: Simple/complex treatment (degree of informative

detail) interacted.with field-dependendem,independence (subject aptitude),

c)r.-

239,
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F (1,229) = 6.31, p 4.05. The colour/non-colour'cueing by simple/complex

drawings by inductive/deductive treatments interaction; (that is, type of

colour cueing x degree of informative detail x mode of verbal presentation)

also was significant,F (1,229) = 5.30 E14.05 . Table 5 provides a summary

of the analysis.of variance.

The presence of significant interactiOns in the analysis of variance

renders the main effects unimterpretable without further analyses of the

nature of the interactions. These tests were conducted and led to the

following results. Figure 1 graphically pre'Sents the means of the

significant three-way interadtion. It is iMportant to note that the

influence of colour/non-colour cueing appears to be significant in this

higher-order interaction.' This led tb a test of the siMple interactipn

effect of the simple/complex variable with the inductive/deductive variable

for each of the colour and Ticm-colour treatment groups. The results of

these F tests indicate that the interaction effects were not,significant in-,.

colourt-cued treatmentS,. but were significant in non-colour-cued treatments,,

F .(1,229) = 4.87, Et4.05. A summary of the results,of the tests ofsimple

interaction effects may be found in Table 6.

Subsequent analyses of simple, simple main effects of the three-way

interaction revealed that. there was no significant difference between

,g

deductively presented, simple, non-colour-cued treatments and inductively

presented, simple, non-colour-cued treatments. However, deductively

presented, complex, non-colour-cued treatments scored signi,ricantly higher

than inductively presented, complex, non-colour treatments; F (1,229)

= 10.84, El <.001. See Figure 1 (right panel) and Table 7. This pattern of,

results was not evidenced in colour-c6ed treatments: Analyses'of Simple,

simple main effects revealed that in treatments that were colOur-cued,

there was no significant differences between deductively presented, complex

' 240
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treatments and inductively presented, complex treatments. However, deductiVely pre-

, sented, simple, colour-cued treatments were superior to inductively presentea, simple,

ColOur-cued treatments; F (1,229) = 6.95, p.c..01. See Figure 1 (left panel). and Table 7.

A second set of simple, simple main effects focused on simple/complex degree of

informative detail. These analyses revealed that simple, inductive, non-colour treat-

ments scored higher than comPlex, indUctive, non-colour, treatments; F-(1,229) = 946'
!

p <.01. There was no significant difference between simple, deductive, non-colour.
,

,treatments and complex, deductive, non=colour treatments. See Figure 1 (right panel)

and Table 7. This pattern of results was not evidenced in colour-cued treatments.

Analyses revealed that in treatments that were colour-cued, there was a significant

difference between simple, deducti.i7e treatments and complex deductive treatments;

F (1,229) = 4.09, p 4.05. Howe;ier, there was no ignificant difference between

simple,,inductive, colour-cued treatments and complex, inductive, colour-cued treat-.,

\

ments: See Figure 1 (left panel) and Table 7.

Figure 2 graphically illustrates the cell meanS of the.significant two-w4Y

interaction and shows the score differences between .fielddependent and field-indepen-

dent subjects in both simple and comi4ex line-drawing treatments. To support this

visual inspection, the scores were tested for simple main effects. The results of

these'F tests revealed that field-independent subjects in simple line-drawing treathents

scored significantly higher than field-independent subjects in complex line-drawing

: treatments; F (1,229) = 17.45, p <.001. See Table 8. The analres for.the field-'_
.

dependent subjects was not significant at the .05 level. Inspection of Figure 2 also
-.

. .

reveals thatfield-independent subjects' performance was superior to'field-dependent
\\

subjects' performance. The superiority for field-independent scores was found to be

signifitant for both simple treatments; F (1,229) = 54.50, p <.001 and complex treat-

ments; F (1,229) = 13.90, p <.001.

All treatment group means and standard deviations for the line-drawings post-

test have been presented in Tables 9 and 10.
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DISCUSSION

e'

Results from'both immediate measures confirmed that learners with

field-dependent aptitude,have difficulty'with externally-paced, concept

attainment-tasks which require ability to discriminate and generalize. It

was not the intent of this paper to depict the field-independent.subject,as

a "better" learner. Nevertheless, it is likely that performance on many
!'

concept attainment tasks maY be facilitated by a more differentiated,

field- independent strategy,. Concept learniri§ may be hampered by an

extreme field-dependent orientation.particularlY when relevant cues are not
0

salient and not clearly organized, and-when instructional time is limited

by fixed-pace presentations

On-theZ14n&-drawings posttest field-independent subjects' performance

was most faciliti.ted thrOugh the use of simple line-drawings as opposed to '

complex-line-drawings. However, field-dependent subjects' performance did

not appear to be similarly influenced by degree of informative detail.

This finding is in agreement with that of Frederick (1968) who found that

only more analytic learners were sensitive to amounts of relevant vertus

irrelevant information. As was also apparent in the line-drawings podttest,

Frederick's less analytic subjects' performance was 'naffected by changes

11in the degree of irrelevant information, whilst mor analytic subjects'

:performance was affected by these changes.. .Presuma ly, field-independent

indivrduals may have the aptitude to process,visuals that have a high

.degree of irrelevant information (cf. Koran, Snow & McDonald, 1971), Yet,

'it is possible, that simple line`drawings decreas d abstraction time and

processing effort which permitted more efficient and effective processing

by field-independent subjects. Conversely, fiel -dependent individuals may

have greater'difficulty in isolating relevant information inmmateria1s with

high degree of irrelevant information (cf. Koran, Snow & McDonald, 1971).

o,
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Yet, it is possible, that simple line-drawings did not provide adequate

supplantatlon to overcome their processing difficulties nhigh were evident

in the line-drawing posttest. Perhapi, field-dependent learners needed

a mdre powerful, cue-summation effect of combining selected functional

attributes, to supplant their'procesSing weaknesses? In this light, findings /
from the line-drawings posttest warrant consideration. While simple line-

.

drawings facilitated performance in general, for allplearners, the three-Way

interaction of all treatment variables suggested that specific treatment
.

combinations may provide effective compensatory supplantation for field-

dependent learneiS. Ftrthermore, these treatment combinations may also

function to activate the appropriate processing modes of fieldindependent

learners.

In general, there was rib significant difference between colour-cued,.

and non-colour-cued materials. However, analyses of the three-waY
a

interaction of treatment variables revealed thatthe pattern of results'in

colour-cued treatments differed to_the pattern of results in non,-colcur7cued

treatment. "This confirmed the potential impact of type of colour-cueing as

'en interactive variable. The implication of this finding may be significant

in the design and prescription of instructional materials. That iS, when

visuals were colour-cued, simple visuals presented deductively were
,

superior to simple/inductive, complex/deductive, and by inference to,

complex/inductive treatments (see Figure 1). However, when visuals were

# non-colour-cued, performance was impeded by complex visuals presented

inductively. These findings suggest/ that: (a) complex/induCtive treatments

%were inappropriate.fbr concept-attainment tasks utilizing an identification

measure typified by the line-drawings task; (b) siMple/deductive treatmentS

were appropriate for concept-attainment tasks utilizing an identification

measure typified by the line-drawings,task; and (c) the appropriate

26o243
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selection Of either simple/inductive or complex/deductive treatments may

be dependent upon the presence Or absence of. colour-cueing. When visuals

were Colour-cued, simple/inductive and complex/deductive treatments'.

appeared to be less successful than simple/deductive treatments.
. ,

Conversely, when visuals were non-colour-cued, simple/indOctive and

complex/deductive tre,itments were as succea'sful as simple/deductive

treatments. These relative differences'in treatment effectiveness may be

related to differences in processing ease which may have been accentuated

by the limited time available in this externally-paced task. In some

cases, the addition of colour may _increase processing demands and time

-(cf. Lamberski & Roberts, 1979). The inclusion of complex and/or

inductive treatments may have added to these processing 'demands in

colour-cued treatments, resulting in poorer performance. Conversely, the

combination of simple/deductive/colour may have reduced processIng and

time,demands, by producing a cue-summation effect which functioned to

isolate, emphasize and organize relevant information. For example, the

deductive presentations may have clarified the significance of the

colour-cueing, as opposed to inductive modes which gave no processing

clues as to the meaning of the colour cues. The simplified visuals may

have further reduced processing and time demands-by aiding colour cups to

isolate and direct attention to relevant concept details. When v4uals

were non-coloudcued, only the complex,inductive treatment resulted in

. -

significantly lower performance. This result may be also attributed to an

increase in processing demands and time associated with this treatment.

The other treatments provided either simple visuals to isolate and/.

emphasize relevant cues, or deductive presentations to emphasize and .

organize relevant details. The non-colour, complex, inductive treatment

did not provide any of these processing aids. Processing demands and

2 6 I
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time, andassociated processing difficulty appear to have increased as a

consequenbe, resulting in poorer performance.

The general superiority for adeductive mode of presentation

(definition postteet) is in keeping with findings reported by Klausmeier,

Ghatala & li.ayer (1974), Remstad (1969), and Swanson (1972),who have

supported the rate of verbal emphasizets_as facilitating performance on a

concept attainment task. As Klaurmeier et al. pointed outi, definitions

-may make relevant cues more noticeable and, as a result, may aid in the

differentiation of relevant fromfirrelevant information. This may

increase both learning efficiency and effectiveness by reducing the number

of possible] hypotheses (Pishkink 1965), which may be helpful in reducing

the memory demands which have!been associated with field-dependent

hypOthesis-testing strategiesi.(cf. Mayer, 1977). By providing ready-made

. transformations, the deductivle presentations may have facilitated both

field-dependent and field-in

organizers which presented a

restructuring of the visual

Robinson, 1969; Lewis, 1980)

ependent processing by providing advance

format to guide the organization and

formation which followed (cf. Ausubel &

The facilitative effect of advance

preparation of learners has be n documented previously by several sources

(e.g.,'Allen, 1975; and Gagne ROhwer, 1969). ,In the definition

.posttest, mode of verbal presentation represented an important

consideration which influenced pe4ormance on a.concept task requiring
\

that subjectp provide an accurate description Of the concept. As
1

deductive presentations provideda Complete verbal description.of all

concept attributes, it is not surpri g that 'these presentations were

found to result in superior performan e on the definition posttest.

. Cronbach & Snow (1977) have sugg sted that the design of instruction

should be selective according to aptitude. Their emphasis is directed
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rds the choice of appropriate instructional techniques, rather than

to th 'selection of a medium as an invariant entity. This view is

particularly appropriate when considering the implications for

instructional'practice suggested.by this study. First, the results

suggest practical implications in terms of specific processes reflected

by field-dependent and field-independent learners when dealing with

line-drawings. The findings complement these implications by supporting

the'view that the design of instruction should be selective because of

cognitive style differences in processing information in a concept

attainment task. Although the same.treatmepts often, facilitated both

field-dependent/field-independent performance, one important iMplication

should not be overlooked. While the effective treatments permitted-

field-independent indivudals to perform more successfully,'for the

field-dependent learners, these same treatments may have been of critical

iMportance in reaching a criterion of success. A expected,

field-dependent individuals appeared to be handicapped in reaching

higher levels of concept attainment. The effective treatments mav have

been,imperative for,acceptable performance by field-dependent learners who

may have needed specific supplantation in order to meet a basic performance

criterion. Pedagogical procedures need to acknowledge the potential

relationship between the processing capacity ofia learner and the

processing demands for information to be acquired. Consequently,

instructional eiesigners/educators should tailor materials to fit both the

cognitive, psychological requirements of the task and the cognitive style

predispositions of learners. In so doing, they will promote a regard for

the individual that is made possible throt-h aptitude sensitive

instruction.

2 6
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MEAN Line Drawing
Score)
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Figure 1 : Graph of treatment means of the significant three-way interaction -
(colour/non-colour X simple/complex X inductive/deductive
treatments)--line-.drawing posttest
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Figure 2'z Graph of treatment means of the significant
two-way interaction (simple/complex treatment
X fie10,-dependent/field-independent aptitude)
--line.-drawing posttest
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Table 1

Results of Hartley's Test of Homogeneity of-
Variance.iOr-rall Posttes-t Scores (Study I)
(Kirk, 1968, p.62)

Largest Smallest
Posttest Variance Variance df may.

Line
DrawingS 23.98 7.27 16,13 3.30

Definitions 63.93 11.46 16,16 5.58

* p > .05

249
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Table.2

Analysis of Variance of Scores on Definition
Test Iems (Study I)

Sourde of Variance SS df . .MS

A Colour/Non Colour
Treatments 76.205 1 76.205 - 2.40

B. Simple/Complex
Treatments 112.528 1 112.528 3.50

6 Inductive/Deductive
**

Treatments 1352.196 1 1352.196 42.65
D Field-Dependent-

*
Independent Aptitude 707.875 1 707.875 22.33

AxB 4.25 1 4.255 0.13
AxC 98.764 1 98,764 3.12
AxD 61.446 1 61.446 1.94
BxC 34.853 1 34.853 1.10
BxD 4.606 1 4.606 0.15
CxD 53.609 1 53.609 1.69

AxBxC 37.480 1 37.480 1.18
AxBxD 22.833 1 22.833 0.72
AxCxD 20.930 -1 .20.930 0.66
BxCxD 49.175 1 49.175 1.55

AxBxCxD 45608 1 45.608 1.44

Explained 2720.107 15 181.340 5.72

Aesidual 7386.769 233 31.703

TOTAL', 10106.876 248 40.7.54

< .001

** < .0001

2 6 ,
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Table 3,

Treatment Group Means & Standard Deviations for Field-Dependent and Field-Independent
Aptitude (Definition Posttest)

TREATMENTS

Field-Dependent
iF .(sp) n .

APTITUDE
Field-Independent
7- (sD). .11

ROW

(a)

1. Simple,Inductive,Non-Colour 20.00 (5,82) 19 23.87 (3.74) 15 . 21.71 (5.31) 34

2. Simple,Inductive,Colour 16.80 (3.38) 15 20,43 (5.54) 14 18.55. (4.84) 29

3. Complex,Inductive,Non-Colour 1,76 (5.58) 17 21.06 (8.00) 17 18.91 (7.13) 34

4. Complex,Inductive,Colour 18.53 (5.77) 15 16.81 : (6.04) 16 17.65 (5.87) 31

5. Simple,Deductive,Non-Colour. 21.64 (7.70) 14 6..12 (6.42) 17 24.09 (7.27) 31

N 6. Simple,Deductive,Colour 23.00 (5.69) 16 26.13 (5.18) 15 24.52 (5.59) 31

1.4 7. Complex,Deductive,Non-Colour 21.29 (4.41) 14 26.40 (3.87) 15 23.93 (4-.83) 29

8-. CompleX,Deductive,Colour 21.07 (4.96) 15 25.63 (5,26) 15 23.50 (5.60) 30

COLUMN 19.84 (5.80) 125 23.32 (6.49) 124 21.57 (6.38) 249

2 6 ,D
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Table 4

Treatment Group Means & Standard Deviations for Aptitude x Degree of Informative Detail
Type of Colour Cueing x Mode of Presentation (Definition Posttest)

TREAITMENTS

Field-Dependent
(SD) n

APTITUDE
Field-Independent

X (SD) n. K

ROW

(SD)

A. Degree of Tpformative Detail:
(low) Simple 20.36 (6.11) 64 24.26 (5.70) 61 22.26 (6.21) 125
(high) Complex 19.29 (5.45) 61 22.41,. (7.09) 63 20.87 (6.51) 124

B. Type of Colour Cueing:
Colour Cued 19.90 (5.52) 61 22.27 (6.62) 60 21.07 (6.21) 121
Non-Colour 19.78 (6.06) 64 24.31 (6.11) 64 22.05 (6.53) 128

C. Mode of Presentation:
Inductive 18.11 (5.13) 66 20.50 (5.84) 62 19.27 (6.02). 128
Deductive 21.86*(5.69) 59 26.15 (5.17) 62 24.02 (5.85) 121cn-COLUMN 19.84 (5.80) 125 23.32 (6.49) 124 21.57 (6.-3-8) 249
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Table

AnalySis of Variance for Stdres on Line Drawing_

Posttest, Items
\ (Study I)

Source of,Variahce

'A Colour/Non7Colour, TreatmentS

B Simple/COmplex Treatments

Ihagctive/Deductive
Treatments

D Field7Dependent-Independent,
Aptitgde

AxB

AxC

/AxD

BxC

BxD

CxD

AxBxC

\AxBxD

\AxCxD
k

TcCxE

AxBxCxD

Explained

Residual
1

1.k. TOTAL

1.106 1 1.106 0,08

141.401 1 141.401 10.45*

161.716 1 161.716 11.95***

816.918 1 816.918 60.36****

0.017 1 0.017 0.00

6.591 1 6.591 0.49

' 0.884 1 0.884 0.0727.057 1 27.057 2.00

85.416 1 85.416 6.31*,

2.330 1 2.330 0.17 ,

10.117 1 10.117 0.75

f

1 1407.626 15 93.842 6.93

3049.174 229 13.534

/

4'36.800 244 18.470

SS df MS

I 71.710 1 71.710 5.30*

3.945 1 1945 0.29

42.299 1 42.299 3.13

10.584 1 10.584 0.78

p <.025

** p =.00r

*** p <.001

**** p <.6001

2 7 0.*
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Table

Summary,of Vaiiancs for Soores on the,Line
Drawings Posttest Items/Including Tests for
Eimple Interaction Effects.
. (Adapted from Keppel, 1973, pp.286-290,
pp.325-327, pp.360362; 1982, pp.304-309,
pp.341-344; and Kirk, 1968, pp.222-224) ,

27

1
Source of Variance SS df MS

A Colour/NOn4.,Colour
.Treatments 1.106 1 1.106 0.08

B Simple/Complex Treatments 141.401 '1 141.401: 10.45***

C Inductive/Deductive 1

Treatments 161.716 1 161.716 11.95***

BxC '27.057 1 27.057 1.99

BxC at a 9.347 1 9.347 0.691
,

BxC at a
f 2' 66.023

-
1 66.023

-
4.87*

AxBxC 71.710 1 71.710 ,5.30**

Residual 099.174 229 13.534

TOTAL 45d6.800 244 18.470

p< 0:25

** 2.< .025

*** p<.001.

1. a
1

= colour-cued

= nOn,'-colour-cued

254
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Table

:Summary of the Analysis of Variance on Line-
Drawing Test Items, Including Tpsts for Simple,

, Simple Main Effects

(Aaapted from Kappa], 1973, pp.290-292,
bp.326-327, pp.360-362; 1982, pp.309-311;
and Kirk, 1968, pp. 222-223)

t

/ 1
Source/of Variance

/
SS df MS F'

A Colour/Non-Colour
Treatments

Simple/Complex Treatments

C Inductive/Deductive
Treatmenes

A/dB

AxC

8xC

at al cl

at a .c12oo

B at a
2

c
1

C at a b
1 2

C at a b
2 1

C t a b
-2 2

AxBxC

Residual

TOTAL

28

1:106 1 1.106 c 8

141.401 1 141.401 10.45****.

, 0

161.716 1 161.716 11.95****

0.017 1 0.017 0.00

6.591. 1 6.591 0.49

27.057 1 27.051 2.09

9.710 1 9.710 0.72

55.354 1 55.354 4.09*

132.046 1 132.046 9.76***

,
1

a

94.090 1 94.090 6.95***

28.896 1 28.896 2.14

0:38.8 0.388 0.03

146.758 1 146.758 10.84****

71.710 1 71.710 5.30**

3099.174 229 13.534 -

4506.800 244 18.470 _.

* E <.05 ***

** E <.025 ***4, E<.001 0
:

a the mean scores for these cells were equal

1. al = colour-cued .

a2 = non-colour-cue4

111 = simple line-diatakag

b2 = complex line-drawing

ci = inductive presentation

c2 = deductive presentation

255
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Table

Summary of the Analysis of Variance for-SOores on
Line Drawing Test Items, Including Tests for
'Simple Main Effects.
(Adapted from Keppel, 1973, pp.284-286, pp.360-362;
1982, pp.214-221, pp.235-238; and Kirk, 1968,
pp.. 179-182) ,

29

Source rvF x.frine-c. SS. ;2.c .

B Simple/Complex Treatments 141.401 1

P FieldtDependent-Icndependent
Aptitude 816.918 1

BxD 85.461 1

B at d
1

3.717 1

B at d
2 236.221 1

D at b
1

737.544 1

D at b
2

188.149 1

Res4dua1 3099.174 229

TOTAL 4506.800 244

wsn

141.401 10.45**

816.918 60.36***

85:461 6.31*

3.717 0.27

236.221 17.45**

737.544 54.50***

188.149 13.90**

3099.174

18.470

p< .025

p< .001

p< .00101

b
1
= siMple line-drawing

b2 = complex line-drawing

d
1

= fiela-depanIdeht-aRtitude

d2 = field-independent aptitude

256
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Table 9\;

Treatment Group Means and Standard DeviationS for Field-Dependent and Field-Independent
Aptitude (Line7Drawitg Posttest)

TREATMENTS

Field-DepeOent
2: (SD) n

APTITUDE' -

Field-Independent
(SD) n

ROW

(SD)
1. Simple,Inductive,Non-Colour 10.00 (2.89); 19 13.93 (3.43) 15 11.74 (3.67) 34

t

2. Simple,Inductive,Colour 7.27 (3.47) 15 13.85 (2.91) 10.32 (4.60) 28
..

.13

3. Compldx,Inductive,NOn-Colour 7.88 (3.04) 17 9.75 (3.45) 16 8.79 (3.33) 33

4. Complex,Inductive,Colour 8.53 (3.78) 15 10:44 (4.35) 16 9.52 (4.13) 311

5. Simple,DeductiVe,Non,Colour 8.54 (2.70), 13 14.47 (1.69) 17 11.90 (4.41) 30

NI
cm .

NI

6: Simple,Deductive-Colour

7. Complex,Deductive,Non-Colour

11.06

986,

(4.07)

(4.90)

16

14

14.67

13.86.

(3.75)

(3.63)

,15

15

12.81

11.90

(4.27)

(4.66)

31

29

8. CoMplex,Deduat\ive,Colour 9.80 (4.34) 15 12.07 (3.83) 14 10.90 (4.19) 29

COLUMN 9.15 (3.78) 124 12.84 (3.99) 121 10.97 (4.30) 245



Table 10

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations fox Aptitude x
Degree of InfOrmative Detail x Type of Colour Cuding x Mode
of Presentation (Line-Drawing_ Posttest)

TREATMENTS

Field-Dependent
X (SD) n

APTITUDE
Field-Independent

X (SD) n.

ROW

UV
A. Degree of InforMative Detail:

(low) Simple 9.32 (3.56) 63 14.25 (3.42) 60 .11.72 (4.27) 123
(high) Complex .8.97 (4.'02) . 61 11.45 (4.06) 61 10.21 (4.21) 122

B. Type of Cblour Cueing:
Colour'Cued 920 (4,13) 61 12.69 (4.02) 58 10.90 (4.42) 119
Non-Colour 9.10 (3.45) 63 a2.96 (3.78) 63 11.04 (4.20) 126

C. Mode of Presentation:
Inductive. 8.50 (3.30) 66 11.87 (3.54) 60 101r) (a.na) 196
Deductive 9.90 (4.00) 58 13.80 (3.73) 61 11.89 (4.1 119

ra
cn
00

COLUMN 9.15 (3.78) 124 12.84 (3.99) 121 10.97 (4.30) 245
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. A SUPPLANTATION APPROACH TO THE DESIGN OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATEiIALS

1,

Adaptation to the Individual Learner Through Media [i

Today's.learner lives in a dynamic, Multimedia environment. Myer-

tizers, entertainers, politicians are some of ,those who have recognized

the pervasive power Of visual mediato transmi't informatica, to direct

attention and to influence opinion. Many educators search to find ways
,

of utilizing visual media in the learning environment. These educators

may look to researth to provide a guide to developing practical, effec-/

tive methods of instructional deSign. A growing frustration lies in 1

i'

their criticism that it is difficult to relate many findings to a class-

/
room.setting.

This paper will propose An instructional design research model that

incorporates factors which influence the effectiveness of variables as

they interrelate in a learning situation. The following analogy seeks to

illustrate the nature of these factors by relating the components oif an

effective consumer package to those.of an effettive learniiig"package.

The advertisipg liorld may consider several factors hen developing market
. /

research. For the purppse of this analogy, the factors.contributing to

the qffettiveness of a consumer package may be grouped'into three major

components.

Factors contributing to the product, or what the adveetiser wishes

Ito.sell, represent the first component. The second group representa the

consumer or the person to whom the product is directed. The third com-
,

ponent is represented by the media characteristics which-determine how

a
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the sales message 411 be communicated to the consuier. An ineffeclive

advertisement fails to successfully integrate these three components.

For example, a product may have no consumer appealbecause it was aimed

to the wrong consumer group, or it was presented in a way that had an

unplanned, undesirable effect on viewers.

The same three components can'be.considered to exiSt as vital
1

elements of a learning paLkage. in education, these components are

rePresented by the learning tasks -(or what is-to be' learned), the learner '

(or the perSon to whom the instructionis directed), and the media (or

how the meSsage will be communicated). Ineffective instruction also

fails Lo integrate these three groups 'of variables. For example,

student maY fail to learn toroperate complex apparatus not because of

lack of pschomotor ability, but because of inability to interpret the

visuals used to describe the procedures. .The learner is deemed a failure

when, i act, the,instructiOnal visuals may have failed either by being

inappropriate to the task, or by being inapproptiate to the learning

style of the student. In both busines and education, integration of.the

three compiments-is vital, whether the goal be an effective sales package

or-an effe tive leaiming piogram.

An ed cational research.model which seeks to integrate the demand*

of the lea ning task with the aptitudes of learners and appropriate media

'characteri tics has been termed "Aptitude Treatment Interaction" (ATI).

This appro ch calls for a research methodology which considers the'indi-
_

vidual lea ner's characteristics in relation toithe other compone ts of
,

the learni g environment (CroribachA Snow, 1977). The' ATI appro4. h to
1

research seeks to match alearner's aptitudes with both learni g task
"It 1

,

L
,
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3

demands and appropriate methods of instructional presentation of learning
,,

and testing materials% To avoid "trial and errdr" searchestfor inter-

actions, Cronbach & Snow have stressied the need for clearly defined
.,4

studies, which systematically vary factors that describe,the learner's

aptitude'in relation;tO the task detands and the attributes of the

instructional media to be used. Several authors (e.g., Clark, 11975;

Heidt, 1975, 1977; Cron+ & Snow,.19/7) have stressed the need for

taxonomies .to provide a systematic way tb desCribe and organize media

ributes and subject'Aptitude variables. They suggeSt that a

mNftivariate taxonomic Approach may enhance applicabiliEyof results./
ATI methndblogy, when applied to educational.research, hypothesizes

ES;

an interaction between tedidaattributes end ],earneriaptitudes, which :
.

' -.implies that a taxonomy Of Media attributes must bel related tO taxonomies
,

,

4sed to claSsify learner characterigtics.: That i , the search for
1

aptitude treatment interactions may be viewed as a survey of ways.ih

which attributes of individuals'and fnstructional'treatments may inter-.

telate (Cronbach 0 S'now, 1177). Cto nbach & SnWs view is based on the

assutptioh that the learning environment should be adapted to match the

learner. This assumption has been applied by. Salomon,(1974 1971) and

Ausburn and Ausburn (1977, 1978) to includerinstructional treatments that
/ ,

provide Tor weaknesses and deficiencies in:leainer aptitudes. These
,

autiors have called these metlhods ,"supplantation.approac"des." .SuPPlan-.
- ,

tation is based on the theory that learning willbe most effective when

the requirements/of the task and,methods/of presenting information

precisely complrment_the-litternal processing skills of the learner or
. /

adapt to theaptitude of each stndent. Ausburn and Ausburn (1977)

267,
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.Proposed-a supplantation model that would give assistance in designing

instruction particularly when the learners' aptitudes were incompatible

with the learning task requirements. In their model, the supprantation

relationship.between the learner and task was conceptualized as a

connecting media "link," which,may be incomplete due to a learner's

inability to meet certain task demands. The link was viewed as a

connection between learner and task that is facilitated through the use

of supplantation techniques which form a "bridging mechanism" (Figure 1).

- In cases where a learner's aptitude capacities and the task requirements

are made compatible through the use of appropriate media, the link is

complete and performance is likely to bg.successful. However, when a

discrepancy exists between learner capacities and task demands which is

not overcome through the.use of media, the link is likely to be in-
.,

complete and performance is.eicpected to be poor (Ausbnrn and Ausburn;
a

1977).

A Supplantation Model for Instructional Design

Ausburn and Ansburn's original model (Figure 1) has been adapted in

the present paper as illustrated in Figure 2. The present model takes a ,

broader view of supplantation to inco.6orateviewpoints of other authors.

Heidt (1977) has noted that a number of possible gradations of supplan-

tation may exist within supplantation theohr. The model illustrated in

Figure 2 reflects this view by indicating that.the degree/ amount offl

supplantation required is dePendent on the degree of aptitude capacity.of

the learner. To-a large extent, the learning tasi'determines the nature

of.the learner operations to be supplanted.,

26'8 2 8
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However, t e amuunt of supp antation depends on the aptitude capacities,

of the learner. Thus, if a learner has a high degree of operational

capacity to.Meet a task's demands,,then only a low degree of supplanta-

tion may be warranted. Conversely, if the specific aptitude of the

learner is. low, then a high degree of supplantation will be necessary.

(See Figure 2.)

Figure 2 also indicates that s4Plantation approaches are affected

not only by "degreeof learner aptitude," but also.by the attributes of

the media available. In learning tasks, media may be.used to activate

and/or supplant certain cognitive prodesses. Thus, media have the power

to influence learning proceSses through attributes which May have unique
.

psychological and intellectual effectS'on a learner,_ These_may be_termed
0

the "functional attributes" of media according to the learning functions

'they serve (cf. Heidt, 1977). These functions may include, for example,

the power to guide, to infOrm,' to emphasize, to reinforce, and to organ-

ize (Heidt, 1977).

All media have inherent attributes which,define each medium's

characteristics. Different attributes achieve different media funCtions,

These functions are achieved through inherent differences in the struc-n

tural attributes of each medium.(Heidt, 1977). For example, the visual

medium may utilize the structural attribute of color tiTachieve the

'function of increasing cue salience by emphasizing important information

f. Allen, .1975).

The model illustrated in Figure 2 indicates four approaches to ATI

that. may utilize specific media attributes to create a sukilantation'

"bridge" and facilitate successful ta.S.1( performance. These approaches.



represent a synthesis of idpaq that-have
been-oliscusscd.by-Salomam-(-1972,

1979), Cronbach and Snow (1977) and Ausburn and Ausburn (1977, 1978).

Within the context of the present model, these approaches may be des-

Cribed as f011ows. In Figure 2, the remedial, conciliatory and compen-

'satory approaches exhibit a high degree of supplantation for low,aptitude

learners in terms of completing processing gaps that may 1st in t

link between learner ancitask. The retedial approa m.y be represented

by instructional materials that see 1 of low-aptitude

learners through modeling and ted techniques. For examPle, a study

discussed by Salom 79) firmed his hypothesis that low-aptitude

subjects co ro e th ability to attend.to visual details with

modeling through the Use of a camera to zoom in on important information.
.

Both the remedial and the.conCiliatory approaches are appropriate.for

low-aptitude learners. Whereas the remedial approach aims at retraining

to increase performance, the conciliatory method merely provides an

alternative processing option for these learners. The conciliatory

approach utilizes a learner's,preferred mode of processing (cf., Ausburn

and Ausburtv, 1978). It provides an alternative processing option for

learners by capitalizing on processing modes preferred,by a learner. The'

model depicted in Figure 2 shows a clear.distinction between the.concil-

iatory approach and the activation approach. In an activation condition,

learners need some degree of aptitude to activate the appropriate pro-

cessing operations from their repertoire of skills. Salomon (1979) has

defined activation as an approach that dan only benefit learners with a

relatively high mastery of a skill. In contrast, he term conciliatory

has been incorporated in the present model (Figure 2) to suggest an



approach to overcoming a procesaing_prohlem_expPriPnced-hy--2ow-aptitud

learfiers. In the context of Figure 2, both activation and conciliatory

approaches capitalize on learners' strengths. The activation-approach is

defined as one which capitalizes on the skills of high-aptitude learners

'by freeing these individuala to use appropriate processing strategies:

The conciliatory approach is defined dt one which aids the ,loW-aptitude

learners by capitalizing on the'use of alternative-processing media

preferred by these learners. In some instructional sttuations the appli-

cation of approaches may be limited by constraints imposed by available

practical resources; constraints may include the potentially high ex-,

penses of time, resources and money needed to provide alternative mater-

ials, for the conciliatory approach or alternative training materials for

the remedial approach. Furthermore, cpnventlan_often can determine the

mode of instructional presentatiOn. For examplean aUtomotive'mechanic

is expected professionally to he capabfe of interpreting lite-drawings in

workshop manuals. Because of this expectation, a conciliatory approach

(which would replace the line-drawing with a preferred mode) may not' be

appropriate-on an instructional situation. In this idstance, a mechanic
,

limited in capacity to."read" linedrawings must either undergo remedial

,training or he provided with line-drawings designed to compenSate or

difficulties related to low aptitude. In the compensatory approach, the.

instructionaf materials "compensate for each learner'sedeficiency by

providing the mode of presentation that the learner cannot provide for

himself" (Snow; 1970, p 76). In other words, the compensatory treatments

achieve for the learners what they cannot:do.for themselves (cf., Ausburn

and-Ausburn, 1978; Salomon, 1972). This is accomplished by developing

294'
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instructional materials which circumvent a particular-apt-itude-Weakness.

For example, French (1982) hypothesized thatAncreasing the salience of
'0.

important information would supplant the learner's capacity to dis-
.

criminate relevant cues as a basis for generalization into concepts. She

found that both high and low aptitude learners benefited from increased

cue salience provided by simplified visuals presented with a verbal

description of important concept cues. For high-aptitude learners, this

treatment permitted.efficient, effective performance without processing

interference. -For low-aptitude learners, this treatment may have been

imperative for functional performance,.as these learners utilized com-
da,

pensatory stpplantation in order to meet a-basic performance criterion.

Thus, if a task requires learners to use a cognitive process for whicha

they lack capacity or aptitude, "it may be possible to add to the treat-,
4

ment a.prosthetic substitute for the learner to use just as an artificial

limb is provided for the amputee" (Cronbach and Snow, 1977, p 170).

The Significance. of Learner Control,,
Cronbach and Snow's notion'ot Aptitude Treatment Interaction is

based on the assumption that the learning environment should be adapted
.

tO match the learner. That is, the educator, teacher or.instructional

designer plays the major role in deciding the best method to create the

desired match. Ibowever, it has been argued that ATI and supplantation

approaches may reduce the learners' contributions to their own learning

"and produce what Dansereau, Atkinson, Long and McDonald called " dis-,

proportionate amount of emphasia on instructions for-teaching to the

exclusion of strategies for learning" (1974,.p 9). Dansereau et al.
A
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suggested that exclusive emphasis on teachin methods may "'Pad te in-

effective instructional manipulations, and may force students to develop

'non-transferable and inefficient strategies which could limit their

cognitive awareness and performance. They referred to this threat as a

loss of "learner control." Their argument has been supported by Merrill

(1975) who questioned Cronhach and Snow's basic assumption that the

environment should be adapted to the individual. To permit greater

learner control, Merrill suggested.that individuals should be given

' procedures that enable them to adapt the environment to themselves and

their own needs.

Within ATI theorrsome degree of 1earner control may be restored

through the use of a remedial approach. In the remedial approach, the

learner is actively trained to overcome procescing deficiencies. How-

ever, there are strong limitations to sole use of this method. Many

specific aptitudes are resistant to training,and change. These aptitudes

'fail to adapt under training conditions (Cronbach and Snow, 1977): When

limited in this way, educators may choose to apply either a conciliatory_ .

approach or a compensatory approach to supplant for the cognitive capaci-4

ties of low-aptitude learners. Although the model in Figure 2 indicates .

that the remedial, conciliatory and compensatory approaches are approp-

. riate for low-aptitude learners, these approaches differ in degree of

learner control. The remedial approach is.depicted as highest in learner

control as it aims to cultivate processing skills through training, thus

freeing,learners to utilize their o+ strategies. The -conciliatory

approach is shown in Figure 2 to be Vower than the remedial approach in

learner control, because it imposes ak external processing option.on the

29.4
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learner and does not_alt_ta-cultivate-ski-lis.
COMpensatory Approach,

".° is shown in Figure 2 to be lowest in degree of learner-control because

'this aPproach.ofteb circumvents processing demands for the learner,'and

neither aims to cuftivate nor to utilize strategies available to high-

aptitude learners.

The Selection of an Appropriate_Instructional ApprOaa

The instructional designer heeds to consider several factors when

selecting an appro riate 'Supplantation apProach. Together with consid-

erations of available praCtical resources and learner control? the nature

of the task and its processing. demands must be analyzed in relation to

learner aptitude. If learners have the required processing attributes

and skills, then an activation approach may be most appropriate. In

situations where learners lack necessary processing capacities, the
D

instructional designer can select either a remedial, conciliatOry r a

compensatory approach. The choice between remedial and compensatbry

approaches-may-be based-1m a determination of_whether a large proportion .

-//,of variance in the learning outcome is accounted for by tASk-specific.

capabilities.o Fleishman and Bartlett (1969) have pointed out that task-

specific capacities account for a significant proportion of achievement

. -Variance only in the relatively late stages of learning a skill. Early

.stages appear to correlate more highly with mote general aptitudes which

are not dealt with by the remedial model (Salomon, 1972). Furthermore,

the remedial approach is appropriate When "the learning material is

heirarchicaily or sequentially ordered" and "all the subordinate ob-

jectives on the heirarchy are learnable as a function of instruction"

274



(Salomon, 1972,,p 332), -Tbese considerations may aid in determining.

whether the, learner Capacity should be trained '(-remedial approach),or

compensated for (SaloMon, 1972).:

The practical implications relating to the selection of an approp-\

riate approach are apparent in a recent disCussion by.Salomon (1979) of

.his studias'relating to.cue-attendance. SeloMon has-drawn a clear dis-

tincttdn between instructional treatments that: (a) "activate" cOgnitive

processing (cf., activation approach), (b) "short-circuit" cognitive

processing demands"(cf., compensatory approach) and (c) overtly "model"-

processing operaf ions (cf., remedial and. compenSatoiy approaches). To

illustrate the difference in the effects of these three treatments,

Salomon discussed the results of experiments which explored the,use-of

film to facilitate mastery of specific cognitive processing skills.

Subjecs in each of the treatment conditions were directed to write

.f
eighty details they noticed. )rom each oi three detailed paintings the

:had viewed. The modeling .condition consisted of three films. The camera.
v.:

.zoomed in. on details and zoomed out to the entire picture eighty 'times

within each film. This treatment was contrasted witli the 'short-

circu.ting",condition which consisted of a-series of three slides of the

same paintings. Within each slide'series, a sequence of the entire

\r
picture then a'detail,,then the entire picture) then another detail-, and

so on were repeated eighty times. The details that were emphasized in

this way were identical to those singled out in'the modeling condition.

A third treatment was included which Salomon terthed the "activation"

condition. Subjects in the activation condition viewed the three slides\

'of the entire paintiAgs. All subjects were pretested with tests of

290'
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cue-attendance Which served as-a baseline measure upon which post-test
. ,.

scores could be regreaSed. Analyses of the post-test scores revealed

. \.that both the activation and modeling (supplantatiOla\groups

significantly higher scores than the short-circuiting gr up.\ $

obtained

Activation

and modeling tended roAlemonatrate_the-same-degree-of positivoeffects.

A significant ATI was.also indicated. ,Those subjects who score low in

the cue-aftendance pretest benefited Ikttle from activation, but prefAted

from tlie modeling condition. As hypothesized', activation"called upon .

0
mediators not availableto low-aptitude scorers. However, initially high

.scorers performed less well in the.modeling condition and performed best

following activation. Short-circuiting tended tuTavor the more skAlful

_ cueattenders,---though-this-condirtai-did ntit lead to as farie..imprOve-

ments as did the other two treatments.

Salomon noted that the three treatments can be arranged in a con-

tinUum, with activation at one end, suPplantation .(modeling) at the other

and short-circuiting in-between. He points out that a defined medium

could be pladed on this continuum witk respect to a particular persdn and

task, and that it'could,i in effect, accomplish different functiona along

the continuum for different.learners.

Salomon' 'findings suggest that two types .of treatments can affect

skill-mastery. °First, a treatment may activate a skill by providing

conditions that allow the skillful performer to utilize appropriate,

previously partially mastered skills. Through activation it is expected

to cultivate skill mastery ith practice (Salcimon, 1979). Second, a ,

'treatment may model the entire process for a low aptitude and uver time

the learner may be expected to cultivate the requisite skill (Salomon,

29,r
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1979Y. The alternative shdrt-circuiting
treatment_tannot_really-culti-----,

.

of a skill "as it,cirdimvents the.need to apP,ly. the'skill"

(Salomon, 1979, p 134). In Dansereau's terms, aofhort-citcuiting. treat,-

mefit may be. low in learner control with a resultant- losa in the learner's

potential to cultivate effettive strategies as a reSult of this compensa-

tory approach..
_

The activation ,and modeling treatments allow for high degree of

learner control for both high and low-aptitUde performers because these

methods seek to utklize and to improve the leqrner's aptitudes and,

I

capacities.

Implications of Aptitude-Sensitive Instruction

'This paper supports a call for research directed towai4s more

aptitude-sensiLve instruction. In other words, instruction needs to be

designed which not only considers.the psychological effects Of media

attributes, but also considers the total effectiveness of the instruc-

tional pagkage in tetms of its sensitivity in

needs of.learner aptitudes that relate. to the

procedures need to

meeting the processing

learning task. Pedagogical

acknowledge the relationship fietween the processing

capacity of the learner, and the processing demands of the task. Conse-

quently, educators should tailor materials to fit the aptitude pre-
,

dispositions.of learners. In so doing, they may promote a regard lor the

indiidual that is made possible through aptitude-sensitive instruction.

Aptitude-sensifive instruction plates emphasis On the Sing,lermost im-

portant component of any educational experience--the learner.

277
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TAKE I

-STAUS or C,ONCERN Anor 1NN6VATION

AWARLNI SS Eftt.40 ok6rn 6bout
t -indicAted,

OP invelveniont With. the jnnovation

1. ,INFOPkATIONA1.1... A -genera I ow, he's s tho i nnoVaton and '1 n tore st
jn loornipg moro it f$ raliCA(Ni The...Person see*
-unworried, about himt,,0 rolation': ;to tha innovation: -He/tihe

. .11; intoros.ted ,,ouhsttd'at '-iit7r0,441 .0T- tho innovo tj on' In elfi es s

inannor suct _ (-10oo(7tv titqi7;----iloJocts and-. reguirements -for

2, PERSONAL: ludividull. is uncertOn about. thh demands of the. 140.Li-
tion, hi /iit, ii id,;'qiiixv U mooL alolA demands, and 'his/h(,..r role Wi

the innovation, ;Inolysil of his/her rnl in o1 ion 4,0

thI CWIrd t 't( L(I1 t he orgentaLion, .doctsion maktnq ond Considera-
tion o f potent ia I con (1 cts. wi h ex I ii nu go tritctur,aor-prsonal commi tt-.
mont finoncial or impl it4Lionw:(0the proOam for self. and---q,o)-.
leagues Way 0 1 $o r,,,t 1ov 1.0.(1-..:

4

3, tIANAGEMEN5 Att on( i Oh' 'foollT44, on the proce(4es ond tasks of us-
ing. v,h.r, Inuovalion and' U' o or inf-ormot ion and resources.

Suet; related to ofilaoucy, ort.ginizatldn, mennin0;,seneddling, 4nd time
d,mands are

CoNsrQUCNCt,1,...Akt,rt..1Ln: foc (Ices on impact of tho i nnovAttion on stu-

dent .F.phere or iafluonce, The focus is on rele-
vance of I h inn6votiW f*r stodontS, evalwotion of' i,tudont, outcomes,

includinu I orrn mc IKJ nmpetencioq, 'nnd changes' ne0ed to increase
student ootcomf'9,

COLLAPORAilON: I tzt fOCOS 1' on coordination lnd cooperation Wi th
othorii regordtriv tnt.e of tho innovation.

6. Rcr 00Z1 NG: 1 he is-an oxplOrotion Of more universal benefits'
from -the ionoL ion includ I no, t.tin pass ii 1 'or major changes or re-

,

aceMont vi th mare,,:power fol al ernati ve, Jnd i V i dual . has de t mi t-e

.ideas ahout al torp4Live!,. ha the ploposQd or existing roll or tho innovcr-
ton.
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115 :hi:gn1 gthopl. students Were)surveyed in ,ordei to

-determine" the faCtors--affeCting eledti(Ve parfeicipatinn in introductory

cOmputer coUrsework. Difterences in respOndes were also.analyzed'as,

computer, -.experience anci sex of:, student. .The resuits-

SignifiCant compUter eXperience difference's in pertePtiOns o

,function

\indicated

\

science and mathematics peeaed for entry7levelcomppter courses, as well-

\

_

,

.

-for .perceptionS of coMpetence in e-ach area..' TEXperienced students'
-

rated ti-;e- -MathematiCs' and science demandS lower, than inexperiented
_.,

students:' Achievementdifferences were also: detected, with, experienCed,_

student,attaining higher levels of achievement than inexperkenced

!stUdentS. Inexpenienced students-appear to overestimate'the,complaxity-

of 'int oductoty computer coursesi and as a rest1C.eithernostpone-their_

ation or, elect not-to partktipate.



Elective Selection

'-A Comparison Of FactOrs. Affecting the aective Selection,

ot,IntroductOry Computer:Courses-

Yrhe growing impact of computer technology in education has been

studied frOm.a number of perspectives.. The focusof,.such research hasa

ranged from predictiog success in computer coursework (Fowler

: Glorfeld, 19811 Peterson & Howe, 1979), tO examining teacher and student

attitudes toward coMputers (Beck, 1981; DeBlassio & Bell, 1981; Jenkins

& Dankert; 1981; Stevens. 1980), to measuring the effects of
: 'student

::

cognitive style on computer effeetiyeness (Cheney:, 1981).

Despite, this apparent abundanceof 'current .research, however,

little is khOWn-regarding the factors affecting'the initial volUntarYT

selection of computer. coursewOrk.. Jo related areaS, for example,

parental influen0e. (Wilhelm. & BroOks, 1980) and perceived= career

usefulness .Of the coursework.(Pedro Wolleat fenneMa, & Betker, 1981)

,

found to influence- student participatiqn. Academic

achievement .and attitudes especially in mathematic§ and science .(Beck,

1979; - Peterson Howe, 1979), have been associated with success, in

:computer courgework. ThiS may: be a telling. 'Arend,- given, the

well-dOcumented differential- achieVement an,d_attitue-Tatteriis for .males
_ _ . . . . . .

versus females in theee areas. :It is not_known,,,_ 'however, why

individuats:
.

rchoose'tO enroll,ioitially'An computer toursework. This is
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especlallytproblematicTfor7high. school studeots7whose-preliminary7cartet

choiCes are atia formative Stage..

The Jasue of why, or perhaps more

courses are voluntarily selected bylligh school studentS is important

reasOns: students at: this age'are in the process

formulating career choices, and in doing so indirectly prescribe their

formal training needs; 2) with few exceptions,.computer courses are

offered as "electives" at the high school ievel, and as 'a result the

issue of selection influences becomes'increasingly important; 3). the

rapid projected growth forecast for the computer field by the United

Statistics (Carey, 1931) will require

significantly broader literacy base in the work force than currently

,1
available (see also Dickerson & Pritchard, 1981; Molnar, 1978); 4) early

Department

exposure- to .Computer eechnology ,may help to reduce the amount

Mid-7careet rettaining needed,:asi indoStry becomes more computerized; )

decleicins regardlog:elective.computer CourSeWpik-maY be baSe&

,

upon erroneous perceptions (cf. Yeck, 1979.; Cole'& Uannafin,-Note 1);

and 6) strategies for systematically modifying student misperceptions

regarding computer, courSework may 'developed.- and iMplemented,

resulting in a greater level of voluntaty participation.
.

'.The., purposes of the present study were to identify the I:actors

affecting the voludtary selection of coMputer coursework and ta_exaMine

.differefices ameng:.'such prtor coMputer':



A totaloJi15 high Scheel stUdents:froM grades:10.throagh 12, 71

bales.and 44 females, participated in ,the study: Stedents were enrolled

in one of three middle-Class suburban-high-SthOels, each with documented

standardizecF achieVeMent Jevels ator,abeve tienal avera-ges-.. The

. scheois were selected:}froM.the Same school diStrict since an' identical

introductory cOmputercOurse was offered on an elective basis at each.

Students,were consi4ered to be reueSentative samples qf individuals who

had eitherTreyiouSly taken, were currently enrolled intended to take,

.or had nciintention'to take introductory Comptiter coUrse.

'MateriaIs

A written StUdentTerceptipn Survey was eMployed.. .:PairS of survey',

items were

mathematics,

,

used -,determine student perceptions'of the affieunt f

'.sCience,.. and intelligence needed fot learning of.., computer

and the- degree: to whith *udents perceived themselves'aS

poSsessing the needed ski4s In ,,additiOn, items 'pettaining

perceiVed career value and parent importance were Ancluded. the Survey

included-the IolloWing iteMs:

-
I, Science skills 'are.very necessary to learning computer-skilds,

2. I feel- 3 haVe.,the'Science skills necessary to 'learn .cemputer

.skillS.

3.4'Mathematica Skille are: very.-necessaryto learning computer skills,

4,..I feel I hayg the mathematits skills neceSaary to learn - coMpUter
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5

. Only people who are intelligent use Computet.S.'.

6.'1: feel I am intelligent enoUgh to use computers.

. Use of computers willbe a required:skill lor jobS,in-F.the next 20

years..
_

: 8.. Use: of CompUters will be necesSary-JOr jObs-I 'intend to haVe

the:Jiext 20 yearg,

.9. My, parents feef that.computer skills will be important in the

future.

The scale ',items were rated on i'.AAkett7t.ype-.:scalefzT7from-J-StrongIy-c,

.

Disagree to.Strongly Agree, with CorreSponding values ringing.from

Procedures

Students, identified as having previOusly taken, currentlY taking,_

.planning., to .take, or not planning to ia:ke pn introduct,erY computer

'

course:, Were adminiStdred the ttudent Perceptiom.Survey:T:Students were
1 :

.

informed

student

that their School_was-seeking-informatfOn'to identify and,meet

needs regardingcomputers,,but that*their participation.in the

voluntary. At no tiMe were Students....,infored-tbat response

to: be rfinde;:nor were-they inforteiKas to the sampfing

study waS

CompariSons were

procedure 7 governing their

.during a two-week period,

selection: Tbe Surveys were adMinistered

0 -
In addition to the survey data, standardized matheMatics and .

t

science achievement test scores were collected for each participant:

Design and Data.Analysis

Two,fattors, COMOuter experience and sex-of student,- were InCluded.-

-

,computer experience (Taken,'Taking, Will. ,Take, :Won't



N.,

Elective tion-

Take). were croSseawith Sex i& stUdent (Male peniale), Survey detk

analyze& using twO7Way : AnalySis of VarianCe procedures.,.7to test for

diff erenceS item -respunSes kOir ,-perceive&matheMatics needed and,1in
.

mathematic, 'possessed, perceived science heeded and sCfence pOssessed,

and 'perceIved -intelligence needed and intelligence possessed.

Dif ferendes in the percefved importance of computers in 'general an& for

;

- the. SpeCific career plans of individual students, as Well as dffferences

in students' 'estimates 'of perceived parent imliortance of computers , were

similarly ahalyzed,
. .

Performance-based analyses were condue c,L to test for .differenceS
0

in achievement patterns as a function of /computer exfierience and sex of

student.

-11.esUlts and Discussion

'Mean item respOnses for the Student ,Perception, SurveY ore contained'

n Table 1, and mean achievement.- scores are Contained 'inTable 2. The

results are discussed below hy factor.

Insert Table 1 ands Table 2 = about here.

Science Skills

Needed. Significant differences were obtained fnr, ratings of
_

Science skills needed as a -function:. computer experience,

323
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F(3-0.07)=4..60,-, P<.005. 8)4Cerienced §tudent§ Who had either previopPlY

taken. (2.75) Or..were Currently thking (2,90) comPuter coUrsewark rated'" "

_science 'Skill§ as lesa :.eSeutia,l to tb-eiaerni.ng of introdUctoty :leVel

computer skills than inexpettenced.Studentseither planning to.-take.

(3.60: or not pianning,tdtake (3.00) suChurseWork. It effect.,

students- with pribiCOmputer exPerience did not perceive Scince skills

critically as inexPerienced students-to the learning of entrY-level, .

coMputer skills. It is iikely that first-band eXperience:diminishes the

A

perceived science difficulty of computer coursework, while the lack

such eXpetience results fn an overestiMatlen of the science-related

coursework
\demand§ of

ditficulty may

participation--

computer CoUrsework. This overestimatien of

-
be an inflUentialfactor deterrineinanY StOdeUta from .

,

..
_

computer coursewotk. No diffetence§were obtained for:.
-

the ratingSxof wale versus female students.

Competenee, An, experience:effect was also found for perceived

science competencel\J7(3 107)=3:18, pC05. 'Student§ not planning tb take-

Computer coUrsework \obtained lower perceived Competence levels (3,15)

..than either §tudents taking (3,33) or planning to take.(3.7:2),.: Courses,
P

The inclination to partidi ate. in .Cnthppter. courseworl('-appears .to. be',
.

affeäted heaV11Y-by-perception5'
.

,

-regOitements.r. :-StddentS-Adth no lination to. parti.cipat.0 ,apparentIy..

adecibacy in ,the,.assumed seience skill

petceive computer courseWork.as requir ignificant science aptitbde,

Perceive theM§elves as. Incapable of m eting the perceived science

-deMandS. Again- no differences, were foUbd be ieen the rating§ of male§

and females, although mhles reported generally g eater cobfidence in
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their science skillS than females.
-

a

AchieveMent. Althoughno significant differences were; foUdd fox

either Ieper1ence or sex of student, a. number.of Consistent trends were,.

A:dentified:' .lean Store Performance levels,,fOr example, resulted in

predittably linear trend-as.a funCtion' Uexperiente,:with-students'who.

had taken cOUrSes obtaining the-.highest mean scOre (74..74, -followed by

-those- presently taking- (66.85), students .plenning to take:(60.94).,.. add

studeks net planning:to Lke cOmpUter coursework (55.72).. Jhis tten&

further- supports the-findingthat students.:mostlinclined t6 Participate
I -,

.

are generally more able in Sciencethan those With no Plans-to:ake such
!

'cOurses,-although the legitir-Rcy of-the perceptions of course.diffidulty-'
. .

and competence to meet courseemands may he withoutpitificatign.

.--pattern was -alse .defected fOr sex:of student,, 'with males (66.7.6)

Obtaining Iiigherachievement levels.than females(56:41).

I .

Mathematics Skills: .

Needed. Marginally significant i:lifferences ',were found for

experience, 1".(3,10.7.)=- 3.24, p<.05,.with stUdents taking apd planning to
,

ake 'yielding ehe.largest differencesin rc'ings of mathematicS skills

... needed to learn computer In- -Contrast, with the ;findings

regarding perceived scienc e neede4 the trend Obtained fot
1 P

matheMatics

needed was not as clear-cut. Although experience was a factor in the

. ,

.reported differences', no dAfferences Were found hetween,the ratings for
-

,

,
the most experienced group, these who had already completed the coutse,

' and thOse7With n6 intent.lon to take the.coOputer course, addition,

obtained differences were marginal '(p<.05) id magnitOde,, suggesting that ,

.+4



perCeptions .:of mathematics needed;forklear in computer skills may :hot
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be differentiated'strongly by experience.

-
for science- . males and

- .

Aea'rningicomputer

females rated the

compsrably.

conSiStent with the findings

impOrtance of mathematics,

. Competence: Ikatings -of mathemattcs coMpetence Were foUnd.. to'be .

.affected ..significantlYby both experience, 'F(1,107)= 4,51,7 p.005, and::
\s,

.

sex f'student, F(1,107)=5.20. p<.02.5. Students Who had already takgn

= eomputer Cdursework indicated greater Confidence in their0 :'mathematic6

. skills (4,45) than either those presently taking.(3.,67) or Students with

, .

,no plans to take computer coursework (3.61). The results,aee consistent
r

. -
. .

. witb the findingsfor science, sUggesting thatperceptions of- Adequacy.

-meet the matheMStics demands of coMputer conrsework improve as a

functiOn of first-rhand experience. Also consistent wifh the findings
_

foe science was the pattern of responses for male (4.01) versus female.

.:(3.61) students -suggesting that male- stigentS percetve themsetveS Ss
-

'More capable:Mathematically. thanIemale studentsin. the ledening of

entry-leVel computer 'concepts,

Achievement, . Significantdifferences were fonnd for experience.,

F(3,85).# 3 10, p<.05, sek of student, F(1A)=-% .3.71,.:p<,05, and the

'experiencebYsex of. student :interaCtion F(3,85)= 3.69 p<.01.

. 'Consistent with the finding's for science,matheMatics achievement was

4)redictSbly: linear S a function of experience, wifWstudents who had

I.
.

.

. --,- ,, ..

, previonsly taken computer coursework demonstratinp the'highest lever-s*of
, ,

1 .

Schievement.(78.22),'and those with no planS eo take cOmputer cOvrseWork
,0

Obtaining the lowest achieVement level (54.43) Also consistent with
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:the findings for SCience; males outperformed females overall.(68.13ys.
-

' but the effect:wasnot-uniforM'across eXperience FemaleS
.

who

7.had previously taken computer courseworkdemOnstrated 'high achievement,
.

while the remaining feMale groups scOfed consistently lower than their

male CounterpartS. ,These resultr, ;;Uggest that more abIe-.'high schoOl
. -

stUdentS appear to be inclined-. toward enrolling incomputer coursework,

and .that MaltS 'generaily-bUt7performlemales mathematically. This
6 a".

trend; however, moderated by theinteraction between experience and

se)c f student, With-jkperieneed males and females attaining comparable

levels of mathematits
'

Perceived Importance

achievement.,

,Studenta rated vmputer importance Virtuallyidentically across
.

ekperiehce .and,student sex. ',Students at each leVel of experience rated

- ,
. .

tomputer skiUS as very imArtant during the next 20-yeaf-&, both

general' and :4for the speciftc:tareer plans of the student.: I . effect,'

7 .

students with.nbPlans
P take computer coursework perceive computers as

.important to their 'future career, but still indicate no intention to-
t

. partiCipate in computer-related coursework. Unlike previous studieS,

perceived career importance had littleeffect .on .high school student&

decisions -to ta.1(0', or not to take, computer coursework.'

Parental InfluenCe..7_
. _ _ .

Similar to the.findings'for perceived importance,students rated

parents perceptions oof the impOrtance bf computers conSistently high

across sex'of student andexperienee. :Atcording to student responses;
,

parents. aPpearz..to'perceive.computerS Asimpontant for: male;and female,

306
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°

students, regardless of whether or not computer .doursewOrk has been, is

currently, will be or .will not be taken by the student. Based upon -the
,

uniformity of these ieportS, it seems'unlikely ,th4 parental influence

-.
.is a Aominapt_factor- in Aifferentiating stUAent selettion-of ,compOter

4- coUrses.

Intellectual Skills

,

No diffetendes, main effects or interactiOns,_were found for either

the perceived'intellectual §kills needed-to learn,entry-level computer_
4 --

skills or the skills possessed :bY students.. .In cOntrast .wiph the

consis tent di f f ere nce s found f or matheMat its. and Science-, stUtlents

.aPpear ,to differentiate between overall intellectual ability and the

specific acadeMit skills -cerrelated with computer courseworkr Selection
'

does bor. ,,appear: to be Moderated by.: perception§ of intellectual

or inability to- learn entry-level computer coursewOrk..

General Discussion
..

v-'.
'The purposes of tbe resent study were tb identify

t

ability

'the- factors-
6

'

'affecting the voluntary selection of introductery -:Computer cOurses,* and
,

to' e)kamine Aiffeiente§ in the influence of'§uch factors as a fORction 0

prior compuct Coursework experience and seic of student. . The results

"perteptions

of the. Stience anA mathematic's recidired- (1:;jcomputer courSes, but appears

1 A

,indicaed that student ceurse- seleCtion.bay be affected by
,

,

not to .be affected strongly 'by such influent-es as -parent attitudes-

toward§ computers, PerCeived career value,- or the perceive& intellectual
4

,
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demands of computer coursework.

The findings,- regarding student perceptions of .tbe; role of
a

mathematics and science And their perceived

were .perhaps the mOst-important findings of

_ .

competence

thiS study.

'these areaS,'

Studentt perceived science and '. mathematic§ leSs crWcal .tban

inexperienced'. ,students., This trend could be ehe result of increased
- '

as

sensitization the actualacademic deniands of,COmputer CourseWork on

of- experienced learners. It'll also possible. that, these,:the Tart

students
-'?.

140re simply-mote able in academic areas, and did not 'perceive.--

the, mathematics .ror sciente components. of -.intrOduciorY-lcomputing -asi

espearAlly challenglrig It Is important to note, however, that.

Inexperienced students tay be oyerestiMating the -co6plexity-'of. the

-coUrsework, electing not to atteMpt suctrperceptably di,f0Cult work, and.

failing to gain needed background-in,an afea of Admittedly bigh:tareer

importance. If this is the case,'perhaps high school. administrators

'need. to ,reevaluate the:Image, as the science.- Andj mathematicS

deMands: of introductory coMputer courses, ,If sch courses require

-
.

extensive, ,mathematics and science backgroul, the structure of

introductory level instruation may need to be/reassessed., 'Thig is

especially true in, light Of the growing demand
/
for a computer literate

...,

future!work force. If introdlittory:couise conient is beingisperceiVeda I
by studens, hOWeyer, and'does not Tlace eXtraordinary mathematics or

,.

-science academic ,:lemands on students, ' then .perhaps sources of
,-

...

4
misconceptien can be ameliorated Oirough-direCt student, fatuity, and.....,,,

parent awareness prograMs.
41

4,0
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jiased 'upon mean, item responses, students appeared to identity
.

computers mOre closely with-Science than the other areas inclUded ,in the

study. The reasonS fot this difference are debatable. 'Such perceptions
_

may be affected implicitly by expressionS such as 'computer science"..

In addition, the.camputer. coUrSes offeted by the schools in theptesent

study were: taught through' science departments.I The, uninitiated or. _

inexperienced student .wOuld be Most'likely affected' by departmental

affiliation and -linguistic tags sUchas"computer science"-since they

would haVe nO fitst :hand referent as, to 'what .Computera Actually:

I1

. 01
-

entailed.'., Perceived inability in seTencel, under such circumstances, is

likely to be:a serious ,deterrent td courSe selection.

Of further 'interest' Were the findings- that; student-selection seemed

-

. not -to be affeeted by,influenceSssuch AS the lidentS perceptions

.parental attitudea and perceived importance.. It was assumed that
,

i-

perceived career value and .parent
. -
influencteS woul be strong

...

differentiating factors in the selection of compUter courses'. Although
. .;

students appeared unanihous in their endorsement of comPuters -aS

important to future Career ,plans, signifieant numbers 'of students

continue to-indicate. no plans to receive.tomputer training. It:appeats

that student 'selection. behavior is, affected primarilY by perceptions of
N.

N.

academia content and adecivacy,in meeting the assumed academie demands,

and not by perceptions:of.the 'importance or-usefOlness of computers.
"

-The finding that stUdentS differentiated between acAdehic skills
_

.

and iintellectual,ability,..IS also iMportant:from a practical Standpoint.

. =.

-.Student reSponse paterns to thezperceived academic: demands of science
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and mathematics .Wpre clearly different from the More global notion of

intelligence. It .apr;ears that studentS of both sekes ana of varied

COmputer eXperienCedo not perceive the computer as the proVince of the

intellect011y gifted but more as,an area. for Students iof high math Or:

vaective Selection

.
.

sCience, aftitude. ThiSjis. a 'potentially important distinction since
%

specifie planned strategies.can be implemented to 4Ispelf misconceptions;

regarding specifio:academic areas. However,--perceptiOns of intellectual.,,.

inability, Are likely to b 'More ingrained anct.jess- malleable., Ihe

potential for resolving student misperceptiOns of the academic demanas

of introdUctOry JeVel computer aasses:aivearsfeasibre.

While it has _become

vary with'ex0erience,it

-

clear that certain: Computerrelated perceptions

is not known tO-what degree these perceptions
,

, are modified &by, or dictate, computer axperience. It would be an

oversimplifiCation to assume 'that favorable student perceptions ar6

formed exclusively through compUter.courses; in many case, yt is likely'

that students with positive attitudes migrate toward computer 'courses

initially. However, the same is likely trile of students who choos not

to participate. In the-same sense that positive perceptions 'attract

students, negative perceptions are likely to discourage students. If

perceptions dictate experience to' a significant extent, then the

accuracy of such impressions needs to be validated. It may be

unreanlistic to expect'that a11 presently disinterested= studeilts. will

,select computer courses in the future. Yet it 'ieems reasonable that

significant percentage of.students not presently participating due to

misperceptions Of the focus, , :prereqUisites, and assumptiOns of'



\

introductOry computer courSework4 can be attracted with needed

clarafication Fi.re researCh may help to clarity lutther source§
\

i .

Misperception 6S-well as %the MOdifiabiiity of suCh perceptions.
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. Table 1

Mean Ratings for Perceived Skill Requirements

Perceived Skill Experienced Not-Experienced

RequireMents Taken Taking Will Take Won't Take Total

.Science Skills

Needed

Male 2.86 2-.86 3.62 3:39

Female 2.50 3.00 3.53 3.18. 3.16

Total 2.75 2.90 3.60 3.30 - 3.17

Competence

Male 3.57 3.90 3.69 3.17 3.56

Female 3.50 3.33 .3.75 3 1 3.39

...Total 3.55 3.73 3.72 3.15 3,50

4=11

. Mathematics Skills

1

.Needed
- .. ,

Male - 4.36 3.86 4.85 .4.09 4.21

..Female f 4. op 3,.89 ,,4.33 .4.06 .4.09 .

1

Total 4.25 3:87 4.60
\

4.07. 4.17
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PerCeived Skill-. ExPerienced .Not Experienced

Requirements taken Taking W111 Take .tion'..t Take Total'

.FeMale 4:33 2.89 1.92 3.53'

Total 4.45 3..67 . 4.00 3.63

4.01

3..61.

3.86

Needed

Male 2:21 2.09 2.46 1.87 2.11

Female 1.83 2.38 2.00 1.94 2.02

Total 2.10 2.17 2.24 1.90 2.08

Competence

Male 4.14 4.09. 4.46 4.00 4.14

Female 4.00 3.75 4.25 4.11 4.07

Note. Item values ranged froni,Strongly riDisagree(1) to -Strongly. Agree(5).
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'Mean Percentile Achievement Scores

by...Computer Experience and Seic of Student,

Experienced- Not EXperienced.

, Sex of Student Talcen Taking Will Take Wok't Take Total

Mathematics Percentile

Male 76.08 75...06 -.69.18. .56..50 6841

Female: ' 81..;80 --.. 61..50 51.88 52.00. 54.41

Total 78.22' :68.17 61.89 54.43. 63.41

Science Percefitile

Male 78.08: 68.32 70.67 -57.14 66.76.

. /
Female 66.20 62.86 50.00 . .53.88 56.41

Total 74.78 66.85 '60.94 , 55.72 62.93

Note. Achievement data incomplete for a total Of 22: students,

accounting for the difference in total n's and degrees of -freedom

ANOVA.
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Abstract, .

Visnal thinking has had- a relatively .modest role in the field of

educational technology. AdVances in science and neurophysiological

research enable researchers _to study brain chemistry, ..biofeedback,

csiDuter simulation of human thinkingi and Visualization. .This paper'

reviews sbme o the.research and theories on mental imagery and visual

11 ., .

_thinking and provides suggestions for new strategies for instructional

deSign through mental rehearsal and visual thinking.' Experiencing:the .

image is the process of using images Of the mind to practice behavior

prior to the actual event. :Thus, experiencing the image is.a method-for

.preparing and planning for the future by creating visual events of the

mind. The paper also dismisses -current' researcn in the area vf

visualization, focusing on its practical applications. Instructional

technologists should be involved Nan a ,more sophiiticated aevel Of

instructional design' through learning how to experience the imaie and `

showing others how to do so as well.'

3Z0
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The study of hOw 'pecOle think and especially how they think

visually has had a relatively modest role in the field of educational

technology. Except for the efforts -of a few educational technOlogists

like Malcolm, Fleming, WIlliam Winn, Gavriel Salomon, James Knowlton,

Howard Leviet.Frank Dwyer and Jack Debes,

educational,-technology have .not brought

applying visOal thinking to instructional

Rather, it. .is adVances in general

theorists and researchers in

educators very far toward

design or media utilization.

technology and recent

neurophysiologicalyisearch that. enable researchers to studK brain

chemistry, left and right brain hemisphere phenomena, biofeedback,'

computer simulation of human thinking, and visuaZization. Also,

educational theorri in pognitive stile, Gestalt psycholOgy,
'

phenomer;logy, visual literacy, simbol systems and intuitive learning

has rekindled interest in the study of mental processes.

Perception, learning, memory, transfer add thinking are some:of the
;

cognitive processes that educators, psychologists, and educational

t--hnologists hav investigated in their. research. I wish to
t '

concentrate on the thinking process and, more siecifically; on the role

/7 .

Of visual thinking, Yisual rehearsal and introspection in the field of

educational technology.

Mayer (1937) detcribes thinking in the following way:

Thinking is cognitive, but is inferred from behavior. It occurs
internallyp4W the mind or .cognitive system, and.-must be
inferred indirectly.

Thinking is a process which involves some manipulation of,
set of operations'pn, knowledge in the cognitive system:

Thinking is directed and resUlts in behavior,which jsolvesl-a
problem or is directed toviards solution. (p. 6).

321
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Although there is no ft:Ill agr ement in paychologi about what

thinking is, I prefer the problem so ving Characteristics Mayer (1977)

describes - mainly because he descri s .esSentially what I hame.found

that many students say they do when they solve-problems and.puzzles I

have given them. For instance, if I ask my students to think aloud or

tbrough introspection to ask themselves how they'arrive at,the answer to

a partictilar question, I find them verbalizing; visualizing, acting out

'the situation, adding: and subtracting information, .seefang relevant

information and sorting through various st4uli. They,experience all

types of imagery: visual, aural, kinetic olfactory, gustatory, and

haptic. ObvioUbly, people vary in the degree to which they use their

inner images to solve problems.

In the research I have been conducting on visualizing answers to

visual thinking problems, I have, found that studenfs make internal

mental representations (Hayes, 1981, p. 3) of the problems and puzzles

presented to. them. They -also iake external representationS (Hayes,

, 1981, p.11) on paper of- their internal representations. These.internal

representations help the students visualize situationz, act out the

,situation, see the problem from alternative-perspectives And rehearse

\the Scenario in order to- try out possible solutions. The external

representations help students.keep track of decisions made, of knowledge

discovered and of relevant information uSed as opposed to the irrelevant

information that was -not used. Therefore; internal and external

representations are crucial aspects of experiencing the image. Sample

questions (Hortin, 1981) presented to the students in-class include the

following:

3.22
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1. A dwarf lives on the twentieth floor of a skyscraper. Fvery

morning he gOes into the elevator, pushes the correct button,

and is taken to the ground floor; he'goes off to work and-comes

back in the evenirig. He enters the lift, pushes the button,

° and goes up to the tenth floor; he then walks the rest of

the stairs. The question is: . Why doesn't he go up to the

tWentieth floor in the elevator? (Eysenck, 1966, p. 9)

2. My house faces the street. If a boy passes by"my house walking

toward thel rising sun, with my house at his right,'which

direction does my-hOuse face? (McKim', 1972,- P. 15)

3. If Tom is. shorterthan Dick, and.Harry is taller- than Dick,

Tom taller or shorter than Harry? (AlbreChtl 1980, p. 43)

Students are encauraged to use their internal representations and
!

external representations to 'solve these problems, that is, to sketch,

count onTiheir'fingers move about, feel (mentally) their way through

the problems. Thinking out loud, recording 'on tape, sketching a mapy

and draWing.figures are some of the behavioral responses that I have
.

seen. In the! first problem* some students correctly visualized the dwarf

trying to reach the highest button on the elevator and not being able to

reach high r:thanthie tenth floor button. Others reasoned verbally that
,4

this partic lar elevator went, only to 'the tenth floor and t at another
/

levator on the tenth floor took passengers up to_the twentieth loor.

Unfortunately, they added incorrect information. Although, in SOme

apartment comPiexes_of our cities, there are some elevators that go only,
,

to certain floors and this solution for the first problem is plausible,
o

-recoinizing the, relevant information that the man is a dwarf is more

important (Eysenck, 1966; p. 10).
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The second question requires the students to visualize theiselves

in the situation. Many students used familiar surroundings and visually

rehearsed the.situation. -They.saw the housel.then the sun, then the, boy

and flinally arrived at the correct answer: north. Others drew maps,

sketched the shene or phYsically walked through the Scene. Another

Student set up a nuMbering system and counted his way through the

problem.

Students usually solved the third question by, internal

representations but sometimes they drew figures to verify that Tom was

shorter than. Harry.

I call' this classroom exercise "experiencing the image."

Experiencing the image has important implications for instructional

design. "Experiencing the image" is the process of using images of the

mind to solve problems and illustrate information and to practice

behavior prior to the actual event. The process includes both the

internal representations that we make in our minds and the external

representations that we share with others. I-believe that instructional

designers can use experiencing the ±age with clients, teachers and

students to help them desion better curric lUm products. By'visualizing:

the problems, material and content that the subject expert brings, the

intructional designer caa experience the images t the material evokes

and share that.experience with the intended audience. Better still, the

instructional designer, can involve students or members the intended

audience ih sharing their understandings and internal a1Neternal

representations when confronted with the subject content. This P;i:)h ss

can help the instructional designer make decisions about the best way to

design the .materials. Through awareness, training and practice,

3 4 5
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students who wish to become instructional designers can learn to

experience the image and to externalize their thoUght processes. If

thought processes can be shared though instructional materials, then

learning how to learn becomes as importani in instructionil design as

learning the subject content. Thus the instructional design concept

becomes a learning process in itself-with everifone participating. By

exchanging knowledge about (1) how we solve problems, (2) how we think

or (3) how we use mental imagery, teachers, educational technologists

and students can develop more fully their skills of thinking. By,

remembering our internal representations and sharing that imagery though

our external representations, we can learn the skills of thinking from

one another. The external representations thus become theProduets of

instructional design.

.In.the past few years researchers have given us considerable

information on problem solving- and creaiive thinking skills, including

\

many books on these subjects (Hunt, 1982, Taylor, 1982; Van Gundi, 1982;

Sommer, 1978; Hayes, 1981).

aptitude treatment interaction

Also, research on mental processing,

and instructiOnal design as it relates to

theories and principles of learning is becoming increasingly important

in educational teehnology research and theory (Bovy, 1981; Gagne, 1980;

Snow, 1980; Salomen, 1979).

My research does not cOncern itself

processing, aptitudes or instructional methods,

in developing saae instrumelts to encourage

directly with mental

rather I am interested

atudents to visualize

information given to them and use these instruments for internally and

externally, representing their thinking in order to solve problems. .I am

more concerned with demonstrating the potential of visualization at a



pragmatic level in terms of

actual cognitive processing

technology (Bovy, 1981).

6

instructional design than in looking at the.

studies currently popular in educational

.c

Let me make the following observations. Obviously, intellectual

processes (insight, verbalization, introspection, prior knowledge and

reflection) are difficult to*measure even through intensive interviewing

or highly controlled experiments.- However, researchers have measured

whether or not a person has a certain aptiiude for solving problems. We

know that with prior experience or,proper training a person can transfer

peeviously acquired thinking to other similar problems. Also research

on attention, memork and oognition suggests that learners with low

levels of experience, knowledge or aptitude require more external

instructional. help (Bovy, 1981,0 P. 215). I am interested in

demonstrating to students that visualization is''an alternative way of

thinking that is not commonly used in our eLucational system and not

emphasized by instructional designers in their modefs.

I feel that students of media who Are 5,nterested in instructional

design should practice the process of visualization that many questions'

require. There'are many models for instructional development available

to students of educational technology (Gustafson, 1981). Instructional

designers need to externalize their internal representations in order

that, the products of instructional design become the fulcrum of the

learning process. If we can fot instrudtional designers first to

visualize their thinking and learning experiances and secondly to make

external representations of this process, then we can truly involve the

educational technologist in the learning process. More importantly, the

instructional technologist as a practitionor or researcher can involve

326



'the content specialists and learners in the instructional design of

curriculum as well. Consequently, the learner becomes a participant :in

the design of:materials that are, to be used to communicate ideas, facts,

knowledge, and values to the learner himself and the learner's peers.

This participatory approach to the design of instruction thus ineludes

the teachers, studenti and instructional designers. The content, value's

and experiences Can be shared and commUnicated in a collaborative

fashion. Finalli, the participants begin" to learn how each thinks ind

thus share, develop; and.learn the Processes of thinking.
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Constructive Design Models

The revolution in learning psychology begun by Bartlett (1932)

has vaulted cognitive theory to preeminence in the field. Aided

by Piaget and other constructive theorists, cognitive theory asa

sumes that knowing is a process of individually constructing our

owtr models of reality. Individual constructions of knowledge

result in a network of cOnitructs (referred to as cognitive.struc-

ture) which are heterarchically related.

Instructional design theory has only recently begun to asssimi-

late the constructive principles of cognitive psychology into it's

Oefinition and processes. Winn's "open system model of learning"

(1975) asserted that learning is the modification of one's cogni-

tive structure experience. .The implications of cognitiye

psychology for instructional design suggest among other things that

instruction must relate both the content and the structure of con-

tent to be stored in memory with that which is already stored (Low,

1980). More specifically, constructivistic conceptions of the

design process (Wildman, 1981; Wildman & Button, 1981) assume

that the purpose of instruction is to replicate the content struc-

ture of knowledge.in the cognitive structures .of learners by speci-

fying the information processing tasks associated igith the con-

struction of appropriate knowledge structures. Instruction is the

control of cognitive processes (Winn, 1982). What is needed is a'

set of processes for implementing these conceptions into the design

science of instruction. Design strategies intended to accomodate

some of these changes in thinking have been proposed (Bell, 1981),



yet more fundamental procedur es need to be developed, eg. how do

we assess cognitive structure? Before we can assess changes in

cognitive structure or mediate that change, we first need to de-

velop methods for identifying what an individual's cognitive struc-

ture looks like, that is, what someone already knows (prior

knowledge).

Prior Knowledge

That prior know ledge is a strong predictor of learning is both

intuitively and emjrically obvious. Learnets without adequate
11,

prior knowledge structnres require comensurately more instruc-.

tional support in order to accomplish an objective (Tobias, 1976,

1478; Tobias & Redfield, 1980). In most of the studiesvreviewed,

prior knowledge is measured-by some form of pretest which is then

regressed on posttest scores. Pretests are most often criterion-

referenced to the posttest mental behavior. While this approach

is useful for research, its linear., uni-dimensional conception

.of prior learning does not provide an adequate description of

someone knows about a subject. Aquiring, organizing, and

trieving knowledge requires sever'sl levels and types of prior

knowledge -- superordinatt, coordinate, subordinate, analogical,

and'arbitrary ideas, as well .as appropriate cognitive strategies

fOr connecting the ideas (Reigeluth, 1980). In order to ac-

curately depict the complexity,of prior knowledge, a more con-

structivistic conception should be adopted. If learning is to

be described as the modification or growth of cognitive struc-
.

ture (Wildman, 1981; Winn,,1982), then the means for describing

an individual!s Inowledge structure is needed.

2
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.Pattern Notes.

Ifswe accept. that the organization of ideas in memory represent a

network of interrelated and integrated concepts, then our organi-

zational devices (notes, outlines, etc.) and other word relations

should be sithilarly Structured (Buzan,.1974). :Pattern notes (or
.

"'brain patterns" as Buzan .referred to them) do just that (see

example in Figure 1), They organize material in a relational man-,

ner, showing linkagesibetween.topics (Fields, 1980, 1982). Pattern
1

notes can best be desCribed as a spatial word assocition task,, with

each idea linked hy.lines 1(representing relationships) to a central

ideaT and to each other. The workinghypo esis of thio study is

'that pattern notes xepresent,ari efficient Methods for manifesting

the cognitive sEructure of individuats.

To construct a patterdnote,you first identify your primary subject;

write it in block letters in the center of a blank sheet of paper,

and box it, Next you free assoCiate about the subjeet, thinking

/
about the key issues. Additional association should generate sub-

/

sumptive ideas about those secodary ideas, and so on until the
._.,

subject ig sufficiently elaborated. Finally, line's May,\be drawn

between some Of the secondary/tefiary ideps, connecting them
.4

together in a network, in the way that 'relational links"

related to "Puthors subject knowledge" in the pattern note in

Figure 1.(a pattern note Aout pattern notes) Fields, 1982). The

technique is simple to learn for all ages of students. It providqs

an excellent mechanism for notetaking, organizing speeches and

papers studying for an exam, and so on.



OVERVIEW. OF STUDY
.t

Purpose of Stud

Since pattern nOtes depict the relationdaips between concepts as-

sociated with each other, it is reasonableto suppose that they may

be able to adequately manifest cognitive structure. Since the

technique,i'S easy to learn, pattern notes could provide an effi-

cient means for assessing the complexity of a student's prior

knowledge about a subject, -More importantly, we could quickly

become aware of the idiosyncratic way that each learner relates

importantconcepts to each other, a potentially powerful design/

evaluation tool.

Methodology

So, in this study students were first administered a classic word

association task, using as stimulus words the fourteen most com7

monly.occurring terMs related to Newtonian mechanics (Johnson,

1967) -- time, speed, force, mass, momentum, etc. Basedupon.a

comparison of methods, Preece (1976) concluded that the "word as-

sociation test was a particularly valuable device for mapping cog-

nitive structure if,asso,-...iattons were constrained to the particu-
1

lar semantic domain involved" (p.7). It provided tI best model

of content structure as manifest in the Cognitive s ructure of

,

, learners. The degree of relatedness between each pIair of _words

was calculated and maPped using a multidimensional scaling pro-

cedure.

'After an hour an a half of instruction'on how to onstruct pat-tern

notes, students were required to construct notes/using each of

4
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the same fourteen words as the k4orddthat were liven in the

wOrd association task. .The patterns were considered digraphs

(Harary, Norman, & Cartright,,106) and the distances between

each pair calculated. Thebe dip6ences were also scaled.

Hypothesis

The purpqse of the study was to see if the structure qf physics

conceptsmanifest by the distances ift the pattern notes was similar

to that manifest by the semantic distiAnces produced by the word

association task. If the underlying structure was the same, as

expected, then pattern notes should he able to provide an effi-
. ---

cient means for mapping Cognitive structure.

METHOD

Participants

High school students enrolled in two sections of a physics course

taught at a suburban high Schr,o1 in the southeastern United States

agreed to participate. Prior po tile study, th'ey had been taught

all of the concepts employed in the study, ie. they each should.
0

have had a well developed cognitive structure related to Newtonian

pLysics. As this,was an advance4 eleztive'adience course, all

students were intellectually capable and motivated. All procedures

in ihe study were conducted'during their normal-class time, the

first two periods of the school ,day,

Instrumentation

Word Association Test. The fourteen stimulus words used in the study,

-,
were identified by Johnson(1967) as. representing the core concepts



of 'the highly structured subject of Newtonian mechanics. Each of

'the words was printed at the top of a separate page, and beneath

it were 17 horizontal lines. The stimulus word appeared to the

left of 'each line. The test contained one page of instructions

including an example, and 14 pages for responses, similar to that

described by Shavelson(1974). The order of concepts in each test

was_randomized for each student. They were instructed to write

ai many wordS related to each of the 14 stimulus words as they could

think of. They were instructed.to "think like physicists" when com-

'pleting the task, in order to constrain their associations to the

semantic domain. One minute was .allowed for each concept.. _

Pattern Construction Test. The same_14 stimulus words were used in

the pattern notimg test. Each Word was hand lettered in block

caps (approximately 18 imint) horizontally in the center of a blank

sheet of paper. A box was drawn around eadh word. The one page of

-instructions (no example provided) directed students to construct

pattern notespr eadh concept on each page. An example of a student's

response is illustrated in Figure 2. The order of concepts presented

was randomized for each student. One minuteand ten seconds waS
4

allowed for the c6nstruction of each pattern (additional time. pro-

'vided for drawing). In both the Word Association and the Pattern

Construction Tsts, students were instructed in the directions to

'think like a physicist" when responding to the tasks.

Procedures

The study was carried out over a three-day period. On the first/.

day, the word association test was administered. The students were

.instructed that this test was part of.a study to find out how we
ow

learn concepts in physics and how teachers can learn to teach better.

.7-

'1111
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-

The following week, the second day of the stiudy included instruCtion
'/

and practice in preparing pattern notes. The students were pre-

sented/with a mock problem in which linear notes are inadequate,

Sand then shown how to prepare pattern notes. The students prac-

ticed by preparing pattern notes on three separate topics These

results were shared. A homework assignment to construct pattern-----

notes an_twc-additional.subjects was given. The next day, these-
,

patterns Were ehecked to insureithat'each Student understood the

technique, and the results were shared with the rest of the class.

The application of pattern notes was discussed. Finally, the

Pattern Construction Test-was/administered, Students were thanked

.

i. for thelripartcipation.

RESULTSJ AND DISCUSSION

__
Analysis was completed for 4 subjects randomly selected from both

classes of students.

Analysis of Word Association Test

_ -
The degree of semantic relat dness of each of the 14 concepts to,

each other was,detetmined-in ider to assesseach student's underlying

cognitive structure related to Newtonian physics. The relatedness

coefficient (Garskoff & Houston,\ 1963) used response frequencies and

relative rankings of word distrintions between pairs-of stimulns

words to determine the relatedness of two concepts.

Based upon ttlese assumptions:

Relatedness of words varies with the degree to which, their
aSsociative hierarchies are iden ical.

Words may have different independ nt relations to each other
that contribute to their relatedn ss.

7



\\
do General level of verbal relatedness, regardless of. kinds of
relationships between Vords, can be measured.

.

4

-The order of appearance in each associatLve hierarchy reflects
the psychological importance of a word (ie. first emitted

.

associates have more mea. ning).

Garskoff and Houston (1963) derived a formula fir the relatedness

coefficient:

-A.

RC-
(AB)- rip-(n-1)p 2

where:

A and B are the rank orders of words under A that are shared_,
with B, and vice versa.

A'13 represenfs the rank order of A timesthe rank order of B
(all values timesitself)

n represents the number of words in the longer list

represents a probability weight that can be Applied to different
parts of the distribution p=1 was used in this study to give

.equal weight to all portions of eadh distribution.

Simply stated, RC represents the amount of obtained overlap between

twolistsdivided by the maxiMuM possible overlap. If each list were

identical (which they couldn't be because the stimulfis word at the

top differs with each,list), RC would equal one. Relatedness coef-

ficients were calculated for each pair of words (91) for each sub-

ject. A matrix vas developed for each subject which represented the

relationships, in terms of semantic distance, among these physics

concepts in memory. That is, the,matrix represented an individual's

map of that part of their cognitive structure. Table 1 contains.

the mean relatedness coefficients for the Word Association Test.

The lower the relatedness coefficient, the less is the overlap be-

tween the concept pair, ie, ehey are less related. The relatedness

coefficients show fairly strong interrelati nships between most

concepts, consistent with the krery tighdcontent structure of the
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subject. High relatedness coefficients between pairs such 'as mass-

weight or speed- accetration indicate the stronger relationships
,

typically ascribed to them.

Non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) was used to map the

distances between the concpets. MDS analyzes yroximity data (degree

of.similarity between objects) producing-a Configuration of points .

that spatially represent,the similarity beWeen all the stimlus value's

(Kruskal & Wish, 1978). Similar objects cluater together; dissimilar

are further apart.

Relatedness coefficient matrices were considered similarity matrices

and scaled using the program ALSCAL.(Young & Lewyckyj, 1979). Non-

metric analysis of this interval data was mandated by the prograuN

use of the SIMILAR option, since ALSCAL isset up to analyze dissimi-
.:

larities, and the relatedness coeeficients were similarity-type.

Rather than using' median values of,the coefficients-to create a

single matrix for scaling (Shavleson, 1972), an individual differences

model (INDSCAL) was used to analyze individual matrices of coeffici-

ents (Carroll & Chang, 1970).

A three-dimensional scaling solution is plotted in Figure 3. The

configuration did not match the data very yell (stress=.20 averaged

over the matrices which tends to increase stress), however.very

explicable.clusters of concepts emerged from the analysis.,The

concepts of speed, velocity, acceleration wefe clusterd in all

three dimensions. The concept time was usually at the fringeof that

cluster, frequently assOciated with the concept, work ( a non-Oirsics
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oriented association). Weight-mass were also always closely related.

The concept inertia was usually isolated, consistent with Shavel-
.

son's (1972) results. Power, force, energy were more loosely

clustered on most dimensions, which is consistent with the con-

'tent structure.

Analysis of Pattern Construction Test
,

An initial assumption of this analysis called for treating the pattern

notes as digraphs (directed graphs). Digraphs represent an axiom

system which contains a finite set of points and lines (none of which

are parallel) and a set of functiOns whose domain is defined by the

lines and whose range is defined by the points (Harary, Norman &

Cartwright, 1965). These combine to form a spatial representation

of a network of nodes (ideas, roles, operations, etc.)Digraphs

can be used to describe semantic domains. A digraph describing the,

structure of mechanics (Preece, 1976) is illustrated in Figure 4.

Digraphs may be represented by matrices,,the vertices of which

quantitatively represent the lines of a digraph.

So, in this study, each pattern was considered a digraph, and a

preliminary distance matrix, adapted from Shavelson (1971), was

formed for 'each set of patterns for each subject. The distance

between two concept\on the pattern, if treated like a digraph

is "the number of lines in the shortest path connecting the two

points. Pairwise distances between distances on a digraph may.

be summarized in a distance'matrix (Shavleson, 1971, p.. 38).

The matrix was formed by counting the intervening lines or

connectors between each of the 14 concepts appearing on each of
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of the 14 patterns. For instance, dvelocity-momentum =2 in Figure

2-and dvelocity-forCe=3. These values were collected in a matrix

of distances. For each pair with more than one distance value in

the matrix, distance was determined by the modal score. When no

clear modal score existed, a mean score was calCulated. This was

done for less than 10% of.the pairs in all 24 of the distance

matrices. For purposes of subsequent analysis, when no value was

present (ie, no pairwise connection made in any of an individual's

patterns) the distance value of 7, just slightly greater that the

highest value recorded on any of ele patterns, was assigned to that

vertex (Young, 1982). The mean values for each pairwise comparison

across subjects is presented in Table 2. The higher the values pre-

sented, the greater was the spatial distance between those conceptS

as presented on the patterns. Mass-weight, for instance, were

closely related while impulse-work were distantly related.

Assuming lhat pattern notescan be analyzed like directed graphs,

the pattern notes were first analyzed using procedures Shavelson

(1972),used to analyze content'structure. So, an adjacency matrix

was formed for each inilividual's 'set'of patterns. An entry, airl

is made for a pair if a line connected them On one of the patterns.

The value of 0 was entered on the matrix if they were not anywhere'

connected-. A distance matrix was formed by converting the adjacency

matrix using procedures described by Harary, Norman, and Cartwright

(1965, pp". 135-136). A matrix multiplication/distance matrix don-

struction algorithm was written for a microcomputer and the !distance

matrices formed.

This method of analysis was rejected because the reSultant distance

matrices were too tight and not at all consistent with those
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reported by Shavelson (1971). The greatest distance between any

pair of concepts was two, which is dissonant with every measure

.of that content.

A major deficiency of this procedure may be reiated.to an assump-

tion about digraphs. One of the fundamental differences between

pattern notes and digraphs is that the former does not indicate
A

directionality. That is, the propositional relationships between

nodes 9ina digraph are signaled by arrows to indicate the relationship,

of one to the other. While these relationships may be symmetric,

ie. n-way, no indication of directiorclity is indicated on

patte n notes. The relationship between concepts, as labelled on

each line, is merely associative. This associativity implies

symmetric relationships between adjacent conc ts on the pattern.

Thus, no distinction is made between indegree (number of lineson

a digraph directed to that node) and outdegree (number of lines

from a particular node). Only total degree, number of lines

connected to a concept) is of concern. This symmetry yields only a

half-matrix of values (distances) between each of the fourteen

concepts, which means that no conversion of from assymetric-to-
/

symmetric was necessary to equate it with the symmetric relatedness

coefficient matrix, as. was necessary in the Shavelson (1972) study.

This compromise, added to the high proportion of adjacent concept

pairs reported on at least one pattern produced by each student,

resulted in an inordinately tight distance matrix. So, the Euclidian

diitances between concepts on each pattern were determined.

- The distance matrices for each subject were also mapped Using the

.same MDS procedure used vith the relatednesa coeeficient matrices,
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with the exception of the SIMILAR option. An individual-differences

model was employed to analyze the dissimtlarity-type distance scores.

Ra her than transforming the data to similarity-type as Shavelson

(1 72) did, the default' value,(dissimilarity) of the scaling pro-

gram was used to map the values.

A two-dimensional solution (see Figure 5) resulted. Goodness-of-

fit was again not good (stress=.22 averaged over the matrices),

again an artifact of the individual.differences model. Only 73%

of the variance was accounted for, by the solution, indicating that

other individual differences (eg. spatial ability, ideational fluency,

crystallized or fluid intellegence) accounted for the. remainder.

Since stress incieased for the three-dimensional model,.therwo-

dimensional solution was accepted. Similar clusters appeared in the

pattern note.map,llowever. Velocity, speed, and distance were

closely related with 'acceleration and title more dietamt outliers of

of that cluster. The mass-weight.combination was still tight. Inertia

and impule were still isolated, and poWer, work, .force,.and energy

were still loosely clustered.

The Correspondence Between Word Association and Pattern Note Structures

Correlation. Two analyses compared the relatedness coefficients

and distance values for the matrices of concepts-- correlation anal-'

ysis and multi-dimensional sOaling. Pearson correlation coefficients

were calculated for the corresponding vertices of the relatedness

coefficient and pattern dist:ance matrices (see Table 3). All coef-

fioients were negative, since similarity (relatedness) data waq being

compared with dissimilarity (distance) data. A minority (20%) of the

coefficients reached statistical significance. Had the number of
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subjects b.--,en greater than 24, a larger proportion of' the coefficients

wo ld have reached significance.

The argest proportion of significant correlations occurred be-

tween\concepts that generally produced the lowest frequency of

respor4es. It might be eirpected. that mass-weight and speed-

.

velocir , because of their high degree of semantic relatedness,

would reault in the greatest consistency between pattern and word

tasks. HOFever, those correlations were generally low (r-C,10),_
\

with the h41'fest correlation coefficients occuring for the more

isolated of \the concepts -- momentum inertia, and impulse. it

was that lack of response however that produced the higher corre-
4

lations. Those concepts generally had the lowest relatedness Coef-

ficients and the highest distances between pairs. While there_

appeared to be a substantial amount of correlation between the

relatedness coefficient and distance matrices, it is clear that

individual differences also accounted for a great deal of the vari-

ance.

Comparison of MDS Solutions

Since the hypothesis of this study was that patterns can map cogni-

tive Structure, the most important comparison is structural, ie. do

the scaling solutions produce similar semantic maps or domains? The

clusters produced by scaling the relatedness coefficients and the

distances between concepts are very similar. Compare, for instance,

the Dimension I-II graph in Figure 3 (relatedness coefficients)

with the twodimensional graph in FigUre 5 (distances). Not only

are the clusters the same but their positions relative to the graph



are very similar. NQ rotation of the abscissa and ordinate ia

common practice in interpreting MDS solutions) was necessary to

manifest the similarity. The overall semantic structure produced

by the distance Setweenconcepts on the pattern notes iA very

similar to the structure produced by the relatedness coefficients

derived from the word association task (the best exiseing measure

of cognitive Structure).- Pattern notes can, to the degree of

accuracy represented by this study, fepresent cognitive structure.

This conclusion ie tempered by the lack of perfect fit produced

by either MDS solution. A good deal of variance is not accounted

for in either map. However, the remarkable simiiarity in the spatial

relationships between concepts manifest by both`solutions indiCates

at least.a good approximation of cognitive structure produced

by the pattern notes.

Implications for Instructional Design

If further research can cooroborate the tentative conclusions o

this study, designers and teachers may have a powerful teaching

and assessment tool. Individual differences in cognitive structure

.restilting from prior exposure to instruction ii a strong predictor

of learning this subject matter (accounting for 35% of variance),

so tracing the development of an individual's cognitive structure

and matching it.to content would increase .comprehension and
4-

understanding (Thro, 1978). Based upon the general findings of

this study, that pattern notes reflect the cognitive structure

of individuale, several specific.applications of pattern notes to .

instructional design activities are suggested:

15
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I Meana for assessing prior lnowledge. The complexity of prior
knowledge could be mote accurately represented by a pattern
than by a pretest.

cs 0 Diagnostic tool. To ascertain the extent of a learner's kno*-
-ledge with regard to a subject shoufd enable you to determine.at
what taskcjeVel eo.begin.

Remediation. Interpreting posttest results could be facili-

.

tated by patterns, by.determining"where the ner4went
vron5 is a 17riation on the evaluation theme.

Mediator fo instruction. Knowing the associations that someone
makes relative to a, subject would prOvide the designer with
the anchoring points,for relating new information, ie. custom-
izing comparative organizers.

Organizers. Using content.structure patterns (maps), overtly
instruct learners about the relationsLps between concepts related
to.the subject. Used in conjunction with the first two sugges-.
tions, do spatial comparisons with the learner.

4

. o Task analysis. If cognitive theory is assimilated by instructional.
developers, the most radical change needs to occur in the nature'
of task analysis. Using qinn's (1978).expanded conception of
task analysis,:patterns could provide both a rational.and empiri-
cal utcome of a structural analysis process, ie. determining'
the structure of the content'and the knowledge of the learners.

If fuither research corroborates the validity and reliabilitY of

pattern notes as a measure of-Coinitive structure, teachers and

designers may have available, with little,effort, a rich diagnostic

and instructional tool.
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TABLE 1

Mean Relatedness CoeffiCients
for Word Association Data

StimUlus Words 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9
1

.

10 1 12 13

1..Mbmentum
-.

.

2. Inertia 24 ,

3. Power 18 11

4. Mass
,

42 21
.

09
.

5. Time 26 13 11 12

6. Work 8 12 28 14 10

7. Weight

. Acceleration

31

42

26

1

17

15

57

30

17

32

12

23 25

,

.
.

Force
1

36 26 10 31 23 29 37 29

iO. Distance 24 14 09 13 37 17 14 35 21

Il. Velodity 42 19 14 25 59 15 21 57 31 42

f2. Impulse 35 17 16 '19 23 19 21. 23 27 23 24

13. Speed-, 35 16 13 26 34 16 27 52 31 44 61 24

14. Energy 15 13 41 08 10 24 08 12 23 10 11 12 08

Note: Decimals before each value omitted.

1
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TABLE 2

Mean Distances Between
Concepts on Pattern Data

StimulueWords 1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

. Momentum

. Inertia 48

. Power 53 64

4. Mass 27 40 50
.

5. Time ' 38 57 51 43

6, Work ' 58 67 48 63 48

7. Weight 41 49 59 16 48- 57

8. ACCeleration 35 52 53 31 26 59 42

9. Force 26 35 34 24 34 38 28 34
4-7-,

4 0,
10. Diseihte 43 58 58 38 24 61 46 32 49

,,
.

11. Velocity 24 50 57 32 26 57 39 18 28 29
.

12. Impulse 41 62 55 43 44 60 -53 S8 42 55 44

13. Speed ,26 54 57 34 24 57 43 23 31 24 17 50

14. Energy 51
i

53 31 43 48 40 51 58 34 60 50 58 59

Note: Decimals omitted. Values should have decimal inserted be-
tween niimerals, eg. 3.2..
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TABLE 3

Pearson Correlation Coefficihts
for Pairwise Comparison:of Relat\edness
Coefficients And Distances

timulus Words 1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 9 10 11. 12 13

I. Momentum

2. Inertia 36

3. Power. 10 03 ,

4. Mass 34 06 16

. Time 51 28 31_44

6. Work 59 14 53 36 24

7. Weight 25 02 20 04 54 18
,

8. Acceleration 49, 67 23 52 21 24 37 _ ---
__

9. Force 11 _13. -26--111-or 52 10 29
,

10.]Distance 58 16 35 31 17 27 39 08 11

11. Velocity 12 39 12 21 41 37 24 22 26 01
'N.

12. Impulse 69 58 .28 35 29 16 03 64 23 29 43

13. Speed 41 34 24 31 .05 49 34 15 29 01 .12 21
_ .

14 Energy 16 09 12 20 39 60 13 07 09 24 04 57 12

Note: All lalues are negative; decimal points omitted; underlined
valuea, 1)4(.05

21

3 74
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MO--Momentim

P--Power
MA--Mass

9 T--Time
WK--Work
WT--Weight
A--Aceeleration
F-7Force
D--Distance
V--Velocity
IM--Impulse
S--Speed
E--Energy__
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KEY

MO--Momentum
IN--Inertia
P--Power

MA--Mass
T--Time

I

WK--Work
-WT--Weight

A7-Acceleration
F--Force
D--Distance
V--Velocity

'IM--Impulse
S--Speed
E--Energy

FIGURE 5

Two-Dimensional Multidimensiodal Sdaling Solution
for Pattern Note Distance Matrices
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Pilrpose

This study.examines the effect of the level of reading ability on.
5

the instructional effectiveness of different types of illustrationsD

which'aCcompany-two modes of instruction. Of particular interest are

illustrations which integrate abstract and,realistic visualization.

The relative effectiveness of abstract and realistic visualization

remains of interest. A general preference for realism is reinforced by

several early theories which Dwyer (1972) 'refers to 'as "realism theories."

The preference for complex detailed illustrations, particularly by older

children and aJuifs w=q fnilna by a number of early research.ers .(French,

1952; Spaulding, 1955). Also, Yarbus.(1967),.Kahneman (1973), and H er

(1973) cite.evidence that complexity is a Major determinant o ention.

.0ther theorists argue that an increase in realism wil not necessarily

lead to inceased learning. Dwyer Tefers to these pa tions.as 'irrelevant-7

cue:6' theories. Hochberg (1962), for example, su ests that "the, Character-

rstics of a given,object may be communicate better as the representatiOnal
a

fidelity of the surrogate deteriorates Dwyer found that the type of

visual illustration 'abstract vs. ealistic) which was most effective
i

for instruction`was dependen upon the'kind of instructional objective,

whether the instructidn as self-paced or externally-paced, tlie grade

level, the level ofv'entering behavior .(prior knowledge).., and the level

of general a lity:

Jia17)h (1978) found that the inclusion of realfstic visualization

improved instructional effectiveness'under general conditions. The

-effectiveness of abstract visualizatibn was found tctl be dependent on

pacing (external vs: internal), general ability, and the type of instrukctional
.
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objective. ,Integration of abstract and realistic visualization was
. .

found to improve effectiveness for externally-paced instruct-on Urider'

?certain conditions.

'The processes of perceptual.learning which are involved in reading

a1soapply to the exttaction of informatibn from visual illustrations,,'

Similarly, cognitive.strategies utilized in reading are utilized in

learning froln. visuals. Robeck and Wilson (1974) and Gibson'and Levin,

(1975).discuss vidence that good and poor readers'are affected in

diffetent-ways by irrelevant cues present in stimulus materials. Dechant.-

and Smith (1977) cite research suggesting axelationship between the

leVel of reading ability and the ability to form concept.s from. Rhqfvgn

and concrete stimuli.

The purpose of this study was to inVeStigate the instrUctional

effectiveness of illustrations which integrate abstract and rda1istic

visualization for students of, different reading abilities.., Two:methods

of integrating the visualization were investigated. The first was with
.

a hybrid illustration, a real'color photograph into which a line.drawing

segement has been inserted. This provided an abstract,i14stration of
A .

the important relevant eleMents to be communicated, as well as a'rea1istiC
.

context. The second-Method was thr..)ugh the simdltaneous presentatiOn of

both a line drawing and a real color'photograph. 'In this treatment the

abstract line drawing could communicate the essential information
_

and/or influence seIectiye_attention-in looking at the.realistic illustration.

The realistic illustration, on the other hand, could motivate and arouse

as well as communicate es'sential information. The effectiveness of
-

these treatments, as well as those of the line drawing alone, the\realiatic

photograph alone,'and a control-treatment without vieuals, was measurA,



.

for ftlre kinds of leatning,objectiies, externally-paced and self-baced

/7
methods' of instruction, immediate p.nd 4elayed'retention, andlree

evels of reading ability.

Procedure

Subjects were 374 tenth grade public school students enrolled in

mandatory health education- clag,Ses. Classes Were coeduolational and

. .there was no ability grodppig.

Theeubjects were stratified into 'three groups in the basis of,
2rr

their Teading ability scores,/f/zom the Metropolitan A levement
'

Advanced form. _The authors report the reliability (Ku

of this 45-item subtest to be .93. The test measure vocabulary .and

/ 9

erLRichardsbn 20)

word recognitionas,well as paragraph plU5-3/-arger se ection-compThhensiOn,

Bartlet test gas used to test the hopogeneity of va iance in t,he
A

,

reading ab lity scores' for the ten treatment groups. A one-way analysis
. 0, H

/

of'. variance alsowas-Terformed fOr these scores in the'ten treatment
,

,7?

groups. Both test werenonsignificant at the- .05 leVei:
t/. , !

A 36-item phySiology pretest, the same instrument used by Dwyer _____

(1972),.was udministered to all subjects-pribr to instruction. 'The
, :--/-

Bartlett's test and analysis of .tariance of these scores indicated that

the treatment groups had homogeneous varia'Aces and no significant differences

,
1

in prior knowledge related to the instructional unit.

7

The instructional unit and criterion tests were those developed and

used by Dgyer (1972). The 2,000 word tructional script dealS with

the construction and operation of the hear-e,and is accoipanied by 37

visuals whi.ch illugtrate concepts and relationships for Which'Irisualization
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is likely to be beneficial.

The c'riterion tests were.a drawing test with 18 items and identifi-

cation, terminology-and comprehension tests with 20 items each.. Together

these,four tests constituted a total criterion test. Aeliabilities (KR-

20) of the individual tests equal or exceed ..76. The rsZTAbility of the

total test .91, according to Dwyer (1972, p. 12):

-

Half of the subjects received self-paced written instruction and

half received instruction by an audio tape recording (with visuals in

bookIet.form for both modes). Within each of these two modes the_students

received one of the five treatments: inStruction with,simple' line

/dra4ngs, instructioT with realistic color photographs.(3X5 inhes),

instruction with both line drawings and color photographs, instruCtion

with hybrid illustraitions.composed of reaIistrc qahotOgraphs with line-
I . .

I

drawing segments, d a control group with no visuals. TreatMents were:

randomly assigned .tC subjeCts. All students received the four-Part

criterion test.on t day immediately folloWing the instruction, and

again after two weeks.

.The analysid 1 volved a three-factor design denoted RSn. in

(A
5
@B

2
@C

3
). Rando subjects were este.'' in cells,formed by the three

factors:
k

Factor A: Five levels of the instruction variable, 1) no illustration'

(control), 2) 1 ne drawing, 3) realistic photograph, 4)

lustration an '5) both a line drawing and a realiSticiphotograph.

Factor B: Two evels of the presentation mode.vari4le, 1) externally

paced and, 2) sW-paced.

/.1*levels f the learner Characteristic variable,'1..)
-

Factor C: Thre

low, 2) medium :it'd 3) high reading ability../
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Separate analythes were completed for five levels of the dependent cri:terion,

variable: 1) drawing teqt score, 2) identification test score, 3)

terminology test score, 4)7the 6omprehension test score and 5) a total

criterion test score.which combined the other four scores.

-f ,The library program RUMMAGE was used for.the analysis of variance
.

Procedures. This program willqiandle balanced dnd unbalanced experimentaa

designs, miSsing'data and transforMations. Cell siZes aVeraged 10 for

' theimmediate p?sttest and 11 for e delayed posttest,

1'

Drawing Te4j,

The an;Sysis of variance procedure for. the drawing test produced

a significant* F Value for. the AC interaction (type-of visua4zation vs.

Immediate Posttst: Results

,

level of reading ability) and foF the B 'factor (pacing).

Test of the B means indicated thL.t the.externally-Pac c1.411bjects

.,scored significantly higher than the self-qpaced subjects.

7

10,

+"

High L

. ..
A

.
C

Low

I I . 1. (

--11-opet

'

= .05 for 'all tests
. _

Me u m-

Line 'Real Hybrid Bo-61

--Figure 1. Drawing Test
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TABLE 1

TYPE OY VISHAWATION WHICH RESULTED IN .HXCIIEST-
CRITERION TEST SCOW EOR IMMEDIATE POSTTEST

Externally:lilted

Reading Ability
Medium High Low Medium Hi h

Self-Paced-----------

- Beading Ability

044*0014.01.00.0 ...,./.010,0,1,10.11F10%
co

Drawing. Line Hybrid Hybrid Both Hybrid Line

IdentiCitation Wilt Hybrid ,Hybrid, Both Rctal BYhrtd Hybrid
, .

Terminology Line Hybrid Hybrid NODO None Hybrid- Hybrid-

Comprehen)ion ,, 'Line Both ., Hybrid None .Roal itenl Rent

Tetal triterlon Line, Hybrid Hybrid hoth R06; Hybrid .Hybr d

"e Main
EITECT
(Combined
Crouol

Hybrid

C.:-....,701.11.....1,0.-,01% 011110120..... ....141171
0

11..:14,00.2.1,714-,..41/7SZAW.-.11101/A71/.0.0.,..0,2,

-None: 14oNisual (Control',(roup)
Line: Line D:rawing

.Reaft: Realistac. Photograph
Hybrid:. Hybrid Visual (Realistic Photograph with.Line,Segmeht)

Boih: Both:Lino Drawing and Realistic'Photograph Presented. Together,

4



The A (treatment). factor approAched significance (trobabiIity =A56) for

the total test scores.

Table 2 Tresents the types of visUalilation which reSulted_in the highest
.#

achievement on,the criterion measures for the defa:yed posttest. As in the

immediate posttest,4these results do not necessarily represent significant

ifferences.

Discussion

Onlythe immediate posttest drawing test produced a,significant interaction

of interest with-respect to reading ability. For that test, high and medlim

reading ability students benefited most from the hybrid method of integrating

abstract and realistic visualization while low Teading ability students
41;

benefited most:froth the simultaneous presentation of both- real and abstract

visuals. For the low ability students, the difference between the two methods

was significant. For high reading ability students the line'drawing also was .

4

.
significantly-more effectiVe'than the.control condition.

The results.suggest that those with poor reading skills benefit.most

from the availability of the full context of both the,liine drawing and the

re*1 photograph for the kind of learning measurecLby the drawing test. The

fact that the drawing test calls for a.reproduction of the line drawlng suggests

the possibilitypthat, for the poor reader, the complete realistic photograph

serves to arouse arid Sustain attention. Perhaps average and high ability

readers.do not require the same high level ,of arousal, as suggested by Robeck

and Wilson (1974).

The significant results for the main effect of pacing, in both the drawing

and identification tests indicated a general superiority of the externally-
<

paced instruction. This effect endured to,the delayed posttest for the

drawing test. The effec.t approached significance for the ,immediate posttest

toal test scores as well. It is importan to note that externallY-paced

treatments lasted 27 minutes while the average time for self-paced subjects

36'7 38j
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TABLE 2 .

TYPE OF VISUALIZATION WHICH RESULTED IN-HIGHEST .

CRITERION TEST SCORE FOR DELAYED POSTTEST

0

_

Externally-Paced:

.Rdading'Ability
LOw Medium High Low

, Main
-75-e-If-Paced

EFFECT
Reading Ability. (Combined

Medium High Groups)'

Drawing , Line Hybrid Hybrid. Both Hybrid Real Hybrid

Identification Real Real Hybrid Hybrid None Both Hybrid
.

.

TerMinology Line Hybrid Real Real' . Real Both Both

,

Comprehension Line Both Line Line BothNone Both

Total Criterion i3'ine_ Hybrid' Hybrid Both Real Both' Hybrid

None:'..No Visual (Control Group
Line: Line Drawing
Real: Realistic Phatograph

Hybrid: Hybrid Visual (Realistic Photograph with Line Segment)
Both: Both Line Drawing and Real4tic Photograph Presented Together

390
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'was only 1.3 minutes. This difference in-time available for interaction,
.

with the content makes interpretation of the significbnt main effect difficult.

Additionally, it is not clear if.the effect.ib due to the locus df pacing Or,

to the interaction.of visual and oral,coMmunication as comparedwith visual

presentation of both words and pictures.

The results for the.,immediate posttest total test scores suggest a \
general superiority for line drawings and for the hybrid metliRd_of integrating

-
d

abstract and realistic Visualization. The finding lends limite4jupport to

the "irrelevant cue" .thedries.

a Relatedly, it is interesting to note in Table 1 the consistency,of results

for externally paced-treatmentS-. Without exception,"line drawings produced
. ,

.

N

the highest mean scores for low reading ability students while integrated visuals.

-produced the highest results formedium and high ability students. Thes'e

results suggest further investigation to determine if this-pattern would\be

maintained for a more.rapid p4sentation of the content.

Conclusions

Results of the immediate posttest suggest that deS-igners of visualiZed

instruction should consider the student's level of.reading ability in

determining the type of visualization.to be used for certain instruttional

objectives. Line drawings .and hybrid visuals appear to be the most generally

,

effective methods for shorti-term.retentionb The'results regarding pacing-t
'suggest further investigation.
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ASSTRACT

; A 3 x-3 factorial design ,was used to ekplore possibil.e relationshipso

between field independence as a cognitiverstyle variable and rele-dr ..
. .

vant/irrelevant examples in childrens' concept learning of propaganda

technigues, Op hundred one si h graders were classified a§ rela-.
,

,;
,

tively field independent field neutral, or .field4dependent. SubTects'
. ,

. . .', , ..in each cell were randomly assigned to one o? the folloWing.condept.

, ,(,

identification treatments: (1) examples only (2) both examples and-.

..- 4
'ti--- .R

,>non-examples (3) non-examples only,.. All subjects receiVed ;the same

4

concept identification test. In most caset, the non-examples.of one,'
conCet were actually examples of another concept presented. Signi-
ficant main effects were found on the oVerall composite score, sup-
porting the hypothesis:that field

the functioning of the perceptual

indepenaents have superiority in

and cognitive modes. ,The e ample

only treatment was the most effectiVe method of instruction regard7%
less of whether, the subjects w6ro field dependent, neutral, _or

independent. -

C.

,

4

N



Teachfn4'Coordinate,concepts_for Field Independent,'Dependent
/

.and Neutral,Students: Effebts of Three Instructional Strategies-,7

Learning:involves a change in a perSor's knowledge or ability to per-
.form some task. In general, research shows. taht.presenting: definitionS,'

example/non-example pairs and attribute%iSolation, provide for ade-n
=

ciliate learning of concepts(Merrill Tennyson, 1980). -In addition,

research on the value o-f pictures for prose learning indicates that
.

pictures facilitate learning when they do not Conflict with the prose
(Levin & LesgOld,-,197,8). It appears that GabiS's hypothesis, that

useful visuals provide a convenient structure for complex content,

supports this con'clusiori. Therefare,°it seems that verbal and 1.-iisuPI

example/non-example pairs will'adequately present cOncept in"struction.

'et, more research, is needed to-define useful visuals.

'Pictorial illustrations included wi-Lin'verkal materials are usually

selected acco,rding to-subjective feelingd of the desinger.about whPt

is best, availability of raw taterials, cost; attractiveness of a

finished product and availability of a ready market (Brody, 1'980).

These criteri6n- are set apart from scientifically'chosen visual.
.

o .

examples.

1
4'

<-
If the concePt learning theorThOlds true and if visuals are a pcwer-

.,,

fda tool that aid jearning, .thenca'usefui. concept lesson would.eillploy
; .

visual'exaMPles accompanied lpy'non-enamples. We 'hypothesize that ina/
" .

.-:pphdept learning treatment (lesson and test), participants will4

--keSt learn those concepts when the example/non-exampie format is used%

In additione, we hypothsize that the visual scdis op this'particular:



treatment will.be higher that the verbal scores. ,On a reatment

presenting-examples only, lesson and test'scores should be poorer,

ollowed by the poorest performances on a treatment containing only

non-examples.

.The individual difference'diMension which may contribute to informa-

tion.regarding the tae of examples and non-examples for concept learn-

.

.
. ..ing ds'thd cognitive style variable of fiela depende,Ice/independence.

Herman Witkin and others have researched cognitive style for

. 0

at least thirty years (Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, CoX, 1977). It

is the style which is most widely known, the most thoroughly researched,

and has reliable instruments to test it. The most commonly used of

these instruments is the Embedded Figures Test (EFT) which requires

the disembedding of an item'from an organized field. The EFT requires

the subject to locate simple figures which are embedded in sets of

complex geometric patterns.. This test assesses the influence of the

Surrounding environment on perception. The results indicate that

lot analytic subjects are almost entirely dependent ,on visual cues

(fiela dependent) l_d_31igh_analy-t-ic-subjects dAsregard-themEttield7--

independent). Field independents experience items as discrete from

their background and tend to'overcome embeddedness. They perceive

things analytically;.whereas,field dependents perceive things globally.

Most subjects fall somewhere between the twd extremes but tend toward

one or the other.

:Findings show.that field independent subjects are superior to field

dependent subjects in learing dimensioned- and nondimensioned concepts.

2
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This holds-true if the conclusion is based. on recognition of r6levamt

oripositive examples (Nelson & Chavis, 1977). -Yet,'in a treatment
_

involving instructional material, followed by example and,non-example

pairs both classes of learners should learn equally well. This is

due to the design of the mixed treatemnt. The lesson provides-foi

a great deal:of practice which-is what the field dependent learner

might need. It should compensate for their difficulty in learning

concepts.

Nelscin and Chavis also concluded that field neutral or medium analy-

tic subjects are hindered in recognizing positive examples-when

exposed to both-positive, and negative examples. They hypotheized

'that the inclusion of negative examples in a lesson interferes.with

recognition of positive examples for the field neutral student.

Based on these factors, we..hypothesize that field independent and

dependent participants will perform equally well on a concept
.

;treatment involving examples and non-examples. Field neutral subjects

'should reCognize fewest positive examples in a concept treatment

which includes any non-examples; therefore, they would have the

poorest score.

.Structuring mechanisms identify field independents from dependents.

Field-independents are better able to disembed a figure from its

surrounding field, analyze a field into its component parts, and

thereby impose structure on a field when it lacks appartent organ-

ization. Field dependent_individuals have difficulty performing the

tasks necessary to add structure to the field. Instead, they tend
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to accept the field as it stands, and once they have accepted a frame

of reference, they have difficulty in reorganizing the field to

accommodate a different structure.

The cognitive restructuring ,h'ypothesis was:advanced by Witkin and.

'Goodenough (1982). According t8 their hypothesis, field independent

individuals are better than field dependent individuals in the ability

to restructure information in a perceptual and cognitive mode. Davis

and Cochran (1982) support the restructuring hypothesis with research

on encoding and long term memory. They conclude that field indepen-

dent individuals are more adapatable in dealing with task ambiguity

and reorganization of information.

Research continually shows that field.independent people seem better

able to achieve a different percept.whenrequired to do so by situa-

tional demanas or inner needs, through the restructuring of their

initial.perceptual experience (litkin & Goodenough, 1982).

Since organizing learning material can reduce interference and thereby

facilitate learning and retention, field independents should be less

susceptible to interference effects because of their more active

participation in organizing the material (Witkin et al.,1962/1974;

. Goodenough, 1976): If field independents are less susceptible to

interference they should perform better on a concept learning
-

-treatment in which all visual samples are non-exampleS of the.concept

being presented.

Goodenough° (1976) hypothsized that field dependents perform poorer on
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concept learning tasks since they are dominated by the -most salient

figures of a stimulus. As a resut they tend to overlook many features
of the stimulus complex. This cue salience hypothesis suggeits that

field dependent and field indepenaent subjects have quite different

search strategies. It is logical to assume that Annis's hypothesis

(1979) supports this conclusion.'She theorized that field independent

subjects are morejikely to adopt an active hypothesis testing,. par-

ticipant approach to learning. This reflects their greater,structuring
ability. In contrast, field dependent learners are more likely to

adopt a passive, intuitive spectator apiproach. As a result, field

dependents need stronger cues in order to learn a concept.

When distracting cues are included field dependent subjects have a

difficult time selectively attending to the relevant cues (DaVis &

Cochran, 1982). This is supported by blower's and O'Conner's (1978)

selective attention finding. They concluded that field dependents

scan moie of the visual field but are unable to selectively attend

to the relevant parts of. the field.

Another suRporting-,finding is that by-Avolio, Alexander, Barrett
.

.

2.and Sterns, 1979). They concluded that,field dependnet sub ects

make greater errors than field independent subjects in both visual

and auditory modes when asked-to attend to relevant stimuli includea

with competing, irrelevant stimuli.

If relevant cues are this powerful and if distracting cues stand in

the way of learning for field dependent students, the field depen-

dents should learn less on a concept lesson which contains distracting

or irrelevant information. 'On the same concept lesson, but on a
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treatment using all relevant examples, field dependents, independents,
and lield.nebtral subjectsShould perform equally well.

In summary, we hypothesize that:

Field independents wilr.outperform both field neutral and field
-

dependents, overall, due to their superiority in the perceptual

and cognitive modes.

,All learners will perform better On a treatment (lesson and test)

containg.both examples and nod-examples. The next highest scores
will be og.the treatment involVing.examples only, followed by the

treatment consisting of non-examples only.

Field independnets and dependentwill have the,smallest differ-

ence in learning on the example/non-example treatment since it

is the,strongest lesson containing support mkterial to increase

learning.

1-FielduAral learners will perform poorer on a treatment involvingm

positive-and negative examples due to the theory set fccth by

Nelson and Chavis.

Field independents will perform better than field dependents and

field neutral learners.On the treatment with-all-non-examples.
This is based on the theories of restructuring and cue salience.

Field dependents, field neutral, and field independent subjects

will perform .equally well on the concept lesson with all positive

examples. A,s a result they will also perform better on the test.

This is based on the theory by Nelson and Chavis.
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_Subiects_

METHOD-:

Subjects were 11-0 sixth grade students from a public elementary

school in-Minnesota. Due-to adsences, complete data wasnot avail-

able fOr nine children; therefore, statistics'were computed according

to-results from,the remaining 101. Forty percent of the population

in.attendance are classified as minority group members, including
,

Hispanic, S.E. Asian, Black and Native Americans.

Design

A"3 x 3 factorial design was employed in this study. The first

factor, or independeAt,variable wascOgnitive style.. It had three

levels: fieldAndependencet,--field neutral and fiel dependence.
. .

:The second factor r'independent'variable -was instructional treat-

ment. It had thr ,levels: mixed example8, examples, only, and

non-examples.only. Approximately One third of the subjects in each .

of the three cognitive style groups was randomly assigned to one of

the-three treatments.

Instrumentation

To assess field independence the Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT)

(Witkin, Oltman, Raskin &,Rarp, 1971) ws employed. The test consists

of eighteen items. -For each item, subjects are asked to locate a

. hidden figure withing. the embedded context of a compl,ex pattern.

Tach subject's score, then, is the.number of correct tracings of

.simple figures on complex designs. Three sections are included in

the timed test but scores on the last two sections only are used.
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JPerformance on the GEFT reflects a tendency, _in varying degrees

of strength, toward analytical or global functioning.

The norms and reliability estimates reported in the GEFT manual

(Witkin, et.al., 1971) are based on college.student samples but

Lishnd Powers (1979), using a sixth grade sample, calculated

long term (i.e., 1 year test7retest) coefficients of stability of

.80 and .71 for boys and girls, respectively and coefficients of

internal donsistency ranging from .83 to.98 for boyS-and-girls on
the GEFT.

4

A number of studies have used the GEFT with children (Sherief, 1979;

Powers and'Lis, 1977). Studies like these have classified as field

dependent children with .scores ranging from 0 to 9'. The range for

field independents has been from'10 to 18, with somestudies using

a greater range than others.

In the study reported here, Students scoring between 0 and 6 were

classified as relatively field dependent. .Children with scores

between 7 and 11 were_c1assified as field-neutral-m-d-those with

scores between 12 and 18-were classified as field independent.

Materials

Any person exposed to television, radio, newspaper, magazines, bill-

boards or other methOd used to present advertisements should also

-be.' exposed to propaganda techniques. ,Thus the goal of this lesson

was'to aquaint sixth graders with four of several propaganda tech-

niques: (1) TestiMonial (2) Transfer (3) Repetition (4) Bandwagon.
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Before designing and developing the lesson, we checked with all

five classroom teachaers to epsure that students knew what ;the

word advertising meant and that none knew any propaganda techndques.

For the study, the investigative teani developed three versions of

the Propaganda Technique's Lesson and.one, version of-the Propaganda

Techniques Test.

The packet (lesSon and test) were in self instructional workbook

format. The reading level of the Aesson was eighth grade, accord-

ing to the "Graph for Estimating Readibility" by Edward Fry.

-The general sequence:of the lessons included the technique definition,

followed TT-examples and non-exampleS and then Verbal and visual
---pradtdye items.. 'The mandpulated variable was that the visuals fbr:

Lesson One included all e),amples ,of-e-ach_propaganda technique
-

presented '

Lesson Two Included b

technique

th examples and non-examples of each

Lesacn_Three-dncluded all non-examples of each propaganda

technique.

During the process of materials development, bo'th a formative

evaluation and a field test were conducted. The formative evalu-
.

ation was conducted.by means of one to one tryonts of the Lesson ,

containg both examples and non-examples'and the test. Two students

enrolled at a different school than the end users but at the same

grade level, completed'Lesson Two and the Test. Neither knew what

propaganda was or had a previous lesson on it. After completion

381.9
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of both, the investigator discussed with the two Students their

experience wit-h.the materials to determine time required,'errors,

sources of confusion degree of difficulty,etc. The Lesson and
Test were refined accrding to the feedback given.

The,pilo-Lwas conducted with sixteen students in the same school

As the test .goup. pnce again, Lesson Two was used for the .pilot
'test. The Mean score to the Lesson was. 65%, and the test Was 73%.

'Students were'given the LessOn and Test at the same time so the
. .

study would proceed .uninterupted. The students were,instructed.

to'staykseared until,told tO stop. To ensure that they wouid

remain quiet, A- coloring sheet'was included as the last page* f-

the paoket to keep participants occupied.

Dependent Measures

The post test was used as'a dependent measure to test eecall and.
.2s

coMprehension. Verbal items for the test were developed and.visual

items selected by the i7nvestigative
group.or each/technique, the

test-contained:

Two :verbal examples

TwO verbal non-examples

Two visual examples

Two visual non-examples

Procedures

The GEFt, all le ons and the tests were admini'stered by one exper-

imenter to assure con istency in procedures. The GEFT was adminis-

,

tered in each classroom b the experimenter before the self
k

4.95
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instructional lessons and tests. Scores from the GEFT:can be seen

in Figure 1.

tf.

'Before completing the paCket, the.sttdentS were told they-wotld. be

using materials deSigned for a learning experiment by.a'University

of Minnesota. graduate student. They were told that their naMeS would

not be used when writing about the -results, and were given the option

not to. participate in the study. None of the :students requested* not

to participant. Ne.41y al/ children were able to complete the lesson'

,

. / .

and test within fort five minutes..

The lessons and the post
/
test Were administered to groups that ranged-\

in class size from 16 to 25. The experimenter went to each room,

one at a time,to administer the study. The teachers were not present

in the rooms; therefore, the experimener, did all of.the work. The:

same introduction and instructions were given to each group before

ti-le.self study packet.(lessons and test) were distributed. A

coloring 'sheet.was attached to each packet as an assignment for

subjec-ts after they finished the lesson and tes. This kept them
. \ .

______

oCzupied-and:Tfrom-disturbing the other,students. The coloring sheet
\

was:not analyzed as part of the.studY. The entire study packet

incltded: one form of the lesson, the posttest, and a coloring sheet
1

The students went through the entire packet,.in order, before the

assignment was comPleted.

383'
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RESULTS
\

Distribdtion of GEFT Scores

The test results of the Groups Embedded Figures Test are shown in
r figure 1:

Distrubution of GEFT Scores,

_
x ..s.d.

Field Independent (GEFT 0.1 7)
, 29- 14.52 1.95

Field'Neutral (GEFT .8 1 10) 38 8.78, 1.42

Field Dependent (GEFT 11- 18) 34 3.61 1.69

Total 101 8.61 4.63

Figure .1:

Since previoiis Studies often have used, approximately the top third;

-and bottom third of their.samples to classify field independents,

and field dependnets respectively, the 4i,stribution was divided
,. .

roughly into thirds. The neutral group was included as a separate

group to-Compare the performance of its members with.those of the'

two extreme groups These classifications provided maximum discrim-
''

_

ination between the FI and FD subgroups for the analysis fo varianpe.

Means and Standard ,Deviations

Means and standard deviations__for the three field independence levels

and the thr4e lesson veFsiOnS are'shown in Tables 1-6.

Insert Tables '1-6 about heib
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Analyses of Variance

To address the major.hypotheses'of this 'study, six 3 x13 analyses of

variance were conducted using the Statistical Package ;ot4 the Social

Sciences (SPSS), The dependent-variables in these analyses were the

three leisonjsbóres'and the three test scores. The ineldpendent var-

iables in these analyse were treatments and level of field indepen-:

dence/field .dependence (FI/FD).
it\

,
Tables 7-12 present the summary data for the six ANOVAs. There were,

no conditions under which an interaction of variables ocburrred. This

does.not support the hypothesis which states that field dependents

should be diStracted more by irrelevant or conflicting information.,0

Insert Tables 7-12 about here

In none of the.six ANOVAs was there any indicatibn of treatment

effects. The thesis that mixed examples or all examples would be

more .effective than all non-examples was not supported by this

study. Cognitive style was no-E a factor in the visual lesson, vis--,

ual teSt, or verbal lesson. In three of the experimental conditions,

however, there are indications of, the 4,mportance of cognitive style.

Cognitive.style was a significant variable'at,the .059 level in the

cbmposite lesson (Table 9); at the .012 level in the verfoal -Eest
,

(Table 11); and at the .016 level in tlie composite .est (Table 12).

40o
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. .

DISCUSSION

This study supports the theory that field iiidependent subjects would
p6rform best n-the.overall study. Thus, it suggests that these
high analytic subjects need fewer ,examples ot understand a .concept.

0'

The reading level of the treatments was at the eighth'grade level,
, two gradps above thesubjects' edudational status.. here.fore,
another contributing factor for why field 'independents'performed

bettdr could be that they function at higher idading levels' than
neutral or dependent learners.

Also confirmed in this study'is tht all learners, regardAess of
.. a

cognitive style, performed equally well on the concept treatment"'.
.

containing all positive examples.. No negitive examples were
included that could.possibly obstruct learnInifor field neutral
and field dependent.learners.

This study,aoes not support the idea. that effects would be found
between reatments and cognitive styles. This cduld be due' to
severar reasons. For example, the:target group, ahving. a high

minority 66Rxlation, could have an'overall readinglevel lower
than &.ixth grade. In addition, their cultural background is quite
-varied form both the visual and verbal examples/non-examples.

These'two factors lend evidence for the lack of intéiaction between
treatments.

The lessons, besides.being at a high reading level, could have

needed,additional examples/non-examples. Perhaps4field dependent
and neutral learners need the extra'practiCe to learn a concept.,
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a

ThiS, could supBort the theory that field independents need

less practice to Xedrn a concept.
.

A. future study might use the' same cc:incept and ipbpaganda techniques
.

but:.

o-Match readimg aevel between target group and concept lesson/test.

Use examples/non-examples which more bfroadll> fit a divers's

culture.

Provi.de enough examples'and 'time to-allow sUbjects to learn concepts

and complete the lesson.

Provide feedback throughout the lesson.
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Field
Independent

Neutral

-

Field

j
Dependent

Table 1 ,

Ebans and Standard Deviations
for Visual Items Correct* Within Lesson

*Total possible = 16

Treatment 1 TreailiTen- Treatment 3

x
s.d.
n

=
=
=

10.70
3.09

10

2 .
s.d. =
n =

10.60
2.63
10

2--=-11.11
s.d. = 3-.1

n = 9 -------------

R =
s.d. =
n =

x =
s.d. =
n =

9.85
1.72

13

10.77
2.59
13

2 = 9.80
s.d. = 3.29
n = 10

2-1

9.40
s.di..= 1.96
n = 10

R =
s.d. =
n =

2 =
s.d. =
n =

973
2.76
15

8.64
2.2

11

Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3

Field 2 = 4.80 R = 5.60 2 = 5.67
Indebendep.t s.d. = 1.75 s.d. = 1.84 s.d. = 1.32

1 n = 10 n'.= 10 n = 9,

Neutral

-

Field
Depende t

*Total

R = 4.85
s.d. = 1.52

= 13.

=. 4.69

R = 4.9Q 4.20
s.d. = 2.02 os.d. = 1.74
n = 10 = 15

s.d. = 2.39 s.d. =
, n = 13 n =

Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations

for Verbal Items Correct* Within Lesson
possible = 8

4.30 R = 4.18
.82 s.d. = 1.4

10 n = 11

i... dr. Or

,Treatmwit 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3

Field 2 = 15.50
. -R = 16.20 R = 16.78

Independent s.d. =. 4.01 's.d. =, 3.91 s.d. = 3.73
n: =,10 . xC = 10

..11 = 9
,

bieutral 2 = 14.69 R =14.70 R. = 13.93
s.d. = 2.43 ,s.d..= 4.35 s.d. = 4.04
n = 13 - n* = 10 n = 15

.Field R.. =:15.46_ R = 13.70 i = 12.82
-Dependent s.d. -=., 3.84 . s.d. = 2.21' s.d. = 2.96

n. = 13 .. n = 10 n = 11...

,

4 Table 3
yeans and Standard Deviations for, Composite

of Visual and Verbal Items Correct* Within Lesson
*Total Possibi = 24
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Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3

Field x = 5.90 R = 6.70 R = 6.22
Independent s.d. = 3.78 s.d. = 4.85 s.d. = 3.83

= 10 n = 10 n = 9

Neutral R = '6.40 2 = 5.13
s.I- = 12.14 s.d. = 3.6 s.d. = 3.62
n ..= 13 -n =, 10 n -= 15

,

Field R = -5,15 = 3.60 R = 4.36,2,mependent. s.d. = 3.65 BO. =, 1.84 e.d. = 1.69
------------_____- ri. -7-- 13 .n = 10 n -.= 11

----__

Table04
Means-and-Standard Deviations.

for Visual Items-Correct*Within Test
*Total possible = 16- ---.---*-,_

Treatment 1 Treatment 2' Treatment 3
\

Field R = 6.80 R = 8.00 R = 8.22
Independent. s.d. =* 4.26 s.d. = 4.85 s.d. = 3.83-

\ n = 10 n = 10 n = 9

Neutral R =. 5.77 R
s.d. = 3.9 s.d. = .-14.83?

= 5.73
t s.d. = 4.48

x

I n = 13 n = 10 n = 15
\

Field R = 6.31 2 = 409- 2 = 3.45Dependent s.d. = 4.77 s.d. = 2.11 s.d. = 1.51
. n = 13 n = 10' n = 11

'Table 5
. Means and Standard Deviations

\ for Verbal Items Correct* Within Test
*Tot pOssible = 16.

I

\ \

\'Field
Indeperdent

\

Neutral

Treatment 1.- Treatment 2 Treatment 3.

R = 12.70 = 14. 2 = 14.44
s.d. = 7.96

70
s.d. = 7.09 s.d. = 6.4

n = 10 n = 10 n = 9, .

R = 9.92 R = 11.20 = 10.93
s.d. = 6.26 s.d. = 7.3 s.d. = 7.12
n = 13 n = 10 n = 15

R = 11.46Field
.

R = 7.60
s.d. -= 3.47

R = 7.82
bepende t BA.. = 7.76 s.d. =-. 2.86

n = 13,

'n

.= 10 n = 11

Table 6
..

/eons and Standard Deviations f9'eComposite
ofVisual and Verbal Items Correct Within.Test

.*Total ossibl = 32
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Sum of Mean Signif
Source of Variation Squares, DF ,SqUare of F

Mein Effects 324034 - 4 8.009 1.172 .329
Treatment 8.708 . 2 4.354' .637 .531
Field Independence 23.495, 2 11.748 1.719 .185

2Way Interactions '20.939 .4
..
5.233 .766 .550

A B 20.939 4 5e235 .766 .550

Explained. 52.974 8 6..622 .969 .465
ReSidual 628.868 92 6.836

Total .681.842 100, 6.818

Table 7
Summary Table for ANOVA

on Visual Items Correct* Within Lesson
*Total possible = 16

,

7. -- .7 - ---- 7 --- - ... .

.Sum of Mean
'Source of Variation Squares DF Square

Main Effects 16.579 4 4.145
Treatment 1.633 2- .817
Field Independence 14.428 2 7.214

2.-Way Interactions 8.735 4 2.184
A.. B 8.735 4 .2.184

Explained 25.314 8 3.164:

Residual 273.498 / 92 2.973

Tota1 298.812 100 2.988

Table 8 '.

Summary Table for ANOVA
oft Verbal Items Correct*Vithin Lesson

-,*Total possible = 8 ,

- - - - ..... - .., ----- ...- - ., ,. -

Sum of Mean
Source of Veriaiion . .Squares . DF Square

Mein Effects 884499 4 22.125
'Treatment 13.128 2 6.564
Field Independence 74.514 2 37.257

2-Way Interactions: 43.709' 4. 10;927
A B 43.709 4 10.927

Explained 132.208 b 16.526

Residual 1,172.425 -. 92 12f7414

F-
:Signif
° of F

1.394 .242
.275 .760

2.427, .094

.735 .571
:.735 .571

1.064 .395

F
Signif
'of F

.1.736 .149
- .515 .599
2.924 .059

'.857 .493
.857 .493

1.27 .255

TO.al, 1,304;634 100. 03.046'

Table 9.
Summary Table for ANOVA on Composite

. of Visual.and Verbal Items-Correct* Within Lesson
*Total possible =24
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Sum of Mean. Signif
Source of Variation Squares DF Square F of F.

Main Effects 57.164' 4 14.291 .1.472
Treatment 3.919 2 1.960 .202

.
Field Independence 51.740 2 25.870 2;665

2-Way Interactions 41.579 4 10.395 1.071
A B 41.579 4 10.395 14071

Ey-plained 98.743 8 12.343 1.272
Residual 893.019 92 9.707
Total 991.762 100 9,918

Table 10
Summary Table for ANOVA

on Visual Items Correct.* Within Test
*Total'possible = 16

.217

.818

.075

-.376

-.376

.268

Sum of Mean Signif
Source of Variation Squares DF Square F of F
Main Effects 155.102 4 38.775 2.441 .052

Treatment 11.440 2 5.720 .360 .699Field Independence .146.165- 2 73.083 4.601 .012
2-Way Interactions 62.177 4 15.544 .979 .423

A. B 62.177 4 15.544 .979 .423
Explained 217.279 8 27.160 1.710 .106
Residual

. . 1,461.493 ' 92 15.886
Total 1,678:772 100 16;788

- Tabla 11
SummRry Table for ANOVA

on Verbal Items Correct* Within Test
*Total possible = 16

Sum'of Mean Signif
. Source of Variation "Squares DF Square F of F
,Main Effects 372.573 4 93.143 2.184 .077Treatment 3.054 2 1.527 .036 .965

Field Independence 369.577 2 184.789 4.333 .016
2-Way Interactions 144.479 4 36.120 .847 .499

A. B 144.479 4 36:120 .847 .499
Explained. 517.052 8 64.632 1.516 .163
Residual, '3,923.146 92 42.643 ,.

Total 4,440.198 100 44.402'

Table 12
1

Summary Tdble for ANOVA on Composite
of Visual and Verbal Items Correct* Within Test

*Total possible = 32
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Analjtsis Techniques

Abstract

A representative iample of task analysis procedures were

examined for common components, methods, and-terminology.

Resulting generic components were discussed and.categorized into

two phases of task analysis:
task.description and,instructional

analysis. Task description included the tomponents of task

inventory, ordering, and refinement.".Instructional 'analysis was,.

comprised of the specification of needs goals, objectives,

learning hierarchy, learning taxonomy, training-considerations,

instructional specifications, and development procedure's.

Identification of these permitted the formulation of a general7

ized model of task analysis. It contained.a consensus of pro-

cedures comprising educational and industrial task analysis

applications'.
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"A Review of Task Analysis TeChniquP. -'for Education and Industry

Patricia Kennedy, Jerry Novak and Timm Esque
Arizona State University

Task analysis is a procedure or sequencing structural units in the

design of training or instructiln. A generic term covering various.types

of "front end" analysis, task anal-ysis contributes to research,Wrom both

a theoretical and practical base! (Dick, 1987).

As'an interface among theories of knowledge, instt:uction, and learning;

task analysis serves three roles: as a prescription.of the prerequisites

and conditions under which optimal performance may occur (a theory of

instructio* as a deicriptiOn of the behaviors and processes through

which performance may be efficiently achieved (a theory-of learning); and

as a means by which basic questions concerning the relevance and-utility

of performance may-be explored (a theory of knowledge) (Davies, 1973)..

In general, the accepted method of task analysis involves specifying

the.task's terminal components and subsequently ordering its instructionally

useful, prerequisite subtasks (Gibbons, 1977). In practice, however, there

are'many ways of determining the hierarchical or linear relationship among

the constituent elethents d identifying the leatning processes associated

'with each (Gibbons, )975). D spite a.long *history of successful applicaL

.tions of task analysis (Mager, 1 2), users lack agreement regarding termi-

nology and methodology (Duncan, 197 ) --In fact, Duncan calls task analysis

an art. Identification of the common components of task:analysis procedures

would be the first step in standardizing terminology and methodology.

In this paper, 6 comprehensive sample of k analysis Procedures were

compared. Common procedural components and key co cepts were isolated.

42u,
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Methods were contrasted. The identification of "common denominators"

across' the .representatiVe task Analysis procedures permitted the determi-

/

nation of the structural relationship between procedural components and

formulation of a generalized model of task analysis with standardized

terminology.

Methods
Procedure

An exhaustive review was conducted of all articles dealing-with theory
/

or application of task analysis published between 1979 and 1982 in National

Technical Information Service, Psychological Abstracts, and ERIC.. A :total

of 415 articles from these sources were reviewed along with additional

articles identified in bibliographies.

Of the 415 articles, lbout two-thirds were immediately discarded.

They were not useful for our purposes because their abstracts did not

contain a reference to discernible.procedures tor conducting a task

analysis. Many of these were project specific technical reports-;---Of

the remaining 149 abstracts, access to the articles was limited to 52.

These articles were helpful_for generating references to older' articles

.describing task analysis procedUres. The topics of the available

references varied widely, spanning learNing theory (Wildman and Burten,

1981; singer and Gerson, 1978; Fleishman, 1978), developmental:theory

(Spada, 1978; Siegler, 1980; Swinton, 1977), diagnostic-prescriptive

special education applications (After and Jenkins, 1979; Burton, 1976;

-Ewing and Brecht,_1977), and job analysfS training applications (Cornelius,

Carron, and Collini, 1979; Arvey. and Mossiader,1977; Prien and Rosen,

1971). From the 52 articles and their references, ten representative

articles containing fully-developed methods were retained for

further examination,

398 421
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From thIs sample; the components of task analysis were listed in

the'terminology and order presented4in the article. A Q-sort procedure
,

-was utilized to group the desoyiptions of compOnents by similarity of0

process tontent. A generic term and operational definition were then

applied to cover each group of discrete processes. The rationale for

these ordering and labeling procedures was to derive -our basis of com-

'prison from the.models themselves as opposed to comparing the models

to a predetermined schema.

Results

Task Analysis Methodologies

g
A matrix was prepared of the ten task analysis methods 'cross-

referenced against common components that were present in one br more

Of the methods (see Table 1). TheAerm the author used to name the com-

ponents was reported as well.as the order in which the component...was

addressed in each method. This generalized.model of task analysis contained

. all of the nonredundant components of the procedures .we examined: task

,inventory, ordering; refinement, needs, goals; objectives, behavior

hierarchy, behavioral taxonomy; training considerations, Anstructional

specification, and development. A discussion of each method ensues

followed by a description of the common components,of task analysis.

Of the selected task analysis proCedures, two were applied to

educational problems. .Both Resnick et al. (1973) and Merrill (1973)

began at an elementary level.of description of educational task. Merrill

proposed a detailed eleVen-step procedure starting at the level of operationally

defined concepts and relational bperators. In addition; he addressed

current issues in the theory ortask analysis such as the inclusion of.

.

,.. )

c,

.
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g

, horizontal hierarchy analysis while evaluating prerequiiites. With

Merrill'smethod of analysis, the sequence of operations in a task are

flowcharted with decision points or branches noted. ThiS'information

proceising approach employs the techniques of observation of overt

,behavior and thinking aloud" of covert behavior. Unique is Merrill's

position that neither hierarchical analysis noi- infOrmation processing

analysis is adequate for dll skills. BOth fOrms.of analysis pay be

used to supplement eactiother'hy Identifying instructionally important

behaviors that would be missed by either approach aldne.

Resnidk applied tasi( analysis in the development of an introductory
-

mathematics curriculum. Resnick's method of analysis resulted in a

hierarchy containing the terminal task on top, sequentially related sub-
--

tasks ranked next, and a hierarchy of learning tasks below each subtask.

Resnick's "chain of Component behaviors comprising dskilled performance wai

a synthesis of Gagne's hierarchical analysts,)Meri-ill's information'
a

processing analysis, and 5candura's 'flowcharting.- ResniciOs method both

. ,

. P . ..
. .

sequenced tasks and priesctibed teaching strategies. Resnick agreed wtth .

Gagne and Merrill that verbal knowledge was not amenable tiithis type of ,

. ,-

analysts.

Most 'of the applications Were industrial. Gard (1972)-and

Gilbert (1972) presented models.,of task analYils at a:conference sponsored

by Bell Laboratories. Gard.; reporting pn an applicatiOn for training

systems designers, described a four-step procedure for task analysis:

clarify taiks as activities, inputs, or outputs; orginize a hierarchy;

assign a taxonomy value; and achieve expert consensus of the analysis.

Gard's method of analysis'which can be considered gross level_of infor-
,

A
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mation processings similar to.Merrill's. Output of gross analys1S

methods served as input to other methods of analysis. Gilbert's

rationale for his 1ask analysis procedures was basea on cost effectiveness

not psychological theory (Gibbons, 197Z). He focused on reducing t aining

costs by isolating deficiencies with 'a knowledge and learning anomy

matrix and then suggetting teaining ma the deffcient areas. The estimated payoff

of mismatches between actual and desired performance was usedto set priorities

for training. i

The .products of some of the industrial applications were very highly

detaiAed. Miller (1962) and. Duncah.11973) formulated their tasktanalysiS

procedui.es from highly 'procedural applicitions apPlied to training.

For Milfer, task .analy.sis.was "a process whase results provide data about

human functions, which (data) in'turn are used to determine the charac-
.

of the system and its.components."- The main:difference between these

authbrs was over the use of learning taxonomies. Miller promoted the use

of a leLning taxonomy to prescribe instructional methods while Duncan,
0

maintained that task analysis was prescriptive only foar determining -

0

trainitig'sequences'and not for specifytng training mthods. Another

detailed Product was Martin and Brodt's (1973) task-based curriculum

' for hospital.corpsmen. The tasks were categorized by means of

syntacic clustei-ing, a method of tlasiifying ind6idual task statements'

.by parts of speech such 'aS verbs, directabjects, and so forth. Herschback

.(1976) synthesized the work of a wide range of edOtat4nal; psychological,

and industrial researchers such as Gagne, Davies, Mager,

.Bloom,,Aarsh, and Seymour. T4 reult_was a procedural,description for

4 24
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deriving instructional content through task.analysis. The description

provided a good overview of the components common to many task analysis

procedures; however, his procedures for formulating this overview were

not systematid. Hannum (1980) distinguished between job task analysis

and learning task inalysis and promided a multfphase descriPtion of:the

latter based heavily on the work of Gagne. Gregory's (1979) unique task

analysis proceduro was designed for.jobs thatwere unusually nonprocedural.

The tasks were described in terms of "action models" which incorporated

mental events into the task structure. Full utilization of this model,;

still in.the early development phases, would entail the'use:of user-friendly

.computers for gathering task data from experts and-novices: :the computer

'program would.delineate an action model for training analysis from the.

. differences between experts and yovices on answers to questions related tob

job performance.

.All of these applications of task analysis posseissed what Gerlack,

Reiser, and,Brecke (1977) call "generality." That is,

description of task:analisis nrocedures complete with-enough detail to

'be applicable to.a class of problems as. opposed ,O a single problem.

InStructional developers could follow any one ofthe task analysivprocedures.

Common Components and Standardized TermincilogY

It was found that the task analysis compo,i;ents could be divided nto

two phases, task*description and instructional analysis. DeScription
!

dealt with the inventoryihg, ordering, and:refinement of-task content.

Analysis covered with the use of taskranajysisfor the analysis cif--

instructional design specifications for i given task or series of tasks.

4.cq2
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In the latter phase the design procedures for systematic development'

were addressed-by the specification of heeds, goals, objectives, behavioral

hierarchy, behavioral taxonomy, training considerations, industrial

specifications, and development procedures. A discussion of the'common

components folloWS.

Most authors' addressed the three task description components although

the Order and namei'they gave to these components varied. 'Task inventory

involved a progressive'redescription
of task elements from global to'

detailed. Ordering referred.to the arrangement'of task elements atcording
-

to their content or performance relationships. Refinement was defined as

the interactive process used to derive an or:dered task inventory meeting

set criterion and eliminating gaps and redundancies. A major decision

in t sk description was the level of detail with which the tasks were

desc ibed. Only one author,'Duncan, identified a formula for level of.

riptionf His formula specified that-descriptiOp should q9ase when

the cost of further detail exceeded the need for that detail.

The second phase of task analysis, instructional analysis, contained the

activities that most instructional designers would label "development

'activitiW: needs, goals, Objectives, learning hierarchy, learning

taxonomy, training considerations, and product development specifications.

Indeed, the activities in the instructional analysis phase of task

analysis overlapped many of those,listed by Andrews and Goodson (1980) as-

the'components of a model of instructional design.

The authors Who conducted a needs analysis of ,students, tasks, or

resources used the results as.a means of determining the basis.of instruc-

42b
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tional goals. When needs assessment was cOnducted vailed widely. Some

authors, like Herschback, Gilbert, and Martin and Brodt, conducted needs

analysis early in the.task analysis procedure., All of these authors
,

used the results of the needs assessment to plap subsequent dev'elopment

activities: In contrast, other authors', generally those concerned with

education rather than training', conducted needs analysis late in their

procedure. For instance, MeiTill analyzed needs in step eight of his

leven-step procedure. Both Merrill and Resniek suggested compiling
I

statement of needs from the information obtained after administertng

test to identify student achievement deficits.

The nature of the needs varied among training needs, learner needs,
,

dfI recipient needs. For example, Martin and Brodt Conducted a task

tatement analysis for tralning needs. In a separate step they categorized
,

eeds for determining recipient needs., Other authors such as Resnick,

ilbert, and Merrill identified learner needs. This distinction reflected

difference between examin'ing a task and examining a learner's\behavior

for determining need.

Goals were defined as broad statements of instructiOnal aims.

A noticeable finding from the matrix was" that six of the ten authors

did not include defining goals as part of their task analysis procedure.

. .However, authors who did not use goals usually spectfied objectives/

The specification,of objectives appeared to be the product of the task

description phase while the goals were the product of the instructional-
°

analysis phase. When the needs analysis centered on the task, as with

Gard's procedure where the difficulty and frequency of specific activities

404
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were rated, objectives' were viewed as synonymous with the final product of

the task description phase usually in hierarchy form. 'For example, Gard

did not begin task analysis with task description. Rather, he began by

classifying tasks as activities inputs, Or outputs. Then he devised a

behavioral hierarchy by seqUencing this task_information. Thus, for.

every activity there is an input and an output. In theory, objectives

are derived from goals (Mager, 1972). In practice, as reflected in the

matrix, this was not how things worked. Gilbert and Gard, for instance,

did 'hot do a task description. Their objectives were not derived.from

goals but came from behavioral statements. In task-based models, there

was not a clear relationship between goals and objectives, as basic tenets

of development would lead one to e)ipect. 4

'Objectives were always stated in behavioral terms whether they 'were
,

generated from the task description phase or a:priori. Only one author,
\,

Duncan\did not include objectives in his task analysis. He went directly
-

from his\,4ask description to a training sequence which he empirically

validated. \His approach circumvented learning hierarchies and
\

taxonomies. \

The learni g hierarchies component was defined as an arrangement

of behavioral ob'ectives according to prerequisite learning requirements.'

It is synonymous ligith prerequsite analsis in Gagne's terms. It was

found that not many authors devised hierarchies. Retnick formed
1

hierarchies by /prerequisite analysis of ;terminal 'and enabling objectives.

Gregory's interactive procedure started with positing a taske With an action

model, he expaihded this initial task into behavioral objectives. Simul-
1

taneoUsly, he derived the prerequisite and subsequent tasks, thus

4,05- 428
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generating a learning - hierarchy.

Gagne (19 ) suggested:that the-behavioral hierarchy serve as the

main source for determining training sequences. What is interesting to

note was that some authors;- namelY; Millervo.Hannum, and Duncan; derived

their training sequence directly from the tasichierarchy rather than from

the learning hierarchy., ,That is, this group of authors derived their

training sequence, frbm the chronological analysis of the task as opposeC,

to a prerequisite behavioral
analysis.. Confusion, resulted by having the

task hierarchy resulting from the task description treated synonymously

with a learning hierarchy.

Learning taxonomies were defined as the classification of task

related behaviors within the parameters of pre-defined types of learning.

Only four authors Used learning taxonomies in their task analysis-.
-

Hannum followed Gagn's taxonomy. Information processing taxonomies were

utilized by Miller and Merrill. Gilbert's taxonomy was what he cal/led

a knowledge progression going from, theory to application i.n five steps

without 'employing :information processing terms. We concluded that the-

purpose of the learning taxonomy was for .determining teaching methods

while the purpose of the- learning hierarchy was for .sequencing, so the

-two were not interchangeable in our model._

Training corisiderations were defined as an analysis of factors that

constrained the scope of \the instructional product. The educational

applications of task analysis (Resnick and Merrill) ignored training

considerations. Some industrial applications spch as Duncan's inclueed

delimiting trainer responsibilities. from those responsibilities

406 4-9d
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were.rightly the organization's.

The task analysis component of instructional
development .specificationi

was defined as the prescription and sequencing of instructional 'methods.

Authors varied in the techniques used for prescription and sequencing.

Gilbert maintained that method and sequence were determined by the behavioral

taxonomy. Hannum derived.his sequence from a prerequisite analysis of

subtasks. Miller utilized a chronological task description of behavioral

clusters. In contrast with this group of authors were Duncan and Resnick

who maintained that sequence could be prescribed by the task description

but instructional methods could only be hypothesized. That is, rather

than using a taxonomy to prescribe given teaching techniques; they

strongly su.ggested more freedom with regard to teaching methods as long

as the results could be validated empirically.

Discussion

From the inspection Of the rows, it can be concluded that no author's

,procedure wes complete in addreSsing all components. Also, from inspection

of the dilumns, it can be concluded that no component was addressed by

every author. Finally, the order in chich the common components were

addressed varied from author to author. Most, if not all, task analysis

procedures were generated primarily for their own idiosyncratic application.

It is clear that the procedures for task analysis did not evolve,systematically.

Rather, different procedures proliferated in isolation, probably in response

to the situation specific demands.

The most salient difference between approaches depended on whether

the application was educational or industrial. The educational techniques

407,
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focused on specific tasks which were analyzed into concepts and relationships

between concepts. The industrial-techniques focused on jobs which were

then analyzed into tasks and subtasks.

Instead of breaking tasks into concepts, industrial developers divided

jObs into sub-skills which were not concepts but were actions. In other

words, educational applitations worked.at a cognitive level, while industrial

training models worked on a directly observable level of behavior. Indus:- =

trial applications of job analysis stopped just short of the cognitive

analysis found in educational applications. Another ,difference-between

educational and industrial applications was in how needs were assessed.

In educational applications such as Merrill's and Resnick's, needs were

assessed by pretesting objectives. In industrial applications, needs were

identified before objectives were written.

In both industrial and educational models, specification of objectives

did not routinely follow specification of goals. No author used goals only,

- but many authors used objectives only. Objectives were always stated in.

, observable, measu'rable form. It may be that the specification of goals'

is passe.-

There was confusion between behavioral taxonomies and behavioral

hierarchies. They have different uses and are not in'terchangeable.

Compilation of all identified common components resulted in a

generalized task.4nalysis model. Generic terms for these components

constituted standardized terminology. Empirical validation of the model

is needed .to establish' its worth in terms of the necessity,and order of

use of the common components.

'
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Philosophical Foundations
of Instructional Technology

INTRODUCTION

Traditionallyphirbsophy. has soughtsto Or:ovide answers/explanatiohs to

.the following questionSt (1) What is real?_ (metaphysiCs); (2) Wht is knowlt

edge? (eptstemology); and (3) What is of value? (axiology). Responses to

these quegtions have provided competing philosophical frameworks for explain-

ing/understanding reality.

Withtn education generally, we are concerned with these same questions,

and there are competing educational 'philosophies that reflect divergent ihter-i

pretations to the :above questions. Depending upori,our individual orientation

toward living ahd our.perCeption of the "world" (our immediafe social-

context), we consciously/unconsciously espouse a particular philosophy of

education and _act in certain ways within the classroom.
;

It is 'difficult to "separate-out" these three major areas f phiTbsop

cal inOiry. They Ware Ihter-related and Affect our explanations,and con-

ceptions of.our immediate'reality (context). For example,:,as I begin to iden-

tify the nature of the individual, the individual's place.within society and

the individual's perdeption of his/herself ithin society, i.e., in relation-

Ships. (a metaphysical inquiry), I am also exPloring how thesindivtdual arrives

at certainAgterpretations of his/her-envAronment (an,epiStemological ques-

tion). As I begin to explore.how individuals make choices that affect their

lives on a day-to-day basis,'I can identify what is of value tO the 'individual

(an axiological question). Thus in examining one area,A.quickly become in-

volved in the other two. This is particu3ah-ly true when we begin toexplOre

edUcational philosophy. In'this paper. I will focus'on epistemology. Implidit

in my discusSion, however, will be Metaphysical and axiological interpreta-

tions as Well..
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I cirte to focut on episteMological questions for aivariety, of reasons;

first, the nOtion.of Inowledge is of central importance to educationgener-

ally;and hence, to the field:bf ihstructibhal technology; secondly, episte-

mology could provide ut,with a framework for.critique of current._practice.

within our field. This framework will suggest alternative theoretVcal under-

standings that could affect-what we do;'and thirdly, epistemological inquiry

is ode area within.our field that is addressed directly by the model we use

fOr cUrriculum organization\(instructionar design),

The remaindersof this paper will focus on (1.) developing an epistemolog-

Acal framework within which we could more clearly examine Overse modesof in-

quiry used to comprehend reality, and .(2) the implications thete modes of in-

quiry. would.have for future retearch within our field, specifically research.

'of a conceptual/theoretical/philosophical nature. This framework could be

used tO situate our Current practice:and thinking within he field, and at the

same timei.point toward the need to generate greater diversity in research'

methodology.

I. DEVELOPING AN EPISTEMOLOGICAL
FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS

When talking about learning within the educational/academic setting, we

use a variety of terms ttiat tend to blend together and lose any nuance of

meaning. They take on a common-sense understanding. For example, the terms

knowled9e, information, factual data, learning, process of learning, etc., are

generally used interchangeably. If we are to develop an,"epistemblogical

framework" for analysis it would be of critical importance,to clarify Meahing

and develop a more precise use of cohcepts and theory. To do this, I could

turh to introductOry texts conCernedwith the philosophical foundations Of

education (Cf. for example, Wingoi 1974; Ozmon and Craven, 1981; Bowyer, 1970;

419
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Greene, 1973; Buford, 1969; Park, 1968; Duck, 1981; Gribble, ,19691 Wirsing,

1972; et al.). These texts would be most valuable
I

to educationists in examin-

ing the theory base of their-practice. Fdr example\, they wOuld explaip.the
\-

perennialist philosophical tradition, which identifies truth and knowledge as

universal and unchangeable; Ihis would automaticalLY define the subject mat-,

. ter for instruction. These texts would explain the pragmatist/experimentalist

tradition as .stated most learly by John Dewey in hiS EXperience and Educa-

\.tion, Democracy and Education and The Child and the Curriculum and identify

definite educational practice., These texts woilld,explo7e existentialist phi-.

klosophy arid its statement for praxis within the humanistIc tradition of educa-

.\tion. And the same for phenomenonology, essentialism, reconstructionism,

realism, idealism, etc.

Instead of pursuing this course 1 aM ..going.to choose another and briefly

outline Jurgen Habermas' theory of'knowledge and human interests (1971).

Habermas 'is a contemporary German philospher who comes out Of a different.phi:-

losophical tradition, steeped in Kant, Hegel, Marx, Freud, 4,ietzche, Dilthey,

etc. Habermas §ituates the notion Of knowledge within a phillosophical Con-

k

, text, thus providing a framework for diScussing this notion as ft relates tä

education. This philosophical context acknowledges three forMs of valid in-
.

quiry (the thtee forms or science) whiLh generate three forms Of validlknowl7

edge. In acknowledging three forms of legitiMate knowledge, Habermas relates

,

knoWledge with constitutive cognitive interest, thUS-eliminating qbjectivism
!

(the objectivist illusion). Eliminating objeOtiviSm'remOves.one' of the-pri-

mary legitimating factors of the application of the 'emOirical me hod of in-

quiry as the only valid form for arriving at knowledge. ,The non-; eutrallty qf

methods of inquiry (constitutive interests) is of critical Ce'to my
discussion.
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Knowledge and Human Interests
- .

Hag-ermasi.."theory of knowledge" has..three formS, or processes, of in-

quiry. Knowledge cartbe arrived at through (1) .the empirical-analytic Sci-

ences, (2). the historical.hermeneutic scienceS, and (3) the Crit,callyori-
.

_ented sciences (critical- theory).1. These forms, or.vi.ewpointWof

result in three categories of.possible.knowledge:

Jnformation that expands our Oyler of technical control; ih-
.terpretations that makepoSsible the orientation of action
withiq.common traditions; and analyses that free consciousness
froM its dependence on hypostatized pOwers..-These viewpoints
originate.in the interest structure of a species'. that is.
linked in its roots to definite means of social organization:
work, language and power. (Habermas, 1971, p. 313).

These tategories.Of possible knowledge thus.establish the "specific view-

points" from which we Can know reality in.any Way whatsoever: "orientation.

toward technical.control,: towaTd.mutual mnderstanding in the conduct of Jife,

and toward emancipation from seemingly 'natural' constraints" (Habermas, 1971,
.4

p. 311). These mOdes of.inquiry with constttutive interests delineate the.way

tn which subjects generate knowledge.2

For each form of knowledge (empirical-analytic, histOrical-hermeneutic,

and critically oriented sciences). Habermas posits a. "cognitive interest."

--(theory of cognAtive interest) which is an "attempt to radicalize epistemology

by unearthing the roots,oT knowledge in jife" (McCarthy, 1978, p. 55). Cogni-

tive tnterests are see as "general orientations". or "general strategiee_that_

influence (guide) the forms'of knOwledge (McCarthy, 1978, 58).. They have

their.basis in the "natural history of the human species," and are tied-to

"imperatives of the soclocultural'form of life" (cf. McCarthy, 1978, p. 55).

This anthropological, self-formative history of the human species has a quasi-

transcendental character: "Quasi-transcendenial" is en Obscure, problematic

term. Interests are'not pure abstractions, and yet they are not totally

,

4 4
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empirical propoiitions. They are not causes or determinants in and of

themselves. They are general orientations/cognitive strategies toward

inquiry.

Knowledge,constitutive interests are thus
t A

. linked to the functions of an.,ego that adapts itSelf
to its external-condtttddstOough-learning processeS, is

, initiated into the communication system of a,social life-
world by means of self-formative prOcesssi-and constructS
an identityldthe cOnflict between instinctual 4tms and
social constraintS.. In,turn-tdese achievements become part
of the productive forces accumulated-by a society, the cul-
tural tradition through which,a society interprets itself,
and the legitimatiOns that a socieyjaccepts:or criticizes
.(Habei-mas, 1971, p. 313).

0

Thus, knowledge-constitutive interests are formed i "the medium of work, lan-

guage and. poWer" (Habermas.,. 1971, p. 313).

,The basic framework for Habermas' theory of cognitive interests can be

summarized as follows: the "reintroduction" of consciousness into epstimelog-
6

ical reasoning, plaCing the individualfWithin an historical context that re-
,

cts the subject-object Separation (objectivist illuSiOn);. situating .00
criticizirig the 'epistemological questions vithin.the f!'amewOricof clatsical

philosophy and modern.positivism,3"wherefn knoWledge and interest are sep

arated, the world is viewed as fixed and the place of theOry is to describe

and enlighten (guide) life; delineating the three forms of knowledge
.9

(empirical-analytic, historical-hermeneutic,.and critical sciences) that.dif-

fer in their gederal "cognitive st.rategies;" and linking the cognitive strate-

gies with "cognitive interests" which dre seen as deep-seated anthropological

interest of the human species in their self-formatiye historical context (cf.

McCarthy, 1978, R. 59).

Habermas' theory ofknowledge and human interests can be represented

schematically as follows:
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Ontological Elements Knowledge-
of Self-Tormative Constitutive Interest

Process

Labor (instrumental
action)

'Interaction

Prediction and
control

:Understanding

Type of Study.-

EMpirical-
analytical.
Sctences

Historical-
hermeneutic
sctences

Authority Emancipation Critical
theory

Oiddens, 1979, p. 45)

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, Habermas' theory--has an

important contribution to make to our understanding of the notion of "knowl-

adge" within edkational theory. Tirst, Habermas-situatestheconcept4krtwiv..

edge" within a philosophical (epistemological) context thus providing a frame-

Workfor discussing this notion within the educational 'setting. Secondty,

this philosophical context provides us with alternative forms.of inquirY that

can be used to make valtd kriowledge claims, and thirdty, in acknowledging

alternative forms,of valid knowledge,.Hapermas relates.knowledge witb-conSti-

tutive interest, thus remoVing the objectivist illusion of value-neutral in..

vestigation. Let us briefly consider these three points;-.

1.- Habermas' philoslophtcal frameworic for discussing the notion of khowi-

edge Oovides the basis for an analysis of questions related to epistemology,

What constitutes valid knowledge? How do we arrive at valid knowledge?

What are the objects of knowledge? What criteria of evaluation do we have?,
-

etc. When I apply these questi-onS to theeducatiOnal setting, the questions'

take on a moral dimension: who determines what knowledge is to be taught?

, This situates eduCation within a moral framework, whtch-runs.counter to pres-

ent notions of education as a value-rieUtral activity/process.

423.
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The field of educationat technology is an integral part of education gen-
.

erally particularly regarding curricula material, both in/the organizatiofi.of

'curricula-for instruction (instructional design) and the,production of materi-
.

ali (software) for instruction. Thus we are al sd'invol ved ,with epitemolcigit
. ,

,
.

.cal questions stated above.. pEducational.techhology, as a'field of Study,..has

its theoretical-base within the framework of a scientific, behayicrally-based.

.. Ni', -model of rationality. Our field needs to expand i..ts theoretical base.to in-,

,

clude other modes rationality, which will require us to reconceptual-
..., ,

,
.

ize our underlying assumptions regarding the natur4e 'of the subject (perions),

O

.
.

. .

our theory of knowledge, anCour instruCtinal design'model for organizing and

.
.

.

,

,evaluating the learnihg process. .

Considering the ii\o'tion Of knowle, ge within a philosophical context also
/

. ,

clarifies the donfused

\

statuS afforded philosophy within education.:--
.

':

,
.

Educators practice a divisioh of labdr, bosecion a tacit agrelient,
.according to whicti.the educational philosophers deal INit4 thelrob-
lem'of "Aims'and Values in'Education" Whereas all other educational
research conCentrOtes onpractical problems, like improvement of,
teaching and.educationO1 administratiOn methods, motivation, educa-
tionsal counseling ond gUidance, curricula, and so.on. ..What all

T
these problems have in coMion is their concrete and topical nature.
his is why peoPle1engaged in research tend to regard philosophy.as
if it were an anachronism; no One Cab decide whether to throw it
away as junk or put it in a mds'etim:- ThiS attitude characterizeS not

,

only educationists. It is symptomatic of the'cTimate of opinion in
an era in which one ditcOsses both the end of ideology and the end
of metaphysics. "Aims.and_Yalues in_Education"-:have\O half-
ideologiCal, half-metaphysiCal 'status. ; MOstprobably`i\this is one

,

of the reasons why the problems at the center of educational re-
search do not deal 'with theaims Ofeducation but rather\with means

:of implementing theM. The educational researcher does not seriously
'question the purpose's- of ed6cation (Rosenew, 1976, p. 280). . ''

1

--

In not questioning the purposes Of education (e.g., education as socialization
..

.

,. ,
:into statu's quo social structureSvs. education as the critical capacity to

. .
,_

. .

,

make choiees thataiM,at social change); educational theorists bypass this
' I

'critical issue and "package curriCulum ("knowledge") under the protection, of
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"value-neutrality."
4,

2. The philosophical context provides alternate modes of inquiry-as mak-

ing valid knowledge claims; It 'distinguishes between empirical, hermen-

eutic,4 and critical modes of tnquiry, and does not try to group them under

.one method. It distinguishes betWeen the different objects under investiga-

natural/social phenomena. :Different objeCts of_inquiry reqUire

4ifferent methods of inquiry-. Habermas stresses that each form of inquiry is'

a valid means of "arriving at knowledge, with a,constitut'ive intere t. Thus,

1Habermas' theory could'expand the means of investigating "subject ma ter"

within the educAtional Setting (for teAchers-students).

3. In Acknowledging alternate forms of valid irlquiry., HabermA3 relates

knowledge with constitutive interests, thut'arguing that the "discovery" of
I

t

human interests, constitutive of knowled.ge in.the natural, cultural, and'crit-
.

ical sciences, removes the objectivist illusion,i yet does not destroy' the

broad concept of knowledge of,its."genuine validity." tHaberMas thusAinds

interest "not an agent which destroys knowledge but rather the squrce of the

ultimate foundation of knowledgel (Lukows)cy, 1977, o.' 65).

Scientific certainty, interpretive understanding, and/or critica3 reason-

ing and analysis: What-are the.objects Of inquiry, and what are our' aims

within the educational setting?5 These are critica issues that Habermas'

theory poses.to educatiopal.theoritts, particularl theOrists in the, field of

educational technology.6

DISCUSSION: E istemolog and Praxis

It is my contention that the field of educa ion generally hai relied

almost exclusively on one mode of inquiry, namel the empirical-analytic

.mode.7 This is true withip the field of instru tional technology particularly,,,

in the area of curriculum organizati-on (instruc1 ional desiga based on systems
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10.

n
..theorylo and research methodology.9 This has essentially taken-the fortl'of

applying'a scientific/technological model to theeducatiohal,setting iworder.

,to'explain'or interpret the setting. .Yet if I accept Habermas' theory of,

knowledge ahd interest as-Vdalid, our, field has...heglectecr.two alternative forms

of inquiTy s valid means for arriving at'knowledge. This wOule.peah that

there,are foundational issues-ahd understandings'within Our field that we need

O reconceptualize. Lbelieve this could enhance our practice a d 'research.
A

efforts, and oPen-the avenue, fdr dialogue With othe'r meMberi, of academia'who

work from a' radicaliy different philosophical base than that4whichAominates

our field:

In-this section of my paper would like to exSmine sOme,ideas that L
r

believe.would bepuitful,areas for resear----The.kind of research that Lam
/ ,

.

suggeSting will be of a conceptualitheóretical nature-. If our theoretical-,*
. .....

,
..

base is not clearly articulated, oUr efftrtswill be sporadic and disjoiRted.
,

,.

.

. .

Utilization of MediA Within the.Educational Context
' 4

4
,

Instruional media convey information that represene particular inter-..

pretations of reality: The Terpretation represented is open to debate.
,

This it accomplished thrOugh tiuestionihq and "calling into question," through
r4..

' interpretation and aplysis. thus Interpretive understanding and crAical
,

,
. .,

.
,

thinking become the m, etadologiet of-inquiry. Our rationale for utilizing
. , . .

media for instUction is 'altered within this framework. Our research efforts
:

.

hlo'is'e could-b.0 gulee varied and:ihn6ative, focused on ithe ahalysis,of language.,. ,

. . . ,
used to id6htify individual aerceptiön. Our research "findings",wOuld not be

definitive and generalizable:yet Could/lead to:greater indivi)Ual self-
,

understanding.

Curriculum Organization and Content.
.

The area bf curriculumHdevelopMent 'directly tiedto OistemoTogy.

426
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'Here Dur field haSrelied exclusively on an empirical, systems based "scien

tifie:,model'(instructional detign). ThiS model bas a long tradition within

.the curriculum field. Cogent critiques-of the systems approach, however, at

least warrant -our serious attention.10

The Instructional desi:gn.model*(e.g.., Banathy, 1968; Kemp, 1977; et al.),

as a means of organizing the learning process,'has a constitUtive interest.in

conirolling that process. Control is consititutive of the model itself, the

nature of the model. The instructional developer (teacher) makes all the__

decisions,regarding the organization:and planning of the learning' proces, 'and
,

this is done usually-prior to meeting students wno mill undergo the instrac-
\

tion. One'primary legitimating fact6r for using this."scientific/systematic

approach"lo'designing instruction isthe objective nature of the:results

planned for. Yet, as Habermat'has pointed ut, methods of inquiry have,con-

,

.

stitutive interests. EmpiriCal methodblOgy'has:an interest in corarol. Thi5
. _ -

i

is verified in praxisAiy ekamining the instructional design Model and programs.

c/
that have been designed 'ac ording, to the model.-,- Knowledge is predetermined,

what students will. "think,/feel and learn" is predetermined,, by someone other

111
than the-students. Tbe maljor difficulty with applying a control model to the ,.

/

:learning process is centei red oncluestions tbat point toward the "non-
.

neutrality' of edUcation:' "Whose knowl,edge is itf Who selected it? .Why is

it organized and taught fin t6s way? 'To this particular group?" (Apple,

1979, p. 7). Linking thest questions with the emphasis,on andardization of

methodology and outcomet.that is characteristic of the instructional design--
,

model, and the model's emphasis on control of the learning process, any

deviation from predetermined outcomes cannot be considered. Thus all,,students
,

who go through the st uctured learning activities of the model are expected'tb

Tarrive at.the same point (input-output model). f believe this is'..a reduction-

4 5 Li
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*-
ist and simplistic vieW of,education that pose/ s strict limitations on what is

deterMined knowledge'," and how one arrive§ at_legitimate knowl-'

edge.

.

If I look-at-alternate formS of rationality (other than the empirical.-

behavioral lorM), f011owing HabermaS, I can,arrive at knowledge ihrough inter-

prétive understanding (Verstehen) and Critical science. working with sym,

/
15O1 systems, analy2ing the language of film, the language of video,

the language of photography, visul imagery, etc., I am Otuated* another
]

mode of rationality, .for interpretive underStanding. When these''

I

.:interpretatiOns:are opento critical analysis', I.am situated in yet another

Jilode'of rationality:,-that'of.Criticat science, critical thinking and analysi/S.
. . 17,

.The empiric l mOdel of education.does not uSe/recogniie interpretive under-

standing,or criticalthinkinglas methodology.. Isuggest we need to explore
I .

alternative ways'of organizin curricula that acknowedge that'stUdentsare

capable of _tiaving valid views of the-world and at the same time recognizing

that those Yiews are open to critical analysis.

There are other models or curricula organization that we could explore.

.We will need to examine the literature outside of,our field that is specific-
,

aliy_concernedmith-curriculum development. This' tOo is a fruitful area for

future research and aTternatiVe praxis (Cf. Koetting, 1981). Our research-

efforts willLbe of a theoretical conceptual natUre, and once the theory/
\

conceptual :base is clearly, expl icked (a legitiMate research endeavor), test-
,

ing_the.frameWorks will'demand var4d.reSearch techniques and reporting'.

Again, defini ive, generalizable coclusions regarding the "one best"-curq-

1

culum organizronal model will not our research im. However, greater

/ understanding Of the complexity of the curhtUlum organizational process could .

result and enhance our praxis.

I
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6fa uation and Research

A ernative methods of inquiry reach different forms of knowledge.

. Empirical ^5cience is one form of.knowledge,:hot the only form (cf. Habermas,

1970.. Hermeneutic,understanding It also knowledge, asare the understandings

arrived at through self-reflection:on tne self-formatiVe process (Critical

method). These retults cannot be summarily eyaluated through an empirical

Model of education. The notion Of epiStemological ambiguity must be

recognized as.part of the human condition. Exactitude/certitude and/or

predictability Of outcOmes does not adeqUately repretent the total criteria ._
, .

for all forms of evaluating.educational outcomes. We needto go beyond a

'control" or management model of organization; inquiry and evaluation, to an

intersubjective, emancipatory model. This will inVolve diverse conceptual
.

: frameworks for analyzin6 schooling, and-alternative Modes of inquiry.

Self-expression and communication of ideas within a non-scientifically

oriented classroom will demand and allow for diversembdes of communicating

those ideas.. Thus, as there are diverse.forms of knowledge., there are also

diverse ways of expressing, comMuniCating, learning and:evaluating-fdeas and

conceptfons of the world.
, The teacher, .as well as the students;.. need to

fdetermine what kind of knowledge they are seeking, and/or the nature. of the

knowledge they have arrived at.

SimiTarly, research methodologies applied to the educational setting need

.

to be chosen with an understanding of ihe tyPeof knowledge the'researcher.

wants to attain in his/her invettigation. For example, if 1 wanted to knaw
. .

.

the number of words a child can spell or the frequency of interac-.
tion between children of different racesAn desegrated schools,then'
statistical prodeduresare appropriate. HoweVer, if we want to un-
derstand the relevance of the words to the child's.particular life
or the meaning orinterracial interactions,then some:form ofAuali-
tative methodology (e.g... Verstehen) . which allowt the re-
searcher tO obtain first hand knowledge about the empirical Social

429
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worl, d in question-may well be more .appropriate (Patton, 1975,
13). 11

.

...

. .

. .
. .. .

In other words, the empirical method of investigation, would be\.2 inadequate
\

.

methód of tnvestigation.tO summarily.investigate.the social setting12 (e.g.

life in classroom), and/or problems 'within that'setting (e.g.the nature of

authority in classrooms, the control of knowledge.in classrooMs, the nature.of_

school work, etc.). With emphasis On outcomes (ends), the proceSs .(means)

becomes secondary, unless the outc0Mts have been correctly predicted, and.tfie

means become standard treatment. If successfl prediction Ind control of out-

,

r

comes are oUr major aims-, then the,empirical Metho'd of investigation and the

"scie4tific".organi2ation of the subject matter wouldA)e aCceptable. Yet the

search for

Objective control over the multiplicity of tnterdependent
events occurrtng in a.claSsroom has led to a concentration on
ever smaller units Of behavior, divorced from.context and
sampled in rigorously scheduled time units '(Shapiro, 1973, p.
543)13

The emphasis on greater and greater control of classroom learning keeps

us rooted in a technological, quast-scientific research paradigm. There are

alternatives to these methods. If we can apply Habermas th'eory of knowledge

Oand human interests to'our own- individual quest for self-understanding, I

believe we can better understand the need for alternative modes of inquiry

within our research endeavors.

Concluding Comments

The areas for research within our field are substantive and expansive.

Yet if we acknowledgethe empirical paradigm as fhe only:legitimate means of

acquiring significant knowledge about our world, we are cutting ourSelves off

from-the traditions, of the cultural sciences. We.need to employ as many.means.
. .

-as possible to help us better understand oUr wOrld. An examination of'the

4.30
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philosophical foundations of education is a good plate to begin to eXplore the

complexities Of the schoOling process :and how that.process is affected by our

view of the larger context.
.

Engagilg in'philosophical debate within our own field_of instructional

techriology can only lead us to further.explerations. Tnes12 explorations wiTi

not be confined to academic matters, but will become a personal'quest.. We

. deal with philosophical .questions everyday: What is real? How, do,we know?

What is 0 value? As I stated in the beginning of this paper, these are

questions thataffect what we do professionally. They alsb affect.us, on a

deeply personaljevel, and become the basis .for everything we do..

431
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FOOTNOTES

1When involved in eMpirical, Scientifie investigation, quantification of

data made through observation iS the kRowledge generated,. In hermeneutic sci- \.

ence, dialogue replaces the observation-, and hence intersubjective understand-

ing (Verstehen) is the knowledp generated. Arriving at meaning (intersubjec-

tive understanding) is not a major aim of reSearch in the field of.eduCational

tethnology. Yet recognition ofthe need for alternative research designes in

'our field (i.e. alternatives to the experimental/behavioral designs),has.been

voiced. -cf. Ann D. Becker, "Alternate Methodologies for Instructional Media

4

Research," in AV Communication-Review, Vol. 25, No. 2, Summer, 197-7.

My primary:conCern-in presenting Habermas' theory, however,lies not in

research deSigns, but rather in ways of arriving at knowledge, t.e.,:legiti-

mate methOds of inquiry-that can be applied to classrooms. Hermeneutic under-
\

standing, as methodology, is a common form of rationality that individlials use'

in many'sociil settings (e:g. when in Small group situations, in talking with

friends, etc..). My argument is that we then need tO allow for/acknowledge

this,form of rationality as 0,legitimate manner for'arriving at knoWleOge

within classrooms, Which will. take Ous ut of the realm of applying one form.,of

rationality, viz. the emOirical form.

21n education, generally, the dominant form of,knowledge (mode of in-

4 5 u
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quiry),is based on empirical science, We need to recognize .and allow for the.

.various forms of inquiryand the kinds of knowledge generated. This will re-

quire a,recOnceptualization of key concepts within' the field-ofeducatiOn in

general, .and the field of educational technology in .particular.

cf. McCarthy,-The Critical Theory:of ,Jurgen Habermas, (Boston: Mit.

PFess, 1978), El. cit., Pp. 138-139. Also see Russell Keat and John Ur6,,

Social Theou. as Science (Londo Routiedge and Kegan Paul, 1975), pp. 219-

\ ,

220, who. outline four features _f__cFitical_thear-ythatst-andtrr--op-p-o-s--iribn to



positivist tradition: critical theory.'1) sees existing reality as IsasiCallY..

. l '
"irrational;" 2) tries to.identify the "posSibilitiesfor change in that.real-

ity, the relatiods and develOpments that are already.operating to_undermine

the continuation of its present form;" 3) attackt-the ideology stemming from'''.

existing social reality, and which "systematically conceal these potentialt=

ties for'radicalAransformation," and 4).it rejects positivism and the'assump

tionspositivism.makes,as,regards social Science. Also see. Barry Smart, Soci-

ology, PhenOmemonology.and Marxian Analysis.(London.: RoUtledge.and Kegan

Paul, 1976) for a similar outltne of the characterstics generally attributed

to the pOsitivist tradition in sociologY (pp. 77-8).

For the-positivist tradition as inilUencing the theory.base of educa-

tional technology, see Robert Gagne't The Conditions of Learning (New York:

Rinehart and Winston, 1977), pp': 2=3; and Wood'and Wylie, Educational

Teletommunications (Calif.: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1977), pp.

241-248.

4Hermeneutic understanding,-at.inquiry,,WOu)d be most applicable in

humanities courses, and also would be a truCial form of rationality to be

applied to analysis of media,productions, particularly in treating language .as

sythbol, and the symbolic language used in medta produCtions (e..g., the language

of ftlM, the language oflphotOgraphy,. video, etc.). Yet the notion of "mean-

ing":it not'.a common understanding in educational research. Rather than

appealing to diversity of interpretations (meaning), appeal to 'brute date" i

the accepted practice not only-in research in education, but in the manner Of

arriving at "legitimate Knowledge.

5The empirical method of investigation,'with. its assumptions as outlined'

in the beginning of this section, would be an inadequate method of investiga-

tion to summarily investigate-the szci-alTetting (e.g. life ih classrooms),

and/or problems within that setting (e.g. the nature of authority in class-

433
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rooms, the'control cf ,knowIege in classrooms, the nature of school Work,

etc.).' With eMphasis on OutComes (ends), he process (means) becOmes second-

ary, unless the outcomes have been:Correctly predicted, and then the means

become standard- treatment. If successful prediction and control Of outcomes

are ourMajor aims, then the empirical method of investigation and the'fitcien-

tific" organizatiOn ofthe Subject matter. Would bein order. Similarly', if

interOretive understanding (meaning), biz critical reasoningianalysis

.major aim, then alternative-forms of inquiry are needed.
,

4The'impOrtant understanding-to be aware of in'the discussion concerning

Methods of inquiry and forms qf knowledge, is the notion of constitutive cog-

nitive interests, as outlined by Habermas. There is no rejection or dismissal

as to'the alidity Of each form/method of inquiry, only critiCal debate over

theit'application.

7cf. Michael W. Apple, Ideology ahd curriculum (London: Routiedge and'

Kegan Paul, 1979).; Henry Giroux, Ideology, Culture and the pocesscf school-

ing (Philadelphia: Temple Univertity Press, 19.81); Eliot Eisner, The educa-

tiOnal'.imagination:- on the design and eValuation of schOol programs (New

York:. Macmillan Publishing.Co., Inc:, 1979); Herbert-Kliebard, pUreaucraty

and Curriculum TheOry. In. Pinar, W. (ed.) CurriCulum Theorizing: the reCon-
,

Ceptualists .0erkeley, California: McCutchan Publishing Co 197-51;-et

al.

81 have outlined this idea elsewhere. cf. Koetting, Towai'dt a Synthesis
.

of-a Theory of Xnowledge and HuMan Interests, Educational Technology arid. Eman-

cipatory' Education: A Preliminary Theoretcial Investigation and Critique. Un-

5ub1is40 Doctoral Dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1979,,espe-:P

cially.napter III; and Koetting, "Reconoeptualizing the-Theory-Ba-§4,of Eduda-

tional Technology: ,Reopening the Theory-Practice Debates. Proceedings' of

46u
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'seletted reFarch paper presentations. Association for Educational Communica-

tions and Technology., Research and Theory Division,.Philadelphia, PA
o

1981,.pp:. 289-344).

9For an excellent statement Of this position rega.tding research,:t .

Jeffrey Lukowsky,Reconstructing the histor3r.of educitional_technology pro-j

vides us with.new models of research," in ProCeedings of,selected research

paper presentations, Assotiation for Educational. Communications and Technol-

ogY, Research and Theory Division, Philadelphia,-PA (April, 1981, pp. 409-

427).

10cf. the citations in footnote seVen, especially "Systems management and

the ideologj control," in Apple (1979), Chapter six; also see "Curriculum form

and the logic of technical control: building the possesive individual," in'

"Michael W. Apple (ed.) Cultural and economic reproductions in education:

essays on class, ideology and the state.(London: ROutledge.and Kegan Paul,

1982).

11Also see C. Wright Mills, :The sociological imagination 'New York: The

Grove Press,-1961), pp. 73-74.

12cf. Ann D. Becker, "Alternate Methodologies for.Instructional Media
,

--Reseaf'in AV Communication Review, Vol. 25, No. 2, Summer, 1977, who sug-
,

gest some limitations.of behdyioral research designs .as used4N educational

technology and offers some possibje alternatives. Also see Francis E. Clark

and Jay F.-Angert, "Research on Media - where Do We Go From Here,? unpqb-

lished paperpresented at the AECT National ConventiOn,,Research and Theory

Dlvision, New Otleahs, Louisiana, 2979. The.authors of these articles argue:

fOr the heed of alternative tesearch strategies to the b-ehav_i_aral_mode-l.

Oa. Patton, Alternative EvalUation Research.Paradigm .(Grand

Univetsity of North Dakota), 1975, who expands on this use of standardized
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tests:

4

The problem is not simply one oflinding a new or better

standardized test: The problem is one of understandiu the
,

.

context of observed behaviors, the meaning of specific

achievement outcome's to the child in-a more holistic set-
.

Ong than is possible, with'any standardized test. This

does not mean that standardized tests.may Rot be useful for

certain'specific luestions, but they are not sufficient

when the issue is understanding, not just prediction.

-Understanding i.n:its-b,cgOest sense requ*es getting close

enough to'the situation to gain insight into mental States;

it means subjectivity in the ioest' scientific sens6 of'the

term. The alternative paradigm seeks to legitimize and in

corporate this subjectivity into evaluation research, not .

to the exclustonie the methodologY of.the dominant. para.-.

digm, but.in addition to it (p. .25).

Also cf. Ellidt W. Eisner, The Educatiohal Imagination'(op. cit.)4hapter.

20
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Introduction

In general research demonstrates that cognitive style, particularly Field

Independence/Dependence (FI/D), has something to offer the instructional

designer. Within the framework of Psychological Differentiation, FI/D

lends itself well to*an integrated, holistic approach to creative instruc-

tional design. As'with most research, however, there are limitations.

Some of the issues connected with FI/D include:

- reliability, validitY; and correlation of-FL/D test

moacniNac

,

- emphasis on FPys0 FD within a value-free constrUct___-=,---

I .*

- relationship of FI/D to other individual difference variables;

such as IQ, sex differences, and cultural background
i . q

These issues have been discussed throughout the literature over the liast
. . _

decade. Historically, the first two issues have been dealt with exten-

sively by Herman A. Witkin and his colleagues.

FI/D Test Measures'

Since the early 1970's, the Group Embedded Figures Test (GUT) (Witkin,

Oltman, Raskin, and Karp, 1971) has been used,somewhat Consistently in

research conducted on FI/D. The GEFT was developed by Witkin and his

associatbs to facilitate measuring FWD. Its,advantages (compared with

eelier measures) include cost, availability, large-group-format, time,

ease of transport, and ease of adMinistration. The GEFT- consists of.

eighteen items. For each item,,subjeCts are asked to locate a hidden.

4 69
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figure within the embedded context of a complex pattern. Each subject's

score, then, is the number of correct tracing's of simple figures on

complex designs. Three sections are included in tife timed test, but

scoreS on the last two sections only are used. Performance on the GEFT

reflects a tendency, in varying degrees of strength, toward analytical

or global functioning.

and-Correlatidri"of FI/D Test Measures

Investigations on the reliabtlity and validity of the GEFT reported by

Witkin and hit associates (Witkin, et-al., 1971), using college student

samples, indicate-arcdptibie reliability coefficients (Spearman-Brown =

'.8) and reasonable indications

Reliability of the GEFT has been confirMed in,the literature. Internal

consistency coefficients using the Spearman-Brown prophesy formula have

been reported by Dumsha, et al. (1973) at'.84. Additionally, Lis and,,

Powers (1979), using a sixth grade sample, calculated long-term

1 year test-retest) coefficients of stabilitY of'.80 and .71 for boys

and girls respectively and coefficients of internal consistency ranging

from .83 to .98 for boys and girls on the GEFT.

The validity of the GEFT has beemquestioned. Lis and.Powers (1979)

reported construct and concurrent validity at -=.60 for,sixth:Oade boys

.and at .00 for sixth grade girls-. This study raises the issue Oether

the portable Rod and Frame Test (RFT) and the GEFT (Wlen administered

to this sixth grade population). actually measured the tame individual dif-

ference variable.
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In response to similar questions concerning the correlatfon of various

tests:for FI/D, Witkin_cites numerous studies Wich link-such measures

as the Body Adjustment Test (BAT), the Rod and Frame Test (RFT), and

multiple forms ofthe Embedded Figtires Test (EFT) (Witkin, 1977). Most

recently, however, Witkin and Goodehough (1981) suggest that differences

existing betwegn FI's superior performance on the RFT and the BAT as

opposed to the Rotating Room Text (RRT) and conversely FD's success on the

-RR-I.-are-the-result of abnorm'al laboratory manipulation that separates

visual and gravittional_cues;--thereby;-creatin9:a Situation that-learners

will never encounter in the real world. In my opinion,-thiS'issue is a fun-.

damental one. I am not completely satisfied, as Witkin and Goodenough (1981)

imply, that performance differences on varying FI/D measures are created

simply as a result of semantic differentiation. "'Field dependence- inde-
.

,pendence' and cognitive style' were used, sat different times, as labels

-for d)fferent'dimensions,in-a hierarchiacal set. These variitions, and

particulArly some.of the more recent usages that have come into vogue,

have created problems that have been the source of critical comments in

the literature. 'We Pelieve the model now proposed does not involve these

problems And provides a conceptof cognitive style'more consptent with

common usage than our previous conception. The first problem the new con-
.

ception addresses has arisen from the use-of the term 'field dependence-

independence' in several difference ways in the literature. Our very

earliest use of the term, Is we have seen, was for the dimension of indi-

yidual differences in tendency to rely primarily on the visual field or

the body as referents for perception of the upright. Later it was used

to refer to ability to overcome an embedding context in'perCeptionl."1

A



'It is unlikely that thL. issue can be easily resolved. .It would seem,

a§ long as research is conducted using either the early measures from

the "perception of th upright" group or more recent measures of the

Pembedded figures" v riety, one can avoid the issue. However, further

research is require

FI/D as aValue-Fre Co.nitive St le Variable

Witkin-and Gotaen ugh have argued from a rational,intellectual viewpoint

that FI/D is a v ue-free construct (Witkin et al., 1977; Witkin and

.Goodenough, 1981 . In my opinion, FI/D is nly 'valuerfree when it is

isolated from s

t
ciety. Globally, itsmay be true that, given a variety

of cultures, tiie attributes of FI/D are equalljvalued throughout the.

world. Howev , on an individual basis, within a particular society, .

one or the o her of the bipolar characteristics of' field independence/

dependence is likely, to be preferredd

."
The-basis or Witkin's early position that FI/D is a value-free construct

is based in the premise that "primary reliance on the body would lead

to a more accurate performance in some situations, whereas reliance on

ir---
the Osual field:would lead to.mbre accurate performance in other situa-

/

mtions./2 No similar statement is made about.the ability to overcome

embeddedness. However, if one Wieves FI/D to be truly value-free,

then 'the ability to easily isolate embedded figures would be important

in s,Ome situations1; whereas,4the lack,of ability to do so should be impor-

tant in others. In our society the analytical, articulated individual

with the ability to.disembed and restructure.is at an advantage. Tnis
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is probably true of other highly teChnotOgical societies as well. For

\\
this reason, I am unable to accept the-nottoci\that FI/D is.value-free.

Perhaps, rather than conduct research attempttng to-classify the bi-

polar nature of FI/D, it might be more useful to study ways in which

to accommoddte the dichotomy.

---- -The Relationship of FI/D to Other Variables

The question concerning the relationship of FI/D to other vailtbles has

.

been studied for over twenty years. Goodenoul0 and Karp (1961) ddressed

the issue using factor analysis. The results of this early study i di-
, \.

cated that there are commonalities involving the capacity to oVercome

an embedding context in both FI/D and intellectual 'functioning. At the

time this study wa§ conducted, no relationship between verbal coMpre-
.

hension and F.I/D was found. HoVIver, recently Witkin and Goodenough

(1981) have reported eleyen studies that indicate a correlation exists

between vocabulary and GEFT scores. Goodenough explains that the correl-

ation is the result of.cognitive restructuring ability but does not relate

to conventional IQ measures. Since IQ is generally measured by verbal-

comprehension factors and attention-concentration factors which do not

involve restructuring, Witkin and Goodenough conclude that a greater

overall capacity of field-independence over field-dependence really

does 'got exist.

.

'Cross-cultural studies, sex difference-studies. (as related to societal

groups), as well as, genetic difference studies are all a part of the

greater issue "what is beind measured by tests of field independence!

dependence?". Witkin'(1967) and others have noted a slight sex dif-
,

ference, especially in Western cultures, between field independent and
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field dependent subjects. Whether FI/D is an indicator of child rear-

ing differences, societal differences, biological differences, or a com-

bination-of psychological and neurophysical aspects of the individual

must be continually assessed. If_FI/Ms simply a measure of intel-
.

lectUatfunctioning, as seen in cognitive restructuring tasks, decisions

which affect other individual difference variables must be considered

carefully.

The following study attempts to analyze some of these variables in rela-
,

tionship to field independdnce/dependence.

Background

Subjects, all 6th grade students attending an inner-city public elementary

school in a multicultural environment (ns = 98), took the Group Embedded

Figures Test (GEFT) and a standardized set of math an&reading tests.

No sex differences were found within any of the cultural groups. HorTer,

an extremely suggeStive correlation' was found between math test score

and GEFT scores Within the fourscultural groups tested. No correlatio
0 0

was detected based on number of parents, number of siblings, year of

birth, or reading test scores for any group.

The literature suggests fidld independent/dependent tendencies are linked

to sex-diffeences in adults (Hutea6, i977; Witkin, et al., 1977; Lotwick,

et.al., 1981), but, possibly due to variations in testtng-procedures,

are not repoted in populations,comprised of.preadolescent children

(Witkin and Goodenough, 1981). Further, research -.indicates that sex dif-

ferences in adults may have origins in a multitude of genetic and/or

cultural variables (Huteau, 1977; Witkin and Goodenough, 198: ). Further,
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The demographic data-analysit presented in this study confirms the lack

.of significant sex differences in preadolescent children using the.

GEFT. It also suggests that fielthiridependence/dependence tendencies

are closely linked to Individual differences in analytic/mathematical:

ability. As nbted by Guilford (1980), cognitive style seems to mani-

fest itse7f in vocational.and educational choices.

"Those high in FI are likely to prefer natural sciences, engineering,

-and mathematics0"
3

No,significant differences were isolated based

on other possible dulturally-related variables.

Subjects

The subjects were ninety-eigfit 6th grade elementary students (52 female

and 46 male) representing four cultural groups (50 White, 35 Hispahic,

7 S.E. Asian, and 6 Black). The setting was an inner-city school

rinvolved in multicultural education. Fgrty percent of the total sdhOol

population were minority school students living within a few miles Of

the schoOl. A special music program for talenteckyouth Was being

Offered, at the school tofdraw honminortty ttudents into the area. The

school housed grades 4 - 6 as well as the offices jiiir the district bi-

lingual °program.

TeSts

Students were given standardized math and reading tests in the fall of

their, sixth grade year as part of an annual school district testing

-7-
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'progt:am. All students weretestedson the ,same.dateS, at the same.hour

of the day, and in relatively similar testing erivironments, using the
1

. b

SRA testing series. The following spring, stUdents were given the GEFT
,

as part of a series of research projects conducted throughout the school.

Although-only twenty minutes is u-sually allowed for the GEFT, At was

decided; with a sixth grade population, to time each section of the test

at 13 minutes.. Each group of students was given the same set of direc-

tiont and shown the same exampleS prior td the test. 'The entire measure,

including directions., took 45 minutes.

4,

Method

Inadditiontothese3testscores (math, reading, and GEFT), demographic

data was collected on each studefit. Sex, race, year and month of birth,

number of parents in the home, and number of siblings in the home were

included as variables. Statisticalanalysis using the SPSS package was
4.

done combining all the data collected over, the schciol year. The following

tests were run-after entering the raw data:

. A series of descriptivesstatistics, including frequencies

and histograms

. ANOVA (face groups and sex variables)

3. ANOVA (minority vs. non-minority and sex variables)

4. ANOVA (# of parents, # of siblings and birthdate variables)

50 Correlations between all variables

6. ANACOVA - classical approach (race'and sex with reading

and ilth)

450
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. ANACOVA -'regression approach (race and sex with reading
--)

and math)

8. ANAcOVA - classical approach (race and seA with math only)

9. Tests of all ANACOVA assuthptions

Results

As Table 1 indicates, no significant cor'relatfon was found between EFT

score by te orxultural :grotip, 'Collapsing.the four. cultural groups.to

represent..White/Non,White subjects did not resuitin substantially differ-
.

ent findings from those reportigron Table 10

,.

Source
of

Variation

,

Degree
of

Freedom
Sum of
.Squares

Sex 3.453
,

,

1

Race 118.839 3 :.

2-Way interaction 1.525 3,

Table. 1

,

Mean
Square

3.453

-39.613

508

Significance
of

..151 .698

1.735 .165

: 0'022 ..995

r

'No differences were found between EFT scores and the number of,parents in

the home, the number of siblings in the home, or the month andiStear'of

birth. It was origina11, speculated that perhaps,largesingle-parent
.

families would.have an effect on subjects' EFT spore's. AlsO, the cut-off'

date for sending children to kindergarten creates classes with.subjects
P._

that have spent from one. to eleven months longer in their hothe eriviron-

ment. .The.possibility 'that thaterna.Finfluence and4or other culturally-
.

specific experiences might affect EFT scoreslas also considered. Based
. ,

on'face-value, raw demographicAata no differences were found. However,
, , ,

-

/.
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/ such factors as ndtsery School, head start exPeriences were,not accOun-
/'

ted for. A more detailed Study-of-these variables couldiposglb.bipro .-

1duce Significant results.

Source Degree
of Sum of of Mean

Variation Squares Freedom Square

Year

,

'Race 124,.527

27way interaction 99.190

Significance
of F

/5.726 .276

41/509 1.998

33.063 1.591

. 601

. 120

.198'

,

/

Parents / ,.005 1 .005 .0000 .988 /
/ .- .

Race / 72.262 3 , 24.087' 1.069 .366/
/

2-way interaction 40.772 J 13591 .603 .61i

-,
. A

Siblins 9.424 F-
7

9.424 .581 .452

Race 49.592 / 3 16.531 r.019 0399

2-Way interaction Due to an empty cell, high order ipteractione,,'
have been supptegsed.

Table 2

Some interesting results can be repOrted from the correlations between
..

all variables using Pearson correlation \;pefficients. A 13 x 13 matrix
/

,

was designed using all-the origifial data collected in the study. A sum- ,

./

mary of wily those variables which suggested signiffcant correlations is '

1

_.-

presented on Table 30

s .
A."
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Significance
'of'F

tEFT x Rice

EFT x Math Score

EFT x Reading_Score-

Race x'Reading SCorp

Number of Siblings
x Reading Score. .2260 .013

.2138 .017

.4i64

.4138

-.1575

.001 ,

. .001

d

.061

_Table

\

It is possible that correlations with race are affect by relatively

small cuiLi1rai group ,Cells. However; it is inter7ting to note strong

significa ce with relatively small Samplings. The group.sizes were:

I
.

.1, White

2. Hispanic

30 0.,E. Wan

4. Black '

.35

7

6

. . . ".4

From thfs dgia, one cap only speculate that reading ability may-be iMpaci
.

Y.'

ted by so ioeconomic 'status a:id the nUmber of sibTings in a family. Per
i-

,

'limps the ack Of time, interest, apd/or ability to Provide adequate e rly
.

.

childhood expeciences in the area'of reading is a dontributing facto
,
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correlations were found for the variables listed on Table .

EFT x Sex
EFT x Number of parents
EFT ,x 'Number of siblings

,
EFT- X Birthdate

sO)e)c.,--,1$ace

"Sex x 'Reading score
Sex x Math score

,

Sex x=" Number of parents
Sex x Nu er of siblings
Sex x Bir hdate

Race x Ma h score it

Race x Nuthber of-parents
,RaCe x. Number of siblings
Race x Birthda,te

Reading score x Number,of parents
Reading score x Year of birth

Math. Scdre x Number of parerits
Math score x Nomber of siblings
Math sdnre x Year of birtjl /

Number bf parents x Birthdate
Number of parents x Siblings

. /

Number of siblings x Month of birt
,

,Tlable 4'

-EFT seems tp be exhibited in areas whAgb, requih-intellectual processing., /_.
,

In the Oast, reseairch indicated st ongly suggestive results*which pointed

to culiitul'al arit sex differen2es. At least two 'reasons maY accbunt for0

the 1 of sex'differene correlation iji this study:.*
,

The diffrencef i

' tion".imOlementa
,

. r

,
1

. .

_The chi-riges in our society towe: d women and their

'role in society,

1

EFT,testing measures and their
.1

(9.
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Based on the information reported on Table 3 an ANOCOVA using race and

sex with reading and math scores was run. The results between the

classical and the regression approaches were similar. The results for

the classical,approach are reperted on Table 5.

Source
of

Variation
Sum of,

Squares

Degree'

of
Freedom

Mean
Square F

Significance
of F

Reading Score 12.609 1 12.609 .725 .397

Math Score 134.690 1 134.690 7.742 .007

Sex 2.339 1 2.339 .,134 .715

Race 129.575 3 43.192 2.483 .066

2-way interaction 16.771 3 5.590 '.321 .810
(Sex/Race)

Table 5

Using the.ANACOVA, this study confirms-the significance reported in other

studies linking an analytical/mathematical perspective with fieleinde-

pendence. An interesting effect is also noted in adjusted and unadjusted

mean scores on the EFf when this ability is accounted for. See Table 6.

Female
Male

White
Hispanic
S.Et Asian
Black

FI = 11-18
FN = 7-10
FD = 0- 6

f,

Means
Unadjusted Adjusted

9.00 8.79
8.24 8.47

9.20
8.77
7.43
4.67

8.72
9.14
9.44
4.10

-13- 481
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Possible causes for the difference in mean scores by race may include:

1. Cell size difference

2. Socioeconomic status differences among White

vs. Non-White

3. Cultural value systems towards education

4. Natural analytic/mathematic ability unaccounted

for on standardized math tests,

5. Bi-lingual interferences, in that, GEFT directions

-
were read aloud and demonstrated visually without

verbal tnterferencE.

A second ANOCOVA was run using only math scores as a covariate. The

results appear on Table 7.

Source
of

Variation
Sum of

, Squares

Degree
of

Freedom
Mean
Square

Significance
F of F

Math Score 499.136 ,1 499.136 28.552 0001

Sex 18.253 1 28.253 1.044 .310

Race 117.982 3 39.327 2.250 :088

2-way interaction
-

17.548 3 5.849 .335 .800
(Sex/Race)

Table 7

No significant results were noted on any of the tests of the ANOCOVA

assumptions.'

14--
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Discussion

The results of the demographic data analysis tn this study provide

confirmation for the analytic/mathematical aspect of fiel-d-indepen-
,

dence. This suggests that Witkin's Theory of Psychological Differen-

tiaiion may have direct instructional application (Witkin et al., 1977).

Teaching students to increase their analytic capacity could provide

them with useful tools to compete in a high field independent environ-

ment. More research is required in the area of analytical/restructuring

tasks, within cultural groups; especially those not necessarily measured

on standardized tests. Since reading ability, per se, is not closely

related to *EFT it is likely that the application of analytic processing

techniques may apply to verbal tasks as well.

Summary

Based on the demographic data analysis of this sixth grade popdlation,

the following findings were confirmed:

1. no significant sex differences in preadolescent children

Using the GEFT were noted.

2. field independent/dependent tendencies sieem closely linked

to individual differences in analytic/mathematical ability.

However, no significant differences were isolated based on other possible

culturallytrelated variables,

-15-
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NOTES

1. Wi.tkin, Nerman.A. and.Donald R. Goodenough,Cognttive-Style-S-:
Essen.se'and Origins, International-UniVersities Press, Inc.,
Aew York, New_York4-198L'O. 58.

2: Ibid, p.-14.

.3. Guilford, J. P., "Cognitive Styles: What Are They?",.Educa-
tional and Psychological Measurement, 1980, Vol. 40 pp. 719-720.
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,Learning, ..Instruction, And Education:
The Psychological PersPective

The purpose of this paper is to describe and discuss the

theoretical underpinnings on which the field of Instructional

Technology is bassd,from a psychology perspective. First, the

psychology of learning will be explored from a historical
.

vantage point..., 1,1jor learnlng thebries and their assumptions

will be briefly defined. Second, four instrudtional theories

.will be described and compared along dimensions important to

instructional technologists. Finally, scae thoughts and specu-

lations will be given about how, seemingly opposing theories

might be reconciled.

An OVerview of Learning Theories

The study of learning andlinstructional theories is rela-
. -

tively new, little more than one hundred years old. The time.L.'

line (Figure 1) shows t e development pf the psychology of

learning.

In general, psychology evolved from five schools of thought

in the,early 1900's to two major groups of comprehensive learning

theories around mid-century.J.The two dominate groups, S-R or

conditioning theories and cognitive' theories, developed largely

as philosophical positions even though, differences within each

!group were oftenas _intense as differences between groups. The

major characteristics of each group are:
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. A

Philosophical \
Origins of \
Psychology

400 B.C.

_

Greece:
Hedoniam

Associatlonism.

Psychology Enters

.DevelopMent of
°Contemporary
Learning
Theories.
1950

Figure 1

Continuum Depicting the Development
of Paychology

(Adapted from Snelbecker, 1974)

,Emrgence pf.
Psychology as
a Science

1879

Development cif

Psychological
Schools of
Tilought

1900-1930

DeVelopment of
Comprehensive
Learning
iTheories
1930-1950

Wundt
; founded

laboratory
to study
mental
experiences,'
perceptions
and

sensations
_

a Data Oolrection Era

Development of
Mini-models

1950 - present

'
Structuralism 4
Functionalism
Behavi,nrism. a

Gestalt Psychology
Psychoanalysis

I

(!)

Groups

Stimulus
Or

Conditioning
Theories

1.Thorndike's Connectionism
2.Pavlov's 'classical Condi-

tioning

3.Guthrie's OnetTrial

ContiguityrConditioning'
4.Hull's Hypothetico-Deductive

Drive-S - Reduction
5.Skinner'e Operant Condi-

'tioning

ResOonse Cognitive Theoried

1.Classical Gestalt

Wertheimer,Koffkao
Kohler, Lewin,

2.Tolman's Cognitive
Behaviorism

Emergence of Sy3tematic
Instructional
Theories

1950

2 most prominent:

Information-Processing
Mathematical

Concern with topical areas
of study about learning:

attention, perception,
concept learning, .

problem solving,
short term memory,

long7term memory,
etc.

Other-areae of-interest
in psychology:

Personality
MotivatiOn
Psychotherapy

Behavior Modification Models
Cognitive Construct Theories
Task Analysis Theories
Humanistic Theories

,-



S-R 'Group

1) emphasize analysis of
behavior

2) .study simpl.e learning
processei 'to understand
complex ones

3) regard psychology as a
natural scienge with
important governing

.t

Cognitive Group

1) emphaiize internal proceses
and structures, e.g., thinking

2) emphagize perceptual organize-
-tion of exp*iences and
situations

3) maintain-that .the S-R grour
studies the results of
learning.

lawrs

These tWb- groups formed tIse core of psychology as late as
6

1950. A major argument at the time centered around the question

whether 3,-11 connections were the product or result of aearnang.

This was largely a philosophical debate with little empirical _.

fact to support either position. Kendler (1952) suggested that:

a) the answer might not aie in empirical evidence; b) .the choice

Ftself could not be evaluated as right or wrony; and c) the

matter wag purely one of personal taste. Yet, the question con.-

tinued to be explored and'argued; remnants remain today.

\ .Concurrently, other areas of interest in psyChology, e.g.,
,personality and motivation, were also growing and psychology

moved into an era of miniature model budiding based on indtctive

inquiry. Presently-, severaa theoretictl positions,are viable%
a

and continue to be developed-, .while new theories.have emerged.

The state of the art is:.

1) The --11 theories are still prominent.

ft
2) Gestalt theories have been incorporated into other

theories, primarily the cognitive grou/3.-,

3) Humanistic theories with their emphasis on feelings 4:nd
emotions have re-emerged; and

4) Two new theories, information theory and mathema.tical
theory, -have appcAred. Information theory focuspis on
MeaVffing information flow; mathematicaltheory
focuses on the use of mathematical equations to describe
learning.
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In-addition, no comprehens learning theorY has been de-Veloped

and the possibility of d g so selms virtually impossible since

y from theory-construction and towardthe 'trend has moved

data collection and amassing evidence tV support particular
.1

propositibns. This trend hes resulted in the Continued pro7

liferation of miniature modelA% situation presenting a sig-
.

nificant problem foe practitioners trying to syn-thesize ind upe
0

,

learning theory.

Re"garding the two majOr_groupe, S-11.and cognitive.thedries,

Snelbecker (1974) summarized the view of some psycholo4ists as

they look toward the end of the century.- "Many view the first,

;part of the century ae having been the province of atimulus-.

r.e8pOnse psychology and they contend that sin'ce mid-century, we

sts-have moved knto an,era-that will.be completely -dominated by some

form of cognitive, psychology, mOst likely under,the information-

processing orientation" (Snglbecker, 1974, pr 108). It is still
-

frequently argued that the two tlieoreticai positions are incom-

patible and that practitioners and reseaichers must choose between

one group orlhe other. Snelbecker argueg, however, that the tw6

positions can and must be reconciled and contends that this can

be accompliAed by accepting the differin4 points of view fromN.
whi ch each group apptoaches the learning process, i.e., the phe-

nomenological first-person view and the behavidral.third-person

view of the iearning situation.

--------,Instructional Theories*
.
.

The field of rnstructional Technology is largely concerned0 %

with practices that 1,d,to improvement of educational practice

*The instructional theories are described and discussed from
the perspective f school rather than non-school settings.

I
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. rather than withbasic science.research concerning how people.

learn. Instructional theory has more bearing on these issues than

does learning theorv'because: a) learning theory is descriptive;

-
instruCtional,theory is preicriptive and b) conceptions of the

process Of teaching/instrUcting are broader than conceptions Of

how one-)..e-a-kne llost instructional.theoxies, however; axe
n

_closely aligned.with a learning eheory!and are guided brits

'assumptions.- and philosophical .bases.--

Table 1 lists four majOr instructional theories comparing

them on several important characteristics and-listing major
1

strengths and weaknesses of each. The theories ...re: a) be-
\

havioral, b) cognitive; c) task.analysis, and d) humanist. The

c,Atable was constructed from Snelbecker's (1974) discussion of

each theory and the reader should cOnsult this source for more

in-depth analysis or for clarification,
e

Although the behavioral and task, analysis theories and the

cognitive and humanist theories are most closely aligned, the
!

task analysis approach has some important,cognitive characteris-

tics and the hUmanists have been as critical of cognitive
%-=

approabhes as they have of behavioral approaches,. With this in .

mind, we will Took at each instructional theory orposition--

.the humanists actually do not have a theer,but rather a philo-

sophical Vosition--from three Vantage poi,nts particularly ger-
- -.5)

mane to the field of Instructional Technology, i.e., goals, pro-

ceduees and strategies,. and elialuation.

eGoals. The behaviorists are neutral with'respect to goals

and what shoul.d-be taught in schoolS: They.maintai41 that an-

adequateuseful theory should,have estaklished procedures
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Table 1
.

Some Important diaracteristics
of Instructional Theories

(Taken largely from Snelbecker, 1974)

Character-
istics

Major

Theorists

Behavioral ' Cognitive Task Humanistic

Theories Construct

Theories

Analysis

Theories

Theories

Skinner,

Hull, Guthrie,
Pavlov

Bruner, Ausubel,
Piaget, Torrence,
Simon

Gagne, Briggs,
Glae-er, -Melton

Rogers,,MaslOw,
Allport, Combs,
May, Fromm

Dominant
Psychology
Theory

*not a learning
theory

Learning
Domain
Emphasis

Operant:
Conditioning

Reinforcement

Cognitive

Information- ,

Processing
Developmental
Perception

Eclectic, but ,

favors behav-
ioral theories

-P-sychomotol

Cognitive
- internal

biLucLuLes
emphasized

Cognitive .

-subject matter
concerned witb
vocational or
professional
interests

Perception
Personality
Theory*
linical Psy-
chology*

Affective
learning is
becoming
responsible
students

Focus of
Schooling
Efforts

-behavior
changes

-product
oriented

- thinking,

problem
solving, con-
cept formation

- process oriented

\ -simulus-respons
\ through problem

solving
-atknowledges
impt. of higher

--levels

self-develop-
and growth

human potentialf.
process
lriented

Teacher
Role

Directs
Manages
Reinforces

Guides
StimUIates
discovery

Predesigns in-
struction

Manages by
arranging
conditions

Facilator-
creates
emotional and
intellectual
environment

Instructional
Strategics
and Procedures

Small steps
Strengthen bonds
leading to ob-
jectives

Yrequent assess-
ment

Discovery
Inquiry

Prerequisite
skilla

Internal and
external
conditions

Experiential
Emotionally
meaningful .
student choice

Point of view of
Learner in the .

Theory
3rd person 1st person 3rd person 1st person

Major
Strengths

Research based
Theory compat-
ible w/data
Commitment to
research and-
eval.

OperatiOnal def-
inition of
objectives

Even' without empir-
cal support, educa-
tors favor this
position .

Characterizes-learner
as active informa-
tion processor

Major
Weaknesses
.and

criticisms

Primarily appli-
cable to low
level,and/or
factual learn-
ing,

Student choice
of objectives
minimal.

Validity of .

law of effects
questioned

Overly Simplistic
Findings from
animals not
appropriate-for
humans

Theorists yave,not
developed a'

competing theory.
Small data base
Little interest in

eMpirically test-
ing instructional
principles.

Identifies 8
types of learn-
ing in taxonomy

Derived from
learning theory

Sound-empirical
base

Delineates limits
tion of theory

May not deal
adequately
with most impor-

. tant kinds of

school learning.
A best taxonomy is
.a matter of
opinion.

Task analysis pro-
cedures and

. using taxonomy
to specify Objec.-
tives is diffi-
cultand re-
quires much
practice.

oncern with
"whole" person-'
feelings, exper-
iences, and
behavior.
Student choice
Focus on inter-
-personal

relationships

Reaction to
learning
Theories -
primarily a
philosophical
position

Little empirical

Canstudent
determine what
he needs to
learn?

Terms used do not
lend themselves
to-operational
definitionb
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applicable to all objectives. They do, of course, support'.

operational definitions and predesigned instruction but do not
' .

take a curricular position concerning what should be taught'.

The task analysis theorists particularly Gagne and Briggs,

support predesigned rather than extemgoraneously designed in,-

bstruction. Gagne has developed a taxonomy of eight types bf

learning primarily useful' for goals related to the student's

quest-for a vocation or profession. Gagne's problem-scaving

type of learning is. very similar to cognitive conceptAons, iut

he does approach instruction from a behavioral perspective.

Gagne, concurring with the cognitive,theorists, suggests.that
.

the problem-solving type of learning may be the-most important

goal of schooling (Gagne, 1970) . Gagne very thoughtfully

acknowledges the limitations of his approach including those

related to motivation, attitude and value development, personal

.interaction, etc., but states that these are not of central con-

cern to his taxonomy which is concerned with the development of

goals related to academic subjects and career paths.
\

The cognitive theorists emphasize thinking processes and

inquiry skill6 as the most important goals of education. In
,

general, they see no limitations to their approach; it is appli-

cable to all subject matter, all disciplines, and all students.

The humanists take the position that the most important goals

of schooling are learning how to learn, assuming responsibility

for learning, and self-development. While recognizing and ack-

nowledging the importance of facts and knowledge, Rogers sees

this as a secondary goal. The humanists endorse.a view of man

that would lead to-fundamental changes in the purposes and goals
0f schools.
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Procedures, MethOdS, and Strategies. The behaviorists and

task analysis theorists emphasize predesigned instruction and

fairly structured learning environments. The behaviorists favor

individual pikcing, frequent assessments to determine student

progress, use of systematic procedures for modifying methods and

strategies, use of reinforcement arid contingencies, and small

step learning.

Gagne and Brigge endorse analyzing tasks in hierarchical

order and sequencihg instruction according to prerequisites.

Hilgard and Bower (1.9E16) referring to Gagne's taxonomy, state,

...it is by no means clear that a sequence of instruction can

be designed upon it, or that the basic notion is sOLIAA___that thp

'lower steps of the hierarchy have to be mastered before the

higher steps Can be learned. ,There may well be a kind of cyclical

development in learning, in which the varioue stages repeatedly

assert themselves" (p. 571).. In addition to his taxonomy,

Gagne places a strong emphasis on the structUre of knowledge and

describes instruction as a process of matching or arranging

internal learner conditions with external environmental condi-

tions so that learnihg occurs. A wide variety of methods and

procedures,is encouraged.

Cognitive construct theories emphasize discovery learning and

inquiry process skills. ZheY endorse these as goals of education

as well as. instructional procedures. They suggest beginning with

. the organized strUcture of knowledge and expanding from the es-

sentials or the essence to details. They emphasize that:- a)

there is not always one riqht answer as behaviorist's seem to

endorse, b) the educated guess is an important aspect of creativity

-0
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and discovery, and c) learners must be active participants i

the learning process. Sequencing, according to Bruner, should

progress from concrete, to graphic4 to symbolic.

Humanistic psyChologists focus primarily on creating an emo-

tional environment. Rogers is more interested in the process of

learning than,in how to teach. He'opposes additive learning and

emphasizes student choice and emotional involvement. His proce-

dures are quite eclectic favoring discovery and inquiry, but he

acknowledges the benefits Of programmed instruction to fill gaps

in student knowledge. The major distinction between the beha-

-viOrists'.use of PI and the humanists' use is the student's

desire to learn a d student selection of PI as the route_to take.

The teacher's role varies quite considerably frot theory.to

theory.. The behaviorists and'task analysis theorists prescribe

a more directive teaCher both durinW the design of instruction

and during implementation. Th se cognitive,theorist endorse the

role of teacher as guide and facilitator. The humanists encourage

teachers to create an emotional environment designed to foster

learner self-growth. -Interestingly, none of the theories ade-

quately addresses the learner as a group member, but focus pri-

marily Oo the individual student.

AssesSment and Evaluation. The behaviorists explicitly de-

.fine objectives and procedures fdr evaluation.-. The teacher is

primarily responsible for evaluating student progresa:

The cognitive theorists believe that the student should de-

velop his own means for evaluating his progress. They acknowledge,

however, that this is easier in s'ubject matter or.;content areas

where divergent thinking is not stressed, e.g., math.



Task,analysis theori'Sts, like the behaviorists, believe

strongly in predetermined objectives and criterion-referenced

evaluation. Periodic evaluatlons ake.seen as a Major means for

improving .both Student.learning and evaluating ,the instructional

process.

Humanists Oppose teacher-centered evaluation and tSelieve

students should assess their own progress. One of the major

criticisms of this theoretical position has concerned the stu-
.

dent's ability to set his own learning goals and evaluate his

own progress.

Theor bases of Instructional Technolo It will certainly

come as no surprise to anyone that the field of IT is most closely

associated with the behavioral and task analysis theories, rather

than with- cognitive and humanist theories. This is to be. com

mended for several reasons:

./ 1: Behavioral and task analysis theories are the most em-

pirically sound and thoroughly researched:-

2... The operational definition'of objectives allows for L.ound

eveluation procedures.

3. These theories focus on the readiness of learners for in-

structional objectives and procedures, and.

4. .Gagne's Taxonomy is seen by some as the beginnings of a

unified instructional theory (Hilgard and Bower, 1966, p. 569).

Perhaps the major criticism of behavioral and task analySis

theories is that the behaviors addressed are not those of most

importance to education and the goals of schooling. Snelbecker

(1974) suggests that Gagne's taxonomy is biased toward thoSe aspects

of learning that have been most thoroughly studied rather than
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what is most important. This criticism is perhaps less one of

the viability of the theory and more one 0phi1aaophi-ael orien-

tation, i.e., what are the major goals of schooling? Another

major criticism, however, that Thorndike's law of effect on

which behaviorism is based, may not be valid according to infor-

mation-processing research.

Although the cognitive theorists have not actually developed

a competing theory or gathered empirical support for their i

structional principles, public opinion tends to favor this posi-

tion (Snelbecker, 1974). Likewise, the humanists have failed to

develop a'theory supported by rasearch; yet, \their focus on student

f e e mot ealing pos ion .

Some Concluding Comments and Observations

.Teachinge,is a purposeful activity. Whether the goal is to

taach academic subject matter, create a nurturing\environment, or

develop thinkifi processes, teachers begin, knowingly or unknow-

ingly, from on r more philosophical or psychological- framewoilcs
_

and plan, howev r loosely, for some desired effact. One of the

major areas of conflict between behaviorists, task analysis

theorists, cognitivists, and humanists is the extent to which pre-

planning can be accomplished. The behaviorists and task analysis

'theorists have shown that instruction can be predesigned, imple-

mented, and evaluated. The loals they select, however, are often

straightforward and'amenable to their approach. Some have sug-

gested.that the behavioral approach is excellent for use with

training goals, but is inappropriate for loftier educationalcgoals.

The 'cognitive.and humanist theorists also support preplanning but

focus thei-r efforts on arranging the instructional environment



so that students experientially learn academic content, develop

problem-sokviny it1 'hinking---Skiln, and grow emotionally and

affectively.

The reconciliation of these theories does not seem to be a

matter of which is right or even which is most appropriate for

a given situation. During any instructional situation, there

-
are times where one or another theory or some combination is

appropriate and should be used. Rather, the question of recon-

ciliation is to me one af combining the strengths of each group.

At the risk of over-simplification, I see the strength f

behavioral and task analyeis theories as two-fold. First, there

is a methodological strength. The rigor of establishing goals,

specifying criterion meaSures, matching activities and strategies

to objectives and learners,-plus the use,ofa feedback mechanisk

to revise and improve instruction is a Positive ,element of these

theories. BehavioriSts. recognize the potential af"their metho

dologies when they suggest that an instructional theory must work

with any objective and "even instructional failures may be

helpful since one can more precisely define the sources of the

problem" (Snelbecker, 1974, p. 405).

Another methodological strength the use of task analysis

procedures. Most theories, particularly the information pro-

cessing and behavioral, suggest that probrem solution is largely

dependent on the nature of the task; task analysis procedures are

encouraged. Wildman and Burton (1981) suggest the Use of task

analysis to understand how the expert problem solver,organizes and

structures knowledge. They state that this process may be a

useful way to address internal structures. Hilgard and Bower
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(1966) reviewing studies of motor-learning also state the impor-

tance and necessitY of task analysis, II ...even what appear to be

simple tasks are indeed quite complex, the psychological processes

involved run the whole gamut 'from simple associative learning to

higher forms of information proceasing..." (p. 547).

A second major strength of the behavioral and task analysis

thearies is the use of constructs that might be valuable content

when teaching thinking and problem-solving skills. Since nothing

succeeds like success, the student.who successfully guides his own

thinking and learning strategies may also increase his self-

esteem and enjoyment of the tasks at hand, -Some of the constructs

used hy these theorists that could also be viewed as content for
Or

facilitating internal structures and for guiding one's own learning

--Systems Theory. - setting goals, establishing boundaries,

finding links and-inter-relationshipsu evaluating results, etc.

2. Concept Development - lear-mLng to recognize classes of

objects,.and ideas discriminating among classes, landsynthesizing

classes.

3. Task Analysis ..,':ipecifying the nature of the task, ,breaking

it down into meaningful parts, synthesizing tha parts into meaning-

ful wholes.

4.- Perceptual Theory - using concepts like prOXimity, closure,

and similarity to organize and make sense out of data.

Such constructsthat do not come exclusively from behavioral and

task analysis theories--might possibly be taught to students as

cOntent to enable them to guide their own.problem-solving and

creative endeavors.
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From the cognitive and humanist theories, a major strength

that-7-they---f-or7eeto-thiabou e purposub an yual-T-0

.education and how to accomplish those' goals; the continued focus

on problem-solving, creativity, se.A.f-development, and other aspects

of the affective domai-n as goals, and the view of the learner as

an active information-processor and a developing emotional human0

has piquedoour 'sensibilities and started us thinking about our

attempts to'foster these goals. The potential exists to develop

the goals of these theorists using the methodology of the be-

'havioral or task analysis theories. For example, the apex of an

affectiveomain taxonomy might be something to the effect that

'Each stTident creates within himself a positive internal environ-

'ment." Here the focus is_on learner self-development and: creatiVe-

prokolem-so1ving; yet the 'goal has the beginnings of an opeiational-

definition. Students who 'have previously learned to apply

systems theory miay have a mechanism for clarifying the intent of

this goal for themselves. ant evaluating their progres's in
. .

The quest for operational definitions,zo,f goals such as that

attaining it.

mentioned above may help clarify the pu'rposes of schooling and

'eventually aid in formulating sound instructiOhal procedures for

these goals. The insistence on affective,education, developing
.e

internal strategies, problem-solving and creativity as goals of

hooling should stimulate behavioral and task analysis theo-

rists to try out their more cOmplete theories or these goals.

Where ins ficient, it io^^boped these theories can be expanded.

There is n comprehensive instructional theory but there are

a number of points of agreement among theo,:ists that can guide

50j
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practice. Hilgard and power (1966)'list twenty areas of mutual

agreement including: a) an active learner; b) the use of repe-

tition and reinforcement; c) the essential-organization of know-

° ledge from simplified wholes to more complex wholes; d) the -

.generalizability and longevity of "leorning- with Understanding)"

e) the importance'of_gosetti_ng_by the learner/ arla .f).the

effects of group atmosphere on what is learned and the learner's

attitude toward the learning situation. (See Hilgara and Bower,

1966, pp..562-564.for the.complete list.) Instruction, however,

is so complex that instructional theory must address a host

practical issues, e.g., motivation, attention, perception,

interaction patterns, as well as state a philosophical orienta-

tion or belief about the purposes and goals of schools or the

instructional situation. Still, much of what occurs in the

classroom ,is,experientialintuitive, and based on common sense.

There are literally hundreds Of avenues to exp'1O're; I have

suggested one, i. e., that behavioral, and task analysis metho-
,.

dologies may be useful in clarifying goals and finding strategies

necessary to implement ,the goals proposed, by cognitive and

humanist theories. I also believe an eclectic theory, such as

Gagne's that addresses'behavioral, cognitive and °information pro-,

c_lessing constructs, and describes a variety of-types of learning, .

appears to be the most proMising line of \i.nquiry .tc: Pursue. His

taxonomy, coupled with an affective taxonomy specifying behaviors

' such as self-growth and attitude development and linking the cog-

nitive and affective dimensions, may lead us One step closer to

a comprehensive instructional theory.
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Designers of,visuals have lag 4e.pn interes-teciin how people
,

read pictures. The cOmmunicatfon of salient visual features becomes
0

the visaal producer,:s Val. Early empiHcists determined that sensory

processes as well as coding mechanisms described the activity of com-
.

plex visual systems Oochbergf 1962). The empirical attempt at under-
.

standing theipsycholdgy of vislial perception9has giyen us much infor-
,

matjon about light intensity,,size of objects, Olacement, and ffgural

recognition. Recognition and identification, 'however, accouut for

only part of human visual perception.

In further efforts to determine how visual.information is Con-:.

veyed, researChers have recently drawn from the literature in psycho-
J 4.,

physics. Alleging thai-perception includes more than s6ply stimulus

response, psychophysicists, attempt to explain perception as the con-

ceptualization pf visual information at the point at which it preaches

the eye rather than as a detached stimulus exhibiting constanc, of
4

-

size.and shape 4Gibsow, 1966), Both empiricst and psychophySical

approaches to perception.have proven incomplete. Empiricists rely

solely on stimuli. Psychophysicists suggest higher order variables

without -demonstrating their effectiveness (Haber, 1973).

Research in picture perception has ellowed similar lines.

Empirical attempts to break phdtographs down'into componentjoarts for

analysis have yielded inconclusive evidence. Memory studies have

liown that viewers display a high degree'of accuracy when remembering

pictures previously seen (Shepard, 1967). However, whether a picture

can be understood and rememberee'ls not clearly a function of its

Stimulus properties alone. The perceiver brings a Tet of experiences,

480.
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expectations, yid a unique frame of reference to the viewing of a

visual image. Humans,also 'selectively perceive information. Gestalt

principles of proximfty: similarity, continuity, and closure have

been used to explain how objects are grouped-visually to extract
.

meaning (Kohler, 1947).

These paradigms, applied externally to photographs, have not

_-_-7-explatned-wily-people select certain visuals as more expressive nor

how those visuals,communicate their message.. According to one anthro-
,

poligical model, sometimes referred to as New Ethnography, human

events ambest studied from within. Units of meaning, it is felt,

should be discovered through the 'analysis of people's actions rather

than imposed by external cross-cultural classifications. The terms

etic.and emic are used to refer to these approaches (Pelto and Pelto,

1970). The etic approach is applied externally and across cultures

-from an outsider s point of view. Injhe emic approach, on the other

hand, as Virious elements emerge from within.a person or a culture

they develop and begin to take the form ofpatterns. It is in these
6

developing patterns that discoveries are made which describe the

particular behavior-in question. In photogralphic research' etic or

externally identified variables have- failed to uncover the rich infor-
,

mation about human visual perception. It is timely, therefore, to

investigate the emic or internal approach, itwhich vieWers themselves

create structure for meaning from photographs. By asking- viewers of

. photographs to describe verbally what they are process§ing visually,

it is postulated that a basic Common vocabulary will emerg to
-r

describe the visual conceptualizations which are taking place.

I.
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Photographs :lave certain properties which are unique to the

medium. In oeder to discover how photographs affect the viewer, the

'researcher may take one of two approaches. If we use anthropological

terms, they can be described as Etic and Emic approaches to class-
,

ification. Traditionally studies involving the reading of photevaKs

have used the Etic appraoch. This method is based on an analytic or

external approach. Assumptions are that the concepts identified are

absolutes, are commonliunderstood by people of various backgrounds

and can be defined and identified in advance or a Priori. In our

current example of research in photography, this means that we select

terms which we assume everyone will understand. We often use a seman-
ts.4

tic differential, for example, and ask people to "Rate the impact of

this picture along a continuuth from beautifulp ugly". Subjects are

asked to choose from among pre-selected bipolar adjectives that de-

P

sEription most appropriate to the photograph. This scientific approach

assumes ;that the significant concepts in the photograph -have already

been identified. Quantitative analysis of data resulting from a

priori concept identification is then performed to determine how

subjects view information in pictures.

A second exaMple of the Etic approach is content analysis. In

our recent study, viewers were given aesthetic concepts conceived by

the photographers themselves. Participants were then asked to select,

from a group, those photographs in which they could see the particular
.

aesthetic categories described; Quantative analysis of data resulting.

from the identification of these a priori concepts showed that there

was no uniform response either from undergraduate students or art
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professionals in their ability to recognize those categori s,which

had been identified by the photographers. Although this method of

inquiry is objective'and scientific, it presupposes that the categories

chosen are identifiable and are, indeed, the most significant aspects

-
of meaning in the photograph.. Defini4ng these categories im advance

appears to work if participants have 'similar backgrounds and if the

externally identified aesthetic values are agreed upon. .It seems that.

unless all viewers read photographs the same way, there will be no-

agreement om this type of externally imposed variable.

In our opinion the Emic approach, characteristic of what is

called New Ethnography, offers'a more realistic alternative for exam-

ininy how we read,,photographs. The Emic system of classification

is an.internally based process which emerges through discovery.

According to this vieW, cultural behavior is valid for only one group

at a time and is best studied among people of similar backgrounds.

Units of meaning are discovered rather than imposed from outside.
41,

Patterns which emerge from within the group are described.afterWard or

a posteriori. Categories.may be described-verbally as they emerge, or

they can.be observed visually as a result of q-s6rt or free'sort

teehniques. Our present research includes a series of studies using

a free sort technique. fn these studies viewers from similar back-

grounds are asked-to sort photographs into any groups they choose.

There is no limit:placed on the number of groups nor,on the time they

spend at the task. Over 100 photographs from magazines representing,
\

a vide variety Of subjects and treatments are used. Participants are

directed to "place the photographs with 'similar concepts together".
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After a viewer has gone through a first sort each picture number is

recorded. Participants are interviewed and asked what is similar

about photographs in each group. The pictures are then shuffled and

the viewer is asked to sort them again. This procest is repeated until

--the viewer has no further categories for the pictures. Using this

technique with_many'subjects over time, patterns and meanings begin
0

--

to emerge. We are abfe, through Multidimensional scaling, to synthe-

. size categories which are important to a-majority of participants.

The taped interviews will give us verbal information consolidated with

the visual'information, which wfll-lead to the development of a mean-

ingful vocabulary for categorizing visual fnformation in photographt.
:

The grouping of pictures gives us the information visually. ,Inter-

vieWs with participants will enrich that informatfon-verbally.

Pilot studiet have indicated that viewers classifY pictures first

oin,terms of concrete concepts.. Pictures of people often_form one grOup.

Pitures of nature and.the out-of-doors,form another.group. Concrete

I \

con'epts are the Most readily accessible and theeasiest way to.identify

and classify information. The second and third sorting seeMs to elicit

mor abstract but more "meaningful categories", In the' wiirds of the

par icipants - they take longer to perforM the'task but typically are

more enthusia-stic about the ingehuity of their grouping. The inter-

rela ion of abstraction and emotion in photographs bears further study.

Resu ts from the pilot study already indicate-similarities in visual

categoriesdentified, as well as in the verbal terMs used to describe-

them

If responses derived from a large sample indicate similar perceptions,

\
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interpretations, and verbal descriptors, then these descriptors can

be identified and distinguished from others - an accumulation of such

information may allow clustering af categories which contain meaning

And whiCh are significant to large numbers of people. This would

serve as a stable data base for building a commonvocabulary to describe

the visual conceptualizations which are taking place And would

ultimately be used in designing effective visual instruction.
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NATURALISTIC INQUIRY AS A RESEARCHsMETHODOLOGY

Constance A. Mellon
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

Research in education has, for many years; meant quantitative research,

an objective method of study which seeks facts and causes generalizable from:

one situation to another. It does this*through the isolation,-cobtfoi-, and

manipulation of factors comprising the phenomenon under study. 'While much

has-been learned using these Methods, the fatt remains that not all educa-

tional questions are quantifiable. In a field,so rich in humanity, so filled

with variables that defy control, understanding a situation may sometimes be

far more important than prediction or gineralizability. Thus some educational

researchers are beginning to extend their interests beyond the techniques and

questions of quantitative analysis, exploring instead the flexibility and

humanist perspective of naturalistic inquiry.

Naturaligtic inquiry has its philosophic roots in a research'tradition

which.differs greatly from that of quantitative study. It is this philosophic

,perspective Which causes the divergence between the research methods each uses

and the sometimes bitter disagreement as to what constitutes a valid study. In

fact, the disagreement is usually bated on a lack of understanding of the

different purposes each method addresses. John Lofland (1971) presents these

differences in a clear Ind simple way. Social inquiry, he tells us, usually

attempts to find answers to three basic questions:
.

1. What are the characteristics of a social phenomenon,
the forms it assumes, the variations it displays?

2. What are the causes of a social phenomenon, the forms
it assumes, the variations it displays?

3. What are the consequences of a social phenomenon, the
forms it assumes, the variations it displays? (page 13)

Quantitative analysis tends to simplify the first question by providing

"operational definitions" for the "variables," or characteristics, of.a

phenomenon. The focus of thii type of research is on providing 'answers to

the second and third questions. Naturalistic inquiry, on the, other hand,

focuses primarily en in-depth, descriptive answers to the first question.

The aim here is understanding the phenomenon rather than controlling it.
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To understand naturalistic inquiry, its methods and its goalS, is

necessary to understand the theoretical bases from which it derives. Two

schools of thought, ethnography from the field of anthropology and symbolic

ihteractionsism from sociology, provide an excellent beginning to understanding

the theoretical perspective of naturalistic inquiry.

While ethnography can be defined as the study of culture, it is in reality

more than that. It is the study of culture from the point of view of its people.

Ethnography is based on the concept of culture as.shared knowledge, thus the

focus of interest is the way peOple think about things. ln_fact, Spradley (1979)

.defines ethnography as "learning from people" rather than studying people, and

feels thiS work must be approached."with an almost complete ignorance."

Symbolic interactionism is based upon a very similar theoretical

perSpective. ,Social scientists such as George Herbert Mead (1934) and Herbert

Blumer (1969) view the human being as an atting rather than a responding

organism. The assumption is that people act on the basis of the meaning

things have for them 'and that in order to understand the actions of people- ,

it is necessary to interpret objects as they do. "Objects," from this per-

spective, include hot only the person doing the acting, but other people and

their actions as well as the environment and the physical objects within it.

As can be seen, these t.heoretieal perspectiVes differ greatly from those of'the

traditional experimental or quantitative study which attempts to:make predictions

'based on the'response of subjects to'carefully Controlled "treatments." While

;.t is assumed that most people condUcting.educational research have some under-
.

standing of.the strategies employed An-quantitative research, those.of qualitative'

research are not as well-.knoWn.. It is the purpose of tfris paper, therefore, to

provide a forum for describing:the use of naturalistic inquiry as a research

methodology for education. Three aspects of the application of naturalistic

methods to an actual research setting will be considered: selection and use

of data gathering'techniques; analysis of naturalistic data; and consideration

.of the results of a study within the framework of existing theory. Using as

illustration a research 'Study conducted at a major eastern, university, each of

these three'aspects will be discussed in relation to the assuMptions underlying
,

naturalistic inquiry and.to the difference between these.assumptions ard the

,ones underlying experiMental research. .1t is expected that the compariton
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approach will provide the reader with an understanding of the difference between

the two methodologies and a better standard by wi;,n to evaluate the quality of

any naturaltstic research studies 'which they might encounter.

Selection and Use of Data-gathering Techniques

Basic to naturalistic inquiry is an-understanding of human behavior from

the actor's own frame of reference. This differs from the positivist approach

which attempts to get at cause through careful controo of variables. Blumer

(1969) describes how this philosophy affects the selection of research methods:

The contentton that people act on the basis of the meaning
of their objects has profound methodologicaj implications.
It signifies innnediately that if the scholar wishes to
understand the actions of people, it is necessary for him
to see.their, objects as they'seem them ... To identify the
objects of central concern, one must have a.body of'
relevant observations, These observations.... are in the
forM of descriptive accounts'from the actors of how they

° see the objects, flow they have acted toward the objects
, in a variety-of.different Situations, and how they refer
to the objects in their conversations with members of
their own.group. (pages 50-52)

To view the world through the eyes of their subjects,'qualitative -

researchers-have used a variety of techniques limited only by the imagination

of the researcher. Although the techniques are rigorous and empirical, aimed
at as full a description of the situation under study as pOssible, researchers

have successfully combined existing techniques and created new ones in an

attempt to study and define events as they are experienced by real people'in

their everyday lives. There are, however, two basic techniques most frequently

associated with natoralisti inquiry. These are participant obsertiation and

unstructured interviewing.

Participant Observation. Usi this particular technique, researchers

spend intense periods 'of time interac trig with those they are studying. They

participate in events or experience the s:tuations they wish-to understand. '

They talk at length and on a personal basi with other participants, gaining

the acceptance and confidence bf those they tudy as they share their feelings

and experience (Bogdan & Taylor, 1975; McCall & Simmons, 1969). During these

periods'of observations participant observers sysematically collect and record .

data. The recording is usually outside the setting . which the data is

coiiected so as to be as ungbtrusive as possible. When recording, an attempt
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is made, to recall and 'replicate as closely as possible what was.said arid

done., For example, after observing a half hour developMent meeting involving

two inst!ructional developer-sand four professors with contAtexpertise, F

spent atotal of two houfs at, the typewriter and ended tp with.twenty-one pages

of observation inclUding as many direct quotes as possible.-
,

Unstructured Interviewing. UnstrUctured interviewing involves long, open-

ended conversations with individuals in which the aiM is to Capture-their

perspective on a situation, activi,xy, or event. The unstructured interview

has been found to be a particularly useful technique by which to obtain

subjective information about a situation from a respondent (Richardson, Dohren-.

wend A41ein, 1965). For this technique, the primary amounts of data should

come from the respondent. It is important to phrase questions so they cannot

be answered with a simple "yes" or "no." Transcripts of inter-views I have

conducted tend to have at least one page, and often five or more pages, of

response for each question. In addition, questions of a more factual nature

should precede those requiring pers.,al revelation n order to build trust

and confidence between interviewer an... respondent. Interviews are generally

tape-recorded for transcription at a later time and-are usually at least one

hour in length. In studiei I have conducted, interviews vary" in length from

forty-five minutes to two hours.

Sampling Procedures. Theoretical sampling proCedures (Glaser & Strauss,

1967), are generally used to obtain respondents for naturalistic'studies. This

type of ,sampling differs from statistical ,sampl,ing where the major aim is

representative group which will allow the results of a study to be generalized

to other settings. in statistical sampling, the subjects are chosen for the,study

using mathematical models to assure random selection. .Theoretical sampling

procedures allow the researcher flexibility in choosing subjects baeed on

the needs of the study and in stopping data collection wehen sufficient

information is collected. Using this procedure, the researcher will interview

several subjects then, usingt the nfOrmation he/she has obtained, new subjects

will be selected to give a broader or deeper perspective to the problem being

studied. When information becomes redundant, data collection can be stopped.

'Application of Techniques to a Research Study. 'Employing the techniques

of naturalistic inquiry, an indepth stutk, was conducted at a major Eastern

university todeterminç how professors thought about the instructional development
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process in which they had participated. All professors were, or had been, the

clients of a campus-wide instructional evelopment agency. Interview was

selected as the primary method for this
4
study based on four criteria developed

by Ric'hardson, Dohrenwend and Klekl (1 5). These are relevance, accuracy,'

accessibility, and the economytorresources. Thus use of the unstructured, or

open-ended., interview appeared to be the most effective and efficient method

in relation to these four criteria. Through the use of- the unstruCtured inter-

view, a fairly clear picture of 'respondent's priVate definition, of a 4tuation
could be obtained.

A more,accurate means of studying elient response to instructional develop-

ment activities might have been through direct observation. This method of

, data collection, however., would not only have been costly iR terms of time, but

might also have been ineffective in yielding sufficient. information. For example,

in drscussions with instructional developers, it was noted that"Many important

decisions were made and,interactions occurred in informal situations rather9

than in'formal development meetings. Development meetings, or conferences

between instructional develoPers and their clients for the purpose of planning

and designing instruction, were not alway accessible for rogistical or political

reasons. By using the interview, however, more instructors who were clients of

the instructional development agency were contacted than could have been observed.

Moreover, a wider range of ihstructors were interviewed since those who had

finished projects or who had dropped from projects were included alondwith

those currently involJed in projects. Finally, rnterviet was essential to

obtain subjective infomration about a situation from a r spondent (McCall 6

Simmons, 1969;:Richardson, Dohrenwend 6 Klein, 1965).

,

For the pdrposeof generating categories upon which to focus the main set

of interviews, three university instructors were_interviewed; one who had just

begun work with the d6elopment agency, one who had nearly finished a.project,

and one who had completed a program/course which was currently offered at the

university. The names of the.initial threefespondents were suggested by
A

members of the instructional development staff of thvagency being studied. The

data from these interviews.suggested categories to be explored and their possible

relationship to one another.

The main sample of instructors was selected by sending a request for

cooperation to seventy-six instructors who had worked with the campo development

agency. Twentit-one instructors responded. Appointments were made with all

twentyOne, beginning with those who were seen as having had maximum contact
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with the development process. Other names were then suggested by the respondents,

sometimes unsolicited and sometimes in response to a description of a category
needing expansion. Thirty-one instructors were interviewed in all. Their

positions ranged from teaching assistarq tp full, tenuted professor and included
.

both those new to teaching and those with many years teaching experience;

Interviews were tape-recorded. Each instructor was assured of confi-

dentiality prior to beginning the interview. It generally took betweed fifteen

minutes to half an hour of conyersation before instructors began to express their
feelings about the instructifinal development experience. The interviews were
started by asking the professors to explain'their positions in the university

and to describe the*instructional developMent project in which they had been
involved. As the conversations progressed, this led to their feelidgs about the

projects, generally with little or no prompting. A total of thirty-one interviews;tt

varying in length4rom forty-five minutes.to two hours, were conducted before
the data were considered sufficiently redundant to cease collection.

Anal sis of Naturalistic Data

IN

Before discussing the analysis-of' naturalistic data, it is important to

understand the goal of this type of data analysis. Unlike quantitative research
where the goal Vs to produce a replicable study; pne in which two researchers

working from'the same data would arrive*at the same conclusions, naturalistic
:

i iinquiry s ntended to produce a unique theory grounded in the situation or

event under stOdy. As Glaser arid Strauss (1967) point out, th'e goal here is

to "allow, with discipline, for some of the vagueness and flexibility that aid .

the creative generation of theory." (page 103)

Both sociologists and anthropologists' explain the work of naturalistic

inquiry as an atteMpt to "describe the social world studied so vividly that

the reader, like the researcher, can literally see and hear its,people

(Glaser & StrausS, 1969, page 228) SocrologistS' Call this activity "grounded
theory" while anthropologi.sts use the tei-m "ethnography." Spredley (1979),

an anthropologist, defines, the purpose.of ethnography as "the entire process

of discovering the meaning's of one culture,an&communicating these meanings to

people in another culture." (page 205) A simple, "omnibusq definition of

culture given by Spradley and tcCurdy.in TheCultural Experience.(1972) expands
A
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meaning to embrace Whatoqualitative sociologists see as their realm oft:study:
II culture

as neerly everything that has been learned or produced by a group of
people." .1:,age-7)

. The naturalistic data to be analyzed is very different from.the type of
data quantitative.researchers collect. It.generally consists of hundreds', even
thousands; of pages of field notes or transcriptions of tape-recorded interviews
Moreover, data analysis in an ongoing process integrated with data collection.
As Spradley and McCurdy (1972) explain,

Analyzing your field notes cannot be left until after
your last field session. After each interview or
period of observation it is valuable to transcribe

, all you have learned Oto as complete a record as
p9ossible. (page 81)

The primaey purpose of analysis is to discover "themes," topics or situa-. .

tions which occur and reoccur ill your field notes or the conversation of your :
subjects. Ttiese themes are used to construct hypotheses or develop ideas about
how your subjects- define .themselves, their activities, or the events or,organi-.

zations in which they participate. While both socioiogists and anthropologists
follow this same general'procedure, the intended.outcomes for'each are sflghtly 9.
different. Ethnographic analysis attempts to discover underlying cul,tural
patterns, the ways in which people "take the chaotic.jumble of stimuli they
experience each day and'reducer to manageable terms." (Spradley & McCurdy; 1972, p.60)
SoCiological analysis aims at a more systematic method ortheory buildino, at

,

generating t.heow that is "illtegrated, consistent, plausit.An, close to the data ---
and at the same time is in a form clear enough to be readily, if only partially,

_

operationaiized for testing in quantitative research." (Glaser & Strauss; 1967,
page 103) The techniques of anthropology are more clearly defined and compre-
helsive than those of sociology. Knowledge of the analytical techniques of
both fields is important to.the naturalistic reselrcher.

Ethnographic Analysis. Anthropologists begin to limit the.part of a cultural
scene they will study by listimp all topics, or domains,,comprising their area'of_
investigation. Each domain being studied is then analyzed acccording-tO Categories
and attrilptes. As Spradley,& McCurdy09.72) explain,

0 n

In every.society- -there are shared ways people have learned
to define their world. First, .they lea/tri some things
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are to be included in a category and others to be ignored.
Then they learn which attributes are associated with each
category and°which are not. -The ethnographer must discover,
both the categories and their respective attributes that
are being used by those he studies. (page 71)

Discovering cultural categories begins with a search for different objects,
--people-, dr events being treated in a similar way by respondents. Categories are
then arranged in a taxonomy with tive broadest, most inclusive term being sub-

.

divided into more specific terms and these-each further,subdivided. For example, .

the.category of "people who do instructional development" might be divided into
subcategories that.include instructional developeri, teaChers, media specialists,
trainers, and program designers. Each of these subcategories might then in
turn be-divided into all the different types each subcategory includes.

-While categories are-developed by finding the terms for people,-.objeCts, or

events they iriclude, attributes are determined by...looking for the contrast
.between.categaries Spradiey and McCurdy (1972) describe these. as "the bits
of information informants use to distinguish differences ... among related

Categories." (Page 73) 'For instance, attributes of the category "people who
do instructionaJ development" are determined by examining the differences
between ali the kinds of people who, in,erly way, perform' Ostructional develop-
ment activities.

/-The Constant Comparative Method of Analysis. Glaser and Strauss'(1976) have
outlined a methbd of analyzing naturalistic data which combines the coding of

/data with the generation of theoretical :ideas. This/method, they explain, has
four stages which-operate simultaneously until anal sis is complete. These
stages are sumMarized below:

a

1. 'Comparing incidents applicable to ach category'. Analyst
codes data into categories, comparing it with other
data in the category to determine/ the full range of
ty'pes comprising the category and the relation of the
category to other categories.

2. Integrating categories and-therr properties. As coding
continues, properties of categories emerge and become.
integrated in the developing definition of a situation.

3. Delimiting the theory. As the theory about how to
define a situation develops,,' categories and their
properties,combine into higher lei/el concepts and
incidents are coded Only if.,-they add new aspects to
the developing,theory.
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. Wri'ting theory. Using the categories, the concepts
developed to explain the relationship among categories
and their properties,-and the notes of the researcher
discussing.the reasorang behind the concepts, the
.researcher can begin to develop the major themes of
the theory to be_presented in papers or books.

rt should be remembered that the primary purpose of this method of collecting,

. analyzing and presepting data is to.,generate a unique theory grounded in the

situation or event under study. The theóry is then presented in narrative

form using direct'quotation as often as possible to support and clarify

the reasoning behind the formation of the theory.1

Application Of Techniques to a Research Study. Once again using the study
of how professors thought about instructional.development, an illustration can
be drawn showing the way in which naturalistic data can be analyzed. The
original inteat of this study was to provide a 'narrative reflecting instructors'

perceptions of their work with a campus instructional dgvelopment agency; however,
as the data was examined, it became apparent that the emotional responses of
instructors to the instructional development situation was more relevant to
understanding their perceptions than the way in which they described development
activities, Respondents had mastered instructional development jargon_and
described the same activities, often, in the same terms, yet their descriptions
varied depending upon how they felt about the development expe6ience as a whole.

0While'some instructors were enthusiatic about their experience, others expressed
indifference and a third group were actively irritated. These reaction,

which occurred bver and over in the data, led to the development of a typology
of instructors, the three main categories of which were labelled Believers,

Skeptics, and Dropouts. ,The names .arose from actual statements of those

interviewed:

They brought us through their process and now we are
believers and converters.

When I look back on the process, I'm skeptical of it.
I'm not sure it was that much concrete help.

We kept trying until we felt they had lost interest
and then we just dropped out.

Having recognized this typology of instructors as basic to data analysis
'in the study, contrasts among the categories could then be examined. For'
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example, looking at the differences between the two categories, Skeptics and
Believers, it was found that the major theme separating the two was personal
involvement. While,all BelieVers who were interviewed mentioned this theme
of persbnal involvement with their developer and the personal growth experiences
that occurred as a result,,none of those Who expressed'skepticism about
develOpment mentioned a personal relationship or personal changes.

Two other themes, need for a developer and impact on content, created
additionciclear contrasts between these two groups. For example, in the
area of need for i developer, one Believer claimed,

If-it had been left to me, I would never have done
it --- never. Thati.s a personal.ity thing, no
reflection on the proceSs or the outcome, just

. what I know I cannot do.

In contrast, Skeptics said they would have done the work anyway, that
they did not really need the help of a dveloper. Whereas Believers discussed
a continuing ;,ieed for development help from the Center, Skeptics were not
interested in using the services of the-Center again. -1)ne Skeptic was asked,
"Would you go bacia.'

1 "I don't ,know as I have the energy," was his response. "It'took, a

lot out of me. And the rewards are not all that clear."

. This study Can also provide an eXample of grounded theory. The theory
that.developed from the study had to do with how instructors becah)e involved
in the instructional development process. In summary, the theory is,this.

Starting-with a group of university inStructors, all of whom were exposed to
somewhat the same initial experiences with instructional development, some
completed the experience while otherstlropped out. Those whodropped out
had specific expectations which were nof met. Of those who finished projects,

some were -skeptical of the.value of what they had done while"others became
Believers. The main difference between the two groups appeared to be the
experience of persbnal growth and self-discovery,by the Believers. It is

postulated'that when the appeal of instructional development activities,,

described by certain faculty members as personal growth,, Was combined with
their sdsceptibility to the solutions offered 6 their instructional problems,
Believers in the instructional development process were created'.
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!; Theory emerging from naturalistic data can sometimes be made more clear
through the use of diagrams. The following diagram was constructed to clarify'
and summarize the theory outlihed above.

INITIAL CONTACT

compatible with beliefs?

iyes

meet expe tations?

yes

per:sonal involvement?

117yes

no
--------OpEARLY DROPOUTS

no
IllooLATE DROpOUTS

no
iNoSKEPTICS

['BELIEVERS]

One further illustration-from this.study might help to highlight the
richness of a theory which'uses quotations rather then statistics to Support
its construction. One Believer, describing his own personal growth as a
result of interacting with a developer who, in the study, was called Peter,
presented a warm a revealing statement.

Peter is a great guy for educating you. He can educate
you to yourself. ,He's a master of that. \He can put you
onto people who can make you discover yourself. And
that's the way he did with this whole program and with
me. He never said, "You should think this, you should
read this, you should do this." What Peter would do
would be very subtly introduce you to a situation
that would require you to read.something or do something
or talk to someone and the next thing you know, you've
changed. So you need someone like that. You need some-
one to have the ability to have you self-discover.
You can do a certain ambunt of it oo your own, but
will take you forever.

Use of Existing Research in Naturalistic Inquiry

Use of existing literature differs radically between quentitative research
1 -

and naturalistic inquiry. The quantitative researcher begins a study by a
thorough search of the literature, looking for information that is related in
any way to his/her own investigation. Jhis information is then reviewed and
forms the basis fOr operationalizing variables and selecting a research design.1

Naturalistic inquiry, on the bther hand, may beginivith little or no awareness
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of the existing literature. _This is-to allow the rese.archerto-observe with .

with no pireconceived ideas of howAhings ought .to be, When the investigation

is complete, however, and the grounded theory begins to emerge, naturalistic

researchers may turn to the literature to see how Iheir theory fits within

the framework of existing formal theory.

-
In the sample study mentioned earlier, a grounded theory of involvement

.
.t.

in instructional develo-pment Was developed from the,data.- The theory became

clarified when the categories of Befiever,'DropOut, and Skeptic were identified

and examined for their similarities and differences. This-brought about the

realization that instructors described development activities differently

depending upon personal belief in their value. Belief, which was_the vital

- concept in this Study, is-also a pivotal factor in social movement theory;

therefore social movement theorY was examined for,its relationship to the

grounded theory of this study. It was found that social movements models

generally seem more appropriate to the study of instruct4onal development-on.

a national, rather than institutional level and of practionerS ratherAhan

clients of insiruCtional development. One model, however, seemedparticularly

applicable, the model developed by Hans Toch (1965). Toch described a four-

step scheme of analysis Of why people adopt certain beliefs. Simply stated,

,the four-steps"leading to adoption of a social movement by a member of societ,,.-'

'are: (1) the posing of a problem situation which, if it has an impact on.an

individual, gives rise to (2) a problem. 'This reiults in a search for.plausible

-Solutions. A person in this condition of (3) susceptibility may encounter a

social movement Which advocates certain beliefs. When these beliefi intersect

with an individual's susceptiblity, he may succumb to the (4) appeal of the

social MoVeMent and thus become an advocate.

.1

-This four-step scheme clearly seemed to apply to the emerging theory of

involvement of this study. The problem situation is a system of higher education

where faculty members, while expert in their content disciplines, are nOt trained

to teach. This can give rise to the problem of some instructors, the need to

improve their teaching methods. These instructors are susceptible to the message

of instructional development, thuS beginning development projects. The interaction

of the susceptibility of some of these instructors with the appeal of the instruc-

tional development process as_a solution lo their problem may result in their

^becoming advocates. Appeal in this instance-appears to be the personal invol-fe-

ment which some faculty members experience during the course of an inF,cru..ional

development project.
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Once a clear analogy was articulated between the grounded theory of

involvement and formal social movement theory, the properiies of belief

could be examined within the various delineated theories. Examining a
//- grounded theory of instructional development from the framework of social

movement theory brought a new perspective to the factor of belief. It was

found that the survival of a reform movement.such as instructional development

operating within the legftimate structure of the institution depended upon
participants. As McLaughlin (1969) maintains, "Belief demands participation

and participation demands belief " (page 277) Therefore, it was postulated
that faculty as believers in instructional development could be an issue of
survival.

Faculty who are Believers become vocal advocates of the Center. Since
they themselves feel a continuing need for the services of the Center, they
argue for its continued existence. Development centers, which are likely to
be low in the funding priorities of an institution, may need such support if
they are to continue their existence. Without advocacy, the development unit

may not survive in an institution even if it is effective.

Summary

Naturalistic inqUiry, a research methodology just beginning to make an
impact on educational investigation, contrasts with the more traditional

experimental research in fla number,of ways. Quantitative researchers use

carefully controlled conditions and statistical models to predict behavior

while naturalistic inquiry observes behavior in its natural setting.. Its

goal is to understand a situation or event from the point of view of those

involved in it. Drawing on strategies developed by sociologists and

anthropologists, naturalistic researchers use observation and unstructured

interview to provide them with data which is then analyzed for categories and

recurring themes. Examining categories for similarities and differences and -

postulating relationships among theme's, the naturaliStic researcher

a descriptive account intended to help the reader view the world they have

studied "as its inhabitants do.
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dntroduction

Historically, motivation of students has been considered

to be an important element in the design 6f instructional

materials. Suggestions for a motivation component in instruc-

tion generally include ,gaining and'directing students' attent-

on, arousing their curiosity, ox establishing an expected

outcome (Briggs, 1977; Dick & Carey, 1978; Gagne, 1977).

Keller (1979) notes that, although instructional designers

apply research-based principles for' activating immediate

student motivation and for reinforcemerit, the-relationship

between student continuing motivation and in'Structional de-

sign is not well understood. The generally accepted evidence

of continuing motivation for a. task has been when, at a later''.

time, a student chooses to return to a similar task rather

than to one that is different.

The effect of teacher evaluation on continuing motivation

is one factor that may have important implications for the

'design of instruct/donal. materials (Hughes & Sullivan, Note 1)..

.Several researchers (Harter, 1978; Maehr, 1976; Maehr &

Stallings, 1972) have suggested that teacher .evaluation of

student performance may decrease a student's continuing moti7

vation. This conclusion has been based largely on results of

studies in which external rewards, suchas money, tokens or

awards,:improved the performance of students-but reduded their

return-to-task rate (Calder & Staw, 1873; Deci, 1971, 1972;

Lepper, Greene, & Nisbett,.1973)..
.
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2

A common feature of studies of evaluation condition and

continuing motivation is that subjects were not actually eval-

uated. -Instead, even though students werd told that their

teachers would see the results of their performance, the

teachers did not subsequently evaluate them in any way. Thus,

the effects were judged on the basis of statements to students

that the teacher would see or evalua'te their papers, rather

than on actual evaluation by teachers.

As Page (1958) demonstrated, evaluative comments by

teachers on one task can affect subsequent achievement on

another task of the same type. However, the effects of

teacher evaluative comments have not been considered in studies

of continuing.motivation. Yet there is evidence that positive
f

feedback increases motivation as measured by student-interest

(lirackiewicz, 1979).

'Teacher evaluation may have a differential effect on

continuing motivation depending on sex of subject (Hughes &

Sullivan,\Note 1). Researchers (DeA, 1972; Deci, Cascio, &

Krusell, 197,5) have found that positive comments increased

boys motivation but,not girls motivation. Negative,comments,
. \

on the other ha d have been found,to decrease both boyS'

and girls' motivoll.
1

The purpose of\this study was to examine the effect of.
\

teachers.' performancebased comments on the continuing motive-, /

tion of boys and girls. Three' performance levels were crossed



/,

with two evaluation conditions.(score only, score and comment).

The degree of positiveness of the comments was based on the

level of student performaRce on the initial task. When given

a choice of doing one of two tasks, subjects who chose the

ond similar to the initial activity were judged as having

continuing motivation.

Method

Sub'ects

Two hundred and one (201) fifth-grade students from

three suburban elementary schools participated in the study.

Students were from an average socioeconomic level.

'materials

The initial activity was d moderately difficult word

search. The word-search activity consisted of 12 word-search

boxes with one animal, name hidden in each box. Four" rd-
-

search boxes-and four animal names were givdri as a set.

Students knew-that each name was hidden in one of the four

boxes, but they did not know.which box contained which animal',
,

name. The animal word-search activity was piloted with

approximately 50 fifth-grade students. Results indicated that

scores typically are distributed,in such a way that subjects

can be divided 'into three performance levels (high, middle,

low) of i.elativply equal.size.

The task-option activities, which coAsiSted of another
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4 .

wprd search and a task to create words, served as the choices

used to measure continuing motivation. The order of activities

was alterriated:in each set. They were administered the day
2 .

after the initial word search. .Return to the similar activity

was interpreted as indicating continuing motivatidn.

Each activity contained the same 15 nathes of states. The
4N

word-search'activity had the names hidden in one box of

. scrambled letters. Students were told to find and circle the

15 given names. 'For the create-a-word activity, students,

made four smaller, words from each of the 15 larger words (e.g.,

Colorado: color, road, door, car). Each smaller word had

to'have,a minimurd of three letters. O.

The word-search and create-a-word activities were testecL

.previoudly for des#see of.student preference (Hughes &,Suilivan,

Note 1)... The word search was chosen by 67% of the 135 fifth-

grade students in the sample. The task to create words was
-

chosen by 33%; As is common in motivation studiesthe pre-

ferred task also was used as the initial task.

Prodedures

Classroom teachers were trained to administer.the word-

search and task-option activities.. The activities were in

cluded as a part of' the normal class-procedures. The first
0

day', teachers told studehts they would have 10 minutes to do

an animal word search which would be graded.

The experithenter corrected the* wordlsearch activities
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and divided students into three groups by petformanpe. Within

each perfotmanc6 level, Studénts were blocked by sex and were

assigned randomly to one of two'treatment conditions: comment

or no comment. The classrooln teachers-wiote ev,aluative
0 .

comments-on papers of those students in the comment group.

The performance level detetmined the,comment4 Teachers wrote

"very good" for the top one-third, "good" fpr the middle one-

third, and "not so good"'for the lower one-third.- -Teachers

did not write commentS for the *students in the no comment

group. All students received a score on their papers.

On the foliowing day, teachers returned the corrected

word searches to.students. Treatments wete administered

simultaneously witklin each-classroom. After students checked

their papers,.they,were given ,the option of working on an-
.

other word-search activity or on the create-a-word task.
- .

0
Choosing to work on the word search was an indication of

continuing mOtivation. .Teachers told students they had 10

A/
minutes to do only one of the twci activities. Teachers ,

emphasized that he activity would not be graded. Students

saw both activities before choosing one to do:

Criterion Measure

The criterion measure consisted of a word search activity

similar to the initial one and a task (create-a-word) to make
,

'smaller words from larger words. As is the standard practice'
0

in continuing motivation research, return to the similar
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activity (in this case, the wor search) indicates continuing

motivation.

,Design and Data Analysis '

A 3 (performance level) x 2 (comment) x 2 (sex of subject)

completely .crossed factorial design was used. The proportion

of subjects returning to a word-search activity as a measure

of continuing motiVation was analyzed with am analysis of

variance. In addition, a measure of reading.ability was.
-

available for all subjects. A complex chi square technique

was uSed to Analyze the frequendy of return tcxtask by

reading level.

'Results'

The mean proportion of subjects returning to task is/

.

shown by performance level, treatmente and sex in Table 1.

A 3x2x2 ANOVA yielded a significant interaction between sex

and comment, F(1,200) = 4.283, E<.05. This interaction re-

\flected a pattern by which boys who received_comments re-

:turned to task more frequently (.78) than boys who did not

receive comments (.64), whereas girls who received comments

returned-less frequently (.73) than glils not-receiving

comments (.82). No significant main effect 'differences

occurred for sex or for comment.

'Examination of the data reveals that the interaction

wa.s a, function of the differential effect on boys and girls
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of three levels of comments!. If boys-scored in the top or.

middle one-third recei'ving a "very good" Or "good" comment,
_-

the comment increased the return-to-task rate. If boys

scored,in the loWer one-third.receiving a "not-so good"

comment, .Ehere w4s no effect. With girlS,.on the other hand,

if they did well:, the comment_did not effeCt the-,return rate.

But, if girls sOored in the middle or'lower one-third, the
I

Comments decreased the return rate.

The mean pyoportion of subjects rettining to task-by

reading levels is shown in Table 2. -A. .signifidant difference

in return-to=task rates by reading Level Was indicated by a

3e=24.49, .2(.000l. An examination of the data reveals that

students in the low reading level returned to task (.93)

mord ;often than students in the middle (.76) .or high A.53)

reading levels. In the low reading level, 54 of 58 students

retured to task. In the middle reading 1eve1,53 of 70

students and in the high reading level, 40 of 71 students

returne to. task..

11
Discussion

e,

\

-N

Results-indicate-that teachers' evaluative .comments\have

1\

a significnt, b t differential, effect'on the continuing \ /

\ ,

\ . /

motivation'of boys and gire. Boys who received teachers'

comments returned to task more often and girls less often

than their counterparts who did not receive comments.. In
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contrast to this general pattern, the negative comment, "not

so good", for boys and the positive comment, "very.good", for

had'no apparent effect on the return rate.

tT
his difference in the effects of the comments may

partially reflect a more general differential pattern of boys

and girls in achievement situations; Harter (1975a, 1975b)

has found that boys have a greater desire than girls to solve

challenging problems- In addition, there is evidence that

boys will choose a challenging task, even if they previously

failed it, whereas girls. are more likely to stay with a

successful or familiar task (Crandall & Rabson, 1960).

examination of the data for the no comment grotp shows a

s;milar-pattern. Boys tended to choose the more-challenging

task--that is, low pe-tforming boys returned to the same task

and high performing boys chose the -Girls however,
,

returnedmoreoftentothesametask,-whether they had sad--

ceeded or failed on the original ne. Girls appeared less

willing to take the risk of choosin an unfamiliar task.

The opposite pattern occurred fo the boys and girls in

the comment group. Girls no longer retu ed to task as often

while boys teturned more often. Past resear indicates that

teachers may use the same comment in different wa for boys

and girls (Dweck, Davidson, Nelson, & Enna, 1978). fti s

poible, therefore, that the two sexes may react differen ly

to the same comment. These researchers found that-positive
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comments for boys were related to their ability while for

girls, they were an indication of the teacher's attitude.

With negative comments, however, the opposite occurred so

that they referred to t,.e girls' ability, and for boys, re-

flected the teacher's attitude.

Positive feedback, however, appears to be an important
.-

factor in the continuing motivation of both sexes. Not only .

did the comment "very good" yield a higher return rate for

boys, it also did not yield a lower rate for girls as did the

other two commentS. The positive comment "good" also re-

sulted.in a higher return rate for boys. Harter (1975a, 1975b)

noted that girls appear to have a greater need for social

approval'before-performing a task.than do boys. These re-

sults indicate that girls may need the encouragement of a

highly positive comment before they will return to a task,

whereas boys will return with both a generally and a highly

positive comment.

Another factor which appears to affect return-to-task

rates iS ability as indicated by reading level. The signifi-

cant effect of reading level on return rates was most evident

with low readers. Across the comment and no comment groups,

54 of 58 Iow readers, returned to task. In nongraded situations
-

such as this, Harter (1978) found that students who are given

a choice will choose a task that is at an optimal difficulty

level for them. The low readers who liad already done poorly



10 ./

on the word-search activity may have chosen to return to a

word search because they perceived it as being not extremely

difficult.

What do these results mean for the design of instruction?

The overall results do not support the suggestion in the

literature that teacher evaluation reduces continuing moti-

vation for a task. To the contrary, boys and girls returned

to task at a'rate greater than .50 under both forms of teac er

evaluation. The data, however, do indicate that it may be

appropriate to use teacher evaluative comments differentiall

in order to encourage continuing motivation. Because negati

comments seem to reduce continuing motivation, perhaps :they

should be taken out of the evaluation realm Comments which

were encouraging rather than evaluative could be used with low

. performers to increase their return rates. Positive evaluative

comments may continue: to be used since they appear not'to

reduce continuing motivation. In addition, results suggest

that careful sequencing of tasks and enroute pradtices is

important for encouraging students to return to task as well

-as for mastering the task. Activities should be provided at

\
different levels of difficulty so tpat the resulting sequence

would provide for continuous succesS',and a greater possibility

of continuing motivatibn.
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Table 1.

Mean Proportions of Subjects Retut4ning To Task

By Performance Level, Sex, and Comment Treatment

\

\

Males Females,
Performance Level'

Comment NO Comment CoMment No ComMent

Very Good .72 .50 .82 ,82

Good .82 .62
\ ,

\.63 .77
\

Not So Good .80 .81 \.74 .87

total .78 .64 .73

13

.

N=201

Table 2

,Mean Proportions and Frequencies of Subjects Returninc To Task

Reading Level

Reading Level Return No Return

High .55 (40/73) .45 (33/73)

Middle .76 (53/70) .24 (17/70)

Low .93 (54/58) .07. (4/58)

-
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ABSTRACT

The purpose oyhis study was to investigate\the relationshili between

auditory learning a ra e-controlled speech and the leatner's relative degree

of field dependence inde endence. Research Deleted tp the cognitive style of

FD/I suggests that tt\ie ility of FI's to impose structure upon information may

facilitate the processin of auditory information to a greater degree than is

possible for FD individUals in timesof rapid information presentstion. The

population consisted of 72 students'at the University of Pittsburgh. Materials

used consisted of normal and compressed versions of the Dwyer Heart script and

the relatea evaluation instruments. ,Ss were diladed into ellree levels based on

the Cognitive style variable and assigned to normal rate or,' compressed treatment

groups. After listening to their redpective treatments, Ss were administered the

four achievement tests. Two-way analysis of v,ariance procedures were applied to

the data.tp detect significant effects. Results of the study have implications

for maximizing ehe effectiveness of compressed audio materials.
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THE EFFECT OF LEARNER.COGNITIVE STYLE ON

AUDITORY LEARNING VIA TtME-COMpRESSED SPEECH
[

Introduction
,

Ihe purpose of thi7 study was L) investigate the relatiOnsb;ip between audi-
,

tory learning via rate-controlled speech and the learners' relative degree of
'

field dependence/independence. .Considerable research has investigated the

comprehension 9f verbal materials presented by means of compressed or/rate-

controlled speech (Duker, 1974). A comprehensive review of this research (Olson

& Berry, 1982) indicated, however, that limited research has focused on the in-

teraction 'of rate-controlled speech comprehension'and liarious learneraptittdes'

,

9r perceptual/cogniive styles., Such reseaCh would provide .(1) a means whereby
.

a Clearer understanding of auditory inforTation processing could be achieved.,

I

and (2) additional evidence to resolveinch of.the inconclusive research on

9ompressed speech which has been reported previously.

Compressed Speech

In'an'everchanging society with an increasingly rapid pace, it becomes more

important for an individual to acquire knowledge and information in the most

efficient and expedient manner. Tliis imperative is conpounded by the fact th/at

individuals learn at different rates, ,Since time spent in instruction is an

important factor in maximizing instructional efficiency, .echnolpgy has provided

a means Of altering recordedspeech SO, that-Instructor-or st4dent may adjUat the.

rate of spoken presentation to suit his needs. This technique a been generally'

referred to as rate controlled speech or Compressed Bpeech,"-Silverstone (1974)

described this method of rate control as the "...reproduction of an orlginal

recording in which the word-per-minute ratio is changed to a slower or faster

rate of speech without eliminating the pitch or natural quality of the voice."

In:an earlier publication, Sij.verstone'(1972) describes this.technique.as the
1 .4

...
, .

. ,[

.

process by which consonant sounds are maintained as the' origihal production,
, , ..le. - I

.

,
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vowel sounds are. reduced and pauses are eliminated .as often as possible.

Foulle (1968a), in a paper presented at the Perdeptip of Language Confer-,
. c.

7

ence at the University of PittsbUrgh, identified twd indices for the evaluation
;

-
of compressed speech: comprehension'and intelligibility. These two variables

have been investigated extensively in the study of the effectiveness of com-

pressed speech. Comprehension of compressed speech is the ability to extract

knowledge and information from a given-text that has been accelerated. Objec-

tive tests have usually been given to measure the amount of information which

has been attained:

. I

Intelligibility refers to the extent that on*is able to repeat information

which was presented or to discriminate what one has heard, Tests.of intelligi-

bility usually require the subject to repeat given words or to choose a wori.

from a Selection based on their perception of the speeded text.

Tests of comprehension involve two or more groups that listen to a text

which has been compressed to various degreea and then complete a multiple choice

,-

,test on the material presented. Comprehension studies have investigated vari-

ables related to speeded playback, various sampling methods and word rates

-.
ranging from 250 to 325 words per minute. Generally, studies have found no

aignificant difference as far as comprehension of material is concerned (Foulke,

1966; 1967).

Thesedindipgs have, however, been questioned in studies by,Adelson (1975).

and deHaan (1977). In a comprehensive study, Adelson (1975), utilized hour

long lectures- rather than short passages, presented t rates of 75 and 275'

wpm. The researcher suggested that shorter passage such.as'those used by

earlier researchers do not adequately assess a list ner's overall comprehension.

Findings.of the'study indicate that the length of, timulus materials ip

critical factpr. The traditional mesures of int and comprehension

were also investigated by'deHaan. (1977) in an attempt to de,termine if an indi-
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,qival's self-selected rateIhreshold could be used as a:measure of either

variable. Results indicated than an individual's threshold is an ecaremely

.reliable indicator of compressed speech intelligibility but not of comprehension. -

Foulke (1968b) reported that, with word rates ranging from 125 to 400.words

per:minute, comprehension-was found to be adequate until the word rate exceeded

250 words per minute. As the word rate rose higher, the level of comprehension

decreases in an inverse proportion. Foulke hyPothesized that adequate process-
%

ing time iS needed for perception ofwds in order for comprehension to occur.

If .processing time is reduced, a decrease in comprehension results. Xost Prp--

cessing time was indicated to be a contributing factor in,the level of compre-

hension. Hausfeld (1981) presented strong evidence for a working memory pro-
.

cessing limit of approximately275 wpm._____

One methodological problem inherent in much of this research work is that

the researchers used a!variety of recorded messages which did,not take intO

account the specific learning objectives or tasks and the complexity of'infor-
,

mation. Consequently, little generalizability is possible from their findings.

1This need, was Noiced by Orr (1971) who called for the employment of reliable

.

and valid tests of comprehension In this research. Adelson (1975) fuitter

confirmed the need for tested evaluation instruments as well as valid.and re-

liable stimulus messages. a

Foulke (1968a) indicates that in measuring comprehension, there are two

groups of factors which must be taken into consideration: (1) organismic

features and (2) characteristics of the'signal, Or:ganismic factors include

age, sex, intelligence and previous e4erience With Ale subject. Charabteris-

tics of the signal are concerned with' word rate, method of compression and

rate of occurience of the speech sounds.

Intelligence or mental aptitude of subjects using comPressed speech has

been investigated and it has been shown that there is no significant difference

54 s
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betwe94high and low aptitude subject's comprehension of material at one third

the compression of normal rate (Parker, 1971). This finding is supported by

iesearch that shows that not only is there no-difference between high and low

aptitude subject's comprehensibn at one third compression of normal speech,

but also the subjects.learned more efficiently at the faster.speed (Sticht, 1971).

In comparing high and low aptitude subjects, the influence of speech rate
61,

on comprehension is greater than the signal degradation Which might occur. This

.indfcates that regardaess of the listener's mental ability, other hUman factora

have a greater effect on comprehension than factors that are of a technical

nature (Sticht, 1970).

----
Cognitiye Style: Field Dependence/Independence

Cognitive styles have heen defined by Kogan_(1971) as the individual varia-

tion in modes of "apprehendingstoring,.tranaforming and utilizing information.",.

Ragan (1978) further,stated that.cognitive style's are "psychological dimensions"

which reflect the individual differences for the manner of receiving, processing

and utilizing information. Witkin, Moore,Goodenough and Cox (1977) 'described
a

the characteristics of cognitive styles as: (1) cognitive.styles deal with the
C

"form" rather than "content" of cognitive activities, (2). cognitive styles are

generally &onsidered stable over time, and (3) Cognitive styles are "bi-polar"

unlike intelligence or'other P4syChological variables.

One cognitive style which has attracted much research attentiOn has been .

that of field dependence/independence, identified by Witkin, Oltman, Raskin

and Karp (1971). Simplistically, fielddependenge/independence has been de-

scribed as the extent to which an individual can disembed a figure from a

ground. This perceptual aptitude is, however, indicative of a-much more .

pervasive cognitive ability which. enables the field independent individual to

_-

impose structure upon perceived information and:then se-this struoture to

more efficiently process and store the information. This perceptual ability

5 4
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has been doCumented extensively by Karp CI9631/and Goodenough (1976).

Generally, the factor of field dependence/independence is measured by

either the Rod-and-Frame Test or one of.a number of Embedded. Figure Tests

(Embedded Figures Test, Childrens Embedded 'Figures Test, Group'Embedded

'Figures Test). All of these instruments rely upon the visual perceptual

system and congequently have most frequently been employed/in investigation

of visual-learning variables. Goodenough (1976), however/suggests the

much broader application of thesel instruments.

Orientation of the Present Study ,

The general redundancy in Language, ,identified by Shannon and Weaver

(1949) suggests.great siMilarities between the auditory perceptual field and
1 /
t

the vdsual yerceptual field. /In listening to an auditory message, the peiciever
,

1

Muet separate out or disembed relevant from irrelevant information and

then further restructure thi information for stora e. It would appear

then, in terms of auditory aearning, that the factor of FD/I would operate
i

on the listener's ability t distinguish and organize the relevant auditory
/

cues and terms. If this rat onale is indeed accurate, then field independent

'individuals could be expected to demonstrate greater ability irr-imposing

. _

such a structure and henee, s ould perform better than,field dependent indi-
,

viduals. When the rate of inf mation presentation is increased, as.in

the case of compressed audio mes ages, this difference could,be expected to

increase even further. No reseach, to date, .has investigated this aspect

of comprehenSion on rate-compresse speech.

A seconcl yet related factor has been discussed in the literature

compressed speech, that Of utilizing reliable and valid instruments for the

evaluation of listener comprehension. Until the present, no standardized

instruments have been developed, and those Which had been developed repre-

sented a global m asure of a variety olearning tasks. Work done by
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Rheas -(1974) suggests that learning research should also focus on the specific .

-\\\arning task being presented. Such a charge, would imply that specific learn-

ing ,asks, presented via auditory channels be evaluated using instruments

designed to measure achievement of each of those specific tasks. For this

reason, a part of the research and evaluation materials developed by

Dwyer (1967, 1972) were employed in this investigatibn. The evaluation

instruments incorporated in this package allow the researcher to evaluate

learner achievement relative to four different learning tasks or objectives:

drawing or spatially restructuring information, terminology or recall of

specific information, identification or spatial analysis and comprehension or

interrelating information. In addition,, a total test measures overall

achievement omen. tasks. The use of such materials would seem to represent

a more precise method of evaluating achievement or comprehension* of information

via the auditory mode.

Method

The stimulus materials used in the study consisted of two audio tapes

produced from the 2000 word instructional script on the human heart developed
.

by Dwyer (1967, 1972). This script was recorded by a-professional narrator

at an average rate of 150 words per minute. The rate was selected as the

normal or control rate because it is generally considered to be the average

speed used by newscasters. A compressed version. at 250 Words per minute

was subsequently produced by use of the Variable Speech.Control Module

*Note: The term comprehension as used in previous research relating to.com-
pressed speech should not be confused with the term identifying the Comprehen-

sion Test developed by Dwyer. The term as used by Dwyer refers specifically
to the ability to "use information to explain some other phenomenon" '(Dwyer

1972) whereas, the general term "comprehensión" refers to a more generalized
ability which could interchangeably be called learning or achievement.
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(VSC Corporation). Past research (Foulke 1968b) has concluded that a

working thredhold exists at or near this rate.

The five criterial tests developed by Dwyer (Drawing Test,\Terminology

Test, Identification Test, Comprehension Test and Total Test) to compliment

the instructional script were employed as evaluation instruments. In addition,

the Group Embedded Figures Test developed by Witkin et al (1971) was used to

determine the relative degree of field dependence/independence.

The population for the study consisted o'f'seventy-two graduate rtudents

at the University of Pittsburgh. Care was taien to exclude any indiiiiduals

having had prior, formal training in medicine, physio10-gy or anatomy aa well

as any subjects trained,in Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR).

Based upon the results of Witkin's Group Embedded Figures Test,

subjects were assigned to either the control (normal rate) or the experi-

mental (compressed rate) groups using a stratified random sampling procedure.

;

This factor represents-a continuous variable, ranging from 0 to 18. Exact

cutoffs for the extremes (high-field independent or low-field dependent)

are not clear and are generally considered relative to.the population being

tested. Based upon previous research conducted on a similar population,

cutoffs of 10 and 14 were established. Subjects falling at 10 or below

were considered field dependent and subjects scoring at 14 or above were

considered field independent. Since this factor is a continuous variable,

it would also seem neCessary to assess the ability of individuals fallirfg between

the cutoffs and consequently, this group, termed "indeterminate was also

-included.

Groups of fourstudents (two experimental and two control) were seated at a

four carrel listening post and listened to their respective versions of the

instructional script through individual head phones. Immediately following
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the audio presentation', eaCh subject completed the, four achievetent

testS.

Data collected were analyzed using:a two-way analysis of variance

procedure to compere the two experimental groups (compressed and normal).X

.three levels of the cognitive style variable (field dependent, indeterminate,

field independent) for each criterial test. Where significant F-values were

obtained, the Tukey B procedure-for pairwise comparison was employed,

Findings -.

Subjects were distributed among the treatment groups and levels of the

cognitive style variable as shownin Table 1.

'Table 1

Distribution Of Subjecte by Treatment and
CognitiVe Style Score (FD, I, FI) N = 72

Field Dependent Indeterminate Field Independent

Compressed
Treatment .16 8 12

Normal
Treatment 15 9 12

8

Two-way analysis of variance procedures were performed on the Scores

obtained from each of the four criterialtests, as well as the total test

scores. The results of these analyses were:

Drawing Test: --A significantY-value of F=4,08, p=.0213 was produced
for thetreattents x cognitive style interaction. Multiple comparisons
via the Tukey B\ procedure indicated that-the field dependent-normal
treatment was.superior tO both the field dependent-compressed and the
indeterminate-normal groups.

Terminology Test: A significant F-ValUe for the main effect of treatment
was found, F=13.90, p=e0004. CoMparison of means showed that the
indeterminate-normal group was superior to the indetertinate-compressed
group and the field independent-normal group was superior to the field
independentcompressed group.
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Identification Test: .Significant F-values for interaction F=3.26,
.1)=.0447 and for-treatment main effects F=7.83, p=.0067 were found.
Comparison of the means-produced a significant difference between
the field independent-normal group and the field independent-compressed
group, favoring the normal treatment.

Comprehension

Test: .A significant main effect for treatments was found,
F=11:99, p=.0009. Pairwise comparisons showed the superiority of the
field independent-normal group over both the field independent-compressed

. groups and the-field dependent-compressed groups. The field dependent-
normal group was also shown superior to the field dependent-compressed
group.

Total Test: A significant main effect for treatments F=9.99, p=.0024 was
produced for the overall test. Comparison of means indicated that both
the field dependent-normal and the field independent-normal groups were
superiOr to their respective compressed groups. The field independent-
normal group was also found superior to the field dependent-compressed
group.

All significant pairwise comparisons are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2

Surmnary of Significant Multiple
Comparison Tests

Drawing Test: FD-Normal > FD-:Compressed
'FD-Nornal > .I7Normal.

Terminology
Test: -I-Normal > I-CompreSsed

FI-Normal >. FI-Compressed

Identification
Test: FI-Normal > FI7Conpressed

Comprehension
Test:

_

FIrNornal > FI-,Compressed
FI-Normal > FD-Compressed
FD-Normal > FD-Compressed

Total Test: FD-Normal FD-Compressed
FI-Normal > FI-Compressed
FI-Normal > FD-7Compressed

Discussionand COnclusions

Results showed a general superiority Of the normal group (150 WPM) Over the

compressed group (250 WPM). Although sone previous research (Foulke 1968b)'

fOund little drop in comprehension at rates of 250 WPM,-the stimulus material
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was generally of less technical nature-than that used_in this study.,. The'

10

heart script contains a good deal of medical terminology, which in some

cases is very similar. No doubt, some of' the findings of superiority of

the normal rate group could be attributed to this fact.

In terms'of the factor of field dependence/independence, it was generally

found that few differences existed between levels of the factor. Of particular

interest however, is the data obtained.from the Drawing Test and the Terminology

Test. In the case of the Drawing Test, the FD-Normal group differed signifi-
4

cantly.from the FD-Compressed group,in a positive direction. No difference

of such magnitude was found in comparing the FI-Normal vs. the FT-Compressed

groups. Such a finding would tend to indicate that in such a learning task

aq this represents, it is essential for FD individuals to receive the instruc-
:t

tion in a slower manner. This is of further importance when we consider the fact

that the,FD-Normal group scored higher than the FI groups (although not to

a significant extent). This findlag lends support to the basic hypothesis

of this study, that FD individuals may have greater difficulty impo3i.ng structure

on information when it 3.6 presented at a more rapid rate. Constructing the

heart diagram is a task which demands that the learner organize'the presented

information into a new array having specific spatial locations and organization.

In the case of the Terminology Test, a reversal in the above pattern was

found. Significant separation of the-FI groups occurred, whereas none

socqurred between the FD groups. This would imply that in p task such as this

(to recall verbal terms) FI individuals must be provided with adequate time to

process and store the information. In such.an instance, when the information

is presented in a relatively well-orangized or,structured manner, the FI

learner may attempt to impose his'own, different structure, the result being .

-the need for additional time to fully organize and store the information.
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This hypothesis is tentatiVe, however, and should be further invdstigated.

Based on the findings.in thisstudy, a number of conclusions Can be

drawn:

1. In general, all individuals, re a?dless of their respective
level of field dependence/ind endence perform better when
instruction is presented at ormal (150 WPM) rates of speed,
in learning tasks.such as/ hose represented by the Dwyer
heart.materials. This ould imply that the threshold rate
of approximately. 250 is not realistic for aUdio'presen-
tation of informa on of this technical, level, compldxity or
length.

2. Field dependent i viduals,operate at a greater disadVantage
than do field j,ndepend,ents when completing a synthesis task
such as the awing iest, via-compressed audio. When, however,
the instru ion is presented via a_normal rate of speed, field
dependen s achieve higher scores, possibly because the slower
rate ovides them With enough processing time to restructure
th information from the auditory mode to a spatial structure.

3. neld independent individuals, when presented with an information
reCall task such As the Terminology Test, addeve differentially'
less under compressed presentation modes than do.field dependent
.individuals.

The findings of this study strongly suggest that further research be

conducted to confirm or disconfirm the utility ofe 250 WPM threshold for

presentatiop of compressed material. It is also apparent that research be

continued relative to'the instructional effectiveness of auditorylvisual

materials presented at increased rates up to and beyond the traditional

threshOld of 250 WPM with individuals of varying levels on the field

'dependence/independence continuum.
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Notetaking and Retention

1

Mystract".

the effects of instruction in notetakingv the urecording of notes, and

sex of the notetaker on the retention of aurally presented information were

examined. Subjects were 43 male and 61 female sixth grade student

Students were randomly assigned to experimental conditions: instructed

notetakers, uninstructed notetakers, instructed non-notetakers, and

uninstructed non,notetakvrs. Notetaking instruction consisted of

videotaped presentation designed to train students in paying attention,

selecting main ideas, maintaining pace, and personalizing presented

information. All treatment groups then heard a brief prose passage.

Assessments composed of 24 possible points 'were conducted immediately,

five days, and 30 days after the presentation of the instructIonal passage.

Notes were not returned for review, nor was ,the instructional passage

repeated during the follow-up4:assessments. Significant inteiractions were

found between instruction in notetaking and the recording of notes,

favoring instructed notetakers, and uninstructed non-notetakers.

Signifidant interactions were 10 found between sex and notetaking,

indicating that notetaking was beneficial for females, while detrithental for

males.

Submitted: December. 1, 1982
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Notetaking and Retention

2

ThC Effects of Videotaped Instruction in Notetaldng

and Recording of Notes on Retention of Aural Instruction ..
Notetaking has been used by st6dents as a study tool for many.years.

,

The value of notetaking seems widely accepted, but supponting research in
t 0

the field of notetaking has been inconclusive (Panske, 19811. Studies

concerning the value of notetaking, or th e. conditions under which

notetaking facilitates learning have been characterized by inconsistent and

often contradictory findings. Some researchers have shown 'significtnt
,

outcomes in favor of notetaking (Barnett, Di Vesta,,& Rogozinski, 1981;

Bretzing & -Kulhavy, 1979, 1981; DiVesta & Gray, 1972,1973; Howe, 1971); :

Weiland & Kingsbury, 1979), while others 'have not (Ash .& Carlton, 1.953; ,

Mctendon, 1958; Riley. & Dyer, 1979).

0

Researchers supporting various notetaking procedures have suggested .

several facilitative aspects of notetaking. Successful notetaking

procedures have been reported to increase attentfon to material, to.create

a more personally understandable version of the presented information, and

to improve the integration of previon;ly learned information with ne'W

information (Howe, 1974; Peper & Mayer, 1978; Weener, 1974). Nptetaking

strategies that consistently produce such effects would certainly be
tr.

considered valuable.

535' 4
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Notetaking and Retention

3

A substantial body of reseEirch exists, however, which suggests that

notetaking procedures do not yield consistent, predictable, positive
_.

effects. Se7eral possible explanations for such inconsistencies have been

offered. The variability in research.findings may bq partially attributed to

individual differences such as experience, memory capacity, and

srotivational levels among learriers (Carrier & Titus, 1979). Ladas (1980)

rapr.rtpri thnf fp.:111rp tn prrtrilicp gtatietionliu diffpremnAg rInng

not necessarily discount the possibility of notetaking 'effects, noting that

experimental oversights often preclude the discovery of such differences.

Problems, associated with the operationalizing of definitions for

notetaking have also been evident. In various studies, definitions of

notetaking have ranged from sunply_providing an opportunity to" record

notes using personal strategies (Bentley, 1981) to to the application .of

previously histructed notetaking .skills (Carrier &,,Titus, 1981). Notetaking

activities have often been assumed by the researcher, when "notetaking"

may encompass many different activities. For example, it is possible that

many notetaking researchers have not foUnd signif'dant effects because

experhnental notetakers often employ inconsistent notetaking procedures

(Howe, 1974),or supplant expected procedures with persbnal strategies (sf.

Carlson, Kincaid, Lance, & Hodgson, 1976). The variability in notetaking

prcakedures and the lack of verifiability of many learher-gerierated

notetaking processes may confound predicted effects (cf. Ladas, 1980). If
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Notetaking and Retention
4

consistent procedures for notetaking are taught, \ nd their use by students

is verified, the resulting effects maV be more syste atically evaluated.

There are a number of additional ,consideratibns which need to be
I

addressed. Previods notetaking studies have not adequately examined the

functions and effects of formally recording versus not \recording notes for

presented information. It is possible that notetaking instruction may

Produce metacognitive or encoding format or schema chtmges, though not

actually resulting in more efficient or accurate learning. In related

studies, for example, instruction had no effect- on eventual recall df

crithrion information, but produced written nbtes that were qualitatively

(Robin, Fox, Martello, & Archable, 1977), structurally (Palmatier, 1971), or

both qualitatively and structurally (Rickards & Friedman, 1978) superior to

the notes produced by untrained notetakers. The effects of formal
1

notetaking instruction versus learner generated notetaking strategies, as

well as the role of opportunity to physically record 'nformatIon, warrant

further study.

The influence of variables such as .sex of student and associated

verbal differences also may have masked. notetaking effects (cf. Ladas,

1980). Notetaking a process involving listening, information encoding,

cognitive processing, and decoding information in written form, is lately a

verbal activity. As a result, verbal skills are likely to influence the

effectiveness of nbtetaking: students with- good verbal skills- May benefit
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5

more than their peers without well-developed verbal skills. Maccoby and

Jack lin (1974) suggested that female superiority in verbally Oriented tasks

becomes evident at itpproximately the sixth grade level and continues

throughout adulthood. If so, 'females may be expected to benefit more

from notetaking than their male-Counterparts whose verbal skills are not as

well developed.

DifferPnoes ifi the outcomes of notetaking studies mny nlso hnvA hpAn

related to the use of college students versus younger students as subjects in

most studies. As noted in related studies (e.g., Carlson, et al., 1976),

college students often possess skills which 'may override i.he value of

subsequent learning strategy training,°thereby confounding tne ,effects of

such attempts. Younger students, on the other hand, may be less likely to

have already developed learning strategies. As a result, younger students

inay benefit more from explicit notetaking instruction than older, more

experienced college-agtd students.

Given the inconsistency of .reported notetaking effects, the

preponderdnce of both formal and informal notetaking procedures warrants
,

consideration. Although various notetaking procedures are commonplace in

applied settings, research-based evidence supporting particular components

and techniques of notetaking instruction is scarce (Norton, 1981).. Using -

non-databased referents, Laycock and Russel (1941) summarized the

recommendations of 38 study manuals. While the summary concerned
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notetaking from text, many suggestions such as organizing -material,

summarizing important points, and using one's own words may apply equally

well to notetaking from oral prose. Bretzing and Kulhavy (1979) further

suggested .that notetaking procedures which involve semantic encoding,

such as using the student's own words in recording the information, tend to

result in superior recall. Formal instructional research which includes such

emphases, as well as control for the influence of sex of student and

opportunity to redord notes, may produce a more precise .approach to the

study of notetaking.

In the present study, the effects of instruction in notetaking and the
I

recording of written notes on the retention of aural instruction by sixth

grade male and female students were examined.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were 43 male and 61 female sixth grade students,'the

entire sixth grade population of a rural school district. The district was

slightly above national riorms for b th socio-economic status and,academic

achievement. Although a greater number of students participated initially,

only studehts Who participated in all phases of the study-were included for

data analysis pruposes.

Notetaking Pretraining

Based on previous studies (Bretzing & Kulhavy, 1979; Carrier & Titus,

56 6
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1981; Howe 1974) as well as an examination of components commonly

included by educators in notetaking training (Laycock & Russell, 1941), the

instructional treatment focused on four major components: 1) attending to

specific components of presented information, 2) strategies for selecting

important ideas, 3) keeping pace with the rate of the information

presented, and 4) using individual strategies to personalize the meaning of

the presented information.

The pretraining consisted of the presentation of a videotape training

exercise, and the Completion by students of an accompanying worksheet

during the presentation. The worksheet which accompanied the videotaped

lesson provided space for students to record both reasons for taking notes

and the four important notetaking concepts presented during the

videotaped instruction. Sixth grade student Moderators were chbSen and

trained as actors for the presentation, in order to maxitniZe the attention

paid by sixth-grade viewers. Students *bre informed PS to the activities

and skills to be included during the training session.

The first segment of 'the video instruction focused on a rationale for

the learning and use of notbtaking procedures: to increase attention, to

help the students remember, and to improve grades in school. After the

reasons for taking notes were presented, students were instructed to think

of additional reasons for taking notes and to recore Alich reasons on their

worksheets. Student-generated reasons for notetaking included pleasing

56 7
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one's parents, making the teacher think you are interested, and staying out

of trouble.

The second segment focused on the four recommended notetaking

procedures. The first key point focused on how to pay close attention to

the speaker. Students were reminded tO listen carefully initially, since

information not heard could not be remembered, and were advised to watch

the speaker carefully, to note facial expressions, and-to utilize physical

gestural cues. Next, subjects were instructed in a. procedure to identify

important information. They were told to direct close attention to,

information written on the blackboard or otfierwise emphasized by the

speaker, a strategy identified by Locke (1971) and were advised not to

record information which was already known. Students were instructed to

be -attentive to words which are likely to signal the importance of

information, such as "always," "remember," "main," "important," and

"principal." They were alSo instructed to direct specific attention to other

speaker cues which may provide hints as to the importance of

information. Students were instructed to evaluate the likelihood of a given

bit of presented information being included as a tested item as one way to

determine the iniportance of information.

Students were then instructed in how to use their own words in

recording notes. Examples of what, a speaker might Jay and how students

might transcribe such information were given. Students were told to

5 6 6
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interrupt the speaker if they could not understand words the speaker used.

The, final point included in the presentation concerned how to keep pace

with the presented information. Students were told to use ,abbreviations

where possible to enable them to-maintain pace with the preSentation, and

that any abbreviation which had meaning for them was approprie. They

were told that penmanship was not important during notetaking, provided

they were able to decipher their own Writing, and that if.they experienced

difficulty maintaining pace with the presentation they were to reevaluate \

the importance of the items they chose to record in the notes.

As a review, these four major points were-illustrated graphically,

while the student moderator's summarized the informatin which had

preceded.

At this point, stpdents were informed by the student moderators that

they were to take notes on their worksheets during the practice science

lasson -Whid'h followed. A videotaped practice lesson on light was then

presented by an adult teacher, covering concapts such as vision, reflection,

and luminous objects. A reyiew, pause, during which student nioderators

discussed the notes they had recoriled during the lecture was embedded in

the practice lesson. Upon completion of the presentation the student

moderators compared recorded information, in order to demonstrate. the

types of content recorded, during the presentatiop. The pretraining
-

videotape concluded with a brief sumjnary reviewing the reasons for taking

541
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notes, the recoMmended procedures for taking notes, and the benefits to be
4

gained as a result of the use of proper notetaking.procedures.

An audiotaped practice session was then presented, designed to

provide students with experience in notetaking during fixed-rate

presentations w4hout visual cues. Students took notes during this session,

using the worksheets as a guide. , A question and answer session with .the

experimenter followed, allowing students to evaluate the importance of the

information they had recorded.

Criterion Task and Assessment

The criterion task was an audiotaped presentation onbutterflies and

moths,,approximately 10 minutes in duraiion. Although students at this age

typically have a general awareness about this topic, the content and

assessments included information and co ts wtiich are not generally

known, such as the difference betWeen a cacoon and a chrysalis. The

presentatiOn was paced in accordance with the approximate norm'al speech

rate of 150 words per minute (Riding, 1979).

The assessment consisted of a 24-point test, reflecting both factual

recall, such as, "How many eyes does a caterpilla have?" and integration

of parts of the presentation such as, "Why is the silken trail important to

the caterpillar?" Test-retest reliability of the assessment was"computed to

be .77. All questions required constructed written responses ranging from

one word to brief two-to-four word phrases.

,
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Design and Data Analysis

The design was a completely crossed 2x2x2 factorial design, with

immediate, fiVe-day, andv 30-day repeated administrations of the criterion

assessrnent. Two levels of pretraining instruction (instructed/uninstructed)

were crossed with two leVels of notetaking recording (notetakers/non-

notetakers), and both factors were.crossed with sex of subject.
< .

Only subjects for whom data were obtained on each of the three

assessments were included for the data analysis. However, cell sizes

remained fairly consistent. Mean scores for eaCh assessment were

analyzed for differences. In addition, the content of the notes collected

from notetaking groups was evaluated using two criteria emphasized by

Nye (1978): numbei of words recorded and number of tested items

contained in the notes. Forgetting scores, the decline in scores from

assessment to assessment, were also calculated and tested for mean score

differences.

Procedures

Students were randornly assigned.to four experiwntal combinatios
-

of the instruction and recording treatmeiits.

Instructed notetakers.. Students received the videotaped pretraining

instrictin, completed the worksheet, and participated in yhe practice

sessi n. The worksheets and notes from the practice sesaion were

collected. The students were provided with blank paper on which to record
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notes,° and told tO do so during the presentation which followed. Students

were informed that they would be tested on the information covered in the,

'taped instructional presentation. Notes -were collected following the

presentation, prior' to the immediate test.

Uninstructed notetakers. While the treated groups receiveethe

notetaking pretraining, students in both uninstructed groups were told to

read silently unrelated content from a book of their choice, a normal daily

activity in the 'school in which the study took place. Prior to the
presentation, students were given a blank sheet of paper and instructed to -

record notes using their own procedures during the criterion task. Students

Intre also told that they would be tested on the' information contained in

the presentation. Notes Were collected following the presentation, prior to

the immediate test

Instructed non-notetakers. Students received the notetaking,

pretraining ,instruction, completed the worksheet, and ,participated during

the practice session. - Worksheets and notes from the practice session were

then collected, ,as was the case,for all students receiving pretraining. The

students were then 'told that they woid listen to a brief presentation, that

they could not take written notes, but that they should try to remember as

much as possible. No papei or other recording aid was permitted. They

were informed that they wOuld be tested upon completion of the

presentation.

.544
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Uninstructed nori-notetakers. While the instructed groups received

notetaking-'pretraining, students in this group were instructed to read

SilentliriOni a book-Of their -choice. They were told to listen carefully to

the presentation, and that they would tte tested on the content won

completion: No paper or other recording aids were permitted.

The treatments Were administered concurrently in separate

locations. All presentations were paced identically to control Frted time-
\on:task. The groups remained isolated while the criterion information was

presented. Notes were-collected immediately after tbe. presentation was

completed, and tile criterion assessment was administered. Subjects were-
,-

allowed 10 minutes to pmplete the test. . The identical tesi was

administered after a delay of five days," and 'again 30 days following the

initial presehtation. The criterion task was not repeated at these times,

norswere notes returned for review, at any time during the study.
6

A list of correct item restes was developed. When necessary,

vague or equivocal responses were reviewed jointly. All student-responses

were evaluated using blind scoring procedures.

Results

The mean number of correct responses for each of the ?three

assessment is cohtained in Table 1, and corresponding ANOVA source data

are included in Table 24'
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Insertipbles 1 and 2 about here

InstructRm-by-Notetaking interaction

... As anticipated:, there was a significant intqaction between the .

recording of notes" and instruction in ntetaking for the immediate

assessment, F (1,96) r= 4.59, 2 ." .05. Students instructed in notetaking

performed most effectively when permitted to recor/d notes (X=10.46), and ,/

,
, , /

,

least effectively whqn the opportunity to., record notes was denied /

(X=9.71). This pattern was reversed for uninstructed students, resulting i.7
_

i

more effective performance for t1 non-not4aking group (X=12.64) than

for the notetaking,group (X=9.65). On the 5 day delayed' assessment, this

interaction was also 'significant, F (1,9,6) = 3.97 2 .05, with mean test

scores of 10.19 for. the instrircted notetakers and 8..38 for instructed rion7:

notetakers, while uninsteucted nottakers and uninstructed non-notvetaker's

scored 8'.85 and 10.25 respectively. A. similar, though not statisticially

significant, interaction/was found for the 30-day delayed assessment.

Notetaking-by-Sex of Student Interaction
W

, A consistent interaction be;een ex of-student arid the recording of

noths)waS also found for immediate, F (1,96) = 4.07, 2_ .05, 5-day delayed,

F (1,96) = 6.93, 2 .017 and 30-day assessments y (1,96) 5.58, .05.

Males4performed rhast effectively in non-notetaking groups, regardless of
, .

I
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instruction. This pattern was different for females, who performed most

effeCtively under notetaking conditions. <On the immediate test, the
_ periormance pattern for males was characterized by mean scores of 9.12

'1

for notetakers and 12.36 for non-notetakers .while females obtained mean \

gcoies.of 10.66 for notetakers and 18.32 for non-notetakers. The identical

pattern emerged for the 5-day and 30 day delayed assessments.

Analysis a Recorded Notes

A cimparison of the recorded notes (seef Nye, 1978) indicated that

instructe0 notetakers recorded 32% more total words and 28%' more tested

points th n uninstructed notetakers. Instructed notetakers recorded an

average ,of 100.00 words, while uninstructed nothtakers recorded an

average Irf 75.68\ words, F (1,47) = 5.15, p .003. The difference for the

number of tested items recorded was n%t statistiCally significant;
4 instructed notetakers recorded an average .of 9.54 tested points in their

/notes, while uninstructed notetakers recorded an average of only 7.44.

Seventy7seven percent more words were recorded by females than

males. Females record,-anzaverage of 106.1T words in'their notes, while

males rec rded an.average of 60.00. This difference was highly significant,. /
t(49)=4.02 2. .0001. Similarly,.. feMales recorded 739 m re information

contained on the criterion assessments than males,

10.19 test d items contained in the notes of females and 5.90 thsted ithis

ith 'an verage Of

contained in 'note§ recorded by males, t (49) = 3.321/2. .002.
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A significant notetaking effect for forgetting scores was found

between the immediate a 'd the 5-day delayed-assessments, F (1,96) = 5.88,
a

o .05. Students who dk not record notes during the presentation 'forgot
!significantly more criteribn information during the ,five day retention

T

riod than those who recorded ,notes. No significant differences in
1

,

tor
g

etting scbres were found between .the 5-day delayed and the 30-day
1

0

elayed, nor the immediate and the 30-day delayed assessments.

Discussion
J.

The purpose of this studT
er

was to examine the ef ects of notetaking

I

,

/
/ and instruction in notetaking on retention of aural inst uction. The results

/ . /
. . .

indicated that both sex of student ,and the opportunit to record notes are / -
/

important fiictors determining the effectiVeness of notetaking instruction:
0,

The interaction between instruction and notetaking favored

uninstrueted non-potetakers and instrtiOted notetakers consistently acrosL

the three, assessMents. On each asessment, uninstructed non-notetakers

obtained the 'highest mean recall scores. This finding provides support for

an/inteference effect, as proposed by several researcheri (Aiken, Thomhs,

hennum, .1975,;. Ash ,& Carlton, 1953; Bentley, 1981;-Veters, 1972) who

found notetaking to inhibit learning from fixed-rate presentations. The

authors suggested that the rigidity of pacing of many presentations aizd the,

density of the information included in such presentations might be

I.
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decremental factors in notetaking. They further implied that interference

might be present in other forms of mediated instruction, such as audiotaped

instruction, where the re§ulting burden on-the notetaker is too great. It is
'ON

likely that notetaking procedures will be of maximurn value when either

modifications' are made in the pace of instructional presentations, or
ce

notetaking procedures are developed that reduce en-route interference.

This instruction by notetaking interaction suggests that students may

perform effectively when permitted to use personally derived strategies,

but that if some formal strategy is to be used, students may perform best

when both trained in the use of the strategy and encouraged to physically

record information.

Correspondingly, a similar explanation may indicate why instructed

non-notetakers perfOrmed less effectively than uninstructed non-

notetakers. Perhaps the instructed non-notetaking students were mentally

performing the same operations as notetakers, although prohibited from

recording their mental notes. In such cases, students would not only need

to apply externally imposed mental notetaking procedures, but also tO

remember and to continually revise previously encoded information

throughout the duration of a presentation. They may also have attempted

to mentally sort out important content while paying insufficient attention

to the ongbing presentation. In effect, such simultaneous and cumulative

demands may overload learners and create a form of learning

549
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interference. Uninstructed non-notetakers, on,the other hand, were able to

use self-generated procedures with no interference from an externally

structured strategy, and as a result had reduced demands during the=

ckterion presentation.

The . Aeraction between the recording- of notes and sex of the subject

was consistent throughout the assessments, favoring female notetakers and

male non-notetakers. Maccoby and Jacklin (1974), in fa summary of

research on sex differences, concluded that there are significant sex
6'

differences in verbal abiliy, fEivoring females, beginning at approximately

the sixth- grade level. The findings in this study seem to support such a

verbal ability influence;, females recorded significantly more words as well

as more of the information which was subsequently tested. It may be that

due to the demands of the verbally dominated task of notetaking, verbal

superiority may make notetaking a more beneficial tool for females than

males at this grade level. Perhaps certain levels or types of verbal skills

involved in notetaking are prerequisites for successful use of the notetaking

process; males at this age may not possess these skills, 'rendering .the

process less effective; or in some cases, detrimental. Further research

may focus on the levels or types of the different verbal skills which are

necessary to make notetaking helpful to students, and the feasibility of

training students in the critical verbal skills needed to effectively encode .

and assimilate notes.

5 7s
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The absence of main effects for instruction and notetaking suggests .
that, like many other psychological and educational phenomena, effects are

.

likely to be conditional. In addition to the instruction And recording

dimensions included in the present.study, factors such as student-generated

learning strategies (Carlson et al., 1976), and the complexity of the

learning task and age of the learners (Salomon & Clark, 1977) are likely to

moderate the effectiveness of various notetaking instruction and recording

procedurhs.

Increased instructional time and increased time spent in the practice

of notetaking skills may make such treatments more powerful, thereby

increasing the potential for obviating the effects of notetaking

instruction. An examination of the means for instructed and uninstructed,

notetakers revealed that although the main effect was not significant,
t

instructed notetakers Obtained higher means than uninstructed notetakers

on each assessment. This pattern was consistent for both males and

feMales. Future research with temporally distributed instruction (Aiken, et

al.,, 1975) and more opportunities to practice and develop notetaking skills

may produce more -reliable information on the role of instruction in

notetaking per se.

'It is also Possible that the testing which followed the criterion task,

in this and other studies, performed a function similar to the process of

notetaking thereby masking the importance of notetaking. Testing

, 551
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immediately after instrUction may cue students to important ideas, and as

a result,. facilitate xetention by serving a purpose identical to that of

notetaking. Duchastel (1981) has demonstrated such an effect with

constructed response tests Similar to those used in this and other

_notetaking studies. Perhaps notetaking effects may be best examined after

a longer interval has transpired between the presentation of information

and the assessment of recall. In such instances, it may be more likely that

notetaking would play a significant role in retention, especially in the

absence of other forms of overt recording responses (Barnett, Di Vpsta, &

Rogozinski, 1981).

Further research in the field of notetaking is indicated in several

areas. The specific components of effective' notetaking need to be

identified more clearly. The relative effects of different notetaking

components in improving factual recall, inferential learning, and a varidty

of other types of short and long term learning are also needed. Length,

complexity, and duration of the instructional task also loom as potential

moderators of notetaking effects. In addition, the elimination of the,initial

assessment in favor of longer interval assessments would better indicate

the ,effects of notetaking per, se, both as a procedural control and a more

realistic approximation of educational settings where immediate

assessments are not generally obtained. Finally, additional research

investigafing levels of verbal skills in listening, processing, and_writing, and

5
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how such skills interact with the density of the presentation content may

provide information necessary to determine the Point at which students

may be expectedto benefit from the notetaking process.

Notetaking procedures appeaT to "have a great deal of intuitive
appeal. However, a significant number of .unanswered questions exist

regarding the structure, components, task dependence, and learner

characteristic considerations surrounding such procedures. With greater

, diligence and increased interest, tpotetaking may someday warrant the trust

commonly invested in these strategies.
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Table 1

_

Mean Scores for Immediate, 5 Day Delayed, apd 30 Day Delayed Assessments

Instruction No_Instruetion

Test .Position
.

Sex Notes No Notes Notes No Nbtes .7 Total. .
.

.

Immediate Male 9.40 11.30 8.91 13.42 10.84
. .

Female 11.12 8.57 10.20. 1206. 10.56

10.46' 9.71 9.65 12.64. 10.67

5 Day Delay
,

Male 8.70 9.60 7.64 11.25 _, 9.35

Female 11.12 7.50 9.73 9.50 9.52

Total 10.19' 8.38 8.85 10.25 9.45

30 Day Delay Male 7.40 9.00 7.09 10.50 8.56

Female 10.25 7.86 8:67 9.19 9.03

Total 9.15 8.33 ' 8.00 9.75 8.84

Note: Cell sizes ranged from 10 to 12 for males, and 14 to 16 ,for females.
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Table 2

ANOVA Source Dat.a. for IMmediate, 5:1:0-ay Delayed, and 30-D'ay Delayed Asseasments

Immediate 5'4611ritY-Delay 30-Dg Delay

. ..

Notetaking and Retention

27

Souprce df.MS F MS F,

c)

-Main Effects .
C2' '

Instruction (I) 1 28.68 1.51,... 1.81 .12 .51 .04 _

Notetaking (N) 1. 36.50 1.92 .52 .03 7.11 .54'
:.

,
Se)t (S) -9

. ,
1 1.31 .07 .82 .05 6.02 .46.

InteraCtions
,

I X N 1 $7.16 459* 62.68 3.97* 39.10,_ 2.98

I X'S 1.41 0.74 .00., - .00 , 3.25 .25

N X S 77.32 .' 4.07* 100.37. 6.93**. 73.32 5.58*

fXRXN

Error

1 5.13 .27 , '.72 , .05 1.91 .15

V

Within Cell 96 18.9 15.79 13%13,

* p .05
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NOTE TO READERS:

In this.paper the pronoun 'his' will

be used in its generic form. This
A

writer agrees with another feminist

who says, "My expository style relies

heavily on the exemplary singular, and

the construction "everybody...his"

therefore comes up frequently. This

'his' is generic, and not gendered.

'His _or her' becomes clumsy with

repetition and suggests that'his'

alone elsewhere is masculine, which

t isn't. 'Her' alone draws attention

to itself and dist-r-a-cts from the topic

at hand. 1TheiT' solves the problem

neatly but substitutes another. 'Her'

is bolder than I am ready for. 'One s'

defeats the purpose of the construction,

which is meant to be vivid and 'particular.

'It' is too harsh 'a joke. Rather than

play hob with the language, we feminists

might_adopt the position of pittying men

for beihg forced to share their pronouns

around.!

MaryClaire van Leunen, A HandbOok
for Schba-ar, New York-: Knopf, 1978,, pp. 4-5.
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Aptitude Treatment Interaction Research

Has EducationalValue

As new educational methods and technologies have been

developed, researchers have tested them againSt older, methods

of teaching. Some research has correlated teaching methods

with measures of student aptitudes, finding that stildents may

respond differently to a particIflar method depending on such

variables as intelligence, learning ,styl,?, or personality.

These studies, often referred to as aptitudetreatment

interaction (ATI) research, have been difficult to interpret

at least partly because the findings of one.researcher cannot

be duplicated by another. Far,this reason, researchers like

Snow (1976) have said that no edicational value has come from

the work.

Snow's comment seems to be unduly restrictive. There

are surely a few consistent findings from ATI research that

Can be valuable as educational guidelines. One important

conclbsion is that, in general, any particular educational '

procedure used does not benefit equally both the good and the

poor students. Another significant finding is that students,

charateristics are so diverse that consistent ATI results can

'only be anticipated when teacher and subject are held

constant (Gillmore, 1981). This indicates that outcomes

obtained with one teacher or software medium may not hold

true foT another. A kumber of studies, for instance, haVe-

shown that slower students do better with instructors.who
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:provide structure.in the form of lectures,.pictureS,

outlines, rules, etc. On the other hand, these structuring

systems may disadvantage the better students.
,=

The.statistics most commonly used in ATI research
-plot students' test scores against the chosen aptitude

ineasure or trait (anything from anxiety to learning

style to intelligence). This produces a scatter diag.ram

for a specffic combination of student characteristic and

teaching method. The nature 'of the distribution may be

summarized in a regression line, which, when using .

intelligence as the aptitude measure, normally has a

positive slope-, meaning simply that, with that

particular teaching method, the schdlastLcally superior

students do better than those with lower aptitude

sco-res-,1----Whemtheslope pf the lche is.steep, it shows

that the brighter students have gained most widening

the d'iffeTence between'them and the slower students. A

le-ss steep line narrows the difference between the high

and low students by raising scores for the

scholastically podrer students but frequently lowering

the scores for the brighter ones. Negdtive slopes are
not common when using intelligence measures but do occur

when using personality, motivation, or anxiety as the

aptitude measure.

Teachers might use the average slope of the

distribution to determine the overall effects of a

e
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teaching method for a specific cl,ass.

Need For the Study

There is `a great number of good teaching procedures and

media available today. Weil and Joyce (1978) advocated

flexibility in the teacher's use of these. However not all
are available.or practical for many educational settings.

particularly in higher .education,. Many professors, department
,

chairpersons, and deans have never had an.education course,

may have developed poor teaching methsds, a\nd would find it

difficult to change thelY habitual patterns\ In too many

c-ases faculty are assigned a block of time, a room with

bolted down chairs, a hundred students to sit in the Chairs,

and.a blackboard with chalk (one color) . Even\tN\lithin these

constraints thvre is a great de_a_l_tha_tani-nnova-t-i-ve

instructor ca

It is th

do.

intent of this paper to organize the major

findings of the ATI r.esearch in such a way as to help

teachers combine this information with that in a methodology

textbook so that they may have a better idea, not only of how

to use a specific teaching technique or method, but also of

how students' with particular aptitudes may respond to this

technique. To this end a summary model of ATI res'earch

results in presented in this paper.

.5>
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Understanding the Effects of Teaching Methods
_

Many methodological texts describe how to execute a

teaching method but seldom explain how learning outcomes.may

vary for different Students. Nordo they share the conCern_

of at least orie researcher, 'who says: "it seems evident tha

it is not only posSible to help S 'natural' process like

learning but it is also possible to destroy it" (Gustafsson,

1976, p. 80). A.good text, as far as it goes, is McKeachie's

(1978) , written for beginning college teachers. He cakefuily

defines the advantages of the methods discussed and how to

match methods with learning objectives of the lessOn. A

similar text is Manual for College Teachers (Bernstein,

1976), The time has coMe when we need to add.to aur

knowledge of how to teach Snd of .how stddents learn Our

failure to do so is one of the majpr criticisms Cited by

Mackenzie, Eraut, and Jones (1970) as causing "a crisis in

teaching".

EValuation of Teaching'

Regardless of teaching methodology, instructors in

higher education need to be able to de,termine the effects

that their teaching is having on the students. Some

departments have systems for evaluating' faculty, others have

none, at leastformally, but even at their best' evaluations

preoften subjeCtive and items may not.be worded in ways

that are helpful in indicating-JpossiOilities for'Change.
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Even when specifie methods seem called for, the

interpretation of what is meant may vary widely (McKeachie &

Kulick; 1975). ".Class discusSion", for insEance ii likely
to mean different things to ditferent instructors. Becoming

"more.organized" is a difficult suggestion to act upon,

,Jespecially when peers or superiors are being critical. Also
trying to identify a general ideal ignores the unique

individuality of the instructor. The only true test

effectiveness is the student's progress (Hoyt & Cashin,

,1977).

Organization of the Research

ATI research uses regression statistics to obtaim

the average slope .of a set of test scores (y axis)

plotted-against whatever, aptitude measure may be

ayaiiable (x axis).--Sy-evaluating changes in score

distribution (slope of the line) that results_from

changes dn teaching methods, types of examinatiOns,

classroom ambience, or other instructional approaches,
,

-individual instructors can monitor the effect's of these

different variables. Some of these variables are under

the instructor's control and some may not 'be, but in

either-case, the teacher should: be aware of what ishappening.

Consideration of Moral issues

The obvious quegtion i : Why would amone want to,

disadvantage any student or group of students since this is

59
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contrary to our educetional philosophy? We know that
students will learn regardless of what method we use to teach
(Machlup, 1979 & Macneil, 1980), but the goal is to find the
method that will benfit most of the students most of the
eime. The ideal way, of course, is to plan each student's
program individually, that is, to provide some students..witha lecture, some with group sessions, and others with

programmed instruCtion, some with illustration and some
o

.

.

without. The problem is that few -of us have this sort'of
.flexibility of facilities, equipment, and materials. Even if
we did, oue methods of testing the learning needs of students
are weak, and college students seldom appreciate being told
what classes to register for. Research indicates that, when
students are_ left'alone to make this kind of decision', they
seldom made their best learning advantage (Cronbach &
Snow, 1981 p. 447) . Perhaps in the 'future more chOlces-will
be made availabe to students, and training will be provided
to help students choose classes.

However, most of us have to deal with reality today, and
there are usbally no ,alternate ways for your students to take
the courses that you are'teaching. A more viable sOlutiOn to
the problem is to teach the'students how to,learn using your
me od. A number'of

learningstyle'studiesshow.that -

studen who can learn using several alternative styles
generally d better in school than those who are confined to
a single One (La 1971 . Salamo-n--(19-7-9-r12Td students

SP9



to learn.froM viSual displays, and 8now (1976) reports on a

Dutch medical School (diScusse&-late.rr-Which he felt that

the change inteaching method, wodld not haVe caused.some
students grades to fall (as they dd) if they had had

previous training on how to learn from the new methods the

school hadoadopted. Helping students to cope with the many

different types of learning experience---whet.her oh a

one-to-one basis or by means of an introductory college

course--seems to be the mot tangible of the present

solutions to the dilemma that we are facing of trying to help

each student to work to the maximum of his ability.

There is so much that takes place in the classroom

thet--ve do not understand. There is also a lot of

researchthat has be'en.pdt on shalves because it did

'not prove pome cleái fact. ATI researCh has 'no clear

facts, rio answers, b t it does have some,very important
.

ideas that should'be,available for teachers to examine

and work with, just as teachers have other methods and

techniques that-are not proven..'\Using ATI tesearch will

4t.

not-solve any problems but simply add a bit of
\information .abodt how-Okteaching.method of the

\
individual teacher may .be\affecting theclass as a whole.

Exactly what is the i4al regression line will depend on.

; -the individual situation. 10class full of all 4.0 students

may'have a normal flat line, whAe a class of college

freshaien many' 8ave a fairly wide', iange of aptitudes and
,
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therefore a fairly steep distribution. As long as a

I.

8.

istribution remains positive, it is not likely that any

student is disadvantaged
or prevented from 'learning. Some\

#udents may not be giv.3n the adi./antageof
being taught in a

way that helps them most, and they therefore will not learn
as much as they might givn a-different teaching strategy.

This is what is taking place ail of the time in our

classrooms 'nOw. Our understanding of the problem will not

change the\situation, bdt it will give us theOption to use

different teadhing strategies in-an attempt to find the

method that d eS the most_good,

s
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Development of Model to Apply to Case Studies

Introduction

Even thOugh a fair-amount of .ATI research has been .

generate, it'has not been Gonsolidated or published for

use by educatórs..Snpw (19476) felt'that, although there

Werea few positive ATIXfindings, there was tiO..general

.application for education.

Each Teacher His Own Researcher

One important conclusion from ATI research

is that, in general whatever educptiOnal procedure is uSed,

it i ,not likely to benefit 8oth the good and the poor

students equally.

Another important conclusion is-that variables are

.so numpr.oms that consistent .ATI findings cam.only be.

anticipated when'teacher and subject are held constant

(Gillmor6 1980). With th'is in mind it should be clear
9

that it is impossible to write a guide containing a,general

set of rules that can be used for all teachers in all-

situations. The only fully reliable model Wbuld be the

results of studies conducted by the individual teacher.for

his individual subject: ATI studies do not give answers,

but they do.provide a base, a starting point, fbr

individual teachers to learn more about how their style

and°. method oftea-chi-rig-eflect- the students under they

tutelage. As educational standards.improve we should

not be satisfied with ignorance or naivete there is
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knowledge available, and guidelines can be developed

by which We can examine the effects of our teaching
a

:-methods on our students.. -

The purpose of
it
h s papeT is

provide such guidelines.so, tha teachers will be able to

developandapplytheresultsof ATI research in their own

-classrooms. To do so requires a knowledge of simpl*

statistical techniques, which I wilg explain in appendix B.
,

,The calculations are relatively simple, e'Sppcially with our

present-day'pocket calcurators.

The two tDdsic variables used in ATI research are

1) a measure of-,aptitude and 2) a treatment, measured

by the outcome oea post-test. Aptitude rweasure8 in

ATI studies are varied. Intelligence is the' one most commonly

'used, but other psychological aptitudes have been studied

and will be included in the presenthtion. Treatments_

are the many different teaching ma.thods and techoiques
0

that have been tested against the aptitude measures.

The following discussion, is a summary of

Q

ro.

o

research results. Here., I will limit my consideration to 1) those
A

treatmedf variables that deal with older teenagers or adults,

2) those studies that use fairly simple or standard aptitude

measures; and 3) thoSe results that show some consistehcy

after repeated trials and'thus may be of value for the teacher.

Base Line Measures

Since the purpose of this paper is to show the

573
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3., '11
results of various methods, it.is appropniate for the

#

classroom teacher to determine fi.rSt he the teaching

metheds he nowouses effect, the class. This is. done by-
0

making,a scatter plot and regression line from a set of

test scores afid the aptitude,measure to be used (See6

;-

4
''Appendix B). The teacher\then needs to make a decision as

to the desirability of the distribution shown: shoulg the

slope of the regres,sion line be kept as with 'no4

, change in teachipg procedures; should ehe gl,ope be
e

increase by encouraging the brighterstUdePts and thus
increasing t e difference..between the,slow-a66 fast

learnersj or s)lould the pope be decreased by,giving
\\ . ,..

,.

the advantage to the Aegs able students,',\ ,

decreasing the range OfPost-teSt scores, and- running
), the risk of disadvantaging:,the better students? _

. -
..
_,

. - ,The knowledge.of how studentS are peiforting m'ay also',--.

. .,

lead an instructor to look_for ways to individualizde

>instruetiOn if'-this can be done withrn the financial

and administrative limits of the institution. Odce a-4
t decision has,been made, e'teachl,pg method or technique

_that eatches both the desired Oistribution dut,comes

and the learning objectiv.es (see McKeichie's check
4

list p. 296) can' be chosen.

SoMe institutions may have a direct or indireCt

policy statement that Will 'determine what the desireda

regression slope should be. For instance, Snow (1976)

'reviews research done at a Dutch medicalchool where

case s'Eu'di,es in small group,discu"Ssions had,been adopted
,
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as the overall method. This type of:format would

encpurage the,better students, espbcially those with

high analytical (fluid) ability. The' study also found
0 ,

that students who were internally motivated or had

high internal locus of control had trouble participating
in the groUps and did .not do as well. :This type of

philosophy foi- a professionalscirOl could-very well

be designed to weed out stuidentSwho might not.be

suitable for tlid. profession. :In this case it is likely

that students poor in analytical ability and those

who were extreme individualists or introverts did
,

not pass the cdurse.

-

Aptitude Measures Available

In preparing the distribution data the teacher needs

some measure of student -ability. Schools usually haVe some

such records, and yhen av6i1ab1e on computer they are

-easy to obtain. Such records might ipclude entrance

examination scores or the results of special tests required

by the major department. These are particularly valuable if

minimal time has elapsed since the examinati6ns were taken

by' the Students. GPA scores, as mentioned earlier, are

often overinflated by-the student's choice of courses.

'Compili.ng specific averages fol- groups of courses such

aS hard science's, mathematics, etc., may give a,better
. .

aptitude meaStre to Corripare with the.subject matter under

conSideration. There are also -seveal short tests

avanable that can be administered for the specific purpdte

,575 603
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af measuring abilities. They are expepsive but may be

worth using and may help to validate those measutes

alteady availa6le.

Even though a teacher's primary concerm is to

increase cognitive learning, other variables are worth
considering. It ds possible to find a teaching method tlotat-e'

produces the desired regression slope using intelligence

as the independent variable,.but the method may at the same

time increase anxiety levels or endourages-defen-SiVe

behaviors which are not desirabl . Knowledge_bf this

problem along with the use of ATI research could help to

make desirable adjustments to maximize the best overall

teaching procedures for any particular situati.m.

For the model used ih this paper I will

.consolidate the.,relevant studies into three aptitude

types: ly.)Intelligence will include crystalline, fluid,

and spatial abilities and field dependence/independence.

2) Motivation will include conformity, independence,
0

_defensive and constructive motivation, as well as locus

.of control. 3) The third group wi1l include anxiety.

Trait anxiety (long range behavioral pattern) is most

commonly used although some tests combine trait and

State anxiety in the same measuring tool, the latter

representing immediate anxiety resulting from the present

situation. For each of these three. areas I will identifil

.ways in which ATI research suggests that students,with .

576
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as the overall method. This type of forma ould

encourage the better students, especially those with

high analytical (fluid) ability. The study also foUnd

tht students who were internally motivatedor had a

high internal locus of control had trouble participating

in the groups and .did -lot do as well. This type of

philosophy for a profesLonal school could very well

be_designed to weed out students who might not be

suitable for the profession. In this case it is likely

that students poor in analytical ability and those

who were extreme individualists or introverts did

hot pass the cqurse.

Aptitude Measures Available

In preparihg the distribution data the teacher needs

some measureo-of student ability. Schools usually have some

guch records, and when available oh ,computer they are

easy to obtain. Such_records might-include entrance

eXamination scores Or the results of special tests-required

by the major department. These are'particularly valuable if

minimal time has elapsed since the examinations were taken

by the students. , GPA scores, as.mentioned earlier, are

often oyerinflated by the student's choice of courses.

Compiling specific averages for groups of courses such

as hard sciences, mathematics, etc may give a better

ap,titude measure to compare with the subject matter under

considera'tion. There are also seveTal short tests

available that rbé administered for the specific purpose
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f measuring abilities. They are expensive but may be

worth using and may help to validate those measures

already available.

Even though a teacher's primary concern is to

increase cognitive learning4 other variables, are. worth

considering. It is possible to find a teaching method that

iproduce-S--the_desired regression slope using intelligence
0

as the independent Va-riable, but the method may a.t-the same

time increase anxiety levels orencourages defenSive

behaviors which are not desirable. Knowledge ..of this

problem along with the use of ATI research could help to
0

make desirable adjustments to maximize the best overall

teaching procedures for any particular situation.

Model

For the model used in this papef I will

consolidate the relevant studies into three aptitude

'type?s: 1) Intelligence will include crystallthel fluid,

and spatial abilities and field dependence/independence.

2) M tivation will.include conformity, independence,

defe sive and constructive motivation, as well as locus

of cntrpl. 3) The third group will include anxiety.

Trai anxiety (long range behavioral pattern) is most

comm nly used although some tests combine trait and

state 6nxiety in the same measuring tool, the latter

repre enting immediate anxiety resulting from the present

situa ion., For each of these three areas I will identify

ways n whi,ch.ATI research suggests that students wIth
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particular 'abilities may benefit most. These aptitddes

appear across the top, horizontally, of the model (Table 1

There are three major divisions, each with two.columns

extending down the table: high and low,aptitude; conformity

and indepence; and high and low anxiety. The vertical tab

of the model lists procedures, methods, and Eechniques that

have been tested by ATI research.--Where the vertical and

hori:zontal intersect, the upwardpointing arrow it indicates

that students possessin4 that aptitude do better with the

treatment than without it. The downwardpointing arrow *

indicates that the student does worse with.the treatment

than without it. 5otted arrows indicate week interactions,

and an "I" means that the findings are indonsistent.

Where the space has been left blank, dt Means that the author haS

notfound any'significant studies to indicate ah interaction.

Intelligence Used as Aptitude Measure

We will first look at intelligence, the first two

columns of the model, and consider what methods.and

techniques can be used for a teacher who wishes to increase

the benefit for the better studehts'(steeper slope) and for

the teacher who.wishes to increase the benefit for the
4

poorer students (flatter slope). Then we will look at a few

studies.in which the data axe inconSistent to see what

common threads might have some value in helping teachers

make.decisionsabbut their use.

In considering the desired slope of-the regression
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Ta b 1 e 1

A

APTITUDE.TREATMENT INTERACTION TRENDS

inconsistent or no action

helpsrrsomewhat helpful

4=binders, puts to disadvantage

Conformity, structure, rules

Teacher centeres/authoritarian
lecture

Heavy use of words

Low student responsibility &

low student participation

Audio-Visual instead Of verbal

Simulations, models

Punishrent

I. P. I.teacher guidance

Permissive, low structure

Student centered/democratic

Group discussion

High student responsibility.&

high participation

'Ugh student responsibility &

low participation

Rewards

Explanations, neaning, theory
,

Simple pictures, pictureNstories

Simple illustrations & algorithmd

Complex illustrations, linear

syllogisms/word blocks

Eg-rulanductima/discovery

Rul-eg/deductive/expository

Repetition, less elaboration

Questions during and after

levson-

Advanced olganizers

Symbolic tm,atment

Frograrmred instruction

Audio tape with script

,Note taking

OptiOn to repeat

Feedback/achievement cue

Aptitude C Motivatton Anxiety

(crystaline = Cc; conformity independent high low
fluid=a, spatial=ar) (tugh Ac)(high Ai)

. -High I Low external loc.internal loc
: ,field field
inde en ent Of

*eh'
4, ;sp. co' Gc

GAr13

t kost GCsw. awe,.

4. go. v Ploy
4, car' CIC,

t es9A..it

f;c411:

lapiti.0414 T00,4/Ag

1, 1" 4,

t

4, EKERE,E

"
Al

Matti T 4st.
a*.

dresp. ;4 Margo
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line, we need to bear in mind that there are many variables

other,than teaching procedures that can produce changes in

it. One of..these, and probably the most important, is the

examinations the teacher uses. A hard examination is more

likely to result in a steeper slope,. and when the questions

are more analytical rather than simple recall, the slope

is also likely to be steePer. With this in mind, it is

recommended that the examinations used for the teacher's

experiment be the same, or the same style, as the

examination used for the first check of the regression

slope using current teaching methods (the control). This

should Ovoid any major change being caused Ji,y this

particularvariable.

Advantaging the students with higher ability

(steeper regression line).

When the better students have the advantage and are

given the opportunity to demonstrate their fullest

potential, the range of post-test scores increases. From the

.literature review we have.found that the better students do

not need structure. They do well in student-centered,

democratic learning situations such as group discussion and

buzz groups. These students are also able to learn from the

prebentations and questions of other students. Student

panels and student reports should be helpful ifeach

-student-is involved in the activity (see Table 2).

!,
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Table 2

ATI studies comparing strudtured and,unstructured

_classrooms-with ability differences

researcher

Ward- (1956)

Wispe (1951)

McKeachie (1961)

CaJ.vin, Hoffman
& Harden (1957)

Flanders (1965)

Herman,Patter-
field, Dayton &
Amersheck (1969)

Guetzkow,
McKeachie

Kelly
(1954)

McKeachie (1978
p. 35-36)

P.Peterson
(1980)

treatment--.

lecture
group dis

directive
permissive

teach talk
Sts. speak

authoritarian
permissive

direct
indirect

1

high

teacher cent.
interest

pupil cent.

other results

gecit & drill
group
tutorial-study

low comments

x" all women Ss

no\
inter-
action

(also see McKeaChle, 1963,.
1964,1968,.1975)

lecture
discussion

1

Best for students with higher ability
2

Best for students with lower ability

social
relations

psych, French,
mathematics

groups-problem
salving

7th & 8th
grades

5th grade

.psychology

discussion
best when
objectives to
change attitude

-

9th grade Oublid
issues
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Individually prescrtbed instruction'(IpIN\

ptrsonalized instruction.(PSI) (or Keller Plan),
\N

.
.

1

which may include PI CAI, learning by objebtiv,es, or

independent study, may be excellent for those bright

Students who are independently motivated or have a' -.high

internal locus of 'control (McKeachie & Kulick, 1975).'

VanDamme (1980) and Tennyson (1980), however, suggest

that giving individual support and guidance,increaSes

the learning for those with external locus of.contrOl.

Some of the many studits done on PI show a benefit

to the poorer students and some show a benefit to the

better student (Cronbach & Snow, 1981 p.178-187).

The ability to stick to an individual plan of study

seems to be more dependent on the student's personality
then his inherent intelligence. The effects of

programmed materials are more dependent on the te.chniques

and quality with in_the text. In orde'r to Separate

individual learning programs the instructor needs to

review the'specific materials for techniques that give

the advantage to the better students.
'

Regardless of the overall teaching method used,

ttiere are several techniques that give the advantage to the

cbetter students. These can beused in lectures, text books,

PI, CAI, and any other formal method of teaching. The better

students benefit more from words rather than from

illustrations and piptures. Text material that depends

primarily on verbiage to communicate wiil'be stiperior to

those.texts diaTrams drawings, ahd
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illustrations. Photographs, whicti are designed.to give an
overall view of a situation may be ..ppropriate, but detailed
step by step pictures axe not.sas easily understood by the

.

better students as if the-material
were written out. Better

students are usually high in verbal ability and can read,
faster and with, more comprehension than the poorer students.
Better students are able tb evaluate and organize What they
learn, and in some situations materials that are designed to
help students in this way may in fact only confusYthem
(Table 3).



Table_3

ATI studies aoppartng'. techniques used in''teaching
/

reSearcher

Marantz &.

with ability

1 2
treatment high low comments

transcript
DowalibSr (1973) audio tapb

Oaken, Wiener & reading
Crómer (1971) audio

visual

Koran &
(1980)

Koran pic before tx
after tx'

-nci pictures

verbal PI

_verbal (video),
visual (video)

Behr (1967)

Groper (1965)

Gagne &
(1965)

Gropper verbal
visual

Mayer
(1975)

Gustafsson
(1967)

Winn (1970
1980)

' Sternberg &
Weil (1980)

22

negative slope
for transcript
+ audio tape

x 5th grade

science
text book

7th grade
x , arithmetkc

physicS.

hi low'
preachpeach

8th grade
complex study

verbal CAI x comptiter
visual model x progrfamming.

Gc Li Gv 7th grade in
verbal x
figural x

word block wd
word_blocW pic

-X

horizontal k
spatial array

1

Best for students with higher ability
2

Best for students with lower ability

585
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When extra explanations.are left out, the.better students

will usually be able to supply them for themSeIves and their

addition does not help. If the explanations are replaced

with repetition of peevi-oue mateeial, the befter students

are severely disadvantaged (see Table 3).

The_findings regarding feedback and encouragement

are not as clear f.or scholastic ability studies as fOr. personality

studies. There is some indication that brighter students

do better if they are told that they are doing poorly

' (Means Et. Means, 1911). However,''peesonality And anxiety

levels seem to play a bigger'role in this area than does

.yfeedback alone. .These considerations will be covered later.

Note taking js usually appropriate in,the normal

classroom situation or for-taped lectUre materIal. -Students

who have a good memory'will be helped by-'note taking, and

their long term recall will be greatly improved (Berliner,

1971 & 1973) . Although Peters (1972),questioris the value

in note-taking for.anyone, he would agree etat it is the

least harmful to the better students .(Tablei4)..

5SS
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Table 4

ATI Studies Compaedng Mea g, Questions, and

Iiote-taking with Ability.

researcher

Berliner (1971
& 1972)

Peters (1972)

DiVesta & Gray
(1971)

Edgerton (1958)

Rohwer, Raines
Eoff, & Wagner
(no date)

treatment

note taking .

questions
pay attention

note-taking
listening

alone

note-taking
no notes

no meaning.
meaning

elabpration
repetitio%

1 V 9

high low.. comments

reasoning
Edgerton (1956) theory first ox

verbal
technique 1 t. x

Depauli & Parker handik on
(1969) 6xplanation :

,ntrainer"

Leith & McHugh no meaning .x

(1966) meaning 1st
meaning mid

Shavelson, no questions
Berliner, Ra'vitch high order

Loeding (1974) questions__

. Best for students wit.h higher ability
2 '
Best tor students with lower Ability

Sc
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colleget.
audio tapps

XM

audio'tape

30 minute
tapes

military

repetition harm'-
ful to high
pre-test Ss.

military .

weather-

nvy sohac
training

all Men,
'anthropOlogy

neg.,regression
0 on high order
: questions

615



In general,,then, the p6rformance,of the better .

students can Be _enhanced by choosing teaching metribds that

are less structured, and give more opportunitpfor sharing

and ,exchanging information with pthe-r student as,well as

:with tke tea,cher., by techaiques that help: an increase

dependenCe on verbiagerather,thin simple piCtorial

explanatory material andavoidande,of over use of

expranations.

Eqnally let me say'something,about the

inductive/deductive, expository/discoveryomethods of

teactiing. Here the'literature is very contradictory:

'several studies havb shown fairly strong results in

one di.rection'while'others'shoW strong tesults 'in exactly the

opposite way. It'Seem reaSómible that if a teacher

were to use one of these techniques the results coUld be
P

repliCated using the- procedure,again- by that teacher. ThiS

is an area in which there is less guidance from the

literature, but it mai be wotth trying. Table 5 giveS somes

information about the studies that have been done.
1

Q

o

..cggizi
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Table 5

Studies comparing inductive/deductive teaching

with ability,

researcher
1 2

variable high low comments

'Carry (1967) deductive
inductive x

geometry

Sastman (1972) deductive x
inductive

geometry,

Thomas-& didactic x 8th gradeSnider (1969) discovery x history

Bakikian (1971) expository
. x eth grade

exp+ lab x
discovery 'boysx

x science

1

Best for 8tudents -with higher. ability

Best for students-with lower ability

Advantaging the students with lower ability
. !

(flatter regression line).

/-' AlthOugh I havesfollowed common practice in

26

referring to a student's scholastic ability as "intelligence"

this may be misleading. As used statistilally, intelligence
. is merely What "intelligence tests" meds re. There

a

are three different types of general abilities: crystalline,
1fluid (analytical) , and visual (spatial).

a,
Many of the modern aptitude .sts given to eollege

.students--SAT, MAT, GRE, etc.--test,primarily for crystalline
°ability. Similarly, both high schgol and undergraduate

'colege courses usually require We student to haVe high,
.

.

i
. .-:

. .
.

,crystalline ability.in order to do. well. .Most ATI studies
H

617
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also coficentrate on crystalline ability for this,reason

"ability" in Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 is not seperated

into its thtee componesnts, and unless otherwise stated

°the reader can assume that-students classified as

Khigh" are primarily high in crystalline ability, while

.those classified as 'low"'are low in crystalline ability

but may be.either highsor low in fluid or visual ability.

Students who:are low in crystalline ability but

high in fluid ability can usually cope with a classroom

situation that is geared primarily to Crystalline

. achievement, but they will have lower GPA or test scores

than their true intelligence (general ability) . When the

teaching style is changed in such a way as to engage their

fluid or visual abilities, they can naturally do better

work. ThiS needs to be borne in mind when:this paper

refers to students with lower, (crystalline) intelli4ence.

Snow (1976) reported on studies that attemiged

to separate the three types of abilities, but the results

were not significant enough to be of much value to the

classroom teacher.

Poorer students benefit from structure. Studies indicate

(see Table 2) that lecture, directive teaching, and a more'

"authoritarian" style of teaching tend tc,help the poorer

students. They seem to do.better "when more of the'

intellectual work is done for them" (Cronbach & Snow,

1981, p.503) . Grobp-discussions are not as beneficial.

-for the poorer students, but wh,an they are needed in

order to meet the course objectives, the more

590
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structured they are, the greater the. charices for

benefiting the poorer student.

Adcording to cronbach and Snow (1981, p.504):

"Proceduras that redUce the intellectual demand often

redude the ddfferendes between'the Highs and Lows".

Thus poor students benefit most from materials that

help them organize what must ba learned. Any visual,

pictorial, or graphic presentation, if not.complicated,

'should be an advantage to the poorer students.

Explanations of the theory, principles, and coricepts

behind a procedure or set of principles will help

the poorer students understand and remember the material.

'Although there has not been as much research about

repetition, there seems to be no disadvantage in repetition,

as there Ray be for the better studerits (Table 4) .

Since in generalInany poorer studentS have more

difficulty-W'ith reading .visual materials are usefuk

in 'helping them learn. In the same way audio tapes m

help and using both audio tapes and transcripts of the\

-lesson together may be especially helpful for a slow, reader

(as it is very detrimental to the fast reader) .

Notetaking is not recommended for the poorer

students excePt when the lecture (or audio tape) is given

rapidly. All of the researchers cited iu Table 4, put

readings on audio tape and conducted the treatment using

this rather artificial form ofinstruction in an attempt'to

remove the variables with the instructor's mode of delivery.

591
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Two used five-minute,teped readingS and the other, thirty

minute lesSons. Although the reSearch'was very well controlled

using these methods, I wonder how realistic it is to expect

students to retain factual information given in one-and-a-half

to two-hour lecture periods. Divestal4' Gray (1971) were

also concerned about the unrealistic time frames, but in a

laboratory setting 'was unable to extend it more then the

thirty minutes used in their study. Their results however

represented stronger relationships at least for the low

students than did the two studies using the five minute tapes.

Summary-Scholastic Ability

Where does this leave the teacher who is unable,to -

split the class into two,or three parts? According to ATI

studies almost everything that is done will help some

students more than others, and it may even disadvantage some.

We don't know enough to'be able to control or even identify
\that point at' which the most student's benefit the most.

-However by repeated experiments and comparison of the

resulting regression lines the individual teachkr should

L have a better idea as to bow the teaching styles chosen have.

effected student performance.

.,Motivation and Anxiety.Used as A2titude MeaSure

For,innovative teaChers who want a better

understanding'of their students I wdll consider some ATI

studies that Use aptitude in its broader definitfpn.

These are ddentified in the se.cond and third vertd a
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columns of, the'model. We ail know that even the brightest

student can do poorly scholastrcally for all sorts of

reasons, most of which are very difficult to measure..

MotiVation is of major importance at all levels of-

education. Anxiety may be a factor related to or

separate from motivation, and it is of particular

rnterest in highly competitive and professional

schools (which are the setting 'for-many of-the case

studies usecl in this paper). Personality'also
-

influences one's ability ta learn, but this introdiicesa

wide field beyond the purview of this paper. Here I will

report on only a few studies which have used locus.of

control, a petsonality-trait, in ways that are similar to

and overlap motivation.

Once we consider any of these broader aptitudes

we-find that the tools that we have to measure both

aptitude and the results of the learning prOcess are less

reliable. ATI research uses several different measures

0which may or may not have similar implications. Findings

in tliis area should all be considered weak;1 their use would

certainly be questioned by a critic looking for hard facts.

These otherabilities are so important, however,

that we do not dare tO overlook them in considering the

effects of any teaching method. If studentS believe

that a different teaching method does not\provide them wjth

as good an education as they Were getting in a previoUs class

ot that the work-is harder, they may react with anger
\

(McKeachie 1963) . Such a situation, may bedifficult to Peal

59: 6 \2
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\

with, but the appropriate s lution does not 1,ie in hiding

behind the old cliche thati.gnorance is b1iss. A teacher's

classroom behavior affects the student in many ways, whether

these effects are known or not. Leaining is only one effect,

and its results are generally clear. The more that is known

about the other effects, the better off both the teacher and

the majority of the students will be. The objective is not

simply, teacher popularity. No teacher is going to be liked

by all students no matter what. But education is more than

learning and.we need to be as aware as.possible of the

effects of varioUs.teaching methods on total student

development.

Studies of these nonintelligence effects are

expensive and somewhat time consuming, a'nd reliable.measures

are scarce. Many such measures are_basediOnque-stIcymnaItes

to'assess students';14keS, dis1ikes, and personal pkeferences.

Each teaCher needs to decide hoW to administer the form in

a way that is.least threatening to the students, "and so that it

may provide the most valuable information. Administeripg these

diagnostic inventories without_any identification would be

the most certain way to insure anonymity, but then it

would be difficult-to do ATI studies with them.. Havidg

another teacher administer the questionnaire and even

renumber matching pairs before returning them_to the

researcher would be another way to assure total anonymity.

Usually these methods are more extreme than is necessary,

and if the students are given some benefit by learnIng

E91 622
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how they can study better or gaining some insight into their

own personalities, they are more likely to be willing to-

use code numbers that could conceivably be used against them.

The time of day, other events of the day, and the amount of time

needed to take the test'need to be considered carefully.in an

attempt to gain the confidence of the students.

As mentione,d earlier ATI studies have used a,number
of different measures. In the model these have been combined

into what we will call motivation. One tool used to measure

traits in this area is the Califorhia Psythological

Inventory (CPI), which has scales that claim to measure

a) sociability, self-assurance, and dominance; b) responsibility,

self control and tblerance; c) achievement'potential and

Chtellectual efficiency and; d) intellectual int_e_res-t-modes-.---i

This is a self administered questionnaire_that takes forty

five minutes to one hour to administer (C. P. Press 1982).

In addition Flanders (1965) has a scale that measures

dependency, and the Edwards questionnaire by Bar-Yam can be

interpreted as measuring defensive coping mechanisms

(Cronbach & Snow, 1981,.p.446). J. B. Rotter (1966)

provides a questionnaire that is a simple personality

test for locus of control,a characteristic that is similar

to "independent/conforming" motivational styles.

Anxiety measures can be divided into trait anxiety

and state anxiety '(see definition at the beginning of ,this

section) . The later is less stable and .,therefore a.less

reliable.measure. One anxiety,test commonly used is the

Taylor Anxiety test. Another is the State-Trait Anxiety.
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inventory (STA'1)., 'which is a self-evaluation 'type of inventory.

Methods ans1 Tecliniques that may help cohformihq students

or.those.who .have an external lodus of control.

In.this section when f'helping" or"advantagingu'is

' mentioned it means aiding the student to learn more as

reflected in the results of a cognitive examination'.

Wpere likes or dislikes are involved, this'will be

spOci-fically stated.

Students who are,motivated by achievement-conformity
.

.(Ac) or have an external locus.of control do much better in

a controlled", teacher-centered environment:. Thesekstudents

are usually cooperative types, thoSa_who-flnd-secdtrtY7fn-a- . _
-

--tfaitional setting. Deferisive,students also do much

better in a controlled environment where it is easier

to anticipate outcomes (this may just be one of several

ways to deal with anxiety). Some of these students

also have a need for affiliation (McKeachie, 1961, 1962

& 1978),,which seems to be satisfied by being the good,

conforming, front-row student. Table 6 lists the

-researcher who have contributed to this area of ATI studies.
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Table 6

'ATI Studies ComparidOTeaching Methods

with Motivational Traits ,

:-
Ac Ai
Ex. In.

researcher- treatment' LOC LOC comments

Domino (1971) follow text
structure.,
independent
responsibility .

student partic.

34

100 students
of extreme
scores for Ac
& Ai.
college Ss.

-,McKeachie less structured x college(1968) direct x psychology
P.Peterson
.(1976)

hi structure
low structure

Horak (1980) hi structure x--
low-structure

locus of cont . .

student teachers'
McLedd (1981) hi teacher guide- x locus of eont.

group instruction

VanDamme
(1980)

Tennyson
A1980)

PI witli guide
PI alone

CAI with fd bk
CA'l alone

Reiser (1980) punishment-
rewards

college
freshmen

high-school

grade changes
for turning in
papers early or
late. LOC.

1

Achievement by conformity and external locus o -control2

Achievement by inclepend-mnce and internal locus of_control

'Methods and Techniques That May Help Students Who Are

Indenendently Motivated or Have an Internal. Locus .

of Control (LOC)

Group activity-and a more.permissive claSsroom

style give the independ:ent:student a dhance to question aild

625
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explore his own ideas and thoughts about the subject matter.

When anxiety is not high (see next section on anxiety) these

students are able to take a large amount bf responsibility

for their education a d are usually willing to participate

in classroom activities. If anxious, they still can take

responsibility , but the demand for participation needs

to be low.. These are the .sathe students who may respond

well to moSt :types of programmed individual work whether

structured (as PI or CAI) or unst-ructUned______(-asIPTI).
Inter-e-sti-ngly, these students may need a aittle negative.

.feedback or even punishment in order to keep them doing

their best work and on the task assigned (.rable 6).

Methods to Hel Students Who Have H. h Anxiet

"In-many situations anxiety seems to be detrimental.

to learning or to performance on tests, but the findings are
_

inconsistent.- The mechanisms by which anxiety may influence

learning and per/formance have not been clarified." (McKeachie

& Kulick, 1975 p. 189) . In table 6 defensive behavior

.has been included with conformity since this is the way it

has been used in mOst-of the studies. Howeyer Cronbach &

Snow (1981, p. 446) sUggest that both defensive behaviors

-and constructive behavior may be the individual's habitual

way of dealing with anxiety. They also suggest that a poor

self'concept may cause anxiety. Whatever:the cause, most

of the research in 'this area indicates that in order to

help students who have high anxiety the teacher should

, 598 626
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provide them with more structure-and fewer demands for

personal involvement. DefensiVe students also need to b

dealt with in this manner. Many of these studies included
several other measures besides anxiety and they all indicate

that even though the student may be bright or independently

motivated anxiety override these aptitudes., and structure'

ks what will be the most beneficial (Table 7).

ATI .StudIes Comparing Classroom Domination

and Anxiety

helps helps
hi lbw

researcher Ax Ax treatment

Domino (1971) x structure
Ss domination
ind. demands

teadher centered
student participation

\ Domino (1974) x

\ .

Dowabily &
S umer (1973)

teacher centered
student centered

Helping students with low anxiety,is not so clear.

Some stuc1ies have assumed it to be important and have

tested for It independently. Others have combined it with

other variabI and these may have influenced the re§ults.

As might be exPected the litera't-ur'e indicates that
\\

student-centered and independent participation should help

the low anxiety stLident.



Conclusions

37

There is-no guarantee that any teacher:can repeat
the general direction of ATI findings. However this

synopsis and the use-of table 3-1 should arov-ida-a good
Starting point. If a taaa er finds, for instance that
stiFu-dture, as he perceives it, does hot produce the effects-
suggested by.the model then he should try.other techniqties,
which are related to structure, but which may have
different practical application.

It is my theory that
some teacflhers will not be able

to change the slope of the regression line very much. Some
/'teachers may find it easy to move in one direation and not
,in the other. This should not.be interpreted as a 'failure

,

but rather s a step toward
better understanding of self

on,the part of the Pndividual teact4;er--"se1f1
meaning

gone cell, so to speak, in the,body of educational
of which we are all a part.

endeaVors

the-next.seation I will discuss how the model
has been us.0 in the alaSsroom in seVeral .different case

-studies. .Appendix S demonstrates the statistiCal techniqUes'used inproducing a 'regression line.
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Applicataion In The Classroom

In order to illustrate how the model can be used in the

actual classroom; case-studies are being colleetekin which

it has been applied. Al:though the mcdel is aPPliC4ble to

;any higher educational setting, the cas9 studies are from a

school of nursing in which nursing ins'tfuctors applied the

model]. to the didactic portion of their course. Most of the

classeS ranged from forty to fifty students and an

experimental or-control consistedoof a tolat of sixor more

hours of lecture and at. least eighteen test idems..0,

. My hypothesis-is that'at least some individual-teachers

will be able to change regression slopes for their classes to

'ome'degree and in a predictable way. Several collealgues

have agreeed to test this hypothesis hydeliberatly changing

their' teaching.fechniques in the course of a single semester

po that students performance can be measured using the same

studenti taught by the same teaCher in the:same course

(though ob;riously with different but related conient), and

with only the teaching method as a sigriificant variable. The

experimenterS have been asked to uee the finding summarized

in the model in prder to determine which method and.

techniques to.use. Jbe.McKeachie (1978) teXt, .Tips For the
, r .

.

Beginning College Teacher, is aciailableas 4 sogrce of
,

informatipn on how to catry otit these methods and techhiques.
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Aptitude measures.used as a base wlll be the'student

GPA'S.and science.GPA's pbtained from student records.
r.4

available. to faculty.throtigh apomputer terminal.. The'..

being conducted does not
institution im.Which the Study

3.9

, Arequire' SAT's or other tests for admission, so the, results of
-these areOnot available. At the dnd of the stUdy an',

\
"Inference" test and a learning style test will be given to
sedrach for other corrolations.

All participating teachers are female nursing
.

instructors. Each.has volunteered and shown an interest id
knowing tc'x Ghe affects.her class and is willing to see

A

whether she.can manipulate regression lines by changing,her

teaching methods.. -The teachersorange tr.= .four to/ten ftarsk

Of teachin ekprience and rank l'roM instructor to asSociateIJ
professor: They allpither have an .Ilasters of ducation
diree cr a doctorate. Three ot the case studies are still'
in progress at the'.;Ome Ct. the writiny'of this paper and mill/ , ,,

,
,, .

not be reported on:
'.? .

(For the experiment each.teacher will teach the same
:g.rouPifeof students for,ihr.ee-blocks.of lessOnsi each of.which
will be 'followed by a.post,-test. In the first block she will

,
, . .

.

teach in her.OWn "normal" way. In the sepond block she will,

,

use as many methods and.techniques from the Model'as are
feasi le for,the,purpose bf the increasing the slope of the'
score distributkon. , In the third block she will similarly

63o
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,

\

40 \

. \

..

,

use'those methods that are designed to decrease the slope of

the line.
,

f

The thrust of ATI resear h tell us that a single

teaching method helps some students at the expense of others.

The design ofthis experiment is intended to test this thesis

in a balanced way that will spread the gains and the losses

equally over the whole student group, so that no individual

% Is disadvantaged-by the experiment itself. .Teachers in\the

institution involved are free to choose theirown teaching

procedures and, by agreement with the Research Committee of

the school, the students will not.be told of the experiment.

Emphasis is placed on the individuals teachers
interpretation bf the ATI research and their discription of

the teaching method used.

Anticipated Outcomes

It iS evident from data already collected that not all,

teachers will be able to change the slope of the distribution
Mit

in the same way. Inflexible teachers may not be able to
\ change at all no matter what.procedure they-uSe. _Others may,
-\ define an activity as one that should move the regression

line in one direction, but'then may discover that it actually;

moves it in .the other, producing the opposite effect from the

one intended._ It is also anticipated that teachers who are

normally structured will find it more difficult to be

unstructured,--in ordeTto increase the slope, than to be

overtly structured, and vice versa.
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Early Samples of Application

Early in the development of the odel a colleague of the

author was discourag0 from repeated poor.peer and student

evaluation of her classroom methods. Each of the criticisms

indicated that the presentations needed to be-better

organized. Rather than .asking her to participate in an

experiment she was simply offered assistance from the ATI

model, trying to identify those techniques which fled the

effects of order and organization.

The control, base line regression indeed verified that

there was a problem. The scatter diagram and,the regression

'rime indicated a wide distribution of scores and the

corrolation was .2. The regression line had little

significance. This meant that there was little or no

'relationship between the student§ GPA and the score they were

getting on her examinations.- It'also was known that the

GPA'sfor the school were not a true reflection' of the

students,ability since it is common practice to take course

simply to raise the\score to meet entrance requirements into

the majOr'.

,

The instructor hand made transparencies whin tlined
b

the topic\being discussed and wrote out key words: TheNN

individuai made it well known to fellow'faculty, and the deen

that she was activily working to improve her teaching. The. ,

results were not incouraging. The corrol,ation after the

experimental teaching was .18, even lower than'before. The:

C;04
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reasons.for this was not discussed with the instructor but

her transparencies, were hand written in fetters too small to

be clearly .seen by a class. A couple of students reported

tha the teacher conducted class in the usually nondirected

manor uhtil- nearly'the end that then quickly rushed through

the transparencies, not providing adaquate time for the

students to copy it into their notes.

This is a case of ATI. failing to work but perhaps not

because of any fault of. itself. No tool is any.better than

the workman holding it, and in this case it would seem, that

-the motivation waS greater to produce evidence of an effort

to change .than to actuallyjnake the change in the teaching

style. Clearly, an inflexable teacher will have .trouble with

anything needing change.

\.

A second instructor with!the same group of students was
rather rigdd, and used a number of structuring devices such

as the black board, and outline\. The control, showed a

fairly flat.line (see figure 1) hd a corrolation of .59.

When attempting to be structured thi instructor was only

able to more the regression line a very slight amount.but in

the direction of a flatter line. When ask to use an

unstructured, Student centered.method, she fea d-she would

be Alnable to do it end So invented case studies i ich she

could get the students more involved. The results were

exactly opposite of that expected 'producing a nearly flat

r
k
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4.4

line,-lowering the grades ,of the hicier students a d raising'

the grades for the.poorer students. \In discussing the

resulta the teacher guessed that the Case studies'chosen

provided a memory cue for the poorer students and probably

confused the better students who had ccmpleted the required

\reading for the course.
Later the same instructor produced\test score for a

block of learning material that depended a great deal on

independent reading and completion of audio/visual learning

packages. This included two hours of lecture that was

covered in about thirty minutes, but was covered completely

in the required readings. The total block represented about

ten hours of classroom time. As the ATI literature indicated

the slope of this,line was quit steep compared to the

previouSly submitted lines by this same instructor.

A third instructor who did not:wish to. Oake adjustments

in her teaching style untill she had questiona answered about

the student's abifity.to adjust. Sha felt.that betWeen the

first and second semester-of her course the stbdents adjusted

to her style of the content and did better in general.

Indeed the regression line indicate a fairly steep slope, and

generally a Jour level 3f learning and in the second seMester

the slope remained about the same but the level_

increased. The steeper sfope could have been ant cipated
_

from the ATI literature as she sefdom used the bl ck board

608
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and frequently tested om material from the reading. She-also

Used application questions would would in itself seperate the

better students form the poorer ones. '(See figure 2).

\\

puture Plans

1\1: is hoped that the information obtained from this
'

experiMent will add a new dimension to the art and practice

of teachng. Up to now teachers have had proceddres and

instructi\on about how they should plan and conduct a class.
This model should add to that traditional body ofAnaterial ,

new knowledge about how'students as a whold are responding:to

particular procedures, Teache_re_who are

individually for students may not find this material useful.

'Teachers, however, who have fixed lectures and fixed hours

with large numbers of students should at least be able to

evaluate the effects of his own teaching methods.

Supervisors or faculty helping new teachers may also be

able to use the information from both the scatter diagram and

the slope of the regression line to guide beginners. The

addition of this type of statistical evaluation would add a

great deal to programs such as "The Teaching Improvement

.Process: The Clinic To Improve University Teaching" prothoted

by the Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges

(Bergquist, 1977). Schools cquld base their teacher

evaluation on such things as a higher correlation-coefficient
or a more desirable slope.

. It might be a shchool goal that
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grade distributions produce a regrssion line between130 and

45 degrees from the horizontal. Whe're such goals are in use

the combinatioh of the statistical evidence and the guidance

1

of the model (Table 1) might also help\ teachers meet the'

goal. When re ression lines are used as an evaluation tool

they have the advantage.of objective reality as conti=asted

/

with verbal questionnaireS, which are limited to sUbjective
-

1

interpretation: The teacher does not need to be,observed or

orally evaluated by a senior faculty person.

1

A major unresolved issue co,yicerns the moral and legal
1

4.'considerations briefly mentione earlier and implied in the
1

hypothetical situation propoSed in the preceeding paragraph.

At this time there is not ehough information to do much more
1

--than Speculate about what the'future Ray hOld. One
1

possibility is that concerned parents and"students-Might push
,

for more individually prescribed instruction, leading to th

allocation of funds formore teaching time and better testi

services for individual/ students. There are others who'

speculate that home or cottage type learning will be

_ replacing the public classroom, again-to maximize the
ft

individual approach. Extended public debate m y produce a

socially accepted answer to the question of whether teaching
1

should be directed primarily, toward the brighter student,

toward the slower-learner, or toward neither. The present

study merely explares the uses of a tool. it does not

address the question of the purposes far which that tool

should be put.

642
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APP4NDIX .

Some basic ;writ:septa of ATI issearch
,

The problem studied in ATI researeli is witether treatments have differ-
ential effects on differpnt subjects. This general problem can be given.
differerit epecific forMulations and be investigated with different methods.
but one particular mode of attack has most frequently been employed.

In that approach ono or more measurable characteristics are taken as one
starting point. Thaindividual differences variables can be of any kind:
cognitive abilities, cognitive styles, personality constructs etc. It can
be noted .p.irenthetically that while researchers suph as Cronbach and
&IOW 1969, 1975) refer to the individual differences variables as "apti-
tales," others object to pis on the 'grounds that thikterm has too narrow
a connotatioa. Tobias (1969) prefers, for example, the term "attribute";
Berliner and Cahen (1973) the term--"traiP (associated with the abbrevia.
tion TTI). Hunt (1975)-has gone one step further and instead of the ATIA
paradigm has suggested the general B-P-E paradigm, which should be Jr
understand to mean that behavior is a function of person and environment.
As another starting point two or more treatments are taken, the character
of which cannot be specified in any more exact-Way than was tho case for
the aptitude variables. The relation between the aptitudes and outcome
variables ard then studied within each of the treatments.

1'.I.et us confider' the simple ease where there is only ono aptitudo variable
(7{) two treatments (A and B) and one outcome Measure (Y). In figure 18,
three hypothetical relations between the within-treatment regressions of
the outcome meastire on theaptitude variable are shown. 'In figure 18a
the regression linek have ananequal slope in the two treatments so that
they cross. A situation is thus depicted where pupils low in tho, ability
have a better result With treatment A, while pupils high in the ability hare
a better result with treatment B. There is thus an interaction between the
variable "aptitude" and the variable "treatment" in the prediction of thd
outcome. Poliowing Lubin (1961),this typo of iptgraction, whoro thoro are
differences with different signs between tho levels of one of tho variables
for different levels of the other variable, is labeled disordinal intern-
don,

In figure 1/3b there is also a difference lathe slope of the regressions.
The rgesslonlins. hoWever,lail to cross, which shows that treatment
A gives a better,result for all tho levels, on tho aptitude. variable, even
though tho difference in favor of treatment A is larger for higher scores
on the aptitude Variable, This typo of interaction is termed ordinal inter
action.
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afigurel18e the regression lines are parallel indicating no, interaction
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Appendix B

Statistica.1 Background

The model presented presently in chapter III is

based on research that has been reported and reevaluated.

by McKeachie and KuliCk (1975)! Snow (1976), Cronhach

and Snow (1981) , as well as in more recent ,single studies.

The summary in Table 1, alone with the more detailed

description of its practical application, show how it can

be used by teachers wishing to change the slope of a

regression line to .benefit the better students, poorer

students, anxious saidents, etc. In this chapter -I will

provide a simple explanation of the statistical computation

of the findings esulting from use of the model. The

combination of_the model , its explanation, and its

statistical manipikation make a packet that should provide

information for ateablier- to do his own research and self

\evaluation.

Regression lines and cornelation coefficients,
1

(a Measure of how cloSely change in one variable is related

to change in a Seccnd) are formed using pairs of numbers',e.

For exaMple, a teacher with five students might want to

correlate\their GPAs with a-post-test score.

To begin with, I will look at a five-student sample

'and show the steps necessary to arrive et the desired figures '

\ 613
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by,using'hand calculations. Later I will show,

hoW it can be done on'a programmable/calculaton.

Sampl,: GTA Post-test
student 1 .2.1 68
student 2 2.5 75
student 3 2.8 78
student 4 3..0 80
student 5 3.4,, 85

1

.J,et us say. that GPA will_ be the X varia le and we

will plot it on,the horizontal axis of a cgraphi. Post-test

scores Will then be the Y,variable, and they will go On the

vertical axis.

post test
scores 90

85

'so

75

70

65
1

3.5 4 GPA

Since this is an ideal,e ample, it would be easy to estimate

a regression line from th s scatter, but let's go through

the work for demonstration purposes.

Regression Analysis Using Formulas

TO wOrk the problem long-hand we need to obtain

several sOmmary numbersibefor we.dan -use the formula.

will need 'td

646
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1

he number of pairs
sum-of the X values EX_

the suM of the Y values EX
the sum of X times Y EXY
the sum of -X squared EX
the .sum of Y squared ZY
the (sum of X) squared (EX)
the (sum of Y) squared (EY)

The number of cases = The number of pairs of scores in the
study. n = 5

The sum of X = All the GPA scores for the students in the
study ijdded together. EX = 13.8

The sum of Y = All of,t.he post-test scores for the students
in the study added together. EY = 386

The sum of X times Y = Each student's GPA multiplied by his
post-test score. These numbers a're then all added together..

2.1
2.5
2.8
3

3.4

times
times
times
times
times

68
75
78
80
85

= 142.8
= 187.5
= 218.4
= 24Q.0
= 289.0

EXY = 1077.7

1077.7

The sum of X squared = Eachstudent s GPA-is squared and then
added together.

2.1
-2.5
2,8
3.0
3.4

= 4.41
= 6. .25

= 7.84
= 9.00
=11.56

EX = 39.06

39.06

The sum of I squared = Each student's post-test scores are
squared and then added together.

68 = 4624
75 = 5625

= 6084 EY = 29,958
80 = 6400'
85 = 7225

29,958

The square of the.sum of X = The sum of all the GPA scores
(we already have this number) squared. 13.8 = (EX) =190.44

The square of the sum of Y = The sum of all'the post-test
scores squared. 386 = (zy) = 148,996

Now that we have all the needed numbers we are ready to look



at the formulas and put in the numbers.

Correlation Coeficient'. .

' This is a number.ranging form "0" (which ,means that
,\

there is no ralationship between the two variables) to "1"

(which maans that there is a perfect relationship between

the variables) . The formula for detexmining the coefficient

is given below, followed by the computation for our sample

problem.

r=

(EX) (EY)

(EY)

(13.8) (386)
1077.7 5

190.44 148,99
39.06 -

2)
5 (9,958- 5

6)

1077.7 - 1065.36

\/(39.06 - 38.09) (29,958 29,799.2)

1

r= 12.4 = 12.34 =12.34
N4.97)(158.8) 1154.04 12.41

.99

The correlation (r) in this sample i .99, very close

to 1. This means

that .as the GPW increases, so do the test-sc-O'ras in 'almost

perfect relationship, a much closer match than one would'

normally find in real life. For our purposes it\tells'

'us that the regression line (which we will.calculate next)



will fit all points on the scStter diagram almost precisely.

It is important to compute the correlatiOn

coeff,icient because if the correlation had been -"0" or

:close to it .( as it will be in one of the case studies)

the regression line is not meaningful. Z9t-O- correlation

would indicate that there is no relationship between the

two sets of scor'ss,-as would be the case, for instance,

if all stddents got a:post7test score of 78 regardless

of their GPA. Althopgh a Straight horizontal line would

perfectly fit ths data, it would indicate no relationship

-at all between the..kmount students learned and their

Intelligence. This would be most unusual since all of the

literature'indicateS that there is some relationship between

intelligence and learning, even when there is considerable

disagreement on the me6sures used and on.the strength of the

relationship. It probably. signifies a fluke: -a problem with

the method,.the procedure, 'or the contsnt that needs to be

examined.

As noted, a correlation ( ) of 0 shows no relation.,

ship between the variables; a correlation of 1 indicates a

perfect relationship. The larger the value of r, the

closer the relaVonship: an r value of .8 is closer than

one of .6. In.fact a precise idea of the closeness of fit

is obtained from r2 (PearsOn p'roduct-coefficient) which

reveals the relationship between the two variables in

percentage terms.- When r=.8, r2.= .64, which says that 64

percent ofthe changes in Y are associated with.changes

in X. The other 36 percent of the changes in Y are unrelated

617
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with (cannot be explained by) ,Changes.in X. An ilof

or less (r = .49 or less) tells us that less than half o

the changes in Y can be expdained in terms of changes in X.

Regression Line.

For drawing a regression line we need the same

numbers used to calculate the correlation coeficient.

From these we will derive two numbers, which can be

translated into two points on the graph. Most descriptions

of regreision lines use the "intercept" value. This is the

point where a line would cross the Y axis when the X value

was "0". In our example (and in those used in the case

studies) we can't uSe the intercept because the graph for

neither the X nor the Y axis starts at "0". (No student

has either an intelligence or a test score of zero.)

For this reaSon the regression lina we do produce

should not be drawn so far as to actually touch the Y

axis of the graph (zero intelligence). This is a minor

point mathematically, but it has significant conceptual

meaning in our present use.

TO begin we need two formulae

. a =.EY EX b = n EXY-EXZY
-n EX -(EX)

650
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we will work the second one first:

b= (5)(1077.7)-(13.8)(386) = 5388.5 5326.8 = 61.7
(5) (39.06)- 190.44 195.3 190.44 4.86

b= 12.695

a=7-Y =b5.X = 386 (12.695) 13.8 =
5 5

a

77.7 - (12.695) 2..76 = 77.2 - 35.038 = 42.162

In order to use theSe numberS on our graph we now

need also to, know common X and Y values. Since we can't

use the intercept, wz will pick any'X value we Wish within

the-range of normal GPA'sfand find e Y value-for that X. By

doing this twice, preferably at widely separated X values,

we have two points from which we can draw a line. I will

use GPAs.of'4.0. and 2.0.

Y = z + b X'

Y=a+bX
= 42.162 + (12.695) 4 = 92.942

42.162 + (12.695) 2 = 67.552

Now we can draw the line, which in this case is almost

' the same as the scatter, but is in any case a statistical

average of the data. If one wished, one could predict

post-test scores'from it with a reasonable amount of

accuracy (the more so the higher the correlation

coeflicient) by,identifying.the height at which a specific GPA

touched the line on the vertical, post-test score, axis.

6 5
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post-teSt 95
scores

90

85

80

75

70

65

2.5 3 3.5 4 GPA

Now this is a lot of work, but there is a much simpler

way to 'do it using a programmable calculator. An instruction

book comes with the instrument but in case you borrow one,

let me show you how to do it using a couple of different

calCulators:

Regression Statistics 1Jsing .(approximate ccst $45).

Start by. clearing the machine

.preS's lon/ci twiee,'12ndl
csr

Now enter 'the, pairs of numbers

x value y value

# 1 2.1 68

# 2 2.5 75

# 3 2.8 78

# 4 3.0 80 .

# 5 3.4 85

to enfter numbers(be.suve eacb

number has resistere& befor::,

pi'essingT271.orrY1).

65-2
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YoU now have all of

Press 2.11X-Tqi 68)2:4. (display= 1)

2.21X-7-tYL 7511171 (die.play= 2)

2.8,1X Yi 781L+] -(display= 3)

3 1Y 8.011701 (display= 4)

3.41X-V,Y1 85iZ+1 (display= 5)

your data stored and the calculations

are already done for you.

:COEE
Correlation (r)=12ndl

I

-(display) .99

ulY=a+bX when X is 4 = 4 12ndIl (display)92.94
+, I

Y=a+bX when X is 2 = 2 12ndl !I

+
(display) -67.55

You won't need to.know a or b,but you can get them on the

caltulator to check your longhandwork.

a/b
41

a/b
.... Ia= 12ndr

t X
= 42.16 b=l2n,1 X,Y1 7. 12.69

Regression Sstatistics Using HP-32E

(list price $65.00)

Hewlett-.Packard makes a similar

-calculator wtth sipple entry and

Calculation funations. Check.the

instruction manual for operational.

detans.
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4.

In order to use a l'arge set of numbetS for the real

test to be sure thdt you know how to work,the calculatorand

Hcan ptoduce the correct answer for the eXample giVen

pager. For the teal*test lase a real'set of youl.own test

..scores-and'GFA'S. Line up your pairs of numbers with'

student numbers ot naMes sO they are close together but

.

st..lent CAA te5E4 best.a. easy td read. Enter each numb'er

carefully and slowly. It is

possible 63 enter a number too

quickly so that the calculatoi

leaves off a digi, anid you will

never know that it has,not.been

recOrded correctly. If yOu make

.a mistake at some stage it can

be changed, but at others it ds
A

more difficult to Tepair (check

the calculator manual)., Given

both the correlation coeficient0

and the regression line, you may

choose not to draw.the scatter diagram. For your first

time, however, the diagram may giVe you a visupl check on

reality and help you interpret the numbers, later on;

With this backgTound you shouldbe able tO produce

regression line statistics and, on an inexpensive piece "of

graph paper, translated those statistics into visual graphs

of your class performance',

65.1
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Color Cueing

1

Abstract .

The purpose of this experiment was &evaluate the effectiveness

.of color cueing in computer assisted instruction. Thirty kindergarten.

and first-grade students acted as subjects. ATwerei.randomly assigned

to one of three treatment conditions: (A) -received lecture instruction

with black/white visuals (B) received blaCk/white cued computer assisted

instruction, and (C) received color cued computer assisted instruction.

The materials.consisted of a computer lesson on_the basic shapes;

circle, rectangle, and triangle. It waS designed to cue the critical

attributes of the'shape and its name. The content was identical in all

conditions 'with the exception of color. .Before the subjects went through
HI

the instruction they were administered a pretest on recognition of the

actual shape. Upon successful completion they progressed through the

instruction on shapes found in natural objects. An immediate posttest

was administered; 2'weeks later an Identical test was administerei to

measure the delayed retention.

A one-way analysis of variance was conducted on the treatMent

conditions of the immediate and delay retention tests. A significant

difference was indicated in the immediate retention analysis. A

retentional analysis was conducted to indicate the treatment condition's

effect on informational loss. Scheffe's multiple comparison method was

used to compare the treatment conditions in the different shape responses.

No conSistent'results were established leading to the conclussion that the

use of color cueing in computer assisted 'instructionas an effective

instructional variable in delayed retention but not as effective as..

black/white_cueingiin_immdiate learning-situations-
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Tho Effootivonoss'of Studont Aohiovomont.-In

Color And Dlack/Whito Cueing In

Color Cuoink

2

..Computor Assinted'Instruction

Color has boon usod in instructional Allustratiqns for sovoral

'yoars. It has boon usod to inhance tho education of proschoolors to

adults. For this roason, tho manner in which color is omployod in in-

struotional:illustrations is impcn4ant. Tho improper Uso of color can..

incroaso the comploxity of information to tho studoet. Howover, whon

Color is used judiciously it can be instructionally offootivo an(

aosthotioally pleasing,

. ,

Teachers Aro-confronted with a wido varioty of instructional

matorials foe tho classroom. Each day th(71 rau0 the problom.of

selecting and organizing visualizod materials- tor Cho-most offootivo

l'hducement cf studont achiovemont: To Atioviato this problem, there

is a nOod.for critical asSessment of the Available vlsualizod

I matoriala. .-Lamborski (WM p, 1).suffil6rigiJma tho problem AS follows:

in Viowof tho widosproad mu of currontly available materials it
would be oducationally desirAblo to have materials tostod and
isTrovod as much a pässiblo.. To'do this requires A comploto
knowledge of what oloments contribute to,offootiVo instrectiodal.
materials.

It is known that loArnors pr000s's information in different ways.

Coloe,can ho 480d As an aid in. that coding of visualiied instruction.

'Dwyer (1971,.p. 1).discussos color as A 000.1*.11100hAnisml

Although color is rAn important variable in the dosign and'cost
of inStructional materials, the.rosearch ooncerning its offootive-
noon in increasing student learning is Ai best inconolusive . . S.

There is very little experimental ovidonce AvAllAble 43 to how tho
Addition of color to various, types or visual, illustrations will
(afoot. student'achiovoment . It appears thAt guidelenos for
the uses of color should be established AO quickly as possible.

i;



Color Cueing

3

Insurveying the color literature, researchers (Green& Anderson,

1956; Smith, 1963; 1964;.1965; Chan,1965; BlaCk, 1967; Dwyer, 1967;
,)

1968; Lamberski, 1975; 1979) found Color to be a viable instructional

variable for increasing student'achievement. Results indicate that

the use of visual materials to complement oral/print instruction

yields varied effects'in different instructional envircinments. The

effectiveness is dependent upon ) the amount'of realistic detail

used in the visual; (b)-the method to present the visualized instruction;

(c) learner characteristics; (d) the type of educational objective

desired; (e) the attention focusing technique; and .(f) the type of

test format used.

The purpose,of this study was to measure the effectiveness of color

and black/white'cueing to induce student achieveMent in computer assisted
0

instruction. This particular aspect of'color research was chosen based

on the previous studies. Much of this research leads to conflicting

evidenca on the use of color. In.the- majority of these studies, the

-subjects -used Vere-college students ani adult8. If teachers are to make

judgements on the use of visualized instruction in the classroom they

need to have inforMation based okl the yOunger subjectS with Whom they

are working. .For this reason, the subjecta chosen for this study were

kindergarten and first-grade students. At this age level, teachers must

rely on a vast amount of visualized materials due to the reading level
A

of this age group.

Another variable in this'study was the method of presentation.

Several of the studies previously done used.slides, film, or programed
0

booklets. For this reason, the material was presented via computer

647
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4

,assisted instruction. With the new.technology providing computers in

the clasArooms,, research needs to be. conducted-as to its effectiveness
çr

in student achievement. It is generall assumed that computer

instruction is effective in increasing motivation and retaining

student attention. The use of color as opposed to black/white

presentation is an area in which little research has been conducted.

This study was designed to bring information to.these areas'. The

research will refer ta the educational implications of color and 'its

use with younger students in computer assisted instruction.

kr

e-
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.Research .Study'

Statetent of Problem

Color Cueing

5

The use of visual materials to complement oral and 'printed

instruction ks becbming an established procedure in conventional

instruction.(Dwyer: 1971). Previous research has indicated that

'Stu4ents prefer to view colored instructiOnal material ratherttian

black/white (Long, 1945:. Malter, 1948).._

The purpose of this,. study was: (a) to'teasure the effectiveness

of two types of cueing, color and black/white, found in Simple line

drawings.on immediate and delayed retention tests, (b) to.determine

whether the two types of cueing are equally. effective in facilitating

student achievement, (c) to determine the retentional Value of the

two types,of cueing.

In this study the independent variables are the types of cueing,

_color or black/white and the means of presentation, lecture or

computemassisted instruction. the dependent vaniable'is the. reccgnition

\
of shapes-in 'natural objects which is Measured by the posttests.

hiroughout'the study an effort was made2to insure that:the

_ visualized...materials were identical in terms of content for all

treatments.- The preparation and 4esign of materials include three

complete sets of visual materials for presentation and.evaluation.

BaSed on previous research, it is predicted that the use of computer

assisted instruction will facilitate. stddent achievetent to a greater

degree than the lectUre instruction: It is also predicted that the

use of color cueing. will be no less effective than the black/white

- ntion tests.,

68i
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Method

'.Subaccts. ¶rty kindergarten and.first-grade students, ranging

in age from 5 to 7 were used as subjx)cts. The,subjects'were all

students at public elementary school in Minnesota. They were

. randomly selected with equal numbers from eack of the high, average,

and lowability reading groups. These group.S were ag:iin randomly

distributed to-the three treatrants, Ten students participated in

1

each treatment group.

Design. The materialS for the study were made of three individual

components, one for each treatment. The content material in each was

identical. Materials for the lecture grourbonsisted of a Ories of

81 X 11 black on white simple line illustrations: (a) definition.cards

for each shape: cirgle, rectangle, triangle, along with an illustration

of each, (b) illustration cards for each shape in a natural object.

The pretest'and posttest were an-Bi.X 11 black on white paper test.

All verbal dialog to the subjects of the lecture group was read from

preprepared

The materials for ,the two computer assisted instruction groups

were prepared on the Apple II Plus microcomputer using the Higher.
_ .

,Text Authoring Package by Synergistic, Inc All programming was

done by the author in the BASIC language. The programs were identi..tal

in content with on treatment having black/white and the other color

cueing. The programwith,color cueing used color to emphasize the

shape name and the critical attributes of the shapes for the dsfinition

4
and practice examples. Color, was used as,feodback outlining the corrot

shape. Whereas the subjects were nonreaders,:the written information

650 682
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-

was read to them..verbatim by the examiner.

The_delayed retention.test was a 8-2- X 11 black on white paper

,-

test. It contained the identical con/ent as the immediate posttest.

, 'All statistidal tests were con4acted at the .05 level. Upon

---
completion of instructional presentation, the subjects.,.were administered

an ediate retentin test. Analysis of the immediate retention

test was condutted by a one-way analysis of variance;

Two weeks after the immediate retention test:-SubjeCts were

called back for a delayed retention test. This'test. waS identital.

in content to the immediate retention test. Analysis of thedelaye-cf.

retention test was conducted bY a one-way analysisof variance on the

test scores. MUltiple comparisons between treatment megns Were

analyzed bTthe Scheffe multiple comparison m thod:"

A retention analysis; whiCh was computed by subtracting thedelayed

test scores from the immediate test scores, was conducted the same

way as the delayed analysis.

Treatment. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of'three

treatment,groups. Two Of thitse treatments were-a computer assisted

instructional program and the third Served as a control lecture.

Treatment (A),:leSubjects intreatment (A) received lecture

instruction along with black/white simple line visuals.- A pretest.--

of shapes aonsisted.of a paper-pencil test.. Upon successful

completion, subjects as a group were presented practice items df__

shapes idnatural.objects, A paper-pencil immediate posttest

followed the instruction.

Treatment (B). Subjects in treAment (13) received black/white

s51
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/'

bomputer assisted inStruction A pretest and posttest was incIudEl

in the program.

Treatment (C). .Subjecti in treatment (C) rew,ived color cued

computer assisted instruction. Correlating colors which indicated

the shape name. to the critical attribute of the shape are-as follows:
,

.circle- green, rectangle- red-o-range, and triangle- blue. A pretest

anthposttest 'was included in the program'.

Procedure. :Each subject participated in only one treatment.

Those subjects in treatment (A) were verbally given the definition

Of each shape complimented by A visual example of each. Subjects were

then given a.pretest on theicasic shapes to ensure comprehenSion of

these shapes. Upon completion,. the stbjects as a group were exposed

to a series of-visuals of shapes in natural objects. They orally

stated which shape was seen in the illustration. After the presentation,

they were given a paper-pencil pbsttest tic) indicate the recognition

of shapes in natural 0.jects.'
.

The subjects in treatment (B) and treatment (p). individually went

through a cpmputer assisted instruction program on the Apple II Plus

microcomputer. The program defined the shapes and showed examples of

each. The subjects then took a shape recognition posttest consisting ,

of four items of each shape. Upon completion they were expoSed to 21 .

practice-items of shapes in natural objects'. Feedback was given in

.the manner of right/Wrong response and in treatment (C) correlating

---
color waS added-to define the shape in the illustration. Following

the practip items-, a posttest was given. Subjects were allowed as

itich time as they needed to proceed through the programed'instruction.

684
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Whereas-the subjects were nonreaders, written information was read'

verbatim by the examiner.

Aftar A two week period, subjects from all treatment groups

were called Jpack for a delayed retention test. The test was a

black/white paper-pencil test identical to that of the immediate

posttest.

'Results

Immediate Analysis. The means and standa deviations for the

posttest data are showii in Table 1. An analYsiswat donefor each

shape- tested asi-well as the different treatment conditions. A one-way

. .

analysis of variance was used to test the effects among the three

treatment cenditions; The-results of this can be seen in Table 2.

As can be seen, the test of significance (F=6.836, df=2/27, p<.01)

.prOved to be highly tignificant. The mear.kis-of'treatment pretentation

significantly affected the.learning.

Delayed Analysis.. The means and standard deviations for the

posttest.data are shown in Table 3. An analysis of variance conducted

on the posttest scores indicated that no significant differences

(F=07:289-5,--iif=2-t27. 0.07-existed in the treatment conditions for-

delayed retention (see Table, 4).

Retentional Analysis. \,,7 analysis of varianceon the'informational

loss scores.iJed by subtracting the delayed retention test

om e imm iate retention test scores, indicated that a

significant difference (F=10.49, df=2/27, p.01) existed among the

treatment condition, (see Table 5). Table 6 shows the statistical

analysis for the retentional analysis. Significant differences were

685
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found in.the rectangle responses (F=15.894, df=2/27, 1)4.01), the

triangle responses (F=20.031, df=2/27, pf.01);'and the total Tesponse

(F=10.49, df=2/27, p<.01). In the,,summary of the means, a negative

mean indicates the.retentional value improved from the immediate

retention test to the delay retention test, thus there was no

informational loss. This occurred in both the lecture and color CAI

presentations.

A sUmmary,ofthe treatment comparisons for'the retentional value

was conducted via the Scheffe multiple comparison method. The results

are shown in Table 7., In the comparisons the lecture presentation.

,

was found to increase retention significantly as opposed to black/white

CAI presentation in the circle and total responses and as opposed

to color CAI in the rectangle responses. Color CAI was found to be

less receptive to informational loss than black/white CAI in the

rectangle responses.

Disscussion and Conclusions

The data collected in this study appears to support the contention.

that.the addition Of color in computer,assisted instruction does not

man.41...significant increas_e in:student achieVement. There_appears_to

be other related faCtors.'

When analyzing the results of the study we find that in most cases

the treatment presentation did make a significant difference in

student achievement. In the learning process, measured by the

immediate retention test, the computer assisted instruction improved

achievement significantly over the lecture presentation. This supports

the initial hypothesis that the stndent achievement would be greater

654 686
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in the computer assisted instruction than the lecture presentation.

Furthermore, the second hypothesis was also supported for the

students in the color CAI achieved the greatest retention of

information. These results would correspond to the findings of

Smith (1963), Smith and Thomas (1964), and Smith, et al. (1965)./

The results of the delayed retention-test did not prove

significant. All treatments attained approXimately the same results.

This may have been due to the use of a paper-pencil teSt for all

treatments as ooposed to computer assisted instruction.

The retentional analysiS again proved to be significant among.

treatments. This analysis looked at the amount of informational

loss after two weeks. When analyzing the treatments by their

respective shape, the rectangle, triangle, and total proved to be

significant. In the rectangle the color CAI treatment had no

informational loss and actually improved on the immedia'te retention

score. This also appearS in the triangle analysis. The lecture

presentation for these shapes showed the highest informational loss.

In the total scores, however, the lecture proved to retain information

__significantly better than the computer assisted instruction. In all

Cases, the color CAI proved significantly to improve retention over

the black/white CAI. This would'support the hypothesis that color

'cued computer assisted instruction would improxe student_achievement-

to a greater degree than black/white computer assisted instruction.

Like the previous research on color, the study 'proved to have.

inconclUsive -results. The-hyPotheses-were supoorted'thOugh not in

a significant amount of the dataThe_sitgdy_sild_r_eveal- -that-different--

55.
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coding techniques do elicit varying levels of student achievement.

The results would indicate that care must be taken when deSigning

instruction for sPecific results. Each presentation proved to be

sucabesTU1 for varying-IeVeIS of-retention; immediate retention-

black/white CAI, delayed retention- Color CAI, and information

retention- lecture presention. Perhaps instruction could be designed

around the retentional,outcome desired. An example of this would be

tasks that must be learned for immediate use could be presented with

black/white CAI as opposed to tasks where retention of information
. .

is important would be of a lecture presentation. It would be

necessary for additional research in this area before conclusions

can be made.

There appears to be a need for additional research in color

coding.of computer assisted ihstruction. Seperate coding techniques

by multifactor designs to investigate the relationship and interaction

of presentatiOn evaluation, pacing, educational tasks, individual

.learner.characteristics, and consistency of testing and presentation

modes.

In summary, this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of color

cueing in computer assisted instruction. Thirty kindergarten and

firstgradestudents acted as subjects. They were randomly assigned

to one of three treatment conditions: (A) received lecture_instruction_

with black/white visUals, (B) received black/white cued computer

assisted instruction, and (C) received color cued computer assisted

inStruction.

The materials consisted of_a computer_lesson on-the-basic shapes:

656
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.

circle, rectangle, and triangle. It.was_designed to cue the

critical attributes of the shape and its name:' The content was identical

in all conditions with the exception of color. Before the subjects

went through' the instruction they were administered a-pretest on

recognition of the actual shape. Upon successful completion they

progressed through the instruction on shapes found in natural objects.

An immediate posttest was administered; two weeks'later an identical

test was adminittered.to measure the delayed retention.

A one-way analysis of variance was conducted on the treatment

conditions.of the iMmediate and delay retention tests. A significant

difference was indicated in the immediate.retenticn Analysis. A

retentional analysis was conductel. to indicate the treatment condition's

effect on informational loss, Scheffe's multiple Comparison method

was uSed to compare the treatment conditions in the different

shape responses. The-rdiults led tothe conclusion that the addition

of color in compUter assisted instruction does not mean an efficient

increase in student achievement.. Additional research in this area is

needed to investigate color as opposed to.black/white computer

assisted instruction.

6 Sj
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Table 1

Treatment Summary for,the Immediate,Retention Analysis

(A)

Lecture Pre-sentation

M SD

(B)

Color CAI

SD

(C)

B/W CAI

M SD

Circle 3.6 .4899 5.3 .7483 5.7 .6403

/
Rectangle 3.7 .4583

0

4.1 1.1358 4. 6 .6633

Trianglp 4.2, .9055 4.2 .9798 4.9 1.044

Total__ 11.6 1.2806 13.6 2.6153 15.2 2.0881

Note Maximum _score _for each sh'ape = 6.

Maximuw_score for total = 18.

: Table 2

Analysis of Variance for the Immediate Retention Analysis

Source of Variation

Between

Within

Total

111(.05. **R<.01

SS. df -4riande Estimate.

63.07 2 32.54 ab2

1 28.4 27 4.76 = sw2

193.47 29 . F = 6.836**

663.
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Table 3'

Treatment. Summary Table for the Delayed Retention Analysis

Note. Maximum score for each shape - 6.

-Maximum score for total = 18.

Table 4Table 4

'Analysisof Variance for the Delayed Retention Analysis'

Source of Variation

ance for the Delayed Retention Analysis'

_Batsmen

Source of Variation

Within

_Batsmen

Total

Within

*T3 < *05. ** .01.

Total

SS df Variance Eitimate

2,6 2 -4 -.4 =-su.2----

1 . 2 27 4.489 =

SS df Variance Eitimate

2,6 2 -4 -.4 =-su.2----

123.8 29 F = 0.2895

1 . 2 27 4.489 =

664

686686

123.8 29 F = 0.2895
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Table 5 4

'Analysis of Variance for the Retentional Analysis

21-

Source of Variation SS df .Vari,ance Estipate

Betueen 77.0 2 38.5 = sb2.

Within 99.1 27 3.67 = sw2

Total 17641 29 F = 10.49**

< 05. **R< .01 .

665
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Color Cueing

22

ry of the Statistical Analysis'of the Different Shapes

for the Retentional AnalysiS.

I. Circle F-Ratio (df = 2/27) = 3,10

Treatment
, M 0 SD

Lecture .( A) 4.4. 0.3795

Color .;AI (3) 0.9 ( 0.6708

B/W CAI (C) 1.2 0.7267

F-Rati '(df_= 2/27) = 15.894**

Treatment

.A 1.1

cR,
0.8

SD

,0.3606

0.955

0.4196

F.:Ratio (df = 2/27) =' 20.031**

Treatment M SD

A. '0.2 0.7616

-0.4 0.687

0.3 0.795
-

IV. Total F-Ratio (df = 2/27) = 10.49**

Treatment

A 9.9

SD

0.567

0.1 2..0025

2.3 ' 1.4967

**o < 01.

Nate. A negative mean indicates the re:tention improved in the delay scoreS.,
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Table 7

Summary'of the Treatment Comparison

Comparison F-Ratio

I. Circle

Treatment Lecture (A), Color CAI.(B) 10.92

Lecture (A), B/WCAI (C)

Color CAI (8), B/W (41,4 (C) 0.58

II. Rectangle

Treatment- A , B 32.45**

A , C 5.96

B , C 95:36**

III. Triangle

Treatment A , B 0.94

A , C 0,65

B , C 1.27

IV. Total

Treatment A , B

A , C

B , C

*B4.05. * *2 < .01

GC,7

695
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Introduction

1

Recently educational researchers have emphasized the 'importance of

fostering productive attitudes within the framework of education,

particularly through the use of positive role models (Kahn & Weiss, 1973).

Gagner (1977) and Fleming and Levie (19700, hold that attitudes are most

effectively changed via the use of human modeling of desired behavior,

based on the social learning theory'of Bandura-(1977). The effects of

role modeling on attitude change have been demonstrated with regard to

both racial prejudice and gender. Kraus (1962) found that white high

school students' attitudes toward blacks became more positive after

viewtng role models who were credible and similar to the students, ?lost

and Rosen (1974) found that eighth graders demonstrated a preference for

occupations depicted by models of the same sex as themselves. Lockheed

.and Harris (Note 1) found that fourth and fifth graders who had

experienced men and women working in rOles not traditional :for their sex
1 .

within the school environment held less sex-stereotyped attitudes towards

the roles of men and women in society than children.who had not

experienced these role models.

The f rmsin which human role models have been presented to students

in educati nal research has varied. Gagne (1977) holds that the model

need not pear An person. One of Bandura's early studies investigating

learning w ich occurred through observation of.a model's behavior
te7

demonstrate1 that preschool children imitated aggressive behavior that

they had obrrved\in a film (Bandura,1963). Schau (Note 2) found that

presenting lementary school children with a series of appealing stories'

about men a d women who worked in jobs not traditional for their sex

670 702



2

produced in students a significantly less stereotyped attitude towards the

appropriateness of the jobs for both men and women. Written descriptions

of males and females who work in careers that are.traditionally associated

with the opposite sex were presented to ninth graders by Greene, Sullivan,

and Beyard-.Tyler (1982). Students who read the descriptions of the models

showed significant attitude change, rating more traditionally

sex-stereotYped careers as being appropriate for both sexes.

Non-print presentations of information have not been widely used in

educational research to affect attitude. Cohen, Ebeling, and Kulik (1981)

found that only 16 of 74 visual-based studies they reviewed reported data

on student attitude. In none of these was attitude the primary criterion

variable. Further, Simonson, Thies, and Burch (1979) found.that most of

-the 42 studies they reviewed measured attitude toward the-medium or

subject matter rather than toward issues. Since presentation of role

models is an important factor in affecting attitude and attitudes can be

changed via the print medium, a greater change may result from using media

which more realistically depict the role models.

Another factor that appears to affect attitudes., particu1ar1y. with

regard to sei-stereotyping, is the sex of the student. Plost and Rosen

(1974) confirmed that female junior hfogh school students expressed

prefe'rences for occupations depicted by like-seX modefs significantly more

frequently than males. Schau (Note.2).found'some sex differences, and

when these existed males were more sex-stereotyped in their responses than

females. Greene et al. (1982) reported that, following instruction, more

female students rated jobs as being appropriate for both men and women

than did .mal e students.

The purpose of the present study was to compare attitude change when

671 70 3
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role models are described in print with when they are shown in a

slide/tape presentation. Three levels of presentation mode (slie/tape,

print, control) were crossed with two levels of sex of student (male,,

female). Student attitudes toward jobs were measured using an Occupation

Survey adapted from Greene et al. (1982). It was exp,ected that visual

representation in slide/tape.form of a person in a nonstereotyped

omvational role would hive a greater effect on attitude than would

reading about a person in such a role.

p.

_Method

Subjects

Subjects were 188 ninth grade students, 97 males amd 91

females, enrolled in required science classes_at a_suburban junior high

school in the Phoenix metropolitan area.

Materials

The experimental materials consisted of two presentations of

identical career information adapted from Greene, Sullivan,and

Beyard-Tyler (1982). kbrief passage-introduce-d career opportunities now

available to men and women. Four career descriptions, two male--civil

engineer and computer service technician--and two female--nurse and

librarian--were then presented in one-of two forms, either in print or in

a slideltape. The-careers chosen met a.standard set of criteria. All

were projected by the,Bureau of Labor Statistids (1978) to have good

growth potential for the 1980's. At least 80% males are employed in the

male.jobs. Atleast 80% females are employed in-athe female jobs.

The career descriptions had beeniprepared from information bbtained

1

in interviews with men and women working in careers not traditionally

associated with their sex. ;The individuals in-the descriptions presented.k

1
0

7 0 4
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reasons for their job choices, characteristics of their jobs, and training

required for their jobs. the descriptions averaged 300 words in length

and had readability scores ranging from 6.7 to 7.8 as determined by the

Dale-Chall Readability Formula (Dale & Chall,,1948).

0
Both career presentations inclUded the introductory passage in print

form. The career descriptions were prepared.in two forms: a printed

booklet and a seven minute slide/tape presentation. The narration for the

slide/tape was identical to the written career descriptions. Each

description was read by a person of the same sex as the individual

described. The visuals.consisted of ten 35mM slides of each individual,

performing job-tasks in his or her work environment.

-Procedures

Students were randomly assigned by sex to the slide/tape treatment

group, print treatment group, or control group. Trained experimenters

conducted the study during regularly scheduled classes.
_

Treatments for the three'groups consisted of the following sequences:

(a) Slide/tape group.. Students read the introductory passage, viewed

the slide/tape presentation ofthe career descriptions, and

completed the Occupation Survey.

(b) Print group. Students read the introductory passage, read.the

career descriptions, and completed the Occupation Survey.

(c) Control group. Students completeCI the Occupation Survey only;

they received no information.

Criterion Measure

The Occupation Survey was designed to measure student attitudes about

the appropriateness of certain sex-typed jobs for both men and women. The

survey consisted of items related to attitudes about sex-typed jobs, four
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'which were presented in the treatments and, two, bank manager and flight

attendant, which were not presented, The Order of job titles was,rotated

to-avoid an order effect.

Students responded to three items for each job. In the first item

students rated each job according to their perceptions of the job's

appropriateneSs for men or women. A five point rating scale elicited

student responses about whether each job was appropriate for only men,

only women, more men than women, more women than men, or both men and

'women'. Based on their responses, students received a rating of degree

'sex-stereotYpings A response of "only men" or "only wqmen"Teceived a

ratiii476f 0. A response of "More men than women",or "more women than men

reCeived rating of I. A response of "both men and women" received a

rating of 2. Mean ratings for each stuclent_thus ranged f
-------

--Ilmost-x ,

-stereotyped' to 'least sek-stereotyped".
,

The.second and third items assessed whether students felt each job

was high, medium., or low status, and the degree to which they would enjoy

doing the job.. These items were included to avoid oversensitizing
4

students to the sex appropriateness item. .Responses to these items were
. ,

not analyzed.

Design and Data Analysis

A 3 (p.resentation mode) x 2 (sex subject) factorial design was

employed. Data were analyze& using th mean sex-stereotype rating for

each student.

Two separate analyses of-variance were performed, one comparing

ratings of males and females by treatment groups on the lobs presented,

and the other comparing ratings on the jobs not presented.'

7o 6
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Table 1.

Mean Ratings by Sex ofSubject

by Preserited/Not Presented by Presentation Mode-.

Sex of
Subject

Presented/
Not Presented

Presentation Mode

Media Print Control

'Presentee 1.36 1'..35 1.05
Male

Not Presented 1.41 1.31 1.21

Presented 1.61 1.50 1.36
Fema 1 e

Not Presented 1.64

Presented 1.47 1.42 1.22
Total

Not Presented 1.58 1.36 1.43

N=188,

Total

1.26

1,31

1.48

1.61

1.37

1.46

Main effects on four jobs presented for sex of subject, F(1,187)=13.03,
p<.0001, and presentation mode, F(2,187)=6.31, p<.002.
1e11 effects on twojobs not presented for sex of. subject, F(1,187)=15.75,
E<.0001, and presentation mode, F(2,187)=3.12, p<.05.
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Results

The mean sex-stereotype ratings on the Occupation Survey are shown in

Table 1. .Ratings ranged from 0, or most sex-stereotyped, to 2, or least

sex-stereotyped. Significant effects were obtained for presentation mode

on both jobs presented, F(2,187) = 6.31, .2.<.002, and on jobs not

presented, F(2,187) = 3.12, .y.05. A si-gnificant erfect was also obtained

for sex of subject on both jobs presented, F(1,187)-= 13.03, .2.<.0001, and

on jobs not preented, F(1,187) = 15.75, .y.0001.

For jobs presented the over 11meanrattfqiiii-1.37. Differences for

____-------'fidresentation mode were obtained. The mean,ratings were 1.47 for the

slide/tape group, 1.42 for the print group, and 1.22 for the control

group. 'The Student-Newman-Keuls multiple range test at the .05.

revealed that both the slide/tape and the print treatment groups yielded

significantly less sex-stereotyped ratings than the control group.

For jobs not presented the overall mean rating was 1.46. The mean

ratings by presentation mode wire 1.58 for the slide/tape group, 1.36 for

the print grou6, and 1.43 for the.control gpoup. The.significant effect

for presentation mode on jobs not presented reflects the higher ratina

under,the slide/tape tondition than under the print and'control

conditions.

Mean ratings for female sttnts indicated less sex-stereotyping than.

males. 'The Rear, rating on jobs prese ted was 1.48 for females and 1.26

for males. The ffiean rating on jobs not esented was 1.61 for females and

1.31 for males.

DisCussion

In this study students were presented with infirmation about-men and

women working in careers not traditional for their sex in one of two

676
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presentation modes, slide/tape or.print. It was anticipated:that students

who vieried or read descriptlons of non-traditional role models would rate

more jobs as being appropriate fbr both men and women than studefts who

did not receive the role model information..It was further anticipated

that viewing the slide/tape would be more effettive in-producing,an

-----------
_

attitude change than reading the information im print font :-----____
___

-i

Tt_il!_f.t5Aits-showed-aridttitude change partially consistent with the

change anticipated. On jobs presented, both the slite/tape and print
c

treatments yielded higher ratings than the control treatment, but the

ratings of the two groups'didbot differ significantly from each other.

Thus on jobs presented the slide/tape version did'not yield the higher,

more positive attitudes that had t.ln expected.

On jobs hot presented there appeared to.be a pattern which indicated

a more powerful effectfor the slide/tape pretentation. The print and

control group ratings were similar, with the control group rating being

slightly higher; the slide/tape group rating was higher than either. This
-

suggests the possibility that the effects obtained_wtth a pictorial, and

thus more realistic,-pres6ntation may generalize to similar content more

than those obtained with a print presentation.

This greater apparent effect for pictorial presentation than for

print presentation deserves further consideration. Evidence of the

investigation of theIgeneralizing effect of print media is As yet

inconclusive. Schau (Note 2) found no generalizing effect on attitude

towards jobs not,presentep when presentation was in print form. Greene et

al. (1982) found, however, a.significant generalizing effect with print on

attitude towards jobs not presented. Since the generalizing effect in

this study was significant-but not.highly so, and since attitude ratings

677
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for jobs not presented were besed on only two jobs, rather than a wide

varTetyof job, further investigation Ald be needed to confirm this

effect.

Strong differences ,based on sex of_sublect_wer4-found:--Feffale

___-students-146-higher mean ratings than male students overall), under each of

the three presentation modes, &id whether the jobs on which their

attitudes were measured had been presented or not. This indicates that.

girls hold less sek=stereotyped attitudes than boys, rating more jobs as

being appropriate for both men and women. This difference in

sex-stereotyping of attitudes is consistent with the findings of Plost and

Rosen (1974) and Greene, Sullivan, and Beyard-Tyler (1982). It appears

that girls do believe that men.and women can both perform more jobs than

boys do.

The effectiveness of the use of positive role models to affect

.student attitude, as descrlb9l by Bandura (1977), Fleming and,levie

(1978), and Gagne (1977), is supported by the results of this study. It

appears that print and slide/tape presentations are about,equally

effective in affecting student attitudei towards content, tlut that these
, -

attitudes may generalize more strongly towards coritent not presented when.

-presentation is in slide/tape form.. This interpretation is still open to

/question because attitudes were measured towards only two jobs not

presented in the experimental materialg. Further research should help

indicate the degree to which media.presentations of information influence

the generalintion of attitudes towards similar unpresented content.
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The past few years have seen the introduction and development of

an iconoclastic movement within the evaluation field. Most changes

within academic disciplines do not warrant the, term iconoclastic. How-

ever, this author uses the adjective intentionally here. For if the

word is saved for that which challenges cherished beliefs and instit-

utions, naturalistic inquiry is iconoclastic. It presents an alternative

set of assumptions and consequent methodologies that challenge the

established beliefs of the research and evaluation commUnity..

Through the brief case study described in this paper the author

seeks to illustrate the application of naturalistic inquiry to program

evaluation. The goal here is to look at naturalistic assumptions and

methodologies operating in 'real world' actions and to examine their

results. First, the Ostinction will be made.between the assumption._

underlying naturalistic inquiry and those behind,experimentaTism and

preord4nate-Otake,--1-975) evaluat4on,--A-br4ef-summary-of-the-ebnsequent
-

methodologies preferred by naturaliiis f011ows; these will be desCribed

in contrast to current practices stemming from classical experimental,

design. An actual evaluation that proceeded from naturalistic assumptions

and-illustrates some of the data gathering and analysis techniques ,

associated with naturalistic inquiry will then be described. Some of

the major results of'the evaluation will be presented as.a means of .

characte'rizing the kinds of results yielded by- naturalistic evaluation. .

Finally, some ofithe difficulties encountered in naturalistic evaluation'

will be discussed. .

Assumptions

The follov4ing discussion of assumptions draws heavily on the work of
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Egon Guba (1981) in which he distinguishes between the naturalistic.and

rationalistic paradigms. Rationalistic is-the term chosen by_Guba (1981)

to describe the paradigm that dominates inquiry and evaluation today; it

refers to classical. experimentaliSm
or apprOximations thereof'. According to

Guba (1981), the assumptions behind,these-two paradigms'differ along three

dimensions. The presentation of these dimensions here will be brief since

thorough discussions of them ekiSt elsewhere 1Guba,-1981; Guba A Lincoln,

1981).

The Nature of Reality

The°rationalistic paradigm assumes a single,-objective reality lhat

can be broken down into, independently
identifiable variables. Furthermore,

it assumes that these variables can be manipulated and studied AndividuallY

without disturbing their essential nature. . Making this assumption is Wiat,

allows experimentalists to study a phenomenon by holding some variables

constant while artificially manipulating others. Naturalists, on the

other hand, see a complex reality in which all parts influence all other

_ parts. T-hey- arei nc-1 ned-tofeel tut-if iniesti gator attempts to

hold parts of reality constant while studying other parts, the researcher

probably has destroyed the essence of the iihenomenon under investigation.

The Relationshi Between the Investi itor and Phenomenon Studied

Rationalists assume that a researcher can study a phenomenon while

maintaining independence from it; the phenomenon is not influenced by the

investigator's presence, and the investigator is unaffected by the object

of the inquiry. Naturalists believe that the investigator and the

phenomenon influence one another. While naturalistic inquirers would

seek to minimize their impace upon a phenomenon, these researchers believe

that they must interact with the phenomenon in order to understand it..

Furthermore, they are always aware that their presence is changing 'cni,

685
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-object of their study at least somewhat and that they are in turn being

!influenced by-their involvement.

The Extent to Which Generalizations are-Possible

"The rationalistic inquirer believes that research can result in

generalizable truth, i.e. , statements of the releCLionships between

variables that Apply in any context. This assumption tends to follow

from the rationalist's belief in a single, divjsible reality. Naturalists

do not believe that such statements are possible. They feel, in Guba's

(1981) words, "that at best what one.can hope for are 'working hypotheses'

that relate to a particular context" (p.77),

Methodologies

Making the assumptions presented above leads naturalistic investigators

to prefer certain data gathering analysis techniques over others. Most of

these techniques fall into a category generally termed qualitative. How-'

ever, it should be noted that naturalistic investigators frequently make
. _

use- of quantitative data.;_it--isimportant not- tOe-qiiite qualitative

methods with naturalistic inquiry.' However,- a discussion of the methods

'that characterize naturalistic tudies may help the reader get a 'feel'

for the conduct of naturalistic studies.

"Real World' Settings

The locus of a naturalistic study.is always the 'real world',

i.e., a naturally occurring setting. Naturalistic investigators

confront undisturbed behavior and environments for the purpose of

generating analyzable data from.them. The writing of Roger Barker.(1965)

is pertinent here. Barker distinguishes between Ihe role of investigator

as "operator".(p.3), i.e., one who dominates the setting under study

by "regulating input, and/or influencing interior conditions, and/or con-

straining output "(p.3), and the role of'investigator aS "transducer"
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(p.3)y i.e., one who translates a phenomenon into analyzable data. Using

'these terms, experimentalists and traditional evaluators tend to be oper-

ators and transducers, whereas naturalists tend to-be transducers Only.

And as Barker (1965) points out "What [transducer] methods do, [Operator]

methods cannot do at all: [operator] methods cannot signal behavior and'

its conditions unaltered by the system that generates the data" (p.4).

Absence of A Priori Hypotheses

Naturalistic inquiry is characterized by a relative absence of

a priori assumptions about the nature of the phenomenon to be investigated.

Those researchers and evaluators who are experimentally oriented Specify
.

in advance of the study those variables which they believe are most

important in explaining or evaluating the phenomenon of interest.- These

selected variables become the foci of the investigation. Naturalists, on

the other hand, enter the study with only tentative notions about_w_hat_---

qight_he_important,-forcethemSelves to be open to all aspects of the

phenomenon before them, and,then allow the relevant Outcomes and most

powerfUlly explanatory variables to emerge as the study progresses. EgOn

Brunswik (1956) once characterized this distinction in approach as "a

successive omission" (p.24) as opposed to "a successive accumulation"

(p.24) of relevant factors; unT4ke experimentalists, naturalists confront

phenomena in all their complexity and .eliminate irrelevant factors in

their search for an explanation or evaluation.

Theoretical Sampling

'Because of the relative absence of a priori hypotheses essential to

naturalistic studies, these investigators cannot decide in advance every

piece of data that they 'Will collect and bY what means it will be gathered..

The term "theoretical sampling" (p.45) is used by Glaser and Strauss (1967)



to describe the process "whereby the analyst jointly collects, codes,
/'

and analyzesAis data and decides what data to collect next and where to

'find them, in order to develop his theory as it emerges" (p.45). This

situation stands in stark contrast to that of experimentalists and pre-

ordinate evaluators who regard a detailed, a priori, description of their

"design" essential to the credibility of the *study.

Multiple Data Sources

Another hallmark of naturalistic investigations is the use of

multiple data sources. NaturaHstic,inquirers are interested in any

source of information that sheds light on the problem under study. Whereas

experimentalists and many preordinate evaluators will decide in advance

on a limited 'number of quantified outcome measurd§,- naturalists may use

interview data, observation logs, existing_c_Locumentation-,---recrar-rei-
,

----7pond-elic-e-, and conversation as well at standardized instruments, tests,

questionnaires, specific behavioral indicators, or other more readily

quantified data sources. "Following the practice of theoretical sampling,

decisions regarding data sources to be used will be made only well after

the investigation.has begun. Multiple sources of information, however, will

always be used.

There are two reasons for the consistent inclusion Of multiple dat

sources in naturalistic studies. One is the natural settings in which

such. studies are conducted. The naturalist is intere§ted in explaining how

phenomena operate in the 'real world.' Initially the investigator must

be open to all :Factors impinging upon the problem under study. A wide

investigative net is, therefore, required; multiple sources of information

must be pursued. The Other reason for including multiple data sources

has to do with what experimentalists call internal validity, i.e., the

72g.
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validity of cause and effect'inferences made about the situation being

_investigated. A naturalist's explanation of events is strengthened by

confirmation from a variety of data sources. The term for this technique

of confirming validity through the 'cross-checki,ng of several sources is

triangulation. Guba (1978) draws this parallel between triangulation and

statilistiCal means. "As statistical means are more stable than single

scores, so triangulate.d conclusions are more stable than any of the

vantage points from which they wer'e triangulated" (p.64).

Observation, Interviews, and Description

1.

BeCause of-its focus on complex, ..'real world' phenOmena, much of the

information essential to a naturalistic study can only be had througb---------_
observation and 'atepviews with-pafticipants in the situation being_

- .

studied. Therefore, the data of a naturalistic study are freqUently

copious field notes,:in:terview-transcripts,,and the "thick description" ,

discussed by Guba (1981). -Contrast these data,gatheririg techniques

with those of experimentalists and.many preordinate evaluators who,_in

effect, reduce coMplex Ohenomena'to a single, quantifiable outcome, The

reader should not conclude that naturalists would not be interested in,

for example, test score data. As was noted earlier, naturalists tend to.

be interested in any:sourde of information relevant to the problem under

investigation.* However, the nruralist would tend to see any single data

source aS one to be triangulated against others; therein lies one important .

difference between naturalists and most experimentalists.
-

Value Accorded Deviant.Cases and Disturbance

. Naturalists are generally interested in 'deviant cases', i.e., "those

instances of a phenomenon that do not fit their proposed eXplanation"

(Shrock, in press) and changes yithin the ongoing.phenpmenon they are
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studying. The reason for this interest is that deviance allows the

investigator to refine his/her explanation or to more accUrately specify its

limitations. Changes and interruptions are regarded as part of the

phenomenon's nature--as events to be accommodated within one's explanation.

Contrast this stance with that of experimentalists and many preordinate

evaluators who seek to protect "treatments" from change or disturbance

during the experiment or evaluation in order to safeguard the internal'

validity of their findings.

The Application of Naturalistic Inquiry to Program_E-valuat-M:

An Example
43-

The following section of this piece isan attemptto illustrate

how an evaluation looks when it proceeds from naturalistic assumptions

.and when the associated methodologies are used. This portion of the paper

is written in the first person. Since the author was the evaluator-in-

this example, the account is largely a persopal
/
one that seems more accur-

ately portrayed in a less.formal way. Being sensitive to the need for

confidentialiy in the discussion of this eYaluation,,I have not perhaps

described the instituiipnal setting as thoroughly as would otherwise he

desired. It is hoped that the descriptions are complete enough to be .

illustrative of the.points made, yet sufficiently vague to protect the

confidentiality of the client institution..

Institirtional Setting

The evaluation took place at an Eastern, four-year liberal arts
J.

university, hereafter'called W.U. W.U. had acquired federal funding--

hereafter referi.ed to as a FIG Grant--to support Ihe conversion of its

curriculum from traditional to competency based instruction. Two'full-

time federal grant administrators were housed at W.U. to manage the

7 22
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projec . The FIG program had been operating for about two 'years when I

became involved with it.

. During tfe first two years, the grant administrators had ovel'seen

several different support activities designed to accomplish the program's

goals, i.e., getting the W.U. faculty to convert their courses to com-

petency based instruction. The specific-request made of me was

evaluation of a three-week, summer, _f-adttl-ty-e\loi-----xnent workshop. ,The

, ___:__worKsholTwas being staffed comPletely by externaconsultants in instruc-

tional development. 'The request for_evaluation was made about two weeks

before the workshop was to begin; very little advance information regard-

ing the conversion prOject, the W.U. faculty, or the specific goals and

activities of ttie upcoming workshop was available. While it is certainly

true that the infbrmation available was sketchy, this situation is not

unusual, .Especially when the-evaluator.is hired from Outside the client\\

institution, it is very likely that Much important information will be

unavailable to him/her at the outset.

Methodsof Gathering Evaluation Data

The methods of gathering information during the workshop are described

briefly below.

Observatio of workshop group sessions. I spent many hours during

my three weeks at .U.'sitting in on workshop sessions and taking down an

extensive log of what,transpired. I did not assume the role of participant

observer in these sessibns, e.g., I did notengage in planned workshop

activities or respond to questions asked of participants. During these

formal gatherings, my role Was to watch and to record as Mdch as I could--
1

interaction, planned aCtivities, content of lectures,participants' reactions,

questions, etc. The recording of this ongoinglog,of what occurred
0
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during. the workshop turned obt to be the single most valuable strategy

for collecting useful information.

Structared interviews with workshom sartici ants. Loosely structured

interviews were conducted with all participants at the dose of the work-.,

shop'.- These intervie_prov-jdedThTà.rmation about both faculty attitudes

atinih&ledge and allowed for some commonAlity in the information collected

:across partfcipants. The face to face interview.made possible the col-

lection of more subtle information than could ever have been gathered via

paper-and-pencil, especially regarding faculty attitudes.

Structured interviews with workshop consultants. At the close of

the workshop each consultant was also jnterviewed using a loosely struc-

tured-format. I have used the phrase "loosely structured" because 'while

each interview,was based on the same set of questions, every interviewee

was allowed to respond fully andfreely and take the interview into un-

anticipated directions.

Examination of artici ants' products. The course syllabi, tests,

student guides, etc. produced by the W.U. faculty during the workshop/

became a vaTuable source Of information about their knowledge_of-instruc-

ti onal develThëiiL 11--,0

Examination of records'Of past FIG workshops. These materials con-

sisted primarily of past workshop agenda and scant evaluation reports.

They were usc-id to reconstruct past workShops for the-purpose of gaining

some insight into the sources of faculty attitudes and knowledge about I.D.

Examination of FIG correspondence files. The correspoindence files

contained information about the past and proposed instructional products

of faculty attending\the workshop. The files were a source of,information

about the faculty's knowledge of I.D.
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Unstructured interviews with the two FIG administrators and W.U.'s

fulltime "instructional developer". During the academic year preceding

the workshop, the FIG administrators had hired from grant funds a full-

time "instructional developer" to plan workshops and assist the W.U.

faculty with their conversion projects. His contract had been allowed to

expire shortly before the summer workshop began. While he was still at

the Uhiversity to finish out.his contract, he was not directly involved

at all with the summer workshop. These three persons were excellent

sources of information about the history of the FIG project at W.U.

However, of the three only one of the administrators was fully Cooperative

, in providing.information. :DefensivenesS (understandably) tended to

characterize the responses of.the "developer while-the other adminis--

trator was threatened by the Oesence of an evaluator. When triangulated

with othei sources, towever, the information obtained from these persons

proved to be ,useful.

Informal observation of and conversations with participants, con-

sultants, and administrators. Naturalistic evaluators are continually in

the process of collecting data. Some of the most informative comments are

inevitably made during hallway chats and over the coffee and donuts during

breaks.

Data Analysis

As data collection proceeded,`tentative themes were identified

based upon repetition by vaMous persons and/or in different sources of

concerns, opinions, or questions. Sometimes the themes appeared to be

related. In these cases, hypothetical explanations were constructed to

relate the themes and account.for what was being observed and/or heard.

For example, participants seemed overly eager to integrate hard media
.,

video-tape, sliaes, film, etc.--into their courses. , During group
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discussions ..they had difficulty conceiving various instructional strategies

designed to meet the saMe objective. .These two themes raised questions

regarding how adequately the development process--of which generating

instructional strategies is a component and wherein various hard media

are alternative strategies--had been presented to these faculty members.

As far as was possible; ;hypotheses' suggested by the tentative,

explanations were checked out:, Returning to the above examOle, eXamination

of past workshop -redords revealed a comparatively heavy.emphasiS upon

instructional rirdia.and a total neglect of any other instructional Strategy.

In this way, the themes suggested additional questiOns to be asked regarding

faculty attitudes and knowledge and their sources. The concerns that sur.:

vived as themes throughout the workshop became the descriptive lists of

faculty attitudes and discrimination failures that Ultimately appeared4in

the evaluation report. The exp:anations that'related the themei and iug-

igested their sources became the basis for the recommendations made to the

FIG administrators. Returning once again to the hard mediagfixation example.

the rummendation was made in the report that emphasis be placed.upon

clarifying the meaning of an instructional strategy since.participant

/
attitudes toward I.Dywould reflect:their attitudes toward media as long

as this confusion e)iisted.

The above paragraphs are an illustration of what was referred to earlier

as theoretical sampling. One enters the situation without knowing fnttially 6

.
.

what is important, i,e., what problems are present, what concerns adminis-

trators and participants have, etc. The early stages serve to/address an

important goa of evaluation, i.e., to determine in Bob Wolf'l (Note 1)

words "what is going on in the program." It may be difficult for some

readers to imagine that finding out "what is gofng on" is a legitimate

72,6
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and serious goal of ev^alUation. Twd points, however, are relevant here.

The first is that frequently decision m kers do not know "what is going

on" in a programr; deScribing the program accurately for Ithem,can be a

very valuable service. Second, it is a Seriousluistake or an evaluator

to assume that 'program decision makers do know "what is going on."

Herein lies one of the major deficiencies'in evaluation that borrows from

the rationalistic paradigm and experimental research; because preordinate

design4 are considered essential, evaluators tend to rely on premature

notions about what is important in a program. They accept the prOgram

spokesperson's notions of program goals, important variables, posiible

problems, etc, in order to specify their evaluation plan in advance of

data gathering. As a result, many preordinate evaluations never reveal

the tr6e nature of the program. The results are largely irrelevant arti-.

facts of the design.

JR de course of discovering "what is .going on," the naturaliStic /

evaluator looks for themes--recurring concerns, conflicts, dysfunctional

behavior, etc. If someone voices a concern to,the evaluator, his/her

response will be to try to determine if anyone else connected ?Nth the

Rrogram shares the concern or if other data lend support to its legitimacy.'

Tti..e pattern of themes that emerges lead to hypotheses about their sources.

Additional data collection is guided by the needto confirm or discOnfirm

. 'the hypothetical explanations. Triangulation of data sources is used to

establjsh the validity of,'eliminate,or revise the tentative.explanations.--

Those'descriptions, themes,-and'explanations that survive thisprocess

'typically become part of the evaluation results tfiat are provided to the,

clieni or audience for the evaluation.
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The Nature of Naturalistic/Results
/

The major results o;i the FIG'program eValuation at W.U. are presented'
/below. i think they are typical of the kind of findings that result from

naturalistic evalUations.--

/

1. ,Many'of the W.U. faculty participating in the workshop had no

intention of ever u ing the developed materials in their Classes; they
_

were simply there t the workshop because of the sUmmer stipend paid by

the FIG grant to/each participant.

/2. An enormous,' amount of hostility was resent between the FIG

administrators/and the W.U. faculty. The faculty resented the inter-
/

ference of the FIG program in their classes; the FIG administrators

regarded much of the faculty as lazy and inflexible.
, ,

3. Mapy of the faculty,workshop participant were under severe

stress; s-6te cutbacks in funding were necessitating faculty layoffs:
/

Some facu,ty received notices of non-renewal during the workshop.

4. !The FIG administrators had not always considered the large rofe

13

that affect plays in the adoption of any innovation. They had offended

tYie fculy kit continued to treat the faculty's lack of performance as

striptly an informational problem.

5. Th quality of stUdents recruited by W.U. had dropped dramatically

dringthepreviOus/decade. Many faculty members equated I.D. with the

reation of lpstruCtion exclusively for low ability studentshejr self-

esteeM-Was threatened Wtfib perceived deterioration of the student b6dx,
(\

adeterioration they felt the FIG program, and consequently instructional'

development,confirmed.

6. Due probably ,to expediency and the lack of a solid grasp of I.D.,

the FIG administrators evaluated the faculty's progress by counting
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concrete products they created, e.g., tests, syllabi, etc. The quality

,of what was created was seldom addressed.

7. Because of the FIG administrators"' own lack of knowledge of I.D.,

the w.p. faculty had been exposed to a series of misleading workshops

supposOly designed to help them convert their courses to competency

based instruction. Many Of these workshops had been conducted by the

full-time "developer" who, in fact, had very weak credentials in I.D.

Records of the previous workshops partially revealed the etiology of the

faculty's cOnfusion regarding instrUctional development. These wOrk

shopS and previously noted factors operating in the W.U. milieu had led

Lhe faculty to the following beliefs about instructional deyelopment.

a. Instructional development assumes that traditional

,teaching methods, e.g., lecturing, are wrong.

b. Instructional development will necessitate major changes

\in the way W.U. courses are taught; nothing will be the

same after the 'New Order' is ensconEed.-

,

c. Instructional development is restrictive, i.e., it dictates

what can be taught in a cou s

d. Instructional development dict tes the use of media in

instruction.
4

e. Instructional development is a technfe for creating

instruction foi low-ability students; the is no value

in using it when instructing-bright students.

f. Instructional development will necessarily lower thes,academic

standards at W.U.; developed courses are easy courses. NN,

g. Instructional development at W.U. will mean that bright

students will receive an education of lower quality.
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8. Observation Of the group workshop Sessions had:revealed that

in addition to negative affect toward I.D., the W.U. faculty had some

cognitiye confusion regarding the process. This confuSion was analyzed

:extensively during the -WOrksho0 and. was presented.in the final evaluation

report as a series of specific discrimination failures as follow's.

. Process/content - Faculty had difficulty separating

instructional development components from the content

Yehicles used to demonstrate the components. In many

cases participants-did not realize that the I.D.

process neither depends upon nor dictates ,course

contents

b. competency based instruction/mastery learning - Many

participants believed that grounding instruction in

specific objectives dictated the percentage of students

who must succeed. This confusibn cordributed to the

belief that I:D. would necessitate a drop in university

standards.

c. goals/objectives,- Some participants saw the consultants'

emphasis an specificity in instructional objectives as a

denial of the legitimacy'Of more general and, therefore,

f6r"s666-15brposes more useful statements about course

outcomes. The failure to make this distinction caused

I.D. to appear rigid and mechanistic.

d. terminal objectives/enabling objectives - The logic of

hierarchies in I.D. had not been understood by many

faculty members.

e. instructional objectives/instructional strategies -

Participants seemed to be largely unaware of the
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concept of an instructional strategy, i.e., means of

.achieving an instructional objective. The notion that

a num6er of different strategies exist and that some

might be better than others in achieving a given objective

was foreign to many. 'The most common distinction made

among strategies was lecture vs. media. Unfortunately,

many faculty members had been led to believe that the

media option was the one preferred by instructional

technologists. They were not encouraged to learn,about or

experiment with other strategies.

f. knowledgeslevel/higher cognitive levels - Faculty generally

had trduble making this distinction in their instruction0

planning. They tended to write objectives at higher levels,

but to write test items at the memorization level.

g. student entry behaviorP.Audent potentf I -.Faculty meffbers

tended to dismiss students potential based upon their

lack of entry skills.

Perhaps a brief discussion of the nature of these results would be

useful. They, like most naturalistic results, have the following charac-

teristics.

Results tend to be panoramic. The results tend to pull together

diverse aspects of a situation both inside and outside the iMMediate

program being examined. In the case of W.U., extra-institutional factors

such as the demographic shift in the student body, institutional factors

such as faculty dismissals, past program factors such as an inappropriate

focus in.previous workshops, and current program faCtors such as an undue

emphasis on concrete products were drawn together to explain why faculty at

W.U. felt instructional development hastened the decline of academic
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standards. The scope of naturalistic results stem from the refusal

to limit the foods .a.,priori and from the multiple data sources,thai are

always examined.

ProCess as well as outcome is Aescribed. Naturalistic evaluation

results tend to describe not only outcomes, but how those outcomes came

to be. Etiology of the major outcomes is always important. In the case

of W.U. the evaluation report discussed in some detail the sources of

the faculty's poor attitudes and cognitive failures. This characteristic

of naturalistic findings makes them particularly useful since the explan-

ations usually suggest recommended changes in program processes; decision

makers not only know where they are in terms of outcomes, but they also

have an idea of.what they can do differently if they don't like where thy,

are. This process focus of naturalistic evaluations is made possible

partly by the reliance on observational date; the program's functionin

its process--is directly witnessed.

Differences in perspective are represented. Besides the perspec lye of the

evaluator, the evaluation report written about W.U. contained the different

perspectives of the.W.U. faculty, the FIG administrators, and to a lesser

extent, the workshop consultants. This quality of the findings proceeds

from an unwillingness to accept a single, objective reality. All of these

parties had a legitimate view of the W.U. world. One of the major goals

of a naturalistic evaluation is to portray those differences in perspectite.

It is not unusual for one pariy to be astounded at the perspective of

another party within the same program. Os. hopes, of course, that the

portrayal of different perspectives will allow greater understanding and

expedite the resolution of dysfunctional conflicts within the program.

The.multiple.perspectives emerge, of course, because of the reliance on

subjects' impressions as a data source and upon interview and observation

732,
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as data gathering techniques.

Many of the findings are related to one another. Reading through the

W. U. evaluation results, one finds that many of them are related to one

another; for example, the cognitive and affective results at W.U. are

closely related. This characteristic results from the thematic way in_

which naturalistic data is analyzed. The results that emerge tend to be

holistic and hang together' supported by common themes.

Many of the results contain personally and politically sensitive

material. Some of the results of the W.U. evaluation were explosive;

indeed, some of them could not be reported. Such findings are not unusual,

in naturalistic studies. They come to light for if least two reasons.

First; the role of a naturalistic evaluator is to establish rapport with

program participants and decision makers. The importance of this rapport j

cannot be overstated; skill in building harmonious relationships quickly

is an essential ability for naturalistic inquirers. Once such a relation-

ship has been established, the evaluator finds that he/she has access-to

many otherwise closed sources of information. Participants trust him/her

and are willing to share their feelings and thoughts. The'fact that
_

naturalistic evaluators have access to sensitive information is one of th

paradigm's Major strengths. Explanations thatmould otherwise never.b.e

revealed are sometimes mlde available to skilled naturalisticrinquirers.

The seconereason why sensitive information is frequently unearthed by

naturalistk evaluators has to do with their digging through multiple

data sjources and the omnipresent-nature.of their involvement with the

program being studied. Like good investigative journalists, it is rela-

.tively difficult to hide information from them. Unlike preordinate eval-

uators who tend to limit their focus from the outset, naturalistic

evaluators are constantly triangulating.one....source of information.against
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another. Under such scrutiny, some aspects of\the program that might

otherwise be concealed become difficult to hide\.' The ethical questions

surrounding this characteristic of naturaltstic \studies are many. It

must suffice here to say that naturalistic evaluators - like all others -

must hold themselves to the highest standards regarding the dissemination
. ,

of any information which they Aave been privileged\to receive.

Difficulties in the Conduct of Naturalistic Evaluation

For all their advantages, there are several dis\tinct difficulties

frequently encountered in the conduct of naturalistiC evaluations. Three
\

of these problems are diiCussed briefly below.

Credibility Problems

Because of eValuation's beginnings in tests and measurement and its

alliance with the dominant research paradigm in the social sciences,

naturalistic evaluations lack credibility with some decision makers. This

problem is wticularly severe when evaluation services are being con-

4tracted. Some clients don't understand why the naturalis'tic evaluator

can't provide them with a design. They aee simply not prepared to hear _

the arguments in favor of naturalistic approaches. Such aeguments sound

"unscientific" and "soft" to them. Credibility can still be a problem

after the evaluation is finished. Since the criteria used io evaluate
A-

rationalistic studies cannot legitimately be applied-unmodified to natur-

alistic studies (Guba, 1981), critics who insist upon using 1lose criteria

will be unsatisfied With natiralistic investigations. ,Guba(1981) and_

Guba and Lincoln (1981) have carefully addressed the approprie criteria

by which/to judge the adequacy of naturalistit evaluations. However, it

is not reasonable to assume that program'decisiOn makers in gr7t
.

numbers will become conversant in these criteria in the near future. The
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quantitative, rationalistic, experimental establishment has dominated

for decades; the naturalistic advocates face credibility problems for some

time to coMe.

Problems with-Threat

As has been mentioned before, naturalistic evaluati.ons take an

initially broad perspective and are guided by the emergence of.themes.

The-concerns of anyone connected with the progralT, get a hearing. Con-

sequently, such evaluations -are difficult for program decision makers

to, control. Preordinate evaluations can be stringently limited from

the outset; however, it is usually politically difficult for a client

to stop the pursrit of,a theme in a naturalistic evaluation. Furthermore,

since preordinate evaluations are explicit from the beginning, they make

it easier for clients who have a stake in positive results to 'play'

the program to the evaluation design. During a naturalistic evaluation,

such manipulation is more difficult because of the breadth of the data

sources incorporated. This characteristic of naturalistic evaluations

is at once their strength and one of their problems. Evaluation is a

--highly political activity; one should not anderestimiaie-the substantial

threat posed to sodle clients by a naturalistic study of their program.

Time and Effort Required

Because of the intensity of involvement, the multiple data sources,

extensive observation, etc., one needs serious commitment (and a great

deal of energy) before undertaking a naturalistic evaluation. During such

an investigation, the evaluator is always 'on.' .Program events that may

be recreation and relaxation for other participants are merely additional

,sources of data for naturalistic evaluators.They must guard against

'going native', i.e., losing their relative objectivity and forgetting
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their professional role. In short, naturalistic evaluations can be

exhausting. However, if one has the energy and the skill to conduct such

.an evaluation, the results can be most gratifying. There is a certain

intellectual satisfaction that comes after having approached a complex

reality with a paradigm that does justice to its complexity, and walking

away with understandjng.
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A primary means for classroom learning is through written prose

material (Olson, 1977). Various techniques for enhancing learning from

prose material have.been investigated. These include the use of

pictures and the use of self-generated imagery through which learners

create their own mental pictures to help them remember the prose

content (Pressley, 1977).

Both provided pictures and induced images have been found to be

effective in facilitating learning from text (Fleming, 1977, 1979;

Pressley, 1977). The effectiveness
.
of these.strategies depends in

part on the age of the children who employ them. Learners between the

ages of four and seven can benefit when pictures are provided with text

material (Dilley & Paivio,.1968;. Dunham & Levin, 1979; Fleming, 1979).

Studies also have indicated that lerners by age 10 can generate-their

own mental images to help them remember prose material (Shimron, 1974;

Lesgold, McCormick, & Golinkoff, 1975; Pressley, 1976). Once children

reach an age at which they are able to benefit from either provided

pictures or induced images, it is not clear which is the better text-

enhancement strategy (Fry,.Hartng, & Lagomarsino, Note 1).

Reading ability is another factor that affects learning from

prose. Differential results by reading level have been found in studies
.

awhere imagery was\used as a text-enhanIement strategy (Levie & Lentz,

in'press). Several researchers have fdund that poor readers benefit

more than good readers from the use of imagery (Levin, DTVine-Hawkins,

Kerst, & Guttman, 1974; Rohwer & Matz, 1975; Rusted & Coltheart, 1979).

Howeveif, Levin (1972) has suggested that good readers tAically perform
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better than poor readers under all instructional conditions.

The purOose of this study was tO investigate the effects pf

different text-enhancement strategies on prose learning of high and'

low readerst Three d-T ifferent enhantement techniques were emp1oyed

in addition to a text-only, condition. These techniques were'pictures,

pictures with practice, and induced imagery with practice.
. Performance

was assessed on a 29-item completion-type criteribn measure administered

immediately after the treatment.

Method

Subjects I

Ninety-nine (99) sixth-g6de students, 49 girls and 50 toys, from.
, 4 .

two, metropolflan elementary sChools in Phoenix, Arizona participated

in the study.

Materials and Procedures

A 666-word story about the killer whale adapted from Maher and

Sullivan (1982) was used for he study. The passage, which has a Dale-

f

Chall readability index'of 4. , contained information about the

appearance, characteristics, m sconcepfions, social behavior, and

training of,the killer whale., 1he story was divided into 22 short

paragraphs of 2-5 sentences. Tw paragraphs were on:each page, one

at.the topind one in the middle.

1
The materials were:prepared four.diffeentforms to represenr

the experimental conditions:

3/4

text on1Y4(no enhancement)

teXt with pictures
\

text with pictures and prac ice

text with fnduced imagery and practice
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The four levels of text enhancement were crossed with two reading

levels. Subjects were classified as high or low readers based on their

California Achievement Test reading scores. Subjects were blocked by

reading level, then randomly assigned to the four treatment groups.

The treatment groups contained from 24 to 26 students across the two

reading levels.

Trained experimenters simultaneously adminis-tered the experimental

treatments in separate rooms. Experimenters told subjects that they
. .

were-going to read a story about the killer whale, then be tested on

what they read: Instructions relevant to the particular treatment were

given.

The text nnly form of the materials consisted of the text with

no enhancement. Students in this group wero told that they would be

reading the story and they should try very hard An remember what they

read.

The text with pictures form contained illustrations in the

form of line drawings after each paragraph of.the text. Students were

given the same Instructions as the text only group, except they also

Were told that they would see pictures with the story. No other

referehte- was made-to the pictures.

The text with pictures and prattice'form consisted-of the story

and line drawings, practice on using the pictures, and reminders to use

thk. The remihders were inserted in the materials below the drawings

after the fifth, eleventh, and seventeenth paragraphs. 'Students first

1-lard the same information as the i:ext with pictures group. They were

told that the pictures could help them remember information that they

'743
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read and were also told how to use the pictures to remember, .116t,

students were 'given three practice sentences with pictures. Questions

were employed as prompts so that students would use the provided

pictures to help them remember the practice sentences. After the

practice sentences, students read the killer whale story with pictures.

The text included the following reminders to use the pictures:

Remember to use the pictures to help 3/ou remember

what you read.

Remember: use the pictures to help you remember

what you read.

Don't forget to use the pictures to help you

remember what you read.

The text with induced imagery with practice form was comprised of

the story, practice to induce images, and reminders to use them. The

reminders were inserted after the fifth, eleventh, and.seventeenth

paragraphs. Students were given similar instructions as the text with

pictures and practice group. However; rather than looking at provided

pictures, the students were instructed to "make a picture in your mind

of what you read." Students practiced inducing images with the same

three sentences as the text with pictures and practice group. After

practicing, the students read the killer whale text. The text included

reminder§ which were as.follows:

Remember to make pictures in your mind to help you

remember What you read.

Remember: make pictures in your mind to help you .

remember what you read.

Don't forget to make pictures in your mind to help

you remember what you read
_
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Criterion Measure

The criterion measure consisted of 29 completion iteMs designed

to measure factual recall. The items were derived directlyfrom the

text information and randomly ordered. Test-retest reliability of the

criterion measure, computed from an earlier study (Maher and Sullivan,

1982), was .94.

Data Analysis

Data were analyzed using a 4 (text enhancement form) X 2 (reading

level) analysis of variance with the criterion test score as the

dependent variable. In addition,,contrasts were performed to examine

observed differences in mean scores by treatment group and reading

ability.

Results

Mean scores on the criterion test are shown by treatment in Table 1.

The greatest difference for main-effect comparisons was between high and

low readers. Total mean scores were 22.18 for high readers and 17.02

for low reader's, F (1,98) 25.02, .2.< .0001. Scores by text-enhancement

strategy ranged from 20.89 for induced imagery with practice to 17.76
.

,

for no enhancement, but neither the main-effect difference for text

enhancement nor the reading level by treatment interactionwere

statistically significat. _

,
. .

. -
___ --

The pattern of mean scores among treatment groups differed for the

high and low readers. Mean-icores of 'high readers varied only slightly

across the four groups, ranging from a low of 21.42 to a high of 23.31.

Ift.contrast, among low readers, the text-only group scored approxfmately

five points.lower than each of the other three groups. The mean for the

7 4 5
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text-only group was 13.36 (46 percent) whereas the means were above

18 for the low readers in the other groups.

Tests of contrast among the low readers revealed a significant

.difference between the mean of the text-only group (13.36) and the

combined means of the other three groups (18.24), F (1,48) = 5.38,

.p.< .03. A comparison of the mean for the text-only.group with that of

the induced imagery with practice group. mean (18.46) was significant,

F (1,48) = 4.12, p(.05. Comparisons between the text-only group with

the picturds-Onty group and the pictures with practice group approached

statistical significance, F (1,48) = 3.52, p_< .07 for both' comparisons.:

Discussion'

The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of text-

enhancement strategies on the learning of written prose material by

stxth graders. The text-enhancement strategies of pictures, pictures

with practice, .and induced imagery with practice did not have a signifi-

cant effect that extended across high and low readers. As expected,

high readers performed significantly better than low readers.

The data indicate.that text enhancement may be more effectiy_e_with

low readers than with high readers --The Meafi score of high readers
-

_in,the unentia-h-Ced text group differed only slightly frolb each of three

othergroups. However, low readers in the unenhanced text condition

scored appreciably lower than those in each of the three text-enhancement

conditions. The percentage Scores for high readers (76%) and for low

readers (46%) in the unenhanced text condition illustrate the difference

in performance of high and low readers and the greater potential for

improvement among low readers. The mean Score of 46%for low readers.
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in the unenhanced text condition was considerably loWer than the mean.

percentage scores (62% - 64%) for the three .other groups of low readers

thatreceived some form of text enhancement. High readers may have learned.,

the' material.well enough in A single reading that text enhancement contri-

buted little or nothing to their performance. In contrast,-the performance

of low readers leaves.considerable room for improvement. The present'

results suggest that text-enhancement strategies MaY improve the overall

performance of low readers.

,The.potential effectivenes5 of text-enhancement-techniOues for low

readers merits further investigation. This study involved.only a single

age group and set of materials. Whether the Sfect would be attained

consistently with low readers of other grade levels or with other materials

is not clear. Further investigation across age ancUtyPe of school content

should indicate the.generalizabliity of this Pa-t-tern_
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Table 1

Posttest Mean and Percentage Scores by Reading Level

and Text Enhancement

Text Enhancement

Reading Level

Totals'High Low

Pictures with practice 21.83 18.17
. 20.00

(75%) (63%)' (69%)

Pictures only 21.42 18.08 19.75
(74%) (62%) (68%)

Induced imagery with practice 23.31 20.89
g(80%)

,,184-6
(64%) (72%)

No enhancement 22.15 13.36 17.76
(76%)* (46%) (61%)

Totals 22.18 17,02 19.60
(76%) (59%) (68%)

N = 99 Cell sizes range from 11 to 13.

Maximum possible score = 29
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CLASSROOM U.SE OF MICROCOMPUTERS IN ONTARIO:

TEACHERS' VIEWS ON EQUIPMENT, SOFTWARE AND SUPPORT

INTRODUC ON

Although there is a great deal of enthusiasm about the use of computers

in education, at present only a small proportion of Ontario teachers are

actually usin microcomputers in their classrooms. Their experience

with this new technology can-provide a valuable guide for future develop-

ments.

, Last winter we asked, a sizeable number of these computer-using teachers

to describe and cement on their situation, their satisfactions, dis-

satisfactions and cencerns. Because of the exploratory nature of the

study and the desire to tap teachers experience and perspective, our

questionnaire was designed primarily to elicit subjective reports and

secondarily to generate statistical findings.

Sixteen questions asked about teachers'. training .and the leng6 of their

experience in using microcomputerS, about the subjects in which they

use computers, the hardware they use, the software they use.; their

classroom use of cOmputers,-the difficulties they encounter:and their

computer-related needs.

No complete listing of Ontario's com uter-using teachers is available.

so that random sampling procedures' were not possible. Ingtead, we

sought a large and iliverse sample that would comprise a substantial

proportion of the relatively small worla of teachers who use'-computers.

Our contacts With school board officials and our familiarity with the

distribution of computer equipment led us to select 37 of Ontario's

125 school boards., Officials in these boa'...ds were asked to distribute

a total of 1300 questionnaires; almost 700 teachers completed question-

naires and retuvied them to us.
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Since these teachers are located proportionally in all six regions of

the prkririce, in large and'small school boards and in public and

RoMa atholic separate school boards, We feel Confident in generalizing-

' our findings. Estimates indicate that these teachers comprise upwards

of 10% yf Ontario's computer-using teachers, adding further to our belief

in the findings' accuracy.

The newness of computers as a classroom tool-appears clearly.in the figures

below. Almost half of the respondents haVe been using computers in their

teaching for'less.than 6 months and two-thitds have started using them

within the-last year.

LENGTH .OF RESPONDENTS' EXPERIENCE USING MICROCOMPUTERS

Under 3 Months 21%
'67% Under '

3 - 6 Months , 26%
1 qear

6 - 12 Months 20%

' 1 - LYears 22%

Over 2 Years 11%

(N=694)

Sburce: TVOntario, Office of Development Research, May 14

MICROCOMPUTER EQUIPMENTIN THE CtASSROOM

- 1

In Ontario, Commodore PET's account far 81% of schools' computers:10%

are TRS-80's and 8%,d1.e Apples. In secondary schools, fully 90% Of7

the micros are PET's, compared to 76% of elementary schools' computers.

Half of the teadhers in this surVey reported no technical problems with

their equipment while half.gave a large Assortmept of technical probiems.

Heavy classroom use.iesulting from too many students using too few micros

was seen as the majar cause of such mechanical problems as belts slipping,

chip becoming loose or)olowidg, plug- pins coming loose and micros over-

heating.
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The'most commonly mentioned problems were related to casSette recorders.

Dirt accumUlating rapidly in.cassette'heads, poorly duplicated tapes apd

discrepancies in.head alignments were all mentioned frequently.'

The following-table.shows the percentage of teachers who have each type

of peripheral.

TYPES OF PERI ERALS

Secondary All LevelsElemerhary

Cassette Recorder 88% -92% 90%
Disc Drive 26 66 43
Printer 25 ,76 47
Game Paddles 11 . 9 10'
Sound 3 2 3

Peripheral Sharing
Networking 1 8 4

Other4 5 11 . 8

(N=383) (N=294) (N=677)

Source: TVOntario-, Off\ice of Development Research, May 1982

Printers that are slow and problems with peripheral sharing networks

----accounted for a number of teachers complaints. Delays 'in having repairs

done and repaires done poorly were also mentioned repeatedly.

However of greater concern to teachers than equipment failures or,

inadequate repairs was the hortage of equipment.''Fully 83% ofrespond-

ents said that they.did not have enough microcomputers for their classroom

needs. Many teachers felt that is is impossible to do much positive work
_

with one micro in a class of 30 students. A ratio- cf 1 Micro to 2 students

was often seen as ideal; although some teachers would like 1 micro-per

student-.Several. comments suggested that the shorte-ge of micros might

lead teachers to give up in frustration.

1. Includes monitors, modems and card reader's, 7
0 0

7
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Subject

MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE CLSSROOM

Areas in Which Microcomputers are Used

Overall57% of our respondents teach at the elemefitary level and 43% at

the secondary

At the elementary level, 80% of our respondents use miCros in teaching

mathematics and 64% in teaching English. A sinaller but\ptill substantial

proportion of teachers (12% to 16%) report using microcomputers to teach

computer literacy or computer science, to teach social studies, or related

subjects (family studies, environmental studies, geography, etc.) or to

provide several types of special education.

Microcomputer uaein other subject areas is still relativeli. rare. Seven

percent of our respondents use micros in teaching science and 5% or less

mention French, library science, industrial artsvisual arts, foreign

languages and music.

a

O.,

PERCENTAGE OF ELEMENTARY LEVEL RESPONDENTS WHO USE COMPUTERS
IN EACH SUBJECT AREA

Mathematics .80%.

English 64

Computer Studies iS

Special Education 16

Social Studies . 12

Science 7

French 5

Library Science. 5

.IiSual Art 2

Industrial Arts 2

Foreign Languages

Guidance/Counselling

Music

1

1

1

(N=383)

Source: TVOntario Office of Development Research; May 1982
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At the secondary level, computer use is even more highly concentrated in

a smaller number of subject areas.

Computer science (reported by 50% of secondary school respondents), math

(31%) and business studies (29%) account for most computer use in secondary

schools. Micro use in teaching science is more common at the secondary

level (15% compared to 7% among elementary teachers) but computer use in

other subjects areas was generally lower among secondary school teachers,

PERCENTAGE OF SECONDARY LEVEL RESPONDENTS WHO USE COMPUTERS
IN EACH SUBJECT AREA

. Computex Studies 51%

Mathematics 31

Business Studies 99

Sciende 16

Social.Studies 5

.Special Education 5

English 4

Library= Science 4

Industrial Arts 3

French 2

Foreign. Languages 1

duidance/Counselling

Art/Music

(N=294)

Source: TVOntnrio, Office of-Development Research, May-1982

Types of Software and How They Are Used'

The types of software readily available and the quality of existing

software shape the.ways that computers Can be used in the classroom.

-

Drill and practice programs and game programs are most widely available.

Their use is reported by a large' proportion of teachers, especially at

the elementary level,

7 4
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TYPES OF SOFTWARE,USED

Elementary Secondary

Drill and Practice- 94% . 55%

Games 86 . 53

Simulations 43 54

Tutorials 28 23

Source: TVOntario, Office of Development Research, May 1982

Simulations that approximate real-world experience and tutorials that teach

concepts are more difficult to design.and program, and are therefore less

readily available. Four percent of elementary teachers and.7% of secondary

,School teachers added word ptocessing software to,the types listed in the

cluestionnaite.

Teachers were asked, how they use computers in subjects other than computer

science or computer literacy, At both levels, but especially in elementary

classes, micros are, often used to.provide either enrichment or remedial

experiences for students. Drill and practice and game programs Iend them-

selves readily to thistype of use.'

TYPES OF CLASSROOM USE

Elementary Secondary

Integral part of lesson 34% 46%

Remedial tool 87 50

Enrichment 87 61
,

Reward/recreation 76 37

Classroom management 16 47

Source: TVOntario, Office of,Development Research, May 1982

Among secondary school teachers, fewer than half (4() nve,nsin). micros

as_an integralpart of their lessons, and at the elementary level, only. 1

in 3 of our respondents is doing.so.
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Comparing respondents in different subject areas, we find that a greater

proportion of science teachers in.both elementary'and secondary schools

have tutorial and simulation software-and as a result they more often use

their micro as an integral part of their teaching. Forty-four percent of

elementary science teachers and 67% of secondary science teachers are doing

SO.

The following table shows that the percentage of teachers who use their

micros as an integral part of their teaching increases among those who 'use

more complex types of software.

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WHO USE MICROS AS AN INTEGRAL
PART'OF THEIR LESSON

Flomontary Rernndary

Games 31% 40%

Drill and Practice .34 49

SiMulationS 44 57

Tutorials 46 71

. Soutce: TVOntario, Office of Development Research, May 1982
,A

It seems that the widespread use of computers as\a. central.educational

'tool will not occur uritil more sophisticated software is available.

Computers are also used by teachers to perform a variety of administrative

chores. The use of micros to assist in classroom management and record -

keeping tasks is reported by 45% of sedOndary school teachers and 15% of

elementary teachers. At the elementary level, 7% of teachers who have

been using micros for less than six months are using them for classroom__
management, while 30% of those with more than one year of experience are

doing so. The proportion of secondary school teachers who use their micros,

for classroom management increases from 35% among.the less experienced to,.,

58% among the mote experienced.
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Software.Availability

At the elementary level, 70% of compUter-using teachers have difficulty

finding suitable software. Although this percentage remains high in:all

subject areas, a higher percentage of elementary teachers in. mathematics,

English and special education are able to find suitable software, compared

to their colleagues who teach social studies, computer science or general

science.

An even higher percentage 4-secondary school teachers (76%) have difficulty

finding suitable software. This is almost uniformly the caSe across all

subject areas, although secondary-level computer science teachers are least

likely to haye difficulty while the shortage of software fOr English, special

PrInrnt-irm n"A c^^4n1 studies is especially acute.

Since computer software is a new type of learning material, the means for

distributing it are just now being developed. To a large extent, the

onus is still on the Individual teacherto locate it.

At the elementarylevel a majority of teachers receive software through

resource people at their board or school: At the same time,,two-thirds

of elementary teachers copy software themselves and:one-third locate it

themselves and as that it be purchased.

At the secon ary level, copying software is the predominant mode,. Half

find sd.t..wA./ on their own and less than half u/e board or school resources':

One quarter of secondary school respondents wrixte at least some of their

software themselves.
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ACCESS TO.SOFTWARE

Through resource person

Elementary Secondary

iri school . 26% 10%

Through resource person
at board 69 . 41

Find it on one's own 34 50

Copy 66 73

Write 11 25

Other. sources 15 17\

Source: TVOntario, Office of Development Research, May 1982

The Quality of Software

Teachers select from available software the programs they will use with

their students. In judging the quality of software, 56% of elementary

teachers and 49% of secondary teachers are less thansatisfied with the

software they are us:it. Although this percentage remains fairly uniform

across all subject areas, some differences'do exist. The subjects in which

few teachers are using micros and software is not readily available are

also the subjects in which,software quality is less satisfactory. These

include computer science ahd general science at the elementary level, and

English, socidl studies and special education at the secondary level.

_ _

Teachers who are mot-satisfied with the quality of the software they are

using -- roughly 50% of our respondents_77gopmented extensively on their

concerns. Software_wasdescTIETed:implistic," "repetitive,"'"dull,"

"not professional," "insulting," "having insufficient variety," "inauthentic,"

"unrealistic," "unsophisticated," "inappropriate," and not designed to

"promotelcritical thihking."

In .addition to the overall pdor quality of a great deal of the software,

.teachers are concerned with the educational irrelevance of the software

to school curriculum. Software was described as "not task specific," "not

suited Eo my needs," "not suitable for the grade being taught," and "not

compatible with the curriculum." The phrases "doesn't apply to my courses,"

arid "doesn't do what I need it to do," appear frequently.
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Teachers also say that software is "limited in scope and depth," "just a

video textbook," "not rich enough," "not Canadian-oriented," "not eduCator-

evaluated,"'"too general," "poor pedagogically," and has "too much busy

work." One teacher commented that "80% of all software we receive is use-.

less for classrooms."

Many teachers commented that documentation and/or instructions accompanying

software were incomplete, confusing and vague, especially for elementary

students. Software was often described as 'being "full'of bugs.", Teachers'

attempts to break in and clean it up or modify it often result in losing

the program. Programs "crash" too easily. They are described as not being

"student-proof," in that many students don't run them easily and require

considerable teacher assistance. In many programs students can't see'where

.they went wrong because4he feedback given is_p_dor,_

Teachers were dissatisfied when they were unable to preview or test,mail-

order software, when they were unable to return unsatisfactoty software

or when they were,unable to afford the cost of some good quality_Softwate.

The lack of good publications containing softwaredescriptions and reviews

was mentioned.frequently.

'Software Needs

Teachers were.asked what kinds of software they need in the subjects they

teach. Their most frequently, expressed need iS'for seftware that is

consistent with Ontario curriculum courses of sLudy.

A large number of teachers expressed needs for "tutorial" or "instructional"

software. .This would be used to present basic le-isons or cohesie units

of lessons and would free the teachers to deal with the "personal side of

teaching." Ideal tutorial software would be "conceptual," "motivational,"

"open-onded," and "naturally,interaetive." lt would contain "good graphieS,"

and "imaginative simulations." It would "stimulate creative thinking" and

"make the students supply solutions.", It would support the child it an

"individualized, self-teaching" style, to understand "theoretical princtples,"

through "sequential modules."
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Another.groug_of comments centred on the need for good "self-correctine

or "diagnostic".software to .help-students pinpoint areas where they need

help an4 see- their problems and mistakes. Some teachers requested taorial

software wip "built-in tests.and reviews" but others saw this kind of

function as separate from "instruction." "Review" or "skill-and-drill"

software was perceived as necessary and useful to reinforce skills and to

provide remedial help for students'having difficulty with conceptualization.

Smaller numbers.of teachers expressed needs for:

\

- authoring programs that allow teachers and students to

create their own programs and lessons;

- Software for classrooms and school management programs

'that keep student records, timetable classes and organize

school events;

- good documentation and manuals that assist teachers in..

agplying software;

- simplified software for students whose first language is

not English; and

- software to teach programming in languages other than

BASIC, such as Structured BASIC, COBOL. ,

In ,their comments, te.achers described not only the kind f software they

need, but the related services that would provide access to good software.

Once it is produced, software should be pre-tested, reviewed and evaluated.

Catalogues of.software and software reviews should be available easily.

A provincial newsletter or simftar publication.describing and evaluating

tho best in cOrriculum-related softwaro WAS stIgget:tod froquently. Contralized-
,

,banks of software in board or'school resource centres were also suggested.

Ideally these would make it easier for teachers to find, preview, and use

all available software.
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TEACHER TRAINING AND SUPPORT'IN MICROCOMPUTER USE

Learning to Use a Microcomputer

With little of the resistance met by such newtechnologies as ballpoint

pens or electronic calculators, microcomputers have entered the schOols

very swiftly, and often with little preparation. As yet there has bee

no 'comprehensive plan for training Ontario teachers-in their use and,

with the exception of very_few boards, teachers are not required to'have

any
-
organized-training before uSing microcomputers in their teachIng:

-: One teacher wrete, "Education is probably the only industry which demai4s

that the computer will be used and that peop le using computers must train:

themselves, at their own cost, outside of the work place and work time:"
2

In fact, 28% of our respondents have had no organized training whatsoever.

Thirty-six percent have taken one or more courses sponsored by their board

or by the Ministry of EdOcation. These courses range from 2 hours at a

professional deVelopment day up to 50 hours on evenings or weekends.during

a full semester.

TYPE OF TRAINING RECEIVED BY TEACHERS
USING MICROCOMPUTERS

Board or MOE sponsoted course 36%

Continuing education course 20

.University.credit course ,10

Other courses: 6

No organized training 28

Source: XVOntario, Offiee of Development Research, May 1982 v,

Two teachers in 10 have taken a continuing education course at a college

or university and half that number.have taken university credit courses,.

often in compUter,scienee, with little Or no speciac -reference to micro-

coMputers or their use in education. Six Oercent of respondents have

taken courses offered by.Manufadturers,. dealers; or consultants.
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If we compare the training received by teachers who are new micro users

to the training of those with more experience, we find that the percentage

of teachers with no organized training whatsoever has.de lined somewhat

from 34% of experienced users to 27% of new users.

Microcomputer clubs

Many microcomputer users have found it worthwhile to organize clubs where

they can exchange information and keep up to date on new developments.

This h"as been the cas for computer using teachers as well, especially in

large urban centres. 1ore than half of respondents in large -school

belong to computer clubS, primarily to clubs organized by school boards

or teachers' groups. -In small boards, only 1 teacher in 5 belongs to a

computer club.

\

1 CLUB MEMBERSHIP
1

Large Boards Small Boards
V

.

Board sponSoied or teachers' clubs, 37% 8%
.

General users''clUbs \ 13 10
,

Other clubs (ECOO, PIL\OT, etc,) 6 3

Ddes not belong 45 80

Source: TVOntario, Office of Development Research', May 1982

Their reasons,for belonging,to domputer-clubs are quite pragmatic. Teachers

indica-77e that they use Computer clubs as a place to share, evaluate and

.copy software; to exchange ideas_and information about classroom applications
1

'of microcomputers; to keep up with new developments in hardware and, software;
t.

and to meet Other computer users socially and "talk shop." A number of

respondents without access to a club said they would belong if they had the

opportunity,,

765
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/
/

In-Service Training and Suppor

A large number of general comments/at the end of the questionnaire expressed

the need for on-going training, for support and recognition.

Teachers' comments indicate that training has been left for/them to find on .

their own. School boards have provided them with lit,tle in/the way of texts,

manuals, or other literature about micrOcOmputers.and thiir educationar
1

applications.i

Many teachers are asking fer cohesive, organized, in-service training 'for

all aspects of microcomputer use -- for.train'ng,on how to operate-equipment,

how to.read and run progra andrevise

programs tosuit their qassroom needs, how to use programs

how to write deir own pr r ms when and if necessary/ /

/

D

Some respondents want to become ,more proficient in programming. Others /
4

would prefer to leave time-consuming_programming tasks to_prolpqqicinal
, 1

/

progratmers who will consult with them and take their teaching needs into

account. Many teachers would like the opportunity to participatein a

programming team.

The daily pressures of preparation, classroom teaching and administrative
,

routine leave teachers no time to experiment and learn to use the rificro-/

computer to either their own satisfaction or the students.' optimal learning.

Teachers comment frequently that using computers is "time-consuming. They

use the term in connection Zith aecessing micros for thefr classroom, with

not having enough micros to-go around and with searching for suitable soft-
,

ware. They find that they don't have%nough time to get training, to think,
-

to modify programs, to organize and test micro applications, or to work on

integrating micros into their ceaching.

Teachers want their school boards and administrators to recognize and support'

their efforts to integrate this new technology into education, and to provide,

them with the means and time to do so.
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Several teachers mentioned concerna that have not yet been discussed. Some

teachers expressed degrees of uncertainty about whether they are using micros,

in the right ways." They feel a need for a clear. eduCational philosophy

of how to integrate, and apply micros in education. -Some felt a need'for,
.

a clear and dniform terminology so thatjerms such as CAI,. CAL, coureeware,

software, and gomputer literacy have consistent meanings., There were comments
, e

on the need to study the societaloimpacts of computer technology. Pther

concerns_included the development,of safety standards and the need to guard

against sexism.

,In their.comments, 'many teachers t d about the computer's potential as

an'exciting and yaluable aid in helping students learn. _Most teachers are
-- .

,

impressed with t'he ability of micros to motivate and stimulate students,
-

i
.

/to develop studInts' .problem solving abilities, to increase self-discipline,
.

. .

''-':-7%---,--7-5----._to challenge st4denta to do their best wIiiie allowing them to more fully
. C.2...1

.

enjoy their leaing.al-t-e-ac-hers_ told of their success in using
1 i

computers to teach children wifh learnin problems,
I' ,

. or physical handicaps.

I

Our survey reaondents reported a wide variety of concerns. Their frustra-

tionsi,with equ pment shortages, with inadequate software and with the
i

I

almost comple4 absence ofOrganized training and support are severe. Yet
,

! .
_

their.enthusiaSM About ther,value and potential of this new technology has

clearly outwei hed the hardship's.
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CONCLUSION 7

0

,Igicrocomputer use,..at the moment is largely concentrated in a few subject

areas those where cOmputer,useds being taught (computer studies,

business studies),%and those where software is most readily available

.(elementaty mathematics and language arts). In other subject areas, computer

use is minimal because of the scarcity of software.

Furthermore, thiksoftware that is-now-available-Is-generally upsophisticatecU

Much of it has been, Aesigned to proyide practice and testing in basi4-skills,

not unlike paper-and-Pencil exercises with the additional.adyantagesiof

inters tfon and immediate feedback. As A result, computers are.used primarily

to prori.ç1e enrichment and remedial experiences for students:

TeacherS1 can find very little of the

is software that useS the coMputer's

tfilsfsoftware will provide mew types

wflile relating closely

0

software they are looking for, that

capabilities creatively. Ideally,:

of learning,expgrienhes fot students,

to existing curriculum content

softwrears-cib-e--des--i-gne_d_to stimulqte students'

,and their creative abilities. The widespread use Of-th -computer as a

substantial educational tool_awaits the development of such software.

an1 objectives. Such

p oblem-solving skills

Teachers who are now using computers reported at grtat length on koeth the

°potential of'comPuter technology and the difficulities of using it, givenr-,1

the limited lamount of both hardware an&software now,available. The als
9

detail the kinds of.in-service training and support essential to teachers
,

if-they are to use micros skillfully. As the number of computer-using

teachers gtows to include not only the enthusiastic but also the heLtant,

the need-tor such services will become even mor
.

e.ctucial. 0
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Introduction

Neurological research is engendering many provocative ideas
concerning the nature of the human brain. The:research is an
interdisciplinary effort Which encourages a broader conception of
man and his capabilities and complexities.

Split brain research with patients whose hemispheric brain
connections have" been severed shows that the brain can function

,in both a specialized.and a coordinated'fashion. Researcher's are
discovering that there are many ways of'knowing - the logical and
.the intuitive, the linear and the Wholistic and .the Verbal and
he non-verbal.

: The research is generating a lot'of interest and, due to its
complexity, both misunderstanding and abuse. Some teachers.have
found in it a magic panacea to cure the ills of the educational
System. Their intereet in 'brain research is related to the
belief that the whole educational system is stifling creativity.
They see creativity as the prerogative and essence of man. Many
equate it with right brain activity, a.conclusion which is not
supported by the.research.

A major cause of the misunderstanding and abuse of this
research by educators stems from the uncertainty, of whether to
use the brain as a metaphor for learning, or whether to try to
explain learning in terms'of actual neurophysiological processes.
There are physiological processes' that affect' learning. They
exist 'empirically. However, the links between these brain
processes and much of human behavior remain to be defined. On the
one hand, educators can attempt to explain learning-is \terms of
neurological processes. However, because for the most part these
processes are extremely complex and poorly understood even by
neurophysiologists, there is a danger that they will be
oversimplified by educators, leading to a misunderstanding of how
these processes might be linked to learning. Only in s6Me
automatic processes, which learners are not even aware of, such
as arousal, is the link between neurological processes and
learning better understood. We will explore some of these. On
the other hand, educators can treat the brain and its processes
metaphorically. This means that terms such as "right brain" come
to stand for constructs such as creativity or simultaneous
processing. However, this does not necessarily mean that
creativiy resides exclusively in the right hemisphere. Even if
it did, one questions the usefulness of this infomation for
educators. Knowing where in the brain some piece of information
is processed is useless unless the educator can control where the
processing takeS place. This the educator cannot do, and probably
will never-be-ahle-to.
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What this paper seeks to do is to clarify- the relationship
between the metaphorical:and actual role the brairLplays in human
learning. In SQ doing, it will iMplicitly point outthe folly of
educators' overZealous quests for'a "hard science" uponvhich to
-hese instructional practice, and the dangers of attempting to
build a theory in Which abstract non-physiological constructs,
like creativity, are mingled with the,physiblogical without the
links among them being known or even knowable. We begin with an
analysis of creativity and howeducatOrs heve attempted to :relate
it to split-brain research. We point but how the interpretation
of this research has been misleading-. We then turn to Luria's
model of- the-brain as a more Complete and more useful metaphor
for educators. Within his model, we -look at arousal, coding and
planning: functions, each of Which has role to play in learning
and the design .of instriaction. Only in the case of arousal, will
we 'spend any time with neuroPhysiological processes. There are
two reasons.for this. First, physiologicalprocesses are complex
and difficult for anyone Who. is not familiar 'with basic
neurOphysiological research to understand.. SecOnd, ' as we
Mentioned bove,' it is only at this low level of automatic
processing that'the links between phySiology and learning are
understood. We conclude that the brain is only useful as a
metaphor for instruction and design, except possibly ,in these
automatic processes. Educators should not base their actions upon
processes and principals that are not understood.

Illustrations of 'various aspects of the brain are ettached
to the end of the paper. The reader may wish to remove these for
easy reference'during What follows.

Split Brain Research

The Problem

In an attempt to solve the plethora of modern educational
problems, some teachers have turned to neurological research in
order to discover important and novel elements from_which to
build a new philosophy of education. Many believe that the
solution ia to "educate the right brain" and thus liberate its
treasure of creativity. Although an open-minded attitude and
desire, to improve the educational system are laudable
motivations, some of the currently fashionable ideas regarding
the application of brain research to education require more
critical assessment.

Perceptive teachers are becoming increasingly sensitized to
the difference between the kind of instruction that demands

0 -
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conformity and parro ting of disjointed infbrmation, which often
has,little relevancP, for the child, and.true educatiOn, which
_encourages :a -flexible -wide of behavior, whereby a person
intuitively takes: the reSponsibility to seek.out the skills and
knowledgethat he requires. The latter apProach is a form. of,

. intellectual karate needed to cope .with .the wondrous and
intimidating technical and informatiOn revolution that is the
'hallmark of our century. Although a More CreatiVe approadh to
teaching. is intrig ing and.nebessary,. it opens a Pandora's Box of
contentious issues hat Would require the wisdom of Solomon to

These c ude: allowances for individual learning
styles, the confl ting expectations of divergent and-convergent
thinkers (particul rIy if the,teacher:is one type and the student
.the other).the utility of having a common core of knoldedge in-a
given subject, the necessity. for some sort of evaluation,
demarcation of the fine line between innovation and anarchy, etc'.
Many teachers believe that by encouraging creativity,.which is
frequently referred to'by them as right-brain'activity, a child
can grow as an individual, receive, much more emotional and
intellectual satisfactibn from school, and be better able to cope

.with the chang0 wrought by technology. . Consequently, brain
research for some educators has become the seminal material from
,which.to formulate the new intellectual tools needed for Space
Age'Man.

Creativity

What is :this elusive and enigmatic quality called
'creativity? "Every creative act involves. . .a new innocence of
perception, liberated from the cataract of accepted belief."
(<oestler 'in Edwards, 1979, p.26). A creative per-Son intuitively

. transforms ordinary data into a new creation,tehavior .which iS'
made possible because he has the capacity to form broad, flexible
categories or,Schethata and "images' of wide scope" (Gruber, 1981,
p.69). Some the characteristics of a creative person are:
cUriosity, divergent thinking, a sense of humor, persistence, a
high level of aspiration, independence,.resourcefulneSs, courage,
.and radicalness. These characteristics can be construed as being
socially disruptive and . thus creative perSons ares often
persecuted. For example, Socrates was put to death, Einstein
mocked, Darwin considered an enemy of Christianity and Galileo
imprisoned'.(Demos & Gowan, 1967, p.5)'. Cne can only speculate
about the nunber of potentially creative talents that have become
atrophied due to societal displeasure.

'Do we promote :creativity in schools? Razik (1970, p.160)
.says "The usual practises in school not -only neglect creativity;
they damage it." Andersdn (Steinberg, 1967, p.117) goes even
farther when he states that

In children, creativity is a universal; among adults it is
almost nonexistent. Tbe great question. is: What has
happened to this 'enormous and universal human resource?



This is the questioh and the queSt of our age..

. Perhaps , one reason for, the dearth of creativity is that
institutions 'and societies, do not tolerate much deviation,
particularly from the young. The creative child is often an
anathema because .he.has an independent and, divergent style of
thinking.and anadiosynoratic mcde of judging his behavior, which
often places him at cross-purposes with a more conventional and
convergent-thinking, parent or teacher. From the point of view of
the harried teacher,a creative-child can -be ,an obstructionist
and an irritant, who 'asks impudent questions at inconvenient.
times. For the Purposes.of evaluation, it is much.easier to mark
a composition about pinto ponies than one on purple ponies and
iridescent. butterflies. Many educators, at Whatever level, have
a lot.of problems with creatiVity as they laud it in theory but
fear,and Suppress it in practice because they feel thneatened and
inconvenienced by it.) One major problem 26-encouraging more,
creativity in-education is that there exists a kind, of vicious
circle - that primarily creative people are able to 'tolerate and
.appreciate.creativity in others.

It iS'difficult to measure creativity objectively, and to
evaluate some aspedts of it woyld be like trying to measure
infinity' with a yardstick. Furthermore, the most common tests
administered in .schools measure facts and intelligence, which
require convergent:rather than divergent thinking. .Getzels and
Jackson (Razik, 1970,.pp.160-61) believe that intelligence tests
are biased against the creative child who has something more than
intelligence tests. reveal. Torrence .(Razik,- 1970, p.160)
suggests that_these tests miss about 70% of our creative students
and that after 120 I.Q., there is no .correlation between
intelligence and creativity. Furthermore, reSearchers in the
field are uncertain Whether creativity is a.collection.Of traits
or.a process, an aptitide or an attitude. It is more difficult.
to cultivate a talent if,merely the manifest symptomology and not
the etiology is, known. NonethelesS,- many studies indicate that
creativity. can .be encouraged and fostered by parents and
teachers, particularly in the earlier- years (Torrence, 1967;
Thorne, 1967; Williams, 1967; Walker, 1967; GuildfOrd, 1967).
.Despite the difficulties, many educators are attempting to:
encourage the development of creativity' ih their students.
However, unlike the views, held by many teachers, scientific

. studies on. creativity do not describe it as a right-brain'
activity, rather they say "A fact is discovered, and a theory is
invented, but only a masterpiece is created - for creation must
engage the Whole mind.". (Demoslx Gowan, 1967 p.T).

Rogers (1970, PP.137-54) also has a number of perceptive
comments regarding .creativity. He believes that our education
produces conformists rather than creative and original thinkers,
many technicians but few true .scientists 'who are'able to
-formulate fruitful theories and hypotheses. He implies that the
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ultimate death knell of .creativity occurs in graduate school
where the students are given little opportunity to pursue their
own interests (Rogers and Coulson, 1969, 169-202), and are-
sometimes required to analyze ad nauseam some minute.and often
trivial concept in an inCreasingly convergent and conventional
fashion. Rogers says (1970, p.138)

In' 'a time When. 'knowledge, Constructive and.destructive, is
advancing by the most incredible leaps and bounds intoa
fantastic atomic age, gendinely creative adaptation seems to
represent the only possibility that man-can keep abreast of
the kaleidoscopic change in his World, With Scientific
discovery and invention proceeding; We are told, at a
geometric rate of progression, a generally passive and
culture-bound people cannOt cope with the.multiplying issues
and problems. Unless individuals, groups and nations can
imagine, construct and creatively revise new ways of
relating to these complex changes, the lights- will go out.
Unless man can make new and original adaptations to his

.'environment as rapidly as his Science can :change the
environment; our 'culture will perish. Not .only iindividual
maladjustment and group tensions but international-
annihilation will be the price we pay for a lack of

.,: creativity.

The above issues have prompted ccinscientious and sensitive
-teaehers to seek methods of improving the educational system
°particularly by fostering creativity, which some of them define,
mistakenly in our opinion, as a right brain activity.

Claims and Proposals Made by Educators

The educators who advocate that the right brain be given
prominence in educatiOn like to quote Sperry <Regelski, 1978, p.
19) who Says that the

message that emerges from the findings on hemispheric
specialization is that our .educational system and modern
society generally (with its very heavy emphasis on
communication and on early training in the three Rs)

discriminates ag6inst one whole half of the brain. . .the
nonverbal, nonmathematical, minor hemisphere, which, we
find, has its own perceptual, mechanical, and spatial mode
of apprehension and reasoning. In our present school-
system, the attention given to the minor hemisphere of the 'N.

brain is thinimal compared with the training lavished on ttie
left, or major, hemisphere.
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Betty Edwards (1979), an.art teacher, was disturbed.by the poor
drawing skills of her students and she proceeded to find
innovative methods to rectify the -deficit." In a sameWhat
simplistic interprptation of Sperry's research, she decided that
thern factor, needed for improving drawing tapabilities was
a cognitive shift from the logicaloleft brain processing to the
creative 1.ight brain mode.. The--left 'hemisphere- should be
"switched off" during art activities because'it is purported tO
interfere with drawing, imagining and- intuitive- activities.
-Edwards belieVes that a child's drawing capabilitiez atrophy at
age ten,' ooinciding with the more sophisticated language
develOpment that is due to brain lateralization. Translating
perceptions into wOrds .inhibits the.special kind of perception
needed for.drawing. To avoid this, Edwards gleveloped- a unique
and successful art, program; training her students to draw by
using negative space their left hantis, or by turning the' page
upside.down-

Another theorist someWhat cOnceptually similar to Edwards :Is
Robert Mdkim (1972), whose ideas revolve around imagery and
creativity. mHe.places heavy emphasis upon non-verbal polysensory
tmage formation in thought, whether it be abstract and logicalor
fanciful. After a complicated gestalt has been formed from
non-vrbal iMagery, then words and :signs have to be sought
laboriously:in the next stage of thinking. McKim :also divides

L. . the brain into . the logical left and the creative right, but
adVocates that the functioning of the two should be synchronized .

.and fullY' utilized to give a "whole" human being.. Sensory
tmagination and symbolic thinking' are complementary, each
performing mental functions that the other cannot. There should
be a "recentering" of 'perception, a kind of "unlearning .and

-unlabelizing," to permit the individual to %see 'things in a
creative, innocent, right brain way. He' suggests "idea-
sketching", a kind of abStraction ladder, whereby a vague and
illusiVe image that acCompanies a new idea is sketched to become
-'tangible and _communiCable to others In essence, he .is
describing the Creative process, and'he allots much attention to
Einstein and other' creative people who made-their discoveries in
a nonverbal'fashion after a dream or during a sudden flash of
insight.

Regelski- (1978) says that true education is not learning
specific facts, easily forgotten, but "is the attitudes, values,
habits and tendencies made possible by the,ftli cooperation of
all mental facilities." Since students are forced to learn
facts for exams, which have no relevance to-their lives, they
quickly forget what has been learned. In'the area of the arts,
he feels that' excessive verbal-analytic processing'is harmful-and
that-rwholistio-brain processing is needed. Learning must also be
related to situations that' a learner might encounter in life.

'In contrast to the .aboei Fagan (1979). condemns the
simplistic'theories of the right-brain advocates. He says gOod
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educators have., for deeades attempted to educate the "whole'
child", taking advantage of his unique learning styles, talent's
and,creativity. Many excellent ideas.have come from advocates of
creativity, and these .do 'not have tg bekdefined in terms of
laterality.reFor 'example; Lytton (1971twou1d encourage a 'more
creativeandrflexible use of knotdedge, whe.reby children would be
given an opportunity to'"discover" as well as "remember" facts,
paay with ideas and )earn that one question could haVe- .severlal
answers. Most impdrtant of all, children mot feel that their
ideas have value.. Teachers and ,parents shAld be supportive
rather than critical of many youthful ideas: Papert-(1980) would
aid that computerized learning, particularly with LOGO (an
interactive, user friendly computer language), is a very powerful
conceptual-tool becau-e in the process of seeking the correct

. answer (the "debugging stage")\ the child would engage irimuch*
creative thinking as well as learning to respect the power of-his
ideas.

Brain LateralizationStudies

What is this controversial research that has captured the
imagination Of the educators?. As a result of his ingenious
'exPeriments mith animals and humans, -Sperry, the guru of the
popular press' and the right-brain advocates, was able to'show
that each brain hemisphere evolved its atm specialized mode of
information processing. The ' left hemisphere has become
synOnomous with verbal, sequential, matheffiatical, temporal and
logical functions, while the right.is described as wholistic;
synthetic, creative and- intuitive. In a healthy. brain, the
hemispheres usually coimplement each .other. However, in cases'
Where the major commissure,,the corpus callosum. '(a bundle of
axons and important "communications link" connecting the
heMispheres), was,severed to alleviate ymptOms of epilepsy,
Sperry and his co-workers showed that each6hemisphere had its awn
capacity for learning, emoting, 'thinking and acting. A
commissurotomy (severing of'the corpus.callosum) resulted insome
respects in a,"spiit.personality", whereby one side of the brain
did not. know what the other was doing and perceiving. Man's
language function has necessitated the evolution of d.unique and .

dominant left brain, which is an important determinant,for-his
perception of the world and his consequent behavior. Despite
Sperry's reputation for stressing laterality and for Supporting
the developMent of the right hemiSphere in education., he also
refers to. the complexity of the brain and the necessity of
utilizing both hemispheres in complex cognitive functions, such
as problem solving. This aspect of his research is rarely given
prominence by the right-brain advocates.

04-
Other researchers'both expanded upon and questioned SperrY's

conclusions.. Broadbent emphasizes that the two hemik7lIeres
fulfil different parts -of an integrated perfarmance, not'
completely,separate and parallel functions.(Jerison, 1977). For
example, imagery,:which is essential for' Certain types of
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learning to occur, utilizes both parts of the brairibecause-it-is
intimately connected with spatial and language- YunctionS. hr
.addition, Jerison believes that language-related functiOns are so
crUcial to human .performance that a nonverbal test of
intelligence may be a contradiction in terms. Bogen also
believes that .no language or spatial funCtions are_strictly
Iateralized-and-that particaarly-in the case of left_hemisphere
damage in the young child -other parts of the brain assume this
function (Gazzaniga, 1977),t,

-Gazzaniga. emphasized that with an intact callosum the
,:normal-*ain. subject _can' switch'.betWeen the various modes of.
consciousness and that tralsfer of Sensory or other tnfOrmation

, is particular.ly fabilitated by language-. Npn's language capacity
permits very sophisticated kinds of coding to occur and is
essential: for the operation of hiscomplex- mental .processes On
both the verbal. 'a414.nonverba1.levels. A particular exiperience
has'multiple aspectS to it and "theSe are coded and stored in many
;cerebral memory banks t,hat may or may not communicate With_each
ather.- Gaizaniga and .LeDoux (1979) suggest that there are'
multiple mental systems (emotional, motivational, percept6d1.,
etc.), each possessing its oun response probabilities. With the
use of language, man is able to control and arbitrate ,between
these systems and create.a Sense of Conscious reality from them.
iflese studies all suggest that it is erroneous to claim that _one
shOuld or even can "shut off" one hemi§phere to favor the other,
as siggested by soMe:teachers. c.

_____Many-othtrinteresting studies have'been conducted regarding
laterality in language-functions (Kra§tlen, 1977). Although in,
most cases the left hemisphere is dominant for language, many
studies also shal that language is an extremely complex function
which utilizes both_ sides of the brain- 'in Varying degrees.
Dichotic listening studies (i.e. ont ear would hear "2", the
other "4") such as those employed by Kimura (KraShen, 1977,
109=110) indicate that both hemispheres re used in ,language
decoding. The Haskin (Krashen 1977, 111-113) Hypothesis states
that the .4eft hemisphere has . conSiderable advantage .in
decipherinethe most encoded sounds, for example the- stop
consonants, Whereas'the right hemisphere has the adyantage with '

the least encoded' sounds, for example the vowels. Because of tile ,

_temporal element, the left hemisphere is better able-to.:deeode
grammatical structure. Furthermore; not all language§ are
equally lateralized in the left -brain. English is more
left-lateralized because of the importance of !the temporal
element (Krashen 1977, 117-118). Considerable Individual
diVferences exist in the amount an& time of ,lateralization;
particularly lin some left-handers sand in women. One-third.of
left-handers have right brain dominance for language. WoMen have
less specianzed brains than men .Krahsen 1977, 118-121). 'The
conclusion that can be drawn from thege studies is that
lateralization and specialization are not as pronour)ced as
previously believed.
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Wittrock (1977) 'conducted rather eclectic resuarch which
should be Of partieUlar interest to -teachers. -1-te says that
reading ,is a much more complicated process than previously
assumed, and he traces- many reading 'problems--to brain dys-
functions. He stresses that the riost powerful memeiltraces
occur when imaOry is combined withlanguage, which means that
both hemispheres are being stimulated, preferably.on several
levels. Inductive learning occUr8 mostly in the right hemisphere
While deductive odeurs in the left. Wittrock: also has several
important recommendations for% instructional design. It should
utilize multiple modesi'not merely the learner's dominant-mode or
learning style. Like Winn (1982.), he says that a lesson should
be deSigned in terms of the types of processihg of information
that it stimulates. Teachers must devise new ways to facilitate

.the multiple processing systems of the brain, not just
, concentrate On developingthe "neglected" ri.ght hemisphere.

Perhaps 'one/ coUld conclude that the educational Systemds not
pi-operly developing the potential of either half of the brain.'

Summing Up

The volume and complexity of brain.research'is overwhelming,
yet\it is but a modest prophet of the 'future% Our entire-educational philosophy could change once this research is
augmented and properly understood. The Whole question is much
broader than mere hemisphericity.

It is the writer's opinion that the present research,
particularly that done by Sperry, has been over-simplified,4
misunderstood, and even abused by some educators. An earlier
review of this research for educational technologists (Hellige,
1980) sounded 'a siMilar warning. It is darterous to draw
conctusions from the abnormal and appiY:them to the normal
because there could 'be a si'gnificant lualitative and 'quantitative
difference in brain functioning between them. We need all of the
-brain and must educate the who)c brain, not halt of the brain, if
we re to' function as human beings.

,

Our society needs to -tolerate and encourage the.
deelopment of many creative people who have the proper attitude
and the skills to keep.abreast of and go beYOnd the frontiers of
knowledge. Creative learning '. requires creative teaching, but
teachers need to "ally enthusiasm with' discrimination in
assesSing the claims of neW ideas and methods," (Lytton, 1971, p.'
115).. Nonetheless, there is a:pressing need' to develop future
oriented, adaptive and intelligent thinker6, not mere
conformists. The very sdrvival of our species may depend upon
it.

9
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Aq_Alternatime_Modp1

Beyond the excessive enthusiasm -for and unwarranted
application of the "split brain" metaphor by educators, there is

another problem. The model totally ignores a large portion of
what the brain contributes to human thinking and behavior. The
cognitive functions that are differentially performed by the two
hemispheres, nd whiCh form the basis for educators' interest in

"split brain" research, are essentially to do with the way
information is coded. The tnportant functions of al'ousal and
planning are omitted.

A more satisfactory metaphor or directing educators,..and
more especially instructional designer, is "front brain versus
back 'brain" rather than "left versus i4ght hemisphere". Such an-
approach oWes a lot to the research of the .Russian
neuropsychologist Luria (1966, 1970, 1973), and to Western
researchers who have developed Luria's model .into an elegant

theory of intelligence and cognition (cf.. Das,-Kirby and JarMan,
1975,.1979). The basis of Luria's theory lies in three blocks of
the-brain to do with arousal, coding and planning. While theSe
blocks are located approximately in the back, middle and front of
the brain, Luria makes the, point of stressing their function
rather than their 'location, ,and indeed refers to them. as
"functional systems", whose components may in fact be relatively
scattered within the brain. Each block of the brain is made up.

of three sections whiCh Luria calls "zones". These three zones
are hierarchicallY arranged. 'The pPimary zones, :labelled the
!'projsection zones", are responsible for reception and sending of
nerve impulses. The secondary zones are Where information is
processed, and are concerned with the association..'of information
derived from different senses bY way of the primary zones. The
tertiary zones are where-information derived from the lower zones:
overkaps.Completely: These are where the efforts of many areas of-
the brain are integrated,and.where the. most complex of hunan
thoughts and_behaviors_originate.

It is worth mentioning that Luria does not address the topic
of creativity. This is perhaPs because any. emphasis on
individuality.would be someWhat.unpalatable in a Marxist milieu.
Nonetheless, his "whole brain" concept is very much in accordance
'with some of the explanations of creativity and brain functioning
in general which are propounded by 'researchers from democratic
traditions.

The functional system to da with arousal is located -in the

'subcortex and' the brain stem. It has prtnary responsibiIiLy for
maintaining Pcortical tone" (Luria, 1973, p. 44), and for

autonomic processes like excitationand inhibition. Of particular
importance jto this functiOnal system is.the orienting reflex and
its role in- controlling- attention. .Possible implications for
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'education and instructional design of research on the role of the
orienting, reflex and arousal in attention will be discussed
presently.

The second functional system has to do with the coding of
information. It is located in the lateral regions of the
neocprtex. Like the first block, this block of the brain is -

divided ihto three zones that are organized hierarchically. The
first zone is involved in the reception and initial analysis of
information into its .basic components. It is sensory modality.
specific. The second zone organizes the information further by
relatihg information across senSory modalities. The third.zohe is
amodal and performs higher order analysis. Wf,:th increasing
amodality comes increasing.fUnctional lateralization (which is
where, of course, "split, brain" research fits into Luria's

-model).. 'Information May be processed 'either simultaneously or
successively.in each zone.

The third funetional system has to do with planning and
decision-making, and is located in the anterior regions' of the
cortex. The primary zones-ofLthis-block-of-the-brain are.to. be
found in the motor cortex, and serve as the outlet channel for
behavior arising from decision-making. The secondary zones
consist of the premotor areaS of the cortexv and are concerned
with the preparation of: "programs" to direct behavior. The
tertiary zones are in the prefrontal lobes. They are conderned
with the formation of intentions and with the. regulation and
verification of the .most complex forms of human behavior.
Intelligent- behavior involves far more than .just coding. It
involves coding with a purpose (Das and JarMan, -1981) so. that
intellectual responses meeting the needs of the particular person
are arrived at. The notion of learners planning the way-in Which
they will learn_iS closely 'related to Current ideas about
learning strategy and metacognitive ability,-whiCh have iMportant
implications for the design of instruction.

It can be seen that. Luria's model offers a much more
complete account of learning than the "split brain" model.
Hemispheric assymetry fits into the second functional system, and
involves at most two out of the three zones that operate in this
block of the brain. The iMplications of this limited, as well as
erroneous concern on the part of educators, will become evident
as the inplications of Luria's model for instructional design are-
examined. Though it too is only useful as a. metaphor, it is
nonetheless a more complete one. We Will now look at each block
of the brain in turn. We begin with arousal and its role in
attention. This is also the one area where it is safe to talk
about neurophysiological processes and their links to learning.

Arousal

Consider attention. For the teacher, it appears too often to
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be absent . For instructional_ designers, attention is -something
we intuitively appeal .to through format, pictures, unusual
captions, and bold print. We believe it should be got, grabbed
and paid.: But what is it really? In fact, attention is a
marvelously Complex physiological 'system lodged in the more
primitive parts of our brains. It results from a sensitive
interplay .amongst brain systems. Attention manifests itself
subtly throughout the whole human body in blood volume,.in sweat
gland activity, in heart rate and in 'pupil size. Its.affect on
learning is at once Orofound and telling. It occurS unmonitored
and aUtomatically in the interplay of two processes, arousal and
orienting. Arousal is general; orienting is .someWhat more
specific ,- it is the group of physiological processes that are

,

the onset of learning. If these processes seeM abstruse, it is
because highly Sophisticated disciplines, neurology,
neurophysiology, 'and psychoPhysiology have arisen to explain and
explore this phenomenon.'

Arousal.and orienting appear.to occur in two separate though
neurally connected brain subsystems: theTeticular system and the
limbic system. The first, arousal,,refers to the neural tone or
general excitation that the person demonstrates at any particular
moment. Four characteristics of the reticular system are
pertinent:

A. The system is general rather than local. It functions to
excite or inhibit an extended neural pathway that runs
from the brainstem to the cortex, and affects the entire

. body (Ingram, 1976). Concomitant to this is the fact
that arousal is a long latency or long duration response.

. The system is responsive to a -variety of sensory
modalities. Anatomically, the reticular system receives
collateral neurons from various sense organs on -its
ascending pathway (Thatcher and John, 1977). The process
of coding occurs simultaneously' with ar-eus-a---The--
transmission providing sense data spreads throughout
reticular system. Instructors are well aware that
drowsiness or extreme excitation, such as anXiety,
attenuates coding. And the stimuli must be altered, for
example a stern word or a quiet reading time, to' aid
learning.

C: The reticular system receives feedback froth the cortex
particularly the.frontal lobes (Luria, 1973). So arousal
may be affected by expectancies or plans such as making a'
speech or going into battle.

D. The system inhibits some brain sites and excites others.
Arousal, therefore, is not simply a matter of- the
quantity of nerve transmission, but rather the
qualitative brain state that the organism displays as a
result of the neural, transmission whether it be
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al er tne ss sl eel) er_eattneme_anxiety- _Alpha -state si--for
example, appear to be a function of arousal, and may be

'desirable prior to learning.

To recapitulate, arousal is a generalized, long latency
process that is both non-specific and modifiable by higher order
processing; arousal results in differing brain states. It is
the sine qua non for both the coding and planning functional
systems.

In contrast, the orienting reflex is a phasic or short
latency response that is superimposed upon the general tonic
state of the organism. It might be visualized as occuring on top
of or added to the arousal state, like an extra jolt of nervous
stimulation that piques us: This phenomenon was first named by
Pavlov in.. 1927 who noticed that only stimuli that provided an
observable attentional reaction before conditioning could be
effective_as---aconditienal stimulus. ThuS, a bell provoked an
attentional reaction .from his dogs, and therefore could be
succeSsfully paired with- food for conditioning. The orienting

-reflex Vas posited to be a sensitizing process initiating
cognitive functions like visual perception problem solving and
remembering.

Research suggests that the likely brain site.responsible for.
theprienting reflex iS the hippocampus, a cluster of relay cells.
in the limbic system. The limbic system, like the reticular
system, is a functinal brain circuiL It is situated' in the
midbrain and forebrain. '(It fs also 'called the !ireptilian"
brain"). It addition to being the'likely site of the orienting
reflex, the'limbic system has been shown to affect emotional
states .such aS rage, sexual arousal, and pleasure Olds, 1969).
We are'all aware that the perception of logical patterns in the
universe; such as understanding a law of physics, can be highly
pleasurable. Similarly,_learning may be burdened with anxiety;
such as the need_ta_pass_examsen4o-gain-apOroVa1.

Numerous researchers have implicated the hippocampus with
the.onset of the memory trace (Berger & Thompson, 1978; Luria,
If76; McGough and Gold, 1976; Milner, 1972; Pribram and
McGuiness, 1975). Berry and Thompson (1978) con e that
hippocampal activity is "completely predictive" of b havioral
learning, and in its absence learning does not occur. Pousal is
necessary to establish a brain state conducive to lear but
not sufficient- in itself to initiate learning. A sup unposed&
attentional reaction is also necessary to initiate the -memory
trace.

The orienting reflex not only occurs centrally in the limbic
system, but also occurs peripherally along the stimulus-response
pathways of the autonomic nervous system. It is most commonly and
reliably measured In the skin conductance response (SCR) in such
an unlikely anatomical structure as the sweat glands of the palm
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(Lockhart and Lieberman, 1919: Griam 1919.),_ Othe MP sures_
which b-ehave idiosyncratically, bUt have nevertheless been
implicated in the orienting reflex, are heart-rate (Lacey and
Lacey, 1974), vesomotorchanges (blood volume) (Skolnick, Walrath
and Stein, 1979), and pupillary changes (Kahneman, 1973).

The orienting reflex, then, is an,eutomatic physiological
response, signalling neural activity, and is measurable
throughout the:body. Since the orienting reflex is a response to
learning, it should occur reliably when stimulus characteristics
assodiated with learning are present. This is in fact the case.
Research shows differential orienting reflex onset. to .the
following stimulus characteristics (Van Olst, Heemstra & ten
Kortenaar, 1979):

A. Sensory determinants.,
1. Intensity of the signal.
2. Temporality. In other words, the pairing of action and
consequence through time.

B. Structural-determinents. 4

Complexity, for example the presentation of musical
harmonies rather than single repeated tones.
2. Informational value.
i. The orienting reflex occurs in direct relation to

the quantity of information. The greeter the
-quantity of infOrmation, the greater the response
(Bernstein & Taylor, 1979).

ii. The orienting reflex occurs in conditions of.
relative novelty. However, it does not occur in
circumstances of complete novelty (Blakemore, 1974).

C. Signal value, for example verbal condttioning to certain,
words, such as oriels own name, provoke an orienting
response (Kahneman, 1973).

The response satisfies the condition that occurS when the
stimulus is infOrmational. Furthermore, Graham (1979) has
demonstrated that the orienting reflex is a different reactiOn
than either the startle 'or- defence reflexes, Tikhomirov and
Vinogradova (1970) have demonstrated the presence of the reflex
in more complex tasks, when they showed it ocCurs reliably and
prior to the dbility to.verbalize, and in the successful solving
of'chels problems.. Corteen ,(1969) found that the level of skin
conductance orienting-response predicts long term recall, and
Kintsch (1965).found,that the orienting reflex is maximal-on the
last error before.learning.

The. orienting reflex demonstretes- two further
characteristics that support the evidence that it is indeeda
physiological,response to learning. First, it habituates. This
means that -repeated -stimUlation results in a. decrease in
response. Extended'periods of stimulation without any contingeflay
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Onatching-of-stimulus with reward) result in relatively permanent
decreases in response. For example, the sound of airplanes taking
off would probably provoke an orienting reflex in a novice
passenger, but would not.in an airline stewardess. Habituation is
.therefore one of the chief adaptive Mechanisms that organisms
have to filter out insignificant stimuli. Similarly, in an
instructionai setting, a ,student may filter out insignificant
Stimuli in order to accomplish a task. On 'the other hand, the
student may fail to respond to instructionally significant
stimuli, because other stimuli are more significant to the
tudent, or because of an attentional or perceptual disability
like hyperactivity.

However, if the stimulus is-significant, then the orienting
.reflex dOes not habituate. Rather,.it Maintains:sensitization
over the period for learning the. contingency. Pendery and'
Maltzman (1977) and Maltzman (1980) havedemonstratedthat if
subjects discqvered then verbalized the contingency, their skin
conductance response did not habituate, hpt they continuedto
orient throughout the stimulus sequence. \ In contrast, the
orienting reflex in those subjeCtS Who didnot discover the
contingency habituated to base level. In this experiment; the
contigency condition was the 'pairing of the word "plant". to an
audible tone. These results paralleled those in a second Set of
subjects. In this case, the subjeCts were divided into two
grOups. One group was instructed to listen for th critical word
"plant"; he others were given a filler word for which the
contingecy did not hold. The former group maintained their ,skin
conductan- response While the response in the latter habituated...
Thus the structor must ensure that there is sufficient positive
feedback o that the learner does nothabituate with the result
that he or she gives reponses that are chronically depressed.
This is the so-called "turned-off" learner.

_These- results-indicate-that-the-orienting response continues
in the individual Who discoverS a meaningful contingency: But
sensitization perse is -not learning. What'happens to the
orienting reflex in cases where conditioning occurs? Grings
(1979) has studied the form of the skin conductance response, in
the .Case Where the contingency is recognized. Hehas shovin that,
'the initial orienting reflex becomes chainedto the conditioned
response. Thus, the- orienting reflex is integrated into a
response complex, and the organism incorporates a new behavior
into its repertoire. The suggestion is that human learning
depends upon the- function of a loWer brain mechanism, the
reticular system, to maintain arousal, and a midbrain mechanism,
the hippocampus, to potentiate the system for inforffiation
processing and memory trace .storage. Whatever differentiallT
:affects the -perfOrmance of these two subsystems should
differentially .affect the -traditional dependent variables of
instrOction -- learning tilde and achievement.

Do individual differences appear in this interdependent
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complex of ,brain state and orienting? This is an index of the
sensitivity of the processes. If reliable differences appear in
achievement due to a variety of aptitude differences, will these
be reflected in significant correlates with orienting .reflex
differences? This 'suggestion is in sane measure borne out by
research. There is a positive relationship between the orienting
reflex magnitude and conditionability (Furedy & Schiffman, 1974).
Deboskey, Kimmel and Kimmel (1979) have found that ,gifted
children, as Measured by the Stanford-Binet test, have
significantly higher skin conductance orienting response N,
magnitudes and significantly slower habituation rates than those `
of average students. These differences are in the sameidirection
as those found previously in comparisons between averagd and slow
students. Zeiner (1979) found orienting reflex magnitude to be a
significant predictor of grade point average. These results
warrant an extension of our confidence in the measure of the
orienting reflex to predict not only subjective probability and
informational values of stimuli, but also to predict capability.

Physiological measures, like the orienting reflex, show
promise because the research results warrant our consideration of
these measures as they might interact with task performance.
Nonetheless the measure is still 1.1ot well enough understood.
First, it is not sufficiently fine, nor is the research community
suffl.ciently clear as to what it is measuring. Second,'a theory
establishing,the physiological component of instructional tasks
does not exist. Finally, a cost-effective, convenient mechanism
by which physiological feedback might be put into instructional
procedures is not in place.

. However, there are numerous hypotheses that might be
advanced. For example, in applied research EySenck and White
(1964) and Eysenck .(1967) suggest that factors of temperament,
particularly. . introversion-extroversion, interact *with

_Intelligence in -a curvitinear relationship. Eysenck follows the
argument,advanced by Kleinsmith and .Kaplan (1963) that strength
of arousal relates .directly to the. ,strength of memory
consolidation, that is the transfer:of memory traces to longtenn
storage However, the'potentiation prodess in the limbic system
interferes With further recall, particularly in the highly
aroused subject. Therefore this person iS at a disadvantage 'over,
short recall periods,- while-performance is superior over longer.
periods. IntroVerts are presumably characterized by high
arousal', high potentiation and high short-term interference,.
extroverts by low arousal, low potentiation and low Shbrt-term
interference, and therefore peeformance for both groups?,should
vary in time.- Although dntroversionTextroversion may be 'a poor
choice of predictor, Orlbeke and Feij (1979). suggest the
possibility:of maXimizing performance by manipulating-information
presentation times as a function of orienting reflex measures.
This might be especially effective in subjects with hypo- and
hyperactIve attentional-disorders vtio-sho-w highry significant
variances in basal levels of arousal (Williams and Das, 1979).
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This is but one of many potential applications. Others might
include the variability in naintenance of persistence, which
according to Eysenck is a factor in intelligence, as a function
of orienting reflex habituation rates (am extensibn of some
earlier research by Pendery and Maltzman, 1977); the ability to
monitor one's own brain waves agd thereby improve task
.performance (Donchin & Israel, 1980); and the possibility of

. learning rote material in low arousal states.

It is likely that from the understanding of events
intervening between instruction and perfbrmance will emerge an
enrichment of explanation and an enhancement in the effect of
instructional treatment: The interaction between motivational and,
emotional states and perfbrmance criteria will undoubtedly be

'clarified. There is. the .promise of new instructional
configurations in which physiological information is fed into a
matrix of instructional options.

Coding

The 4iscussion of the functional system to do with coding
will deal with two matters: the relationship between coding and
the modality in which infbrmation is presented to the learner;
the roles of simultaneous and successive processing. These two
issues havibeen selected from the many that sUrround the
question of coding beCause_they, above all others, have a direct
bearing on what it is instructional designers do, especially
those'who work with audio-visual media fOr-the presentation of
-information.

As we 'said above, the block of the brain-to do-with-eed-ing-
tsdiVidëffihto three zones (Luria 1970, 1973). The primary zones
are responsible for "eleMentaryregistration and .analysis" (Das
and Jarman, 1981), where infbrmation is first pickediap and solme
attempt is made to sort it out. They are modality-specific. The
secondary zones serve to relate infOrmation acrOss modalities;
and, are therefore less Modality-specific. The tertiary zones are
responsible for ,even higher-order processing of information
regardless of modality, The_ result _is_that_as infbrmation is
coded, it moves from one zdne to another, each .of Which is less
modality specific than the preceding one. At the same time, the

.

original form in Which that infbrmation waS cdded by the learner
becomes less important as far as the meaning of the information
itselfis concerned. It is intetesting to note, .as Das. and
Jarman have pointed out (1981), that Luria's theory of zones,
each with a different degree of reliance on sensOry modality,
encompasSes just about all theories of sensory.modality that are
evident today, from those that. hold that modality has an
imPortant impact_on_cognition,, to-those claiming-that modality is
irrelevant. Das and Jarman go On to Suggest that the degree to
Which sensory modality is inportant in infbrmation processing.and
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learning is probably not simply a matter of choosing from among
theoretical positions, but is rather a question that involves
many factors, including.informatioh load (Freides, 1974), task
(Winn, 1982), and the type of learner (O'Connor and Hermelin,
1978).

The notion that the further information is coded, the less
it depends apon the form in which it was presented will come as
no surprize to those of us who are familiar with research
concerning "depth of. processing" (Craik and Lockhart, 1972).
There is a great deal of research from cognitive psychology, in
addition to the neurological evidence, that the more information
is processed, the more abstract the way it is represented in
memory becomes (see Winn, 1980 for a sunmary of this research).
Indeed, scholars who take the.side of the proposition in the
image versus proposition debate (Pylyshyn, 1973, 1981; Anderson,
1978) are tacitly subscribing to qiis point of view, since a
proposition describes very few, if any, details of the form in
which the infbrmation was presented.

What is perhaps less well known is research that relates
modality specificity in information processing to, intelligence
In a study by Jarman (in press,a), subjects performed either
intra-modal or 'cross7modal matching of auditory and visual
stimuli. Materials consisted of patterns of either dots in
sequence on the page (visual-,spatial), flashes of a light
(visual-temporal), or tones .(auditory temporal). For ,the
cross-modal task, subjects were given a stimUlus in one modality,
and a pattern to compare it to in another, and had to say if they
were.the same. For the intra-modal task, both the patterns were
presentbd in the same modality. This gave a' total of nine
possible combinations (visual-temporal, visual-spatial and
a ud i tor y- tem po r al fon_both st usand-comparison-pattern s) .

Subjects were placed into tWo groups, those of above average-
intelligence and those of below average intelligence. A repeated
measures design' was uSed. The nine scores for each subject were
factor analyzed. While the results of this analysis are quite
complex, the factors that emerged for each group were different.
For the low intelligence group, factors were defined in terms of
the modality of the stimulus. This effect was far less marked for
the high intelligence group. The conclusion that can be drawn is
that stimulus modality is something that plays an important role

NN in the information processing and learning of students of low
. intelligence, but that it plays less of a role with more

intelligent learners.

To return to Luria's theory for a moment, the results of
t. s study suggest that more able learners will code information
in ose zones of the brain where processing takes place in such
a way that modality has little relevance. In cther words a
feature intelligent .cothingmightbe-t-he-ability to divest
information if its surface forms, to integrate it, and to
manipulate it n abstract forms such as propositions. One might
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even go .sO far as to suggest that the media designer's
preoccupation with communication channel (the audio and the
visual) is irrelevant to intelligent behavior, and serves to
distract less able learners froM the content of instructional
messages by drawing attention to their form.

At the same time as inrormation becomes less modality
specific, 'the functions of the brain ,become increaSingly
lateralized. This is especially, true for the- secondary and
tertiary zones..What this means is that the primary zones have
identical functions in both hemispheres. However, as the
information moves from the primary to the secondary and tertiary
zones, and becomes less modality specific, it is processed
according to the different funCtions .of the two hemispheres,
which were described earlier in this Paper. In other words,
association and synthesis of various pieces of information can be
carried out differentially by either of the two hemispheres. What
this means is that cerebral assymetry does not exist at the level
of initial Acoding, which is modality specific, but at a
functional level which is independent of modality. The
implication, of course, is that the hemisphere, that processes the
information has nothing to do with the form in which the
information was first perceived and decoded. ,So making
information (or a curricUlum) more "visual" will not necessarily
do any more to develop the right hemisphere than any of a2 number
of other things. Indeed, making tnstruction more verbal might do
more to "develop the right hemisphere", provided that the student
associated and 'synthesized. that, information .(secondary and
tertiary zone functions) in a parallel, wholistic, rather than
serial manner. And 'as .we .shall see, parallel -(simultaneous)
processing is.extremely important in the comprehension of textual
material.

The second area of interest in the functional system to do
.with coding involves the way in which informaticn is processed.
Both Luria (1966, 1970), and Das,and his associates (1975, 1979,
1981) propose that humans can process information in two ways,
simultaneously or successively. Both involve the synthesis of
information perceived sequentially into meaningful aggregates.
Indeed, all information is initially encoded as sequences. In
reading text, of course, this is obvious. Cne word follows
another; as do sentences and paragraphs. However, even when
looking at pictures, which are traditionally thought of as
presenting information "wholistically", infOrmation is
encountered one piece at a timeTim sequences. That this is' in
fact so has been shown time, and again by research into eye
movements, where peOple are seen to scan visuals (And indeed the
real world) in a. series of fixations and jumps.from one fixation
to the next (Yarbus, 1967; Just and Carpenter, 1976). Yet
somehow this information is synthesi7ed into meaningful units-in
the second block of the brain for storage in memory. It is how
this synthesis takeS place that is:described by the theory of
Simultaneous and succesive prOcessing.
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When simultaneous synthesis 'takes place, all of the
information that has been, coded so far is available to the
learner in short term 'memory at once. The best analogy to
describe this is probably doing a jigsaw puzzle. Here, a person
can only place the next piece if the puzzle as it has been
completed up to that point is visible. No sequence is required
for placing each piece. In successive processing, the aggregate
of the information is nbt surveyable by the learner. An
appropriate analogy is threading beads on a string. Each bead
occurs in 'a fixed position in the sequence, and provided its
neighbors are known, there is no need to know the position of the
bead to every other bead.on the _string. Clearly, simultaneous
processing -has spatial overtones, and sUccessive processing has
to do with sequential cognitive processes.,. However, simultaneous
and successive synthesisrdo not have discrete relationships with
traditonal learning tasks, as we might expect, Fcr instance,

,research has shown (Kirby and Das, 1977; Cummins and Das 1977)
that reading involves both.of these processes. Indeed, the more
complex a text, the more simultaneous processing plays a role,
because more information has to be surveyable at onetime by the
learner if meaning is to be derived from complex texts. Luria
(1966) claims that simultaneous synthesis is involved in learning
linguistic and .numerical skills, while successive processing
occurs when, skilled movements, such as writing and narrative
-speech, are undertaken.

Das and 'his colleagues (Das et. al. 1975, 1979) propose that
simultaneous and successive processing openate in -the brain at
three levels, roughly paralleling the three zones within the
second functional system. At the perceptual level,, the two
processes operate on perceptual stimuli that are being receiVed
at the time. Information from the environment is received through
a learner's : sensory systems, and is organized either
simultaneously 'or successivro-% At the mnestic level;
inforMation is syrIthesized either simultaneously or .successively
from -memory. At Lthe intellectual level, complex systems of the
relationships among concepts are constructed, usually
simultaneously. Das, Kirby and Jarman ,(1975) claim that this is
necessary for the comprehension of complex ideas. It is
therefore important to note 'that simultaneous and successive
Synthesis are cognitive processes that have to do with more than
sensory input. They are processes that operate at perceptual And
at higher.intellectual levels.

Research has shown that simultaneous and successive
.

processes are activated in learners by the demand6 of particular
learning tasks, as well as being related to learners' mental
skills , and styles.. It has been reported (Winn' 1982) that
learning tasksinteradt with simultaneous and successive
processing in such a way that the appropriateness of each type of
synthesis for particular tasks can be identified. Likewise, tasks
requiring varydng degrees of skill in each type of process
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interacb with learner .ability n simultaneous and successive
processing ability, assessed by. such tests as figure'copying
(simultaneous) and digit span (successive).

As far,as coding is concerned, then, the research of Imria,
and of Das and his associates has proVided some informatibn that
has implications'for instructional design that are very different'
from those derived.from_split-brain research. These have to do
both with* the way procesgkng iS-related-to-sensory modality and
toi the two forms of simultaneous and successive pebcessing.
Rather than simply,concluding that we have to "develop" the right
half of the brain (whatever that means), we are led to rather
specific conclusions about the way the functional system to do
with encoding handles information. First, we have seen that the
more information is processed (the "deeper" it is processed
perhaps), the less elevant is .the format in which that
information was presented. 'Indeed, some researchers have -even
suggested that being able to get away from the modality of
presentation is a sign of high intelligence! However,
instructional designers in our area still seem to be preoccupied
with media format and not with cognitiVe processes. This is
clearly a miStake. The main function of the prain, in encoding as
in other processes, is the integration of informatiOn across
modalities. In addition, it appears that hemispheric
specialization increaSes as modality specificity of processing
decreases. Insofar as educators and instructional designers only
have direct control over the form of information,.and since how
it is processed does not have much to do with form, then the idea
that educators can control which half-of the brain processes what
is nonsensical, as is the belief, that one hemisphere can be
"developed" without the other. For example, drawing pictures
stands no better chance of."developing" the right hemispherecthan
it does-the left-

As far as processing is concernezi, we have looked briefly at
simultaneous and successive synthesis. We saw that these were not
necessarily related directly to typical learning tasks, but *that
both processes tend to. be involved to some degree or'other in all
learning. The types of synthesis are applied to perceptual
information as well as to information in memory and to the
synthesis of new and complex intellectual Ideas. Once gain,
there is a message forjnstructional designers.here. There is a
.tendency for designers to try to identify discrete skills that
are related to learning tasks, while the research into
simultaneous and successive processing suggests that these two
processes, at least, are involved in all learning.

Planning

The'greatest difficulty.posed by.the applicatioh of "split
brain" research to education has been that the split-brain model
is totally devoid of anything to do with what Luria has
identified as "planning". The third block of-the brain is a
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functional system concerned precisely with that. 'And it is again-
to the work of eSsociates of Das that we must turn in order to
look for evidence of this planning functioth (Das, 1980).

A studY by Ashman (1978) succeeded in identifying a
"plannine.factor, as well as. factors :for simultaneous and
successive proCessing - Ashman tested the hypothesis that the
planning function cobld be meadred by-means of .tasks that are
commonly used to test frontarlObetunctions. This hypothesis was
based largely upon research Showing that damage to the frontal
lobes affects Strategic thinkimg, foresight, and other types of
planful- behavior (Das, 1984 Eccles, 1977; Luria, 1973), The
gbsts Ashman identified were a ViSual search task, a trail,making
test, a. test of verbal fluency, and planned composition. (These
tests are described and referenced in Das, 1980, and Ashman,
1978, and will not be described further,here.) Suffice it to say
that,each test requires the subject to decide either_upon- ai
strategy_.to follow_ or how_coded-information TS to be used.
Subjects took these tests as well as tests of simultaneous and
suceessive processing (ftr instance, memory, for designs and'
figure Crvping for simultaneous .and pdigit .span and auditory
serial recall for successive. See Das et. al. .1979 for
descriptions of these tests). Scores from these tests were
intercorrelated, and the -resulting matrix factor analyzed.
PrinCipal components analysis with Varimax rotation revealed
three factors, simultaneous, suceessive and planning, es...
predicted. The planning fabtor was marked by the four tests
AshMan had selected from tests of frontal lobe functions. These
results were obtained for grade eight students, for educable
mentally retarded subjects, and for trainable mentally retarded
subjects.

This study therefore suggests that planning is orthogonal tog
coding, which would seem to support Luria's model. However, there. ,

is a suggestion (Das, 1980; Luria, 1973) that the indePendence of --'
planning and coding is developmental. Luria. himself suggests
that children may not have developed the planning functional
system before the -ate-of-founL_or fiVe. Das mentions research with
deaf children Whicb likewiseiTerst-8---that-a--developmental
dimension affects the separation of planning from coding.. -.-

This research is particularly interesting because it has a
parallel in research in instructional psychology. We are, Of
course, referring, to the question of metacognition, which has
been addressed by a number of researchers (see Brown, Campione
and Day, 1981; Lawson, 1980). While metacognition is a 'complex
businesS, it is most simply described as knowledge of and
regulation of one's own cognitive processes (Brown, 1981),
Instruidtional designers, and instructors, -have- extended-thts
notion of learners' "self-control" over learning (Landa, 11)74),
and have described ways. in which learning strategies can be
identified (Rigney, 1978;. Bovy, 1981) and taught.
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A study, bT Petfvson, Swing, .BraVerm,an and Buss (1982)
Allustrates the role of .awareneSS of- cognitive processes in
learning. Grade_ five and six students- were-taught a unit-on
.probability, and the classes'were:videotaped. After the class,
each stUdPnt was interviewed, and"the tape was used as-a prompt
as to what_the student_was thinking at the time. In general.
terms, what students reported-they understood about the lesson
was related to achievement% More-interesting was the finding that
students Who reported using specific cognitive strategies, such
as relating the'information in the lesson to existing:knowledge,'
achieved t a higher level. Moreover, the use of such strategies
was positively related to ability measured by STEP and Raven's
Progressive Matrices. These results suggest that students Oho
are aware of their own cognitive processes can apply strategies
effectively. This metacognitive skill,appears tA be related to
'general ability.

r' While this study demonstrated that awareness of cognitive
-processes is a useful metacognitive skill, it did not directly
e amine attempts to regulate processing by means of instructional
st tegies. Research in this area has generally found that, when
instructed'to do SD, and especially when shown how to do SID,

students can regulate _their own learning blithe application of
.particular learning strategies to the instructional task. This
has been demonstrated for learning information in maps (Thorndyke

4
and Stasz, 1980), pattern recognition (Winn, 1982), and a number
of other tasks. Typically,'it is found that instructions to use
strategies improves the performance of students over those who
have not had such instruction, and that demonstration of the
strategies leads to even greater mprovement, especially for
low-ability students (see Bovy, 1981). This research; combined
with that showing that knowledge of. one's own cognitive processes
can improve learning, suggests that metacognition plays in
psychological processes a role similar to the functional system
to do with planning in the brain.

This leads to the question of whether learners can be
trained to use and to plan the use of processes, such as
simultaneous and successive synthesis, that have arisen out of
brain research. Since people do not code information for its own
sake, but code it for a purpose (Das and Jarman, 1981), it would-
seem that the answer to this has to be "yes". Fortunately, there

---As_empirical evidence that backs this up. Krywaniuk (1974) worked
with- grow of grade three and four native Canadians. Over a
period of ilMei-they were .trained in such tasks as arranging
pictures into story Sequences, constructing patterns from tiles,
serial recall, cross-modal cbding and the recall of numbers
placed ia matrices. The criterion Measures were scores on a
variety of tests. ComParison with pre- and picitttest scores showed
significant improvement on the Schonell Word Recognition test, on
Visual Short-term Memory, and Serial Learning. ThiSTSug ested
that the-training program had improved successive proces
ability.

7(.-",
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KauTMan (1978) likewise sought to train successive skills.
Grade four subjets were trained in a number of tasks, some the
same as those used by Krywaniuk, others including serial recall
of pictures, free recall of pictures, and several variations of
the matrix recall task,- using letters and pictures as well as
numbers. Comparisons of pre- and posttest scores showed
significant differences on all of eight tests of simultaneous mr
successiVe processing. Comparison of an experimental and control
group also showed significant differehces for some of the tests.
Again, the training appeared to have been successful.

What this research tells us is that planning processes are
not the same as coding processes. The planning function of the
brain is concerned with how coded information is to be put to
use. There is little point in dealing with the coding function in
isolation in instructional design. . (Remember that the
"split-brain" model is,pretty much limited to coding.) As we
have seen, planning, strategic behavior, or problem solving'are
skills that learners need to possess if they are to be able to do
more than simply,take in information..These skills must be born
in ,,mind.by the instructional developer, whether the intention is
to 'teach them by means of the instruction that is .under
development, or whether the learnert already possess them. At the
very least, instructional designers need to find out whether
learners possess sufficient skill in planning in order to use the
information they will encode to their advantage.

- Conclusion

In this paperi. we have looked at the problems ot split-brain
research and at Luria's more comprehensive three-block model of
the brain. From our research, we conclude that Luria's model is
a better metaphor for instructors-and designers to follow. This
is because it dealt with arousal-and planning as well as with
coding, to which the split-brain model is generally limited.
What also makes Luria's model attractive is the fact that a lot
of good research, primarily by -Das and his associates, into
learning .and human ability has identified psychological
constructs that appear to be linked to Luria's "functtonal
systems".

We suggest that it is .more practical and profitable, given
what we- know,now, for educators to use brain processes as simply
a metaphor for instruction and 'design, rather than to seek'
guidance in neurological processes themselves. Except for parts
of the .first fdnctional system we looked at, arousal with its
relaionship to attention in learning, the links between brain
processes and human behavior are just not there. What this means
for design is that instruction should aim to draw-and hold
learners' attention, to facilitate the coding and interpretation
of information, and' to indicate what cognitive strategies.the
learner should use.- This is nothing new. However, what research
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based on Luria's model does tell us is the instruction should
also attempt to: develop attentional processes so that the
student is. both aroused and oriented to the information that is
given; develop coding processes so that.information is processed
independent of the modality in which it was presented; develop
planning processes so that learners can decide for theMselves how
to best process information, for example simultaneously or
succgssivelj. These processes will' be developed through
instructional rather than through ,physiological intervention.

In time, higher learning processes may be understood in
terms of neurophysiology. At present, though, they are hot. It is
therefore misleading for us to believe that hemispheric research
has anything to offer the instructor' or designer- beyond a
metaphor. To develop curricOla and to design instruction on the
basis of processes that arebot understood is foolhardy in the
extreme. It is best to stick to what we know -- that is that
learning requires attenti6n, coding and planning, and that
Luria's model, serves as a reminder of this. Present research in
cognitive and instructional psychology is dealing with similar
constructs, and it is to these, not esoteric and half-understood
theory, that We should direct attention.
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A successful communicative act is an interaotion aMortg the

linguistic, paralinguistic and nonlinguistic levels of language.

The objective:4 of this nresentation are to 1) defin the basic

concepts of nonverbal communioation (NVC); 2) heighten the

sensitivity of second langUageteachers, and especially '',SL

teachers, to the nonverbal aspects or.la guage; :Ind 3). to present,'

activities-designed. to foSter nractical knowledge of NVC and

classroom implementation of nonverbal learning.techniques.

Basic Concepts of nig

ESL and crossoultural trainers, especially at 'the adult level,

a.re.conternaciwith nelping, their students acquire the'skills

necessary to communicate coMpetently-.in diverse social and work'

situations. Communidative cotOetenO6 is defined as.the atAlity

use the form or language approOriate to a %iven situation. Both the

:form and the function of the.,13nguage :should match. In other words,

it is not sufficient to use the-correct linguistic iteMs in a
,

g,r4mmatically correct utterance. The tone of voice, gestures,

facialoexpreSsionsand Posture should also be .apPropriate to the

situation. Thus, communicative competence,- s useriAere, includes
, \ .

the nonverbal as well as. the 4erba1 modes of communicat,ion.

Communication within a celture allows'-neoble to be nredictable.

Without necess..4.rily being con3c1Ou1 or it, human-beings are .

consantly engaged in adjustments to tne presence-and activities of

other human being,4. A certainr-amOunt- oroPredictability is required

to make communication poSsible. NVC includes the unconscious

con9emsus within culture that allows basio'nreTio-atability and,
4

2 thus,-successful communication to odour.; it 'is sneciric to a

culture. Tnete iscOnsiderable data attesting to its significance

.7077.74;74vmemit't
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for the shaping.of meaning in any interperSonal communication.

However:, the implications of this data have not been signtficantly

extended to use in second languge (I2). teaching and learning. There

is a great desire and a great needfor the integratOn of nonverbal

learning strategies in multicultural and cross-cultural learning

3ituations. (:DaVis).

Agreement is emerging that NVC serve s.. a number-of social

fUnctions including the-disnlayand-recognition Of emotiOn,.the

comMunication of interpersonal attitudes, and the. regulatihn of the

flow of-Social nteraction. (Mayo LaPrance). Verbal signals- .

require cognitive processing:, ronverbal'signals operate directly,

bypassing conscious analysis ,arll evoking immediate resbonse. sinbe

information can be carried.simultaneouqiy.on both verbal and

nonverbal channels, "one is able to ne,7,otiate social relatipnshins
Nj

and supply emotional feedback nonverbally while exchanging
,

tnformation ,of a cOgnitive:nature verbally." -.(Morain). Nonveybal

reactions are especially-broMinent for the\formatiOn-of attitude's
.

since they tend toresult frOtAconsCious tesnonSes.-.

Movement i3 inextricably:lined to meaning. -Most people are'.

unaware .of the Ampressions th.e,iolylanguage conveys to others.

Yet, the information used in degiding what-to do next results-from
.

reqpowie to the nonvorbal.cues.of others - to ,their facial

exbre33ions, gestures, body movements, tone oC vOice, and.so on.. .

:

One roalon r.pr t,be imirmet or body lano,ueo I i Lhe. nhontaneity of

,behayior. ALthough the wo'r.17'ete use.exe Clre, we do not .

have as much control over our:hehn.vio3.. We cln monitor. our

language as we sneak, and correct wrong dhOices, but-we cannot or do

not see ourselves as Others seeps. "There is no eS'oane from

7;19 3
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commanicating, and here is no Sabh. thins as nonbehavior. 'We arem

always behavingand others-are always reading-our behaVior."-
,-

172. (Galloway).

NonVerbal aSpects' of comMunication increase in significance when
_

verbal information is inadequate or-tissing. When word6 fail tO

Convey meaning, or When verbal channels are minimal, a heavy load:

Must be7carried by the non'verbal channels'. :then verbal . statementS-.

of thoughts and feeling3 are obStrdeted, then teakans ani extra:

-nonverbal inforMation firlAhe dheneVeuthere is a clash

tetween what 4s conveyekverbally and what is conveyed nonverbally,

it is the nonverbal that is believed.

There 4s considerable evidence confirming that crosScultural

1misunderstanding..more otten renults not .from.what is said but rather

from how it is said. In 'other words, COmmunication failS when

differences in the nonver,bql si4ris and Conventions "are not .

underStood'acrosS cultures Burnact< (1)701 filmed *inneabolA.s men

and womenWho deliberately tried to express '"weement"-and

courteSV"- nonverbally An an interview situation. Thefilmed

sequences,were studfed by:citizens of Beirut, Tokyb and Bogota. Ihe

viewers were unable te correctly interpret th :Americans' attempts

to communicate these feeIln,,,s whicft-are 710 critical in enlablishing

a warm nocial climate in 'America. Thqs, ye cannot assume a common
-

NVC system across cultures. Each culture has its own definition of

what in nrelicatable in termn of time, npace.. ,ntures and

expressions .((uhlman). Ir pulticultural communicative events
\

minunderstandinfY.1 orton occur when tho narticiPants-nake incorrect

AnCerences about the meanings of nonverbal signals.
.

Achieving communicative Competeno.,3 requires attrading to others,-

7-z:ct)



responding to .them appropriatelY,',and knowtng haw'one'S response

affects others:, A person must ,learn when tO dtsnlay 'certain

expreSsions; there are display.rules in every culture that Provide

guideltnes fO. r theuise of expresaions and'aestures. SucceSSful

communiCation occurs when the parttaipants validate each,other's

messages and a consensus of context as 'well as men.in'4 ensues.

If.we,assume that IVC 'iscultare specific. what is tke situation

of the recent itmigrant fn the U.7S.7? Even if (S)he can Speak and

Understand some English, (s)he may experience life kere as if

watching ilm with L? subtitles the words anI the gestures do:

not quite fit tOgether to,create cohesive and congruent expression

.because (s)he is interprettng the gestures aacording to his/her own

caltural codes'. Does (s)he understand American sarcasm? Irony?

Afhlt are he appropriate Codes'for communicating successfully in

this new culture?.

Implicattons fOr Second Language Teaching

The ESL classrOom praceSs with the teacher as the,designer at

that process, should, faeilitate. the LP learner!s,mastery of

communicative competence, To determine hoW successfullTthis

proCess is b.ing implemented, 50 E)r, teachers were interviewed.

They were asked whether.they thought NVC iinortant 1).in

classroom interaction and 2') in heIping7Ttlidents develop

Communicative competenee. Three/flfths Of the.teachers interviewed

did not deliberately integrate the nonverbal as.Pects into their ESL

teaching. A number of these had never considered any r:elevance for

ih teaching/learning.. Purther investigation indicates that

there is very little material available to the teacher which

integ'rates 1VC into U2 teaching/learning. (See bibliography).

-
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Misunderstandings.in the classroom often resllt.when Students'and -

'teachers misinterpret each other's nonverbal behaviors- The E9L'

student is the most likely to be seriously victimized by
7

difficulties'in 'communication. .The forces of power, control,

influence, motivation and self-esteem are related-to nonverbal

interactions. Both teacher ani students interpret nonverbalAisIays

as.reflecting inner feelings and attitudes. Inferendes are drawn

fromthese displays According to the individual's Value systeM and'

are used to determine what to believe. Tne t.cher is not only

teaching language,.but at the same time is teaching Atherican values

and codes; for-example, communicating that in Ariierica this is the

way we show approval, encpuragement, disapproval, anger.. etc. The
-

_student depends on correctly interpreting the teacher's .nvb to

sustain his/her own image. The stUdent,who2Misinterorets. the

.teacher's,nvb, becomes confused,- uncertain,:embarassed or even angry

and insulted.

Although,th6 practical usefulness of nonv'erbal behavior in

teaching is apparent-,, the6, Is little systematic research on the
1

.relationship of teachers trained to integrate it into their teaching

strategies and their students' .academic performance. Research in

teacher tTaining still focu,ses large1V 'on the veTbal aspects of
a

. . .

'cmmunicatibn ignoning the'fact:that teacher expectations Ate

conveyed nomierbally; that their values and attitudes are. closely

related to nonverbal behavior; that the majority.of classroom

communication is m.-Iverbal 'and thi.s is more Potent than speech; that

studenta are more responsive tp facial expression and to gestures

than to-speech; and that etrinathy ani warmth are better conveyed

nonverbal:1y' that..verbally

815's



ESL teachers generally..stress acaemic'skilis tb the exclusion

of social 'skills.. This is beginning tochange with awareness of the

need Tor "survivallevel"Thkills. However; even this. beginning
.

awareness of the L2 learner's need to develop social skills

cOncentrates on verbalmodes. We,have found that ESL'students

(*eSpecially from the Far East) have-considerable skill in

manipulating English syntactical forms on paper. They are very good

in reading and writing but lack liatening amd speaking fluency:

fiharthermore, thev haye a very low level Of communiOative competence.

Classroom.interactiont are being developed which Stress

communication of thoughts, ideas and. opinions rather than parrotting

rote phrases; ,This encourages students o disc'ass f,heir confusions

about their new homeland. t4Jpecillv about nonver\bal behaviors 'which

differ, or appear to difter:cfrom their own. For exaMple,

Japanese woman-in an adulSL class. Was discencerted because

whenever she showed respect to Amerloans, they tenlpi to resPond in

A manner she considereI wholly inappropriate. Her show or respect

consisted of:a lowering of, the body.'healand eyes. ticn

interpreted in Ameri.oa aS one of shame or embaraisment more'than one

of respect. When she learned of,this interpretation, she Was

shockel'ani angry 'why:hal never learned this in an ESL Class

before? Why had she been Allowed to embarass herself before the

very people with whom she was tryinr%so harl to bef!ome friends? The

other students began to discuss events in their recent interactions

which had caused conTusion. They displayed a 'need' to know how to

communicate fully with.Americans what reads ani what does not..

Clas'sroom AliPlications

This section of the paper has two parts: 1) the observation of a

fritin

1041*ItoPflerf T kb.. .4....1.1414:411kLut
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,number of ESL and norq;SL credit classes to study nv interactions

between students and teachg6r and among the students; 2) to develoo

curricUlum materials tased on classroom observations. Some of the

findings tbtained.from preliminary study of the videotanes'indicate

a)../E.SL teachers.tend to use more clarification mechanisms than.

do nOnESL teachers;

\b) those ESL teachers who are highly expressive nonverbally seem

to elicit much active participation from the 'studentsl.that is, the

students interact a great deal with each other and with the.teacher

the result is non-threatening to the student - the studentis more

self-Confident.and willing tO'try new_l?Jnguage;

c) those ESL teachers who dg not move 'around the class, do not

use gestures,-etc, to reinfor.ce the verbal language do not have

strong interactiOn with the students there seems "to be -less

response from the students, .mgre doUbt and hesitati9n;

d) regular credit classes are Conducted without.special

provision for' the Second fanguage learners (they are. eXpected to

'keep up")..

It is anticipated that the videotapes will be useful for
0

in-service teacher trainimq wOrkshops as well as for diagnostic

purposes. Students mus't learn to give'nonverbal feedback in

"Americanese"; teachers .4ilI become more sensitive.to the nonverbal

language of other cultures. nother outco-he of the study will be to

teach,students.who haVe developed.linrIlistiC flqcncv to use
v ,

nonvrbal cues to facilitat listening .--)71prehenSion. Learning-.

conventiortv.l NVB.should enhance deVelopment of listening:.competence

as well. 4nan people lecturOley ofton e (1:-;t'irqs 'to emphasi74.1

Iver.R.-tf*.wrnen," ;""
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important information and to cue other aspects of the dis oursa.

a result of the experience with 9eike de-sr:ribs:I above

the authors integrated a "cross-cultural" sharing tite into ea

class session. A sample 'of one of the activities is attached.

this class the teacher became the role mode-l. .The stdients were

.constantly asking !'what does that m6vement mean?", often stopping'

:the teacher in mid.-sentence.

Second languagejearners need to learn about the give-and-tbke

of ,conversation'in the target language: mutuality,- turntaking,

switchfng pauses, and timing. 'To know what to do when, students

must become aware of What.,is.appropri.te to the situations and the

culture in which they find. themselves. It is difficult to fUnction

courteously and competent.ly within a 'culture without participating
;0

actively in fts basic.rituals. Insights int.() posture, moveMent,

-gesture, facial expression', .eye-management aind 4istant-Anq, not- onsly
.

in.crease sensitivity.to other human beings, they ane Anevitably

deepen the learner's self-agar'eness and knowledge of his/her own

culturally determined kineSio system and aode.
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